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CHAPTER 1  

Introduction 

1.1 On time  
Some time ago, a question concerning “quitting time” was posted on the social network reddit.com. 

The poster described himself as working a low-waged entry-level position in a small company, and 

he wanted to know if anybody else felt ashamed of leaving work “on time” if the rest of the office 

stayed on. Leaving work at quitting time felt strange if nobody else was leaving, and he was 

beginning to stay at the office longer and longer, either to do extra work or to browse the internet. 

The question sparked considerable debate, and the responses were quite polarized. However, it was 

evident from the responses that “quitting time” was not just “quitting time”, but somehow 

demanded justification past one’s formal obligations. “My scheduled shift is 8 to 5, I leave at 5 on 

the dot everyday,” one of the respondents answered, “I have a child at home who misses me, and 

I’ll bust my ass if need be while I’m there.” “Most people in my office live very close to work, so they 

leave the office pretty casually,” another respondent answered, “I live a lot farther, and a few 

minutes can make a huge difference in the amount of traffic I deal with, so I will leave as soon as I 

possibly can.” 

Moral ideals have long played a role in the organization of work time. Max Weber 

(1864-1920) established a connection between processes of rationalization, Puritan ideals, and a 

utilitarian view of time in his seminal The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism which was 

published in German in 1904-05 and translated into English in 1930. However, he only hinted at 

the practical significance of Puritan ideals for industrial societies fully entrenched in the “iron cage” 

(Weber, 2005, p. 123), and he left it for subsequent work to develop the practical aspects of his 

thesis. The first major work to look specifically at the significance of Puritan ideals for the 

organization of work time in industrial capitalist societies was E. P. Thompson’s widely cited “Time, 

Work-Discipline, and Industrial Capitalism” which was first published in 1967. According to E. P. 

Thompson (1967), the transition from traditional to industrial models of production involved the 

rise of a new time discipline. The farmer’s and the artisan’s work was done in domestic and 
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workshop settings, and it was organized around the multiple rhythms and timings of the task. 

However, with the rise of industrial models of production and the development of larger production 

complexes, the temporal organization of work activities was detached from the multiple rhythms 

and timings of the work task and replaced with the standardized time periods of the mechanical 

clock (Mukerjee, 1990; Mumford, 2010; E. P. Thompson, 1967). The new time discipline did not 

simply emerge with the introduction of new models of production, but was prefigured by the 

evolution of the Puritans ethic: “Long before the pocket watch had become within reach of the 

artisan [the Puritans] were offering to each man his own interior moral time-piece.” (E. P. 

Thompson, 1967, p. 87) 

Thompson’s study was published in the late 1960s at the pinnacle of industrialized 

capitalism, and it was primarily concerned with the disciplinary regime of the Fordist factory 

(Glennie & Thrift, 1996). This particular model of organization calls for a high degree of regularity 

and standardization and coordination. However, newer flexible models of production call for lower 

degrees of standardization, but higher degrees of coordination which in turn calls for new kinds of 

discipline and control (Glennie & Thrift, 1996). Thus, a number of scholars have stressed that the 

significance of work time norms (WTNs) for the organization of work activities and processes has 

increased with the transition from industrial to postindustrial models of production (Allvin, 

Aronsson, Hagstrom, Johansson, & Lundberg, 2011; Epstein & Kalleberg, 2006; Rubin, 2007a). 

However, while there is a long tradition for exploring the cultural and symbolic aspects of work time 

(e.g. Ditton, 1979; Roy, 1959), there are relatively few studies of the cultural and symbolic aspects of 

work time in postindustrial work organizations. Moreover, the majority of studies draws primarily 

on post hoc materials (e.g. surveys or interviews), and the moral ordering of work time is seldom 

described as it happens in the here and now of authentic workplace interaction. What is missing from 

the description is the actual moral ordering of work time. 

1.2 Research question  
The aim of the present PhD project is to investigate the moral ordering of work time in 

postindustrial work organizations. I have formulated the following research question:  

In what ways is the moral ordering of work time accomplished? 

A more straightforward way of asking the question is, of course, simply to ask how the moral 

ordering of work time is accomplished. Qualitative researchers often use how-questions (Silverman, 
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2013), but I follow Blaikie’s (2010) recommendations and use a what-question to indicate the 

project’s descriptive aim. A number of things are embedded in the research questions. I will unpack 

the concepts throughout the dissertation, but I will provide definitions here for the sake of clarity. I 

understand work time as the temporal ordering of work activities and processes. It is a broader understanding 

of work time than simply the number of hours individuals work. I understand temporal ordering as 

the timing, duration, sequence, and tempo of work activities and processes. I understand the moral ordering of 

work time as interactionally accomplished, socially and materially distributed expectations to the duration, sequence, 

timing, and tempo of work activities and processes. 

I understand the moral ordering of work time as fundamentally a kind of social practice, 

and I position the study within the practice turn in studies of management and organization 

(Gherardi, 2000; Nicolini, 2012; Schatzki, 2001). There is not a single, authoritative view on social 

practice, and a number of intellectual traditions have been placed under the umbrella of practice-

based studies of management and organization (Nicolini, 2012). I draw on a specific line of work 

which emerged in the US in the 1960s and 1970s as ethnomethodology and conversation analysis 

(EMCA) (Llewellyn & Hindmarsh, 2010b). EMCA describes the ways in which “members produce 

and manage settings of organized everyday affairs” (Garfinkel, 1967, p. 1) on the basis of processual 

analyses of naturally occurring interaction. 

The empirical site for the study is a project office devoted to a larger infrastructure 

project in a metropolitan area. The members of the project office were assembled a public 

contractor, NN RAILS, and a number of private companies that were involved with the 

infrastructure project, and they worked in shifting teams with flexible schedules. The members of a 

team managed the team’s activities themselves, and they only reported upwards in the organization 

in weekly briefings. The infrastructure project was divided into several subprojects which were 

contracted through public bids. I observed and recorded the final revisions of the tender material 

for one of the subprojects in the project. The revisions were done by members of NN RAILS and 

members of a private company, NN CONSULT, that was contracted for the tender phase of the 

subproject.  

1.3 The structure of the dissertation  
The dissertation is divided into five major parts. Part 1 serves to provide a conceptual and historical 

context for the project. The first chapter presents a framework for describing the temporal structure 

of work. The second chapter describes the emergence of a new work time in contemporary Western 
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societies. It identifies the sociomaterial transformations that have been connected with the new work 

time, and it sketches the corresponding changes in the temporal structure of work. A major change 

is the increased significance of WTNs for the organization of work activities and processes. The 

third chapter presents an overview of empirical studies of WTNs in contemporary organizations. It 

identifies four major strands in studies of WTNs: a functionalist, an interpretivist, a communication-

centered, and a language-centered, and it identifies a number of shortcomings which are 

characteristic of most strands. One of the shortcomings is that studies of WTNs predominantly use 

post hoc materials (e.g. interviews). Another shortcoming is that studies of WTNs reproduce 

problematic, but persistent dichotomies in the investigation of work time, e.g. subject/object, 

social/material, and micro/macro. 

Part 2 develops a praxiological perspective on WTNs in order to overcome the major 

shortcomings in studies of WTNs. The first chapter presents the practice turn in studies of 

management and organization, and it presents a specific program for exploring organizational 

practice. This particular program emerged from the work of Harold Garfinkel (1917-2011) and 

Harvey Sacks (1935-1975) in the 1960s and 1970s and is typically referred to as ethnomethodology 

and conversation analysis (EMCA). The second chapter presents two models of action which have 

informed studies of WTNs: a retrospective and a processual. The discussion of the two models 

serves as grounds for a fundamental critique of existing studies of WTNs. Moreover, the chapter 

develops a conceptual framework for describing WTNs from the perspective of a processual model 

of action.  

Part 3 serves to introduce the project’s methodological framework. The first chapter 

presents the methods for assembling the empirical material. It builds on the principles and 

procedures of EMCA, but it also draws on the ethnographic tradition to recognize the contextual 

complexity of contemporary workplaces. The chapter discusses the central questions before (e.g. my 

research objective), during (e.g. my role at the site), and after (e.g. my use of data) the observations 

at the empirical. The second chapter presents the methods for analyzing the empirical material. It 

presents two strands of EMCA which are concerned with the sequential and categorial aspects of 

social organization, namely multimodal conversation analysis and membership categorization 

analysis. The aim of combining sequential and categorial analysis is, on the one hand, to capture the 

cultural complexity of moral ordering and, on the other hand, to recognize the distinct formal 

characteristics of moral ordering. The third chapter discusses the quality of the methodological 

framework.  
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Part 4 is devoted to empirical analyses of WTNs. The themes of the analyses emerged 

from a dialogue between preliminary analyses of the empirical material and exploratory readings of 

the literature on work time. The first chapter explores the ‘internal’ organization of work time at the 

‘local’ level of the team’s activities. It looks at the (possible) tensions between different rhythms in the 

organization of work. The second chapter also explores the organization of work time at the ‘local’ 

level of the team’s activities, but it is concerned with the interface between activity spheres (e.g. work 

and life). The premise for the analyses is that the boundaries between activity spheres have become 

(more) flexible and (more) permeable in postindustrial work organizations. The third chapter 

explores the ‘external’ organization of work time at the ‘global’ level of the infrastructure project. It 

is concerned with individuals’ need for legitimation work in complex organizational settings with 

horizontally distributed decision-making responsibilities. 

Part 5 discusses the theoretical and methodological implications of the project, and it 

sketches some of the possibilities for future work that have emerged from it.  
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PART I:  
SETTING THE SCENE  
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Part 1 serves to contextualize the project conceptually and historically. Thus, it is not an introduction to a narrow field, 

but rather a set of interdisciplinary connections that provide the necessary context for the present project. Adam (1990, 

1995, 2004) stresses throughout her intellectual oeuvre that time is a multidimensional phenomenon, and that it calls 

for interdisciplinary explorations. A similar view is expressed in some of the most recent work on organizational time 

(e.g. Hernes, Simpson, & Söderlund, 2013). However, one of the consequences of understanding one’s research as 

inherently interdisciplinary is to deprive oneself of the possibility of belonging to an established community. Indeed, if it 

has become a common practice to introduce edited volumes and special issues on organizational time with the 

observation that time has hitherto been ignored by organizational scholars (Sabelis, 2008), then perhaps it is not so 

much a reflection of a lack of research output, but rather the lack of unity that is inherent to interdisciplinary research. 

It is the diasporic longing of those of us who are living perpetually ‘in between’.  

Part 1 is divided into three chapters. The first chapter presents a conceptual framework for understanding 

work time. The first section grounds studies of work time in the classical writings of Marx, Weber, and Durkheim, 

and it identifies two contrasting views of time which have informed studies of work time, namely epochal time and 

fungible time. The second section presents a framework for describing the temporal structure of organizations. It centers 

on the need to schedule activities, to synchronize functionally separate activities, and to allocate time to activities. The 

second chapter describes the emergence of a new work time which is characterized by elements from fungible as well as 

epochal time. The first section sketches the technological, economic, and demographic changes that have been connected 

with the new work time. The second section identifies the implications for the temporal structure of organizations on the 

basis of the framework that was presented in the preceding chapter. It underscores the increased significance of work 

time norms (WTNs) for the organization of work. The third chapter presents an overview of empirical studies of 

WTNs in postindustrial work organizations. It identifies four major strands of empirical work on WTNs, and it 

identifies a number of shortcoming in the four strands. 
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CHAPTER 2  

Conceptualizing work time 

Fraser (1987) described time as the familiar stranger. We are intimately familiar with the notion of 

time – the calendars and timetables of institutional life, natural and cultural cycles of growth and 

decline, and the ultimate finitude of individual existences – yet somehow it continues to elude us. 

We tend to think of time simply as the time of the mechanical clock (Adam, 2004). Thus, work time 

is typically seen as the time span for performing work as it is specified by the contractual 

relationship between the employer and the employee. As such it is an objective measure for 

individuals’ work. Individuals’ work time can differ with regards to its duration (e.g. part-time), 

position (e.g. shift work), and distribution (e.g. flextime). However, if we suspend the mechanical 

view of work time for just a while, then we will notice its overwhelming complexity. The time of 

work exceeds the time for work as it is specified in the narrow definition of work time. 

The aim of the present chapter is to make strange the familiar notion of work time. The 

chapter is divided into two sections. The first section identifies some of the dominant themes that 

have informed studies of work time in the classical writings of Marx, Weber, and Durkheim. The 

second section develops a framework for describing the temporal structure of work. It presents two 

conflicting time-reckoning systems which have emerged from classical writings on work time. 

Moreover, it develops a framework for describing the temporal structure of work. The framework 

serves to provide a basis for describing the difference between the ‘old’ and the ‘new’ work time in 

the next chapter.  

2.1 Intellectual heritage  
The understanding of time in studies of management and organization is informed by the 

sociological tradition. Emile Durkheim (1858-1917), Karl Marx (1818-1883), and Max Weber 

placed time at the center of sociological description. It disappeared somewhat from view for the 

majority of the 20th century (with the work of George Herbert Mead (1863-1931) and Georges 

Gurvitch (1894-1965) as notable exceptions), and then it resurfaced in the last half of the 20th 
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century with the works of J. T. Fraser (1923-2010), Anthony Giddens (1938-), and Hartmut Rosa 

(1965-). However, the understanding of time in studies of management and organization can be 

tracked back to the themes that were developed in the original work of Durkheim, Marx, and 

Weber.  

2.1.1 Social  t ime  

One line of work in the sociological tradition has described the social dimension of time. Durkheim 

was among the first social thinkers who emphasized the fundamentally social character of time. In 

his seminal work on The Elementary Forms of Religious Life (1912), he rejected idealist as well as 

empiricist understandings of time. Kant had argued in the Critique of Pure Reason (1724-1804) that 

time and space were preconditions for experience and perception. He distinguished between the 

categories of judgment and the a priori intuitions of time and space: “Time does not correspond with 

objects, feelings, or images that appear in and over time. It is neither an object of perception nor the 

result of comparative perception. Rather, time is an inherent, thus a priori, mode of perception.” 

(Adam, 2004, p. 34) Durkheim agreed with Kant insofar as he saw time as an ordering principle for 

experience and perception. It is separate from individual experience, and it cannot be derived from 

observation: “When we seek time though experience, Durkheim suggested, it tends to disappear.” 

(Adam, 2004, p. 47) However, unlike Kant he saw time as culturally and historically specific, and as 

such it cannot precede the social: “It is not my time that is thus arranged; it is time in general, such as 

it is objectively thought of by everybody in a civilization. […] What the category of time expresses is 

a time common to the group, a social time, so to speak.” (Durkheim, quoted in Zerubavel, 1976, p. 

87) Time was for Durkheim (1982, p. 50) a “social fact”.  

Durkheim’s (2001) emphasis on culturally and historically specific kinds of time was 

developed further in subsequent work in the sociological tradition. Sorokin and Merton (1937), for 

example, stressed that there are multiple kinds of social time, and that the meaning of time is 

relative to the beliefs and customs that are shared among the members of a group. Perhaps the most 

comprehensive framework for describing the qualitative nature of time was developed by Georges 

Gurwitch who, in The Spectrum of Social Time (1964), distinguished between eight different aspects of 

social time (enduring time, deceptive time, erratic time, cyclical time, retarded time, alternating 

time, time in advance of itself, and explosive time). 
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2.1.2 Commodif ied t ime  

Another line of work in the sociological tradition has described the processes that have resulted in 

the commodification of social time. Among the most influential in that particular tradition is the 

work of Marx and Weber. Marx was concerned with the commodification and compression of time. 

According to Adam (2004), Marx did not theorize time explicitly in his work, but it was central to 

his discussion of the exploitation, regulation, and control of workers in Grundrisse (1857-1858) and 

the first volume of Capital (1867). Marx distinguished between the use value (“Gebrauchswert”) and 

the exchange value (“Tauschwert”) of a commodity. The exchange value of a commodity is the 

quantity of other commodities that it can be traded for. Thus, it is not its price in money, but its 

relation to other commodities. The use value of a commodity is contextually specific. It expresses 

the value that a specific commodity has for a specific individual in a specific situation. Hence, to be 

able to exchange a commodity into an abstract medium (money), another abstract medium must be 

introduced to determine the value of the commodity in question. According to Adam (2004), Marx 

saw time as the necessary third medium through which the value of a commodity could be 

translated into money: 

Every commodity (product or instrument of production) is = to the objectification of a given 

amount of labour time. Their value, the relation in which they are exchanged against other 

commodities, or other commodities against them, is = to the quantity of labour time realised in 

them.” (Marx, quoted in Adam, 2004, p. 38)  

However, only a particular kind of time can function as the medium for translating work into 

money, namely a kind of time which can be subjected to mathematical operations, and which is 

stripped of any contextual specificity: “Only the quantitative, divisible time of the clock is 

translatable into money. […] Only as an abstract, standardized unit can time become medium for 

exchange and a neutral value in the calculation of profit.” (Adam, 2004, pp. 38–39) However, the 

commodification of time necessarily leads to its compression which in turn necessarily leads to an 

intensification of work time (Adam, 2004). Marx saw in the capitalist model of production where 

labor time equals exchange value an intrinsic pressure to extend the working day or to work labor 

more intensively: “Thus, as soon as laws are in place to restrict and/or reduce working hours, 

capital tends to compensate for this with compression, ‘systematically raising the intensity of labour, 

and converting every improvement in machinery into a more perfect means for soaking up labour 

power’.” (Adam, 2004, p. 40) 
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Weber was also concerned with the commodification of time, and he continued the 

critical tradition from Marx. However, unlike the majority of his Marxist contemporaries, Weber 

was reluctant to understand economic transformations in purely material terms, and he insisted on 

the need to locate economic transformations within a “unique cultural totality” (Giddens, in Weber, 

2005, p. x). In his seminal work The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, he explored the cultural 

origins of “the peculiar modern Western form of capitalism” (Weber, 2005, p. xxxvii) which in his 

view developed in Western Europe and North America. Specifically, he established a connection 

between processes of rationalization, Puritan ideals, and an instrumental view of time as linear, 

quantifiable, and scarce.1 The utilitarian view of time which came to dominate industrial capitalist 

societies – evidenced par excellence in Benjamin Franklin’s Necessary Hints to Those That Would Be Rich 

(1736) and Advice to a Young Tradesman (1748) – was indicative of a capitalist ethic. “Truly what is here 

preached is not simply a means of making one’s way in the world, but a peculiar ethic. The 

infraction of its rules is treated not as foolishness but as forgetfulness of duty. That is the essence of 

the matter.” (Weber, 2005, p. 17)  

Weber identified two major factors in the development of a instrumental understanding 

of time. The first factor was the rigid time discipline of medieval monastic orders (the Benedictines, 

the monks of Cluny, the Cistercians, and the Jesuits) which served to liberate the monks from 

natural impulses through rational action and meticulous time-keeping (Adam, 2004). The ascetic 

practice of the monastic orders percolated from the monasteries to the bordering communities, and 

gradually it became an integrated part of virtuous conduct. “Thus, in time, the active self-control in 

the service of God became, according to Weber, the most important practical ideal of the Protestant 

Reformation.” (Adam, 2004, p. 43) However, according to Weber (2005), the ascetic practice of the 

Protestant Reformation differed from that of the monastic orders. What he saw as the otherworldly 

asceticism (“innerweltliche Askese”) of the monastic orders was directed inwards, and it supported a 

life of contemplation. The worldly asceticism (“ausserweltliche Askese”) of the Protestant 

Reformation was directed outwards, and it was through worldly activity that the Protestant was to 

show his or her devotion to God. The quest for salvation was driven by “rationally calculable 

action” which in turn rested on “an expectation of predictable and controllable regularity within a 
                                                
1 Weber used the term “Wahlverwandtschaften”, which he got from a novel by Goethe, to characterize the relationship between the 
Puritan ethic and rationalized capitalism. It describes the tendency of some chemical species or substances to combine with other 
species or substances, but in Goethe’s novel it is used metaphorically to model social relations on chemical reactions. The direct 
translation of “Wahlverwandtschaften” is “elective affinities”, but Parsons replaces it with “connection” in his 1930 translation. The 
precise meaning of “elective affinities” is equivocal in both Goethe’s and Weber’s work, and the relationship between the Puritan 
ethic and rationalized capitalism has been interpreted in both idealistic and materialistic directions. However, I am not concerned 
with the question of whether Weber should be placed on either side of the idealism/materialism divide, and I use the neutral, if 
somewhat imprecise, term from Parsons’s translation. 
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universally applicable time” (Adam, 2004, p. 43). According to Adam (2004), punctuality became a 

central virtue of the Protestant ethic, and it transformed the view of the future from either the 

domain of the unknown or the cyclic “return of the similar” into a predictable domain that could be 

colonized by human activity: “It is to relate to the future instrumentally and to hold an implicit 

belief that the future is not merely calculable but controllable.” (Adam, 2004, p. 43) The second 

major factor in the development of an instrumental understanding of time was secularization 

(Adam, 2004). The pursuit of profit was done in devotion to God, and it was ultimately a means to 

salvation. However, as societies became secularized and the religious hold on people’s devotion 

began to fade, only the pursuit of profit was left. 

2.1.3 Fungible  t ime and epochal t ime  

The classical writings of Durkheim, Marx, and Weber have informed two fundamental 

understandings of time within studies of management and organization (Hassard, 1999). Most 

studies of work time distinguish between ‘subjective’ and ‘objective’ time-reckoning systems 

(Orlikowski & Yates, 2002). A time-reckoning system can be described as the dominant way of 

organizing activities in time and ascribing meaning to time among the members of a collectivity. A 

number of terms have been suggested to capture the distinction between ‘objective’ and ‘subjective’ 

time-reckoning systems (e.g. chronos and kairos (J. E. Smith, 1969), clock time and task time (E. P. 

Thompson, 1967), even time and event time (Clark, 1985), clock time and event time (Jaques, 

1982), and fungible time and epochal time (Bluedorn, 2002)). However, the different conceptions of 

‘objective’ and ‘subjective’ time-reckoning systems are fundamentally alike, and I will limit the 

present introduction to Bluedorn’s (2002) distinction between fungible time and epochal time. 

Bluedorn (2002) distinguishes between fungible time and epochal time. Fungible time is 

(1) homogenous, which means that it consists of identical temporal units, and that one unit is 

interchangeable with another unit of the same type, (2) it is linear, which means that it extends 

indefinitely backward and forward, and (3) it is objective, which means that its meaning is extrinsic to 

the occasions of its use. Epochal time is (1) heterogenous, which means that it differs from one situation 

to another, and (2) it is subjective, which means that its meaning is intrinsic to the situations in which 

it unfolds: “The time is in the events; the events do not occur in time.” (Bluedorn, 2002, p. 31) 

Bluedorn (2002) exemplifies the differences between fungible time and epochal time with the 

mundane activity of eating lunch. The former can be described as ‘time for lunch’ and the latter as 

‘lunchtime’:  
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Time for lunch could be determined by hunger, making it somewhat epochal, but in much of 

the industrialized world the time for lunch is usually signaled by the clock, often the arrival of 

noon, and lunch is the activity that fills a fungible time interval (e.g., noon to 12.30 PM). The 

epochal time analogue, lunchtime, is more apt to be linked to the individual’s internal rhythms 

(e.g., the onset of hunger), external social rhythms (e.g., the flow of work that day), or both, 

making the definition of lunchtime whenever the individual or group decides to eat lunch. (Bluedorn, 

2002, p. 31) 

The present section has sketched two of the intellectual traditions that have informed studies of 

work time, and it has presented to fundamental understandings of time which have emerged from 

the two traditions: fungible time and epochal time. The next section presents a framework for 

describing the temporal structure of work.   

2.2 The temporal structure  of work  
Organizational scholars have identified several aspects of the temporal structure of organizations 

(Ancona, Okhuysen, & Perlow, 2001; Ballard & Seibold, 2003; Bluedorn & Jaussi, 2007; Hassard, 

1999; McGrath & Kelly, 1992; Schriber & Gutek, 1987; J. D. Thompson, 1967). Among the most 

recurrent aspects are timing, pacing, scheduling, synchronization, and allocation. However, the 

existing literature tends to conflate different conceptual levels in the description of temporal 

structure. A comparison of ‘timing’ and ‘scheduling’ can provide an example. Timing describes 

when something will happen. Scheduling describes when something will happen, how long it will 

take, and in some cases how often it will happen. As such timing is a dimension of scheduling. 

Moreover, there are some conceptual irregularities in the existing literature on temporal structure. 

The use of ‘scheduling’ can once more provide an example. According to Hassard (1999), 

scheduling is a function in organizations. It is something that organizations must do to manage 

temporal uncertainty. According to Ballard and Seibold (2003), scheduling is a modality in the 

construction of time. It describes the degree to which plans, activities, and events are formalized.  

I base the present overview on Hassard’s (1999) framework for describing the temporal 

structure of work. The aspects of temporal structure which are included in his framework are 

among the most recurrent in the existing literature. It is centered on a number of interdependent 

temporal functions in organizations: scheduling, synchronization, and allocation. I also use Ancona 

et al.’s (2001) distinction between different kinds of activity mapping to introduce the different 

aspects of temporal structure in Hassard’s (1999) framework. Ancona et al. (2001) define activity 
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mapping as the ways in which activities are mapped to time. It is an aspect of time which is 

concerned with the deliberate creation of order. Finally, I use concepts from the broader literature 

on temporal structure to explain the modalities and modifiers of temporal functions. I understand 

‘modalities’ as differences in the communicative realization of activity mapping. I understand 

‘modifiers’ as phenomena that relate to or are implicated in activity mapping. 

2.2.1 Scheduling  

According to Hassard (1999), organizations are characterized by a set of temporal problems and a 

set of corresponding temporal needs. The first problem is the reduction of temporal uncertainty and 

the corresponding need to stipulate when activities will take place, and how long they will take 

(Hassard, 1999; Schriber & Gutek, 1987; J. D. Thompson, 1967). It is the need for schedules. 

Scheduling is primarily done through single activity mapping and repeated activity mapping 

(Ancona et al., 2001). Single activity mapping specifies the position of an activity on a continuum. The 

activity can begin ‘early’ or ‘late’ relative to its position on the continuum. Ancona et al. (2001) 

define repeated activity mapping as the mapping of a recurrent activity. The recurrence of the activity 

can happen with no interval, and it can happen with regular and irregular intervals. The repetition 

of a single operation in conventional assembly line production is an example of repeated activity 

mapping with regular intervals. However, mathematically irregular activities are not necessarily 

culturally irregular (Zerubavel, 1976).  

Single activity mapping can be described modally in terms of its rigidity, and repeated 

activity mapping can be described in terms of its regularity. The degree of rigidity and regularity in 

activity mapping is determined by its communicative realization (Ballard & Seibold, 2003). A work 

team’s decision “to meet on Monday 23rd from 10-12 in room 101” and “to have a short meeting in 

a while” are instances of single activity mapping with a high respectively a low level of rigidity. 

However, the degree of rigidity in single activity mapping is also modified by temporal buffers and 

boundaries. Temporal buffers are unspecified blocks of time that are inscribed in schedules to deal with 

specific uncertainties in the projected time use or with general uncertainties in the chronometric 

system (Schriber & Gutek, 1987). The temporal mapping of the 6:47 train from Aalborg to Aarhus 

is characterized by a high level of rigidity in its communicative realization. However, the longer 

stops in Aalborg and Aarhus provide blocks of time where ‘lost’ time can be ‘won’, and potential 

delays can be resolved.  
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Table 1: My morning commute 

Station Arrival Departure 

Aalborg St. 06:43 06:47 

Hobro St. 07:16 07:17 

Randers St. 07:32 07:33 

Aarhus H 08:06 08:14 

Temporal boundaries are cultural and material lines of demarcation between activity spheres. They 

decide when work activities can be performed, and whether they can be interrupted. Schriber and 

Gutek (1987) distinguish between two kinds of temporal boundaries. Firstly, work activities can be 

separated spatially and temporally from other work activities as in the case of open- and closed-door 

policies. Secondly, work activities can be separated spatially and temporally from nonwork activities. 

This is usually referred to as the relationship between ‘work’ and ‘life’. The temporal boundaries 

between activity spheres can be flexible and permeable (Allvin et al., 2011). In the case of flexible 

spheres, the relative scope of activity spheres can change over time. What is perceived as belonging 

to the work sphere has, for instance, undergone changes in relation to the human body. The care of 

the body has diffused from the life sphere and into the work sphere with biking to work schemes, 

company training rooms, and food policies. In the case of permeable spheres, activities that are 

perceived as belonging to one sphere can ‘interpellate’ another sphere for shorter periods of time. 

Examples are bringing a child to work or answering work emails at home.  

2.2.2 Synchronization  

The second problem is the resolution of conflicts over temporal activities and the corresponding 

need to coordinate functionally segmented entities and activities (Hassard, 1999; Schriber & Gutek, 

1987; J. D. Thompson, 1967). It is the need for synchronization. Synchronization is done through 

multiple activity mapping as it involves the relationship between activities of different sorts (Ancona et 

al., 2001). According to Hassard (1999, p. 339), synchronization is concerned with “(a) the temporal 

patterning of an actor’s multiple actions, (b) the temporal patterning of the actor’s actions in relation 

to those of other actors, and the temporal patterning of an actor’s actions in relation to other objects 

or events.” Fundamentally, multiple activities can happen simultaneously, or they can happen 

sequentially. Multiple activity mapping can be described modally in terms of its density.  

Hassard (1999) develops the temporal aspects of synchronization by drawing on J. D. 

Thompson’s (1967) classical work on organizational structure. J. D. Thompson (1967) distinguishes 

between three kinds of interdependence between activities in organizations. Moreover, he holds that 
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different kinds of synchronization are necessary for different kinds of interdependence. Firstly, 

activities can be characterized by pooled interdependence. Here, activities contribute to and are 

supported by the organizational whole, but there is no observable interaction between one cluster of 

activities and another. This kind of synchronization is accomplished through standardization. 

Secondly, activities can be sequentially interdependent. Here, one set of activities produces the ‘input’ for 

another set of activities. This kind of synchronization is accomplished through planning. Finally, 

activities can be characterized by reciprocal interdependence. Here, one cluster of activities produces 

‘input’ for another cluster of activities and vice versa. Unlike sequential interdependence, reciprocal 

interdependence involves a symmetrical relationship between activities. This kind of 

synchronization is accomplished through mutual adjustment. According to J. D. Thompson (1967), 

the different kinds of synchronization range from simple to complex, and the need for 

communication differs significantly: “Standardization requires less frequent decisions and a smaller 

volume of communication during a specific period of operations than does planning, and planning 

calls for less decision and communication activity than does mutual adjustment.” (J. D. Thompson, 

1967, p. 56) 

A number of studies have developed the notion of entrainment to understand the processes 

that are involved in the synchronization of functionally segmented entities and activities (Ancona & 

Chong, 1992b; Ancona et al., 2001; Bluedorn, 2002; McGrath, Kelly, & Machatka, 1984). 

Originally, it originated in studies of biological rhythms, but it was adapted to studies of 

organization by McGrath et al. (1984) and Ancona and Chong (1992b). Entrainment in biological 

systems comprises the modification of biological or behavioral rhythms by external zeitgebers. 

Zeitgebers are defined as rhythmically occurring natural phenomena which act as cues in the 

regulation of the body’s circadian rhythms. However, as suggested by the use of ‘cues’ in the 

definition of zeitgebers, the rhythm is not imposed on the body, but internalized in the body’s own 

rhythms: “The modified rhythm persists even after the external pacers are removed.” (Ancona & 

Chong, 1992b, p. 166) The lingering effects of zeitgebers can be seen in the experience of jetlag after 

travelling between time zones. Only after some time of exposure to the new cycle of light and dark 

has the body adapted to the new time zone. Ancona and Chong (1992b, p. 166) define entrainment 

in organizations as “the adjustment or moderation of one behavior to synchronize or to be in 

rhythm with another.” They distinguish between three kinds of synchronization: 

Tempo entrainment occurs when two processes operate at the same pace, or speed. Synchronic 

entrainment implies two processes with similar pace and rhythmic phase. Here, rhythm is the 
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recurring pattern of overt measurable activities whose periodicity reflects some internal clock. 

Harmonic entrainment involves the extent of gestalt-like harmonization or meshing of the two 

processes as perceived by observers. (Ancona & Chong, 1992b, p. 166) 

 

2.2.3 Allocat ion  

The third problem is the problem of temporal scarcity and the corresponding need to allocate time as 

effectively as possible (Hassard, 1999; Schriber & Gutek, 1987; J. D. Thompson, 1967). Similar to 

synchronization, allocation is done through multiple activity mapping (Ancona et al., 2001). 

However, it is not concerned with relative ordering of multiple activities, but rather the relative 

importance of activities with regards to time usage. It necessarily involves prioritization. The 

allocation of time to activities can also be described morally in terms of its rigidity, but here it 

describes the degree of rigidity in the relationship between activities.  

One aspect of allocation is the allocation of time to different activity spheres, typically 

work and life. Different models have been suggested to characterize the relationship between work 

and life, but it can be described overall as separation, integration, or interaction (Allvin et al., 2011). 

The separation model sees work and life as parallel spheres with no interaction (Allvin et al., 2011; 

Nippert-Eng, 1996). Work satisfies individuals’ material needs, and social and emotional needs are 

satisfied elsewhere. Individuals ‘work to live’ so to speak. “There is no classificatory ambiguity for 

the extreme segmentor: everything belongs to “home” or “work,” two mutually exclusive 

categories.” (Nippert-Eng, 1996, p. 6) 

Figure 1: Separation 

 
The integration model sees work and life as overlapping spheres (Allvin et al., 2011; Nippert-Eng, 

1996) Ideally, there is no distinction between the activities that belong to one sphere and the 

activities that belong to another. ““Home” and “work” are one and the same, one giant category of 

social existence, for no conceptual boundary separates its contents or meanings.” (Nippert-Eng, 

1996, p. 5) Examples are individuals who work from home and individuals who ‘live to work’.  
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Figure 2: Integration 

 
Both models are logical possibilities, but as the dotted sphere indicates, it is difficult to imagine 

individuals who maintain complete separation or integration of activity spheres in practice. Instead, 

complete separation and integration should be seen as extremes on a continuum (Nippert-Eng, 

1996). Finally, the interaction model sees work and nonwork as separate spheres, but it stresses that 

different spheres of life can, and indeed do, interact (Allvin et al., 2011; Nippert-Eng, 1996). One 

kind of interaction is spillover from one sphere into another (Allvin et al., 2011). Experiences from 

one sphere can influence another sphere positively or negatively. Another kind of interaction is 

compensation between spheres (Allvin et al., 2011). Deficiencies in one sphere (e.g. performing 

physically straining work with limited resting time at the workplace) are compensated in another 

sphere (e.g. having to spend ‘extra’ time to recuperate at home). Finally, the interaction between 

work and nonwork can be characterized by competition (Allvin et al., 2011). The premise is that 

individuals have a fixed amount of time to ‘spend’, and increasing the amount of time that is 

devoted to one sphere decreases the amount of time that can be devoted to another: “Role overload 

is an almost inevitable consequence of the interaction between Western time culture and modern 

forms of organization.” (Hassard, 1999, p. 340) 

Figure 3: Interaction 

 
One method for dealing with temporal scarcity at the organizational as well as the individual level is 

to reduce the duration of activity ‘slots’ (e.g. sleeping fewer hours or having shorter breaks) or the 

duration between activity ‘slots’ (e.g. driving faster to work or increasing the pace of the assembly 

line) (Rosa, 2010). This can be described as horizontal compression. Another method is to increase the 

number of activities within the same activity ‘slot’ (e.g. working while eating lunch or watching TV 

while making dinner) (Rosa, 2010). This can be described as vertical compression. The possibility of 
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compressing activities horizontally or vertically depends on the mode of interdependence between 

them (e.g. activities with sequential interdependence cannot be compressed vertically). 

The framework for describing the temporal structure of work is summarized in Table 2: 

 

 

Table 2: A framework for describing the temporal structure of work 

 Mapping Modalities 

Scheduling single activity mapping 
repeated activity mapping 

rigidity 
regularity 

Synchronization multiple activity mapping density 

Allocation multiple activity mapping rigidity 

2.3 Summary  
The present chapter has presented two fundamental understandings of time which have informed 

studies of work time. It tracked the intellectual origins of fungible time and epochal time in the 

classical sociological writings of Durkheim, Marx, and Weber. Moreover, the chapter has presented 

a framework for describing the temporal structure of work. The next chapter describes the 

emergence of a new work time in Western capitalist societies. It sketches the sociomaterial 

transformations that have been connected with the emergence of the new work time, and it 

describes the difference between the ‘old’ and the ‘new’ work time on the basis of the framework 

that was presented in the present chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3  

The new work time 

A dominant theme in sociological studies of time and work in Western societies is the gradual 

disappearance of epochal time for fungible time. The standardization of time is widely recognized as 

one of the preconditions for the organization of action on larger scales (Giddens, 1991; Mukerjee, 

1990; Mumford, 2010; E. P. Thompson, 1967; Zerubavel, 1982). The mechanical clock, not the 

steam engine, was the most important machine of the industrial age as Mumford (2010) once 

observed. The production of goods in preindustrial societies was primarily done by individual 

artisans, by the members of a family, or in smaller “cottage industries” (Miller, 2015, p. 17). Here, 

work relationships were intertwined with nonwork relationships, and work activities and processes 

were organized on the basis of the task. However, with the rise of industrial models of production 

and the development of larger production complexes, the temporal organization of work activities 

was detached from the multiple rhythms and timings of the individual task and replaced with a 

standardized temporal reference framework:  

The vast, intricate, elaborate division of labor, spatially distributed in both space and time, 

which characterises industrialism demands a meticulous coordination of activities according to 

anticipated and scheduled time-intervals, and imposes upon the people closer and closer limits 

of mechanical time, reckoned in seconds and split seconds, which have nothing to do with the 

normal rhythm of vital activities. (Mukerjee, 1990)  

Ultimately, then, it is the story of how the Western subject’s conquest over the object, its quest to 

obtain mastery over nature as Francis Bacon prescribed in Novum Organum (1620), collapses onto the 

subject itself. “Only thought which does violence to itself is hard enough to shatter myths.” 

(Horkheimer & Adorno, 2002, p. 2) The epitome of the rational Western subject, the cunning 

Odysseus in Homer’s epic poem, is able to fool Polyphemus and escape the cyclop’s cave, but only 

by reducing himself to “Nobody”, only by eradicating the difference between subject and object: 

“Odysseus's two contradictory actions in his meeting with Polyphemus, his obedience to his name 

and his repudiation of it, are really the same thing. He declares allegiance to himself by disowning 
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himself as Nobody; he saves his life by making himself disappear.” (Horkheimer & Adorno, 2002, 

pp. 47–48) Everything is made the same.  

However, a number of scholars have suggested that a new work time regime has 

emerged with the sociomaterial transformations of the late 20th century (Glennie & Thrift, 1996; 

Hassard, 2002; Rubin, 2007a). Building on E. P. Thompson’s (1967) distinction between (epochal) 

task time and (fungible) clock time, Rubin (2007a) proposes that the new work time can be 

described as layered-task time. It is a hybrid mode of time with elements from epochal as well as 

fungible time. Overall, the organization of work activities and processes is determined by task 

completion rather than segmented time periods. However, the meaning of time is not seen as 

inherent to the task itself, but embedded in the instrumental logic of industrial capitalist societies. It 

is a commodity that can be traded, expended, and wasted, and its scarcity calls for work activities to 

be effective. Moreover, she proposes that the new work time is characterized by a transition from 

structural and technical control to normative and concertive control.  

The present chapter serves to introduce the notion of a new work time. The chapter is 

divided into two sections. The first section describes the sociomaterial transformations that have 

been connected with the new work time. There is not a single, authoritative analysis of the 

development of the new work time, but most scholars highlight technological, economic, and 

demographic changes as the primary factors. The second section describes the transformation work. 

It draws on the framework that was presented in the preceding chapter to compare the temporal 

structure of industrial and postindustrial work organizations.  

3.1 Sociomaterial transformations  
The present section presents the technological, economic, and demographic changes that have been 

connected with the development of a new work time. The changes are interconnected, and the 

distinction between different kinds of changes serves primarily an analytical purpose.  

3.1.1 Technological changes  

One factor which have been connected with the development of the new work time is technological 

acceleration. Scholars have linked technological acceleration to changes in the cultural (Tomlinson, 

2007), political (Hassan, 2009), and economic (Castells, 2009) spheres, but perhaps the ubiquitous 

nature of processes of acceleration is best reflected in the subtitle to Gleick’s bestselling book Faster: 

The Acceleration of Just About Everything (1999). Virilio (1997) distinguishes between three revolutions 
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that relate to technological acceleration: 19th century transportation, 20th century transmission, and 

21st century transplantation. The first set of changes relate to decreases in the relative travel time 

between destinations (e.g. with the invention of the steam engine, the combustion engine, and the 

jet engine). The development of electronic transmission decreased the time of communication 

significantly (e.g. telegraph, telephone, radio and television broadcasting, and computer and satellite 

communications). Finally, the last set of changes relate to the acceleration of organic matter. One 

example is the genetic manipulation of plants’ and animals’ natural rhythms to accelerate the 

production rate in agriculture. However, the potential for operating at higher speeds is only one 

factor in assessing social acceleration. Rosa (2010) stresses that increases in the average speed in 

transportation, communication, and production are the most relevant factors in processes of social 

acceleration. The reduction in communication time which came with the development of digital 

media was relatively small compared with the reduction in communication time which came with 

the telegraph. Even with the revolution in transportation in the 19th century, it could take weeks or 

months for a written letter to arrive, but a telegraphed message could arrive almost instantly. 

However, the cost of communication was decreased dramatically with the introduction of digital 

media which in turn increased the rate of communication. 

However, although the notion of social acceleration is widely recognized, the 

implications of social acceleration are the subject of some debate. Some hold that the processes of 

acceleration which were central to the development of ‘high’ modern societies have continued into 

‘late’ modern societies (e.g. Giddens, 1991). The character and experience of time have not changed 

fundamentally. Others hold that the processes of acceleration in ‘postmodern’ societies have been 

radicalized to such a degree that time has collapsed onto itself (e.g. Bauman, 2000; Castells, 2009; 

Virilio, 1997). This collapse has two dimensions. Firstly, postmodernists hold that temporal 

extension, and by implication time itself, has disappeared.  

Compressing time to the limit is tantamount to make time sequence, and thus time, disappear. 

(Castells, 2009, pp. 463–464) 

Once distances can be spanned (and so the materially distant parts of space acted upon and 

affected) with the velocity of electronic signals, all references to time appear, as Jacques Derrida 

would put it, ‘sous rature’. (Bauman, 2000, p. 117) 

The revolution in mechanical transportation in the ‘high’ modern era decreased the travel time 

between destinations. However, the experience of travelling faster in time was relative to the 
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experience of travelling in space. The experience of travel time was characterized by duration and 

sequence. Likewise, the invention of analogue transmission decreased the time between sending and 

receiving a message almost to zero, but even so the sequential relationship between sending and 

receiving was discernable to human experience. The first action (sending) preceded the second action 

(receiving). However, the digital transactions of networked computers can be performed with such a 

speed that sequence and duration are indiscernible to human experience. According to Purser 

(2002), the difference between ‘modern’ and ‘postmodern’ time can be described symbolically with 

the way in which we tell time on the analog and the digital clock. We tell time on the analog clock 

by noticing the spatial location of the clock’s hands. The telling of time preserves some experience of 

time as chronological as it is locked to the mechanical and sequential movement of the clock. We 

tell time on the digital clock by reading a numerical display of the “temporal present instant” with 

no experience of “transitional sequential movement” (Purser, 2002, p. 161).  

Secondly, postmodernists hold that the relationship between time and space has been 

inversed. The defining loci of modernity are produced by imposing a temporal structure on the 

physical space through technologies of synchronization: clocks, stopwatches, and timetables (Hassard, 

2002). In the factory or the school, the spaces for performing different activities are clearly 

demarcated, and the sound of the bell or the whistle signals when to move from area to the next. “It 

was the routinization of time that held the place whole, compact and subject to homogeneous 

logic.” (Bauman, 2000, p. 115) The relationship between time and space can be decribed as 

temporalized space. The following instructions for the “Warden of the Mill” can be read in the Law 

Book of the Crowley Iron Works, a massive civil and penal code written in the beginning of the 18th 

century by Sir Ambrose Crowley and his son John for the governing of the Crowley Iron Works, 

one of the first large-scale complexes in the European manufacturing industry: 

Every morning at 5 a clock the Warden is to ring the bell for beginning to work, at eight a clock 

for breakfast, at half an hour after for work again, at twelwe a clock for dinner, at one to work 

and at eight to ring for leaving work and all to be lock’d up. (Crowley and Crowley, quoted in E. 

P. Thompson, 1967, p. 82) 

Likewise, the following instructions for the conclusion of the morning assembly in 19th century 

Methodist schools can be read in the Rules for the Government, Superintendence, and Teaching of the Wesleyan 

Methodist Sunday Schools, York. 

The Superintendent shall again ring, – when, on a motion of his hand, the whole School rise at 

once from their seats; – on a second motion, the Scholars turn; – on a third, slowly and silently 
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move to the place appointed to repeat their lessons, – he then pronounces the word “Begin”.  

(Quoted in E. P. Thompson, 1967, p. 85) 

However, the defining loci of postmodernity are produced by imposing a spatial structure on time 

through technologies of real time: networked computers, smartphones, and cloud-based collaboration 

software (Hassard, 2002). Once it is coded in digital form, information can be accessed, processed, 

and distributed instantaneously. The relationship between time and space can be described as 

spatialized time. This is not any place in particular, but a virtual, networked space. The virtual space 

of the digital network is not the “space of places”, but the “space of flows” which can be described 

as the material configurations that enable or produce “simultaneity of social practices without 

territorial contiguity” (Castells, 1999, p. 295).  

A number of terms have been suggested to characterize the hypothesized ‘postmodern’ 

time (e.g. network time (Castells, 2009), chronoscopic time (Virilio, 1997), and instantaneous time 

(Lash & Urry, 2002)), but the different terms are fundamentally alike. The major differences 

between ‘modern’ time and ‘postmodern’ time are summarized in Table 3: 

Table 3: A comparison of modern and postmodern time 

Modern time Postmodern time 

the time of the mechanical clock 
linear 

predictable 
recursive 

technologies of synchronization 
temporalized space 

the time of the digital network 
layered 

unpredictable 
incursive 

technologies of real time 
spatialized time 

Based on Bauman (2000), Castells (2009), Lash and Urry (2002), and Virilio (1997)  

3.1.2 Economic changes  

Another set of changes that have been connected with the new work time is the development of new 

flexible models of production. Political economists have developed a number of terms to 

characterize the changes in the global economy (e.g. disorganized capitalism (Lash & Urry, 1987), 

post-Fordism (Amin, 1995), and flexible accumulation (Harvey, 1990)), and the precise nature and 

scope of the changes are the subject of some debate. However, it is widely accepted that Western 

societies have witnessed a reduction in mass markets for cheap standardized goods, a shift from 

blue-collar to white-collar work, a dispersion of regional industrial complexes into globalized 

production networks, and a transition from nations to corporations as the locus for capitalist 

production (Amin, 1995; Castells, 2009; Harvey, 1990; Lash & Urry, 1987). Moreover, it is widely 

accepted that communicative processes have moved to the center of production and consumption 
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(Castells, 2009; Hardt & Negri, 2000; Marazzi, 2008). The central role of communication in flexible 

production is the focus here as it is directly linked with the organization of work. 

Hardt and Negri (2000) characterize the move towards flexible production as the 

informatization of production. This can be seen on two major levels. Firstly, the informatization of 

production can be seen in the changes in the production of material goods. According to Hardt and 

Negri (2000, p. 290), industrial production in the Fordist era was characterized by “a relatively 

“mute” relationship” between the factory and the market. Fordist organizations did respond to 

market feedback, but responses were severely limited by the compartmentalization of product 

development as well as the hardware and software of standardized production. Indeed, when the 

epitome of the standardized product, Ford’s Model T, was introduced at the beginning of the 20th 

century, the president of the company, Henry Ford, is known to have remarked: “Any customer can 

have a car painted any colour that he wants so long as it is black.” (H. Ford, 1922, p. 72) However, 

as the markets for standardized products started to recede and the competition for market shares 

intensified, the emphasis shifted from external efficiency, which can be defined as the production of 

goods at the lowest possible cost, to internal efficiency, which can be defined as the production of goods 

that are possible to sell (Allvin et al., 2011). According to Hardt and Negri (2000), industrial 

production in the post-Fordist era is characterized by extensive feedback between the factory and 

the market. Moreover, the relationship between the factory and the market is characterized by an 

inversed feedback loop as the decision to produce, at least in principle, is made in reaction to the 

market decision:  

Toyotism is based on an inversion of the Fordist structure of communication between 

production and consumption. […] Factories will remain zero stock, and commodities will be 

produced just in time according to the present demand of existing markets. […] In the most 

extreme cases the commodity is not produced until the consumer has already chosen and 

purchased it. In general, however, it would be more accurate to conceive the model as striving 

toward a continual interactivity or rapid communication between production and consumption. 

(Hardt & Negri, 2000, p. 290) 

Secondly, the informatization of production is connected with the sectorial composition of 

developed economies (Castells, 2009; Hardt & Negri, 2000). In the post-Fordist era, the relative size 

of the service sector has increased substantially, especially with regards to employment, and at the 

beginning of 2000 almost 75 percent of all jobs were placed in the service sector (S. Lee, McCann, 

& Messenger, 2007). Most work in the service sector is immaterial (Lazzarato, 1996) as it involves 
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the continual exchange of information and knowledge. According to Hardt and Negri (2000, p. 

292), one face of immaterial labor involves the production and manipulation of symbols (“abstract 

labor”), and another face of immaterial labor involves the production and manipulation of human 

relations (“affective labor”), but for both kinds of immaterial labor it is the case that the laboring 

activity itself is inherently interactional: 

Immaterial labor immediately involves social interaction and cooperation. In other words, the 

cooperative aspect of immaterial labor is not imposed or organized from the outside, as it was in 

previous forms of labor, but rather, cooperation is completely immanent to the laboring activity itself. 

(Hardt & Negri, 2000, p. 294)  

The interactional character of service work has several implications for its organization. Firstly, a 

service is difficult to centralize and standardize, and in most cases it must be produced in the local 

setting in which it is consumed: “A service organization is therefore also a distributed organization.” 

(Allvin et al., 2011, p. 32) Secondly, the costumer is included in the production of the service. This 

can the case if the costumer is included in the definition of the service (e.g. in medical consultations), 

is performing some of the tasks herself (e.g. by purchasing tickets in a machine instead of at the 

vendor), or is providing a control function (e.g. by submitting an evaluation of a service). Finally, the 

organization of service activities is costumer managed, and in principle organizational hierarchies 

are inversed. The administrative personnel has only “a purely supportive function” for the service 

interactions in “the frontline” (Allvin et al., 2011, p. 33). Overall, the development of 

communicative models of production has sparked a massive decentralization of tasks, 

responsibilities, and competences from general management to individual branches, working teams, 

and individual workers which in turn has sparked a call for a flexible workforce (Allvin et al., 2011; 

Castells, 2009; Hardt & Negri, 2000): 

Because the value-making potential of labor and organizations is highly dependent on the 

autonomy of informed labor to make decisions in real time, the traditional disciplinary 

management of labor does not fit the new production system. Instead, skilled labor is required to 

manage its own time in a flexible manner, sometimes adding more work time, at other times 

adjusting to flexible schedules, in some instances reducing working hours, and thus pay. 

(Castells, 2009, pp. 467–468) 
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3.1.3 Demographic changes  

Another factor which is typically connected with the development of the new work time is the 

composition of the workforce. For the majority of the industrialized period, Western societies were 

characterized by a relatively sharp division of labor between male breadwinners and female 

homemakers. Only relatively few women worked, and the women who did work were typically 

employed in low-status and low-income professions (Fagan, 2004) . However, the number of women 

who participate in the workforce has increased continually. Moreover, the number of dual-career 

families has increased, and responsibilities that relate to home and work are more equally 

distributed. A recent overview from Statistics Denmark shows that the employment rate for women 

in Denmark is the third highest in the European Union (EU) (Weiskopf, Naur, Drescher, & Holm, 

2017). This may indicate that the percentage of dual-income households is relatively high in 

Denmark, and that men and women share the work load to a higher degree than most EU-

countries. The diversification of the workforce and the transition from single- to dual-career 

households have changed work time patterns and increased the need to balance multiple 

responsibilities at home and at work (Anxo, Fagan, McCann, Lee, & Messenger, 2004; Fagan, 2004; 

S. Lee et al., 2007; Purcell, Hogarth, & Simm, 1999).  

3.2 The transformation of work  
The present section serves to introduce the changes in the organization of work time which have 

emerged from the sociomaterial trends that were sketched in the preceding section. It is concerned 

with the difference between industrial and postindustrial work organizations as organizational 

archetypes.   

3.2.1 Flexible  work  

One set of changes that have been connected with the new work time can be described as flexible 

work. Historically, there has been a “push and pull” between stability and flexibility in 

organizational practice, but the emphasis has shifted from the former to the latter (Cheney, 

Christensen, Zorn, & Ganesh, 2010). The aim of industrial work organization was to replace 

‘inefficient’ work processes with ‘efficient’ work processes that could be performed in a repetitive 

fashion (Cheney et al., 2010). Change was necessary to eliminate ‘inefficiencies’, but the ultimate 

goal was stability since the best way of organizing work could be established definitively (Miller, 

2015). However, in postindustrial work organization, the aim is continuous optimization of existing 
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work processes. The best way of organizing work is seen as relative to changing circumstances, and 

the organization must be able to adapt to survive in a volatile environment (Miller, 2015). As 

reflected in managerial trends like total quality management (TQM), organizational learning, and 

costumer relationship management (CRM), the capacity to adapt calls for continuous inspection 

and modification of existing work processes. Somewhat ironically, change has become a constant in 

organizational practice, and resistance to change tends to be seen as illegitimate obstacles to 

organizational development instead of legitimate objections that warrant serious consideration (J. D. 

Ford, 1999; J. D. Ford, Ford, & D’Amelio, 2008). 

Building on Atkinson’s (1984) distinction between functional and numerical flexibility, 

Allvin et al. (2011) distinguish between two principles for accomplishing flexibility in the workforce. 

Firstly, flexibility with regards to work can be accomplished by empowering the worker to manage his or 

her own activities. 2  One method for accomplishing flexibility with regards to work is the 

introduction of flexible working schemes. Historically, the development of work time policies has 

shifted from progressive standardization of work time in the first half of the 1900s (e.g. the 

introduction of the 8 hour working day) to increased diversification, decentralization, and 

individualization of work time from the 1980s and onwards (e.g. the introduction of different kinds 

of flextime) (Anxo et al., 2004; Lehndorff, 2014).  

Another method for accomplishing flexibility with regards to work is to deregulate work 

activities and processes. The principles for management and organization that were developed by 

Henri Fayol (1841-1925) and Frederick Winslow Taylor (1856-1915) at the beginning of the 20th 

century supported a hierarchic structure with centralization, functional specialization, and explicit 

regulation of work activities and processes. The hierarchic structure of industrial work organization 

was premised on a radical division of labor between “the mental labor of oversight” and “the 

manual labor of the production worker” (Clegg, 2009, p. 241), and it afforded almost no flexibility 

with regards to work. Workers performed simple, standardized operations that were synchronized 

through predefined sequences (Miller, 2015). However, postindustrial work organization is 

characterized by decentralization, a lesser degree of functional specialization, and implicit 

regulation. Moreover, it is characterized by horizontal networks instead of vertical hierarchies. The 

                                                
2 Flexibility with regards to work is advocated in the human relations perspective which was developed in the mid-1900s (e.g. Trist 
and Bamforth’s (1951) study of the Welsh mining industry and Drucker’s (1954) principles for a ‘humanist’ division of labor). 
However, the impact of the first human relations programs was limited as they were implemented only at selected workplaces and 
only for a limited time, and the push for a flexible workforce is more likely to have resulted from the technological, economic, and 
demographic changes that were described in the preceding section. 
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vertical structure of industrial work organization is replaced by a horizontal structure where workers 

are organized in shifting teams and assigned multiple tasks (Miller, 2015).  

Secondly, flexibility with regards to the worker can be accomplished by reducing the relative 

importance of specific individuals for the functioning of the organization (Allvin et al., 2011). A 

common method for severing the connection between the individual and the organization is to adjust 

the use of work time to the present needs of the organization. Organizations can optimize the use of 

work time internally by having existing personal work more or less (e.g. shifting periods of overtime 

and time off in lieu) and externally by adjusting the intake of workers (e.g. temporary work schemes 

and relaxed hiring and firing regulations). However, the central idea is that organizations can 

balance the need for internal stability with the need for external flexibility by having a center of 

permanently employed workers and a periphery of casually employed workers (Allvin et al., 2011; J. 

Atkinson, 1984). The use of contingent work has been on the rise since the 1980s, and some have 

even suggested that contingent work conditions are central to new class formations (Shukaitis, 2013; 

Standing, 2011) However, there are significant national differences in the use of contingent work, 

and recent numbers indicate that the phenomenon has flattened at around 15 percent of the 

workforce in the EU (Allvin et al., 2011). 

The number of employees who are working in a flexible job can be difficult to 

determine. Allvin et al. (2011) define flexible jobs as jobs that are not regulated directly by the 

organization. They distinguish between four dimensions of the regulation of work: when it is done 

(time), where it is done (space), how it is done (performance), and with whom it is done 

(coordination). The principle for determining whether a dimension is regulated or not is that if a 

worker can operate more or less independently with regards to the dimension in question, then the 

dimension is considered to be unregulated (Allvin et al., 2011). Table 4 shows the distribution of 

regulated and unregulated jobs as it was reported in a 2005 survey in Sweden. The survey was 

distributed to 4000 randomly selected individuals between the age of 23 and 65, and the response 

rate was 68 percent. The distribution of regulated and unregulated jobs in Sweden cannot be 

extrapolated to Denmark, but it should give some indication of the extent of flexible jobs in 

Denmark.  

Table 4: The regulation of work in percentages 

Degree of  
regulation 

Employees Employers 
Total 

Men Women Men Women 

Unregulated work 10 4 31 24 8 

Regulated in 1 dimension 21 12 39 47 17 
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Regulated in 2 dimensions 23 21 19 14 22 

Regulated in 3 dimensions 31 45 8 14 37 

Regulated in 4 dimensions 15 18 3 1 16 

Total 100 100 100 100 100 

Source: Allvin et al. (2011).  

The implications for the organization of work time can be summarized with the conceptual scheme 

that was introduced in the preceding chapter. Firstly, postindustrial work organizations are 

characterized by a low degree of rigidity and regularity in the scheduling of work activities. The 

interface between activity spheres is flexible. It may be the case that most employees meet in at 

around 8:00 and go home at around 16:00, but for any particular employee and for any particular 

day it may not be the case. Secondly, the relationship between activities is characterized by 

reciprocal interdependence which calls for mutual adjustment in the synchronization of activities 

which in turn calls for extensive communication. Finally, the allocation of time to activities is 

characterized by a low level of rigidity which affords vertical as well as horizontal compression 

strategies to deal with time scarcity. The central elements of flexible work are summarized in Table 

5: 

Table 5: Flexible work 

Temporal 
Functions 

Industrial Work  
Organization 

Postindustrial Work  
Organization 

Scheduling high level of rigidity and regularity: 
inflexible activity spheres 

low level of rigidity and regularity: 
flexible activity spheres 

Synchronization 
low density: 

sequential interdependence: 
synchronization through planning 

high density: 
reciprocal interdependence: 

synchronization through mutual 
adjustment 

Allocation high level of rigidity: 
horizontal compression strategies 

low level of rigidity: 
vertical and horizontal compression 

strategies 

3.2.2 Indef ini te  work  

Another set of changes that have been connected with the new work time can be described as 

indefinite work. Fundamentally, the rise in indefinite work can be ascribed to a lack of what Zerubavel 

(1981) calls temporal rigidity in postindustrial work organization. As such there is some overlap 

between flexible work and indefinite work. Many of the changes that have caused temporal 

boundaries to become flexible have also caused them to become indefinite. However, according to 

Zerubavel (1981), flexible boundaries should not be confused with indefinite boundaries. It is 

possible to have flexible temporal boundaries between work and life (e.g. by having a flexible 
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working schedule), but maintain a rigid separation of work and life (e.g. by insisting on never 

answering work calls at home). 

The move towards indefinite work can be seen in the relationship between activity 

spheres. In industrial work organization, work was locked to a spatially and temporally demarcated 

zone: the workplace. Work was quite simply what happened inside the workplace (Zerubavel, 1981). 

Using the models that were introduced in the preceding chapter, industrial work organization was 

characterized by a considerable degree of separation between activity spheres (i.e. work and life), 

and the primary mode of interaction between spheres was compensation (Allvin et al., 2011). 

Moreover, work activities and processes were tied to spatially and temporally demarcated zones 

within the workplace (e.g. the administrative office, the shop floor, and the shipping yard). The 

zoning of work activities and processes was designed to keep activity spheres separate. Workers were 

only within physical proximity of those who supervised them, those who relayed them work to be 

done, and those who they passed it on to such that functional interaction was maximized and social 

interaction was minimized (Allvin et al., 2011; Miller, 2015). The primary form of communication 

in industrial work organization was, ideally at least, task-centered communication downwards in the 

organizational structure which caused few interruptions (Miller, 2015). 

According to Zerubavel (1981), the strict separation of activity spheres in industrial work 

organization should be seen in the context of the commodification of time. The introduction of 

wage labor changed the relationship between subordinate and superordinate from a structurally 

defined relationship to a temporally defined relationship. “The human dignity of the modern 

underling is symbolically expressed by the fact that, unlike the traditional servant, he or she is not 

only a subordinate!” (Zerubavel, 1981, p. 154) The individual’s time was his or her own, but it could 

be sold for a specified period of time. The temporal demarcation of the individual’s professional 

responsibilities caused a strong resistance to working beyond the specified time and a desire to 

maintain a strict separation of spheres of life: “That there is a strong ideological resistance in the 

modern West to the notion that people can be forced to work beyond their “regular hours” of work is 

quite evident from the etymology of a term which refers to a typically modern phenomenon – 

“overtime”.” (Zerubavel, 1981, pp. 155–156) 

However, several scholars hold that postindustrial work organization is characterized by 

spatial and temporal deregionalization. Work is not locked to a spatially and temporally demarcated 

zone, but can be done at home, on the way to or home from work, at night or during vacations 

(Perrons, Fagan, McDowell, Ray, & Ward, 2005; Rosengren, 2015): “Work that previously was 
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confined to the employer’s facilities can now, via digital technology, be carried out in other spaces, 

such as trains, libraries, cafes, and even in the employee’s home.” (Rosengren, 2015, p. 3) The 

historical link between attending one’s workplace and performing one’s work that was established 

with the introduction of wage labor is broken (Zerubavel, 1981). There are no permanent cycles of 

work and rest, only periods of high and low activity in the 24/7 economy. Using the models that 

were introduced in the preceding chapter, the relationship between activity spheres is characterized 

by a higher degree of integration, and the primary mode of interaction between spheres is 

competition. Spending time on one thing (e.g. working at night) steals time from another thing (e.g. 

building social relations). Likewise, work activities and processes are not tied to spatially and 

temporally demarcated zones within the workplace, but dispersed in shifting clusters of people, 

symbols, and objects. This kind of temporary zoning is supported by the widespread use of open 

office spaces where employees can circulate from desk to desk for shorter talks and convene in 

meeting rooms for planned work sessions. The degree of separation between work spheres is limited, 

and interruptions are likely to happen (Allvin et al., 2011). 

The move towards indefinite work can also be seen in the organization of individual 

tasks. The time period was the central organizing principle for the material operations in industrial 

work organizations (Hassard, 1999). Taylor’s (2003) prescriptions for the organization of work tasks 

were devised through a two-step procedure. Firstly, he performed meticulous observations of work 

to determine the one best way of performing any given task. A central feature of his observations 

was the use of a stopwatch to time the workers’ motions. Secondly, he divided complex processes 

into simple operations to understand why one way of performing a task was more effective than 

another. “What he sought was the fastest rate, and then he wanted to be able to decompose its 

elements so that he could understand how it was possible, and how it could become the standard for 

all operatives.” (Clegg, 2009, p. 241) The aim was to define explicit performance standards to 

combat systematic soldiering. Soldiering referred to the practice among workers of setting a 

common work pace and performing a display of working hard to escape detection: “The pace was 

arbitrary and, Taylor believed, often yielded about half the production rate that was achievable.” 

(Clegg, 2009, p. 242) 

However, the symbolic-analytical operations that are involved in producing immaterial 

goods are more ephemeral, and the necessary work for completing an operation cannot be specified 

as easily. How long should it take to complete such tasks as ‘describing a problem’ or ‘finding a 

solution’? Hence, while the necessary time for performing work operations was established 
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prospectively in industrial work organization (and hardcoded into the pace of the moving assembly 

line (Clegg, 2009)), it is established retrospectively in postindustrial work organization (e.g. output-

based performance standards). The necessary time for completing an operation is, effectively, the 

time it took to complete it, or perhaps rather just short of the time it took to complete it. Time has 

changed from a unit for measuring work operations to a medium for performing such operations 

(Marazzi, 2008). Thus, the performative aspect of work time (which was reduced in industrial work 

organizations) has returned in postindustrial work organizations (Perlow, 1998; Rosengren, 2015). 

According to Rosengren (2015, p. 5), what comprises a satisfactory work performance is not 

necessarily judged by “the actual work performance”, but rather by “the performance of work”, e.g. 

symbolic displays of working hard or putting in longer work hours (Perlow, 1998).  

The central elements in indefinite work can be summarized as follows. Firstly, the 

scheduling of work activities is characterized by a low degree of rigidity and regularity, and the 

interface between activity spheres is permeable. Secondly, the allocation of time to activities is 

characterized by a low degree of rigidity. The relationship between activity spheres is characterized 

by potential competition. Moreover, the necessary time for the completion of tasks is established 

retrospectively, and a good work effort has a performative dimension. The central elements of 

indefinite work are summarized in Table 6: 

Table 6: Indefinite work 

Temporal  
Functions 

Industrial Work  
Organization 

Postindustrial Work  
Organization 

scheduling high degree of rigidity and regularity: 
impermeable activity spheres 

low degree of rigidity and regularity: 
permeable activity spheres 

synchronization 
low density:  

sequential interdependence: 
synchronization through planning 

high density: 
reciprocal interdependence: 

synchronization through mutual 
adjustment 

allocation 

high level of rigidity: 
separation > integration of activity 

spheres 
compensation between spheres 

measurable standards for work effort 

low level of rigidity: 
separation < integration of activity 

spheres 
competition between spheres 

performative standards for work effort 

3.2.3 Normative and concer t ive  control  

The principles of industrial work organization were designed to render subjectivity irrelevant for 

production. Workers were subjected to structural and technical control which served to produce 

docile subjects (Bendix, 1956; Clegg, 2009; Rubin, 2007a). The primary incentive for working was 

established through financial rewards (Allvin et al., 2011; Clegg, 2009; Miller, 2015). However, the 
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principles of postindustrial work organization are designed to utilize subjectivity (Hardt & Negri, 

2000; Lazzarato, 1996; Marazzi, 2008) Workers must have the capacity to make decisions, to deal 

with multiple contingencies, to coordinate between themselves and with costumers to operate 

effectively in a changing landscape. Metaphorically, what is perceived as the ideal worker has 

changed from Taylor’s skilled gorilla (Clegg, 2009) to a skilled guerilla, a flexible individual who can 

work in different settings and manage multiple responsibilities. However, the deregulation of work 

activities and processes does not mean that workers are not controlled, but rather that new models 

of control have emerged. Indeed, a number of scholars hold that the push for autonomy that 

defined the antagonistic relationship between workers and managers for the majority of the 19th and 

20th century have been integrated in the exercise of managerial power (Boltanski & Chiapello, 2005; 

Hardt & Negri, 2000; Kunda, 1992; Lazzarato, 1996; Marazzi, 2008). The organization is designed 

to capture the hearts and minds of workers: “Today the capitalist organization of work aims to 

overcome [the separation of work and worker], to fuse work and worker, to put to work the entire 

lives of workers.” (Marazzi, 2008, p. 50)  

According to Rubin (2007a), the dominant models of control in postindustrial work 

organizations are normative control and concertive control. Kunda (1992) understands normative 

control as the manipulation of workers’ actions through the workers’ experiences, thoughts, and 

emotions for the purpose of advancing the organization’s goals. According to Kunda (1992, p. 11), 

workers who are under normative control are not responding to financial rewards or sanctions, nor 

are they submitting to physical coercion, but rather responding to “internal commitment”, “strong 

identification with company goals”, and “intrinsic satisfaction from work” which are elicited 

through managerial appeals and actions: “Thus, under normative control, membership is founded 

not only on the behavioral or economic transaction traditionally associated with work organizations, 

but, more crucially, on an experiential transaction, one in which symbolic rewards are exchanged 

for a moral orientation to the organization.” (Kunda, 1992, p. 11) 

Concertive control is similar to normative control. However, it is a model of control 

which is concerned with the relationship between workers, not between workers and managers as is 

the case in Kunda’s (1992) definition of normative control. According to Barker (1993, p. 412), the 

locus of control has shifted from managers to workers themselves: “Workers in a concertive 

organization create the meanings that, in turn, structure the system of their own control.” (Barker, 

1993, p. 412) It is the workers themselves who ‘operationalize’ the core values of the organization by 
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inferring rules and norms for action that comply with the values and by checking each others’ 

actions against them.  

However, irrespective of the internal differences between normative and concertive 

control, the two models are fundamentally concerned with the implicit norms for the right conduct 

that the members of the organization (re)produce through symbolic exchanges. 

3.3 Summary  
In the present chapter, I have presented the defining features of the new work time regime. In the 

first part of the chapter, I sketched the technological, economic, and demographic changes that 

have been connected with the emergence of the new work time. In the second part of the chapter, I 

described the transformation of work and its implications for the organization of work time. Using 

the conceptual scheme that was presented in the preceding chapter, I centered the description on 

the ways in which the organization of work time has become flexible and indefinite. Moreover, I 

described the increased significance of normative and concertive control mechanisms for the 

organization of work time, and I argued that the notion of WTNs is central to the manifestation of 

both kinds of control. In the next chapter, I provide a systematic overview of empirical studies of 

WTNs in postindustrial work organizations.  

However, before I proceed to the next chapter, I will anticipate some of the objections 

that can be made to the somewhat superficial distinction that I have made between industrial and 

postindustrial work organization. Firstly, organizational scholars have identified several 

organizational subtypes that range from the more mechanistic, vertically organized to the more 

holistic, horisontally organized (e.g. Handy, 1990; Mintzberg, 1980; Quinn, 1992). Among the most 

cited is Mintzberg’s (1980) distinction between simple structure, machine bureaucracy, professional 

bureaucracy, divisionalized form, and adhocracy. Moreover, organizational scholars have identified 

several subtypes of postindustrial work organization (e.g. the post-industrial firm (Bell, 1976), the 

information-based organization (Zuboff, 1988), and the human networking enterprise (Savage, 

1990). However, the careful classification of subtypes in an ‘ecology’ of organizations is typically 

informed by the aim of improving organizational performance by matching certain environmental 

conditions with certain organizational subtypes (Morgan, 2006). I am not concerned with the 

relative performance of different subtypes, nor am I concerned with mapping the organizational 

‘ecology’ in Denmark, but rather the general trends that have characterized the organizational 

sphere. So, in spite of the fact that I recognize the relative difference between, say, the machine 
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bureaucracy and the professional bureaucracy, I have limited the description to industrial and 

postindustrial work organization as organizational archetypes. 

Secondly, there is not a one-to-one relationship between organizational structure and 

organizational control. Organizational structure is not isomorphic with organizational control 

(Bendix, 1956; Ouchi, 1977). The move from industrial to postindustrial work organizations did not 

replace one set of control mechanisms with another. A wide range of control mechanisms can co-

exist within a single organization. Individuals who belong to different professions or who are placed 

at different levels in the organizational hierarchy may be subjected to different control mechanisms. 

Zerubavel (1979) documented the differences in the temporal rigidity of doctors’ and nurses’ work 

schedules. Individuals may also be subjected to multiple control mechanisms irrespective of 

professional background or position in the organizational hierarchy. Perlow (1998) identified several 

methods that were deployed by managers to control the interface between work and life in a 

software development team. However, my argument is not that structural or technical control 

mechanism have disappeared, nor that they cannot co-exist with normative and concertive control 

mechanisms. Rather, my argument is that the transition from mechanistic, vertically distributed 

models of organization to holistic, horizontally distributed models of organization has changed the 

relative significance of different control mechanisms.  
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CHAPTER 4  

Empirical studies of work time 
norms 

In the present chapter, I provide an overview of empirical studies of WTNs in postindustrial work 

organizations. However, the aim of the chapter is not to provide an exhaustive overview of studies 

of WTNs, but rather to present the dominant views on WTNs as well as the central themes in 

empirical studies of WTNs. I have identified a cultural and a communicative perspective on WTNs. 

The cultural perspective emerged from the study of organizational culture. However, the 

understanding of culture differs within the cultural perspective, and it can be divided into a 

functionalist strand (which is concerned with internalized dispositions and preferences) and an 

interpretivist strand (which is concerned with the construction of symbolic meanings). The 

communicative perspective emerged from the study of organizational communication. It sees 

communication and interaction as central for the understanding of WTNs. The communicative 

perspective can be divided into a communication-centered strand (which is concerned with 

communicative processes in organizations) and a language-centered strand (which is concerned with 

small ‘d’ discourses and capital ‘D’ Discourses).  

4.1 A cultural perspective  
The studies in the cultural perspective are concerned with the temporal dimensions of 

organizational culture. However, the understanding of culture differs significantly within studies of 

management and organization. A recent overview identified six different understandings of culture 

(Eisenberg & Riley, 2001). However, irrespective of the multiple understandings of culture, the 

dominant views on culture within studies of management and organization can be divided into a 

functionalist strand (which sees culture as internalized dispositions and preferences that are 

hardcoded into the individual’s mind) and an interpretivist strand (which is sees culture as symbolic 

meanings that are expressed in communication). 
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4.1.1 A  funct ionalis t  strand  

The functionalist tradition has its roots in anthropological studies of the perceptions of time in 

different cultures. One of the central influences is the American anthropologist Edward Hall (1914-

2009) who saw monochronicity and polychronicity as dimensions of culture. Another major 

influence is the American scholar Edgar Schein (1928-) who placed perceptions of time at the core 

of organizational culture. A central premise in the functionalist strand is that cultural dispositions 

and preferences are relatively unchanging, and that they are independent of specific contexts. 

Culture is something individuals and organizations have (Cheney et al., 2010). 

A number of studies within the functionalist tradition have explored WTNs through the 

notion of temporal preferences. Temporal preferences are both cognitive and normative 

phenomena, and they are expressed at the individual, collective, and organizational level (Bluedorn 

& Jaussi, 2007). They indicate behavioral dispositions and cultural perceptions with regards to time. 

Several concepts have been developed to explore temporal preferences (e.g. depth, punctuality, and 

speed (Bluedorn & Jaussi, 2007)). However, in recognition of the multitasking demands of 

postindustrial work organizations, one of the most cited is Bluedorn’s (2007) distinction between 

monochronicity and polychronicity. Building on the work of Hall (1989) and Schein (1992), 

Bluedorn (2007) understands polychronicity as the extent to which people a) engage in several tasks 

at the same time and b) think that it is preferable to do so. However, some scholars have suggested 

that behavioral dispositions and cultural perceptions should be kept separate, and they use 

‘multitasking’ to denote the former and ‘polychronicity’ to denote the latter (König & Waller, 2010).  

Empirical studies have linked polychronicity with individual time management and 

work performance in postindustrial work organizations (Conte & Gintoft, 2005; Daskin, 2016; 

Fournier, Weeks, Blocker, & Chonko, 2013; Kantrowitz, Grelle, Beaty, & Wolf, 2012; König, 

Oberacher, & Kleinmann, 2010; Zhang, Goonetilleke, Plocher, & Liang, 2005). Kantrowich et al. 

(2012) found a positive relation between polychronicity and performance in both managerial and 

non-managerial positions in a number of settings, and Conte and Gintoft (2005) showed a positive 

relation between polychronicity and performance in frontline service work. However, 

polychronicity have also been linked with work stress and role overload (Daskin, 2016). Temporal 

preferences have also been linked to performance at the organizational level. Schein (1992) argued 

that polychronic values were most beneficial for smaller entrepreneurial organizations while 

monochronic values were most beneficial for larger bureaucratic organizations. Using quantitative 

data, Benabou (1999) studied the relationship between temporal culture and temporal preference in 
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relation to the needs of learning organizations. He argued that some of the aspects of the temporal 

culture in learning organizations ‘fit’ best with polychronic individuals (e.g. autonomy) while others 

fit best with monochronic individuals (e.g. planning).  

Finally, a number of studies have linked temporal preferences with the use of ICTs and 

interruptions at work. Li et al. (2011) studied the relationship between individuals’ temporal 

preferences and the experience of interruptions induced by instant messaging (IM). The study was 

based on an experimental research design. The authors found that polychronic individuals were 

more satisfied with work processes involving IM than monochronic individuals. Moreover, they 

found that increases in the rate of IM-induced interruptions only impacted monochronic 

individuals’ job satisfaction. Based on a survey with 1,004 mobile phone users, Saunders et al. (2017) 

studied the relationship between temporal personalities and ICT-related overload. Among the 

findings of the study was that polychronic individuals were less likely to esperience ICT-related 

overload than monochronic individuals. 

4.1.2 An  interpre t iv is t  strand  

The interpretivist strand is concerned with the symbolic meanings that are attached to time. Much 

like the functionalist strand, it has its roots in anthropological studies of culture. However, whereas 

the functionalist strand was inspired by the work of scholars like Schein (1992) and Hall (1989), the 

interpretivist strand emerged from the work of scholars like Clifford Geertz (1926-2006) and David 

M. Schneider (1918-1995). Culture was for Geertz (1972, p. 29) “an ensemble of texts” with unique 

meanings for its members, and the task of the anthropologist was “to read over the shoulders” of the 

members of the culture in question. Thus, culture is “a system of common symbols and meanings”, 

and it is not placed “primarily ‘inside’ people’s heads”, but rather unfolds “somewhere ‘between’ the 

heads of a group of people where symbols and meanings are publicly expressed” (Alvesson, 2004, p. 

318). Culture is something that individuals and organizations do (Cheney et al., 2010). 

A number of scholars who work in the interpretivist tradition have conducted 

ethnographic investigations of conventional production work (Ditton, 1979; Hassard, 1991; Perrucci 

& MacDermid, 2007; Roy, 1959). The studies questioned the view of time in industrial work 

organization as limited to fungible clock time. An often-cited example is Roy’s (1959) ethnographic 

investigation of the social organization of time at a machine shop. Work at the machine shop 

involved working in 12-hour shifts 6 days a week performing simple, repetitive operations, but the 

workers injected meaning into the workday by dividing it into different, symbolically constructed 
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events with special social interactions, e.g. “banana time”, “window time”, and “fish time” (Roy, 

1959, p. 162). Another example is Ditton’s (1979) ethnographic investigation of a baking shop. 

Ditton (1979) showed that time in the baking shop was socially organized despite its mechanistic 

structure. Moreover, he showed how the workers deployed aspects of epochal time to control time 

within the clock time regime (e.g. knowledge of activity cycles). However, only a few scholars have 

done similar ethnographic studies of postindustrial work organizations (Barker, 1993; Fine, 1990; 

Kunda, 1992). A landmark study is Barker’s (1993) study of concertive control in self-managing 

teams. He conducted an ethnographic investigation of a smaller manufacturing company which 

underwent a change from a vertical mode of organization with centralized decision-making to a 

horizontal mode of organization with decentralized decision-making. The individual teams were 

responsible for organizing production, checking products, and even firing and hiring members of 

the team. Barker’s (1993) study showed that the new mode of organization did not break the iron 

cage of bureaucratic control, but rather stimulated new, more confining forms of collective control 

within the work teams.    

One of the prevailing themes in studies of WTNs is the relationship between work and 

life (Anderson-Gough, Grey, & Robson, 2001; Brannen, 2005; Nippert-Eng, 1996; Perlow, 1998) . 

Using ethnographic data from a product development team in a high-tech corporation, Perlow 

(1998) studied the methods for controlling the interface between work and life in flexible work 

settings. The methods rested in part on the propagation of WTNs among managers and employees 

alike. WTNs provided “a largely unquestioned image of the star employee” (Perlow, 1998, p. 354) 

as somebody who did whatever was necessary for the task at hand, who did not question managerial 

dispositions, and who did not let family responsibilities interfere with work performance. For 

example, employees were expected to be present at meetings, and meetings were often scheduled in 

the morning, late afternoon, or over the weekend with no regard for personal responsibilities. The 

employees were careful not to appear inflexible, and only in few cases did they challenge the 

prevailing scheduling practice. Using individual interviews with entry-level employees from two 

organizations, Anderson-Gough et al. (2001) explored time discipline in the financial service 

industry through the lens of organizational socialization. The authors saw the socialization into 

particular time-reckoning and time-keeping systems as central to the development of professional 

identities. New employees developed an instrumental view of time that leaked into private time. 

Only so much time could be devoted to private life, and it should be spent effectively on social 

activities. Moreover, they developed a clearer distinction between work time and private time 
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compared to when they were university students. However, they were expected to keep the 

boundaries between work time and private time flexible by working overtime and participating in 

social activities with co-workers. The pressure to work overtime was rationalized by constructing it 

symbolically as putting the need for the team and the costumer first. Using interview data from two 

case studies in the financial sector, Brannen (2005) investigated the interface between work and life 

in the face of organizational restructuring. The changes were intended to make work operations 

more productive, more flexible, and more service-focused, and they involved a reduction in 

managers, an increased emphasis on teamwork, the introduction of new technologies, and a 

restructuring of shift work patterns. The participants in the study reported difficulties in finding a 

balance between work and life, and the difficulties arose in part from tensions between the old and 

the new organizational structure. On the one hand, they individualized the problems of finding a 

balance between work and life. One the other hand, they did not make the compromises that were 

necessary to balance responsibilities at home and at work (e.g. taking time off or resisting to take 

work home), and they experienced only limited autonomy despite the lack of external constraints.  

Another prevalent theme is the significance of WTNs for the evaluation of work 

performance (Anderson-Gough et al., 2001; Perlow, 1998; Rosengren, 2015). Perlow’s (1998) 

investigation of boundary control showed how the willingness to work longer was perceived as 

linked with work performance. The temporal aspects of work performance were also included in 

Anderson-Gough et al.’s (2001) study. They discovered that new were compensated for overtime, 

but did not necessarily record it to stay within the projected time budget and convey a positive 

impression. Rosengren (2015, p. 16) showed that in the context of flexible and indefinite work “the 

performance of work, or maybe rather the enactment of a morally good workday, is more important 

than the actual work performance.” Moreover, he argued that cultural and material changes happen 

at different speeds, and that the performance of work through temporal strategies like working late 

is a rearticulation of the Protestant work ethic in a new material context.  

Finally, a set of studies has investigated WTNs in relation to the use of ICTs. Such 

studies can be placed in the interpretivist strand as they tend to emphasize the symbolic meanings 

that are attached to the use of ICTs, but they lean into other intellectual traditions as well (e.g. 

STS). Some studies have focused on ICTs in relation to work pressure (e.g. Barley, 1988; Barley, 

Meyerson, & Grodal, 2011; Bittman, Brown, & Wajcman, 2009; Gleadle, 2008; Mazmanian, 

Orlikowski, & Yates, 2013). A recent example is Barley et al.’s (2011) investigation of the role of 

emails in people’s experience of work overload in an engineering organization. Using a mixed 
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methods design, Barley et al. (2011) studied the relationship between the use of email and 

experience of overload. Moreover, they studied the symbolic meanings that were assigned to emails. 

The participants emphasized the need to respond quickly and keep ahead of the tide. Due to the 

strong WTNs surrounding the use of emails, one of the findings was that even in cases where the 

actual number of emails was relatively low, it was perceived as the reason for work overload. Using 

individual interviews with knowledge professionals from different organizations, Mazmanian et al. 

(2013, p. 1337) identified an “autonomy paradox” in the meanings that were assigned to the use of 

ICTs in knowledge-centered service work. On the one hand, the use of mobile ICTs intensified the 

pressure on individuals by enacting collective WTNs of continual connectivity and commitment. 

On the other hand, the use of mobile ICTs was generally not linked with increased work pressure, 

but rather constructed symbolically as instrumental for increased autonomy in the control, timing, 

and performance of work. Other studies have focused on ICTs in relation to the boundaries 

between activity spheres (e.g. Duxbury, Higgins, Smart, & Stevenson, 2014; Ladner, 2008; 

Prasopoulou, Pouloudi, & Panteli, 2006; Towers, Duxbury, Higgins, & Thomas, 2006; Wajcman & 

Rose, 2011; Wajcman, Rose, Brown, & Bittman, 2010). Prasopoulou et al. (2006) studied the impact 

of mobile phones for the separation of activity spheres among professionals in service-based 

organizations (e.g. software and publishing houses). They drew on data logs of the participants’ 

mobile activity as well as debriefing interviews with the participants to capture the structural and 

interpretive side of the phenomenon. The authors found that the use of mobile phones blurred the 

boundaries between work and life. Moreover, they found that new WTNs emerged with the 

technological affordances of mobile phones. Sending a text message late at night was for example 

perceived as less imposing than calling on a landline. Using a mixed methods design, Duxbury et al. 

(2014) studied the social construction of ICTs among service-workers in a large multinational 

pharmaceutical organization. They identified a number of tehniques for managing the boundaries 

between work and life, and they connected the use of specific techniques with interpretive frames 

that enforced the use of the technique in question. Segmentors kept work and life separate, and they 

framed the need for separation as connected with family-related role expectations. Integrators had 

limited spatial separation of life and work, but kept some temporal separation. Integrators reported 

potential conflicts with family-related role expectations, but framed them as purely a question of 

self-control. Finally, struggling segmentors wanted to keep work and life separate, but did not do so 

due to perceived pressure from the organization.  
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4.2 A communicative perspective  
The present section serves to introduce studies that investigate WTNs from a communicative 

perspective. It is divided into a communication-centered strand (which is concerned with 

communicative processes in organizations) and a language-centered strand (which is concerned with 

different kinds of language use).  

4.2.1 A communicat ion-centered s trand  

The communication-centered strand emerged from management and organization studies. It is 

similar to the functionalist strand in that it is concerned with causal relations between organizational 

phenomena, but it is grounded in organizational communication. It is a relatively new area within 

studies of organizational time, and its basic premise is that it is through communicative activities 

and processes that temporal structures are (re)produced. The cornerstone of the communication-

centered strand is Ballard and Seibold’s (2003) meso-level model of organizational temporalities, 

and the majority of empirical studies draw explicitly on its conceptual framework. WTNs are 

included in the model in two fundamental ways. Firstly, they are included in the temporal 

experiences of organizational members at the individual and the collective level. Normative 

expectations to the temporal organization of work are enacted through regularized patterns of 

interaction (Ballard & Seibold, 2003, p. 386). One example is whether organizational members 

should be punctual. Secondly, they are included in the system characteristics of organizations. 

WTNs that relate to specific businesses, professions, or organizations are perceived as contextual 

factors that condition temporal experiences.  

Some studies in the communication-centered strand have been concerned with the 

organization and perception of work tasks (Ballard & Seibold, 2006; Stephens, Cho, & Ballard, 

2012). Using a combination of interviews and experiments, Stephens et al. (2012) studied Millenials’ 

preferences for working on multiple tasks. Based on focus groups with undergraduate students, they 

identified three kinds of preferences, namely a preference for working on single tasks (monochronic), 

a preference for working on several tasks, but divided into sequences (dovetailing), and a preference 

for working on several tasks concurrently (polychronic). Moreover, they studied the perception of 

work pace and work load in relation to multiple task completion. The participants in the experiment 

perceived the likely work pace and work load as low in organizations with temporal values that 

reflected monochronic task completion styles, and they perceived the likely work pace and work 

load as high in organizations that reflected polychronic task completion styles. Ballard and Seibold 
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(2006) investigated organizational members’ reported communication load, interdepartmental 

communication satisfaction, and job satisfaction in relation to particular dimensions of time. The 

study was based on a survey with 393 respondents from a US-based company providing residential 

and housing services for university students and employees. The authors found that organizational 

members who perceived their time as more delayed and more flexible, and who held a higher future 

time focus were likely to experience higher communication load. Moreover, they found that 

members who perceived their task completion as more punctual, and who held a higher future time 

focus were likely to experience higher job satisfaction. Members who perceived their work pace as 

faster were likely to experience lower job satisfaction. Finally, they found that members who 

perceived their task completion as linear, and who held a future time focus were likely to experience 

higher interdepartmental communication satisfaction. Members who perceived their time as 

delayed were likely to experience the opposite.  

Other studies have been concerned with the role of communication in the relationship 

between activity spheres (Ballard & Gossett, 2007; Ballard & Webster, 2009; Wright et al., 2014). 

Ballard and Webster (2009) studied images of the work/life relationship in popular media in the US. 

Building on Hassard (2002), they identified three tropes in the popular discourse on the work/life 

relationship: commodification, construction, and compression. The recipients were urged to recover 

more time for themselves which reflected a view of time as exchangeable. The recipients were also 

advised to utilize the spatio-temporal affordances of digital technologies to manage different 

responsibilities. The portrayal of increased autonomy over work time reflected a construction trope. 

Finally, the recipients were urged to slow down the pace of life which reflected a compression trope. 

According to Ballard and Webster (2009), the popular discourses on the work/life relationship 

afforded possibilities for finding meaning in contemporary work life, but also obscured structural 

problems by individualizing questions concerning time. For all tropes, the quest for time control was 

central, and meaning merely served as proxy for control in the search for the right relationship 

between work and life. Using an online survey with respondents from multiple organizations from 

the US, Wright et al. (2014) studied the perception of ICTs in relation to the perception of the 

work/life relationship. They found that if respondents spent a lot of time on work tasks outside of 

regular work hours, then they were more likely to relate the use of ICTs to work/life conflicts. They 

also found that if respondents perceived ICTs as useful for work tasks after regular work hours, then 

they were less likely to relate the use of ICTs to work/life conflicts. 
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4.2.2 A language-centered s trand  

The language-centered strand of the communicative perspective also grounds the production and 

reproduction of WTNs in communication. However, unlike the communication-centered strand 

which tends to ignore the communication that actually happens in organizations, the language-

centered strand is concerned with discursive practice. It is language as it is used in spoken and 

written interaction. The language-centered strand is similar to the interpretivist strand of the 

cultural perspective. Both are concerned with the construction of meaning through the use of 

language and other semiotic systems. However, they differ with regards to the perceived depth and 

stability of the object of analysis. According to Alvesson (2004), a culture is perceived as consisting of 

relatively stable systems of meaning that are only partially expressed in language. Understanding a 

culture calls for deep analysis that exceeds the surface of language use: “Cultural meaning goes 

beyond a one-to-one relationship between language use and cognitive or affective meaning.” 

(Alvesson, 2004, p. 318) The language-centered strand dispenses with the notion of deeper 

meanings. It understands language as social action, and it is concerned with the ways in which 

meanings are constructed and actions are performed through language use: “A discursive 

understanding looks more specifically on language in use and views meaning as discursively 

constituted and typically as unstable.” (Alvesson, 2004, p. 317) 

However, although the studies in the language-centered strand are concerned with 

discourses of time and work, they differ with regards to the understanding of ‘discourses’. A 

common distinction is between discourse with a small ‘d’ and Discourses with a capital ‘D’ (Alvesson 

& Kärreman, 2000; Gee, 2015; Horsbøl & Raudaskoski, 2016). According to Alvesson and 

Kärreman (2000, p. 1126), discourses with a small ‘d’ are locally accomplished instances of spoken 

or written interaction that are “analytically distinct from other levels of reality”, and Discourses with 

a capital ‘D’ are “general and prevalent systems for the formation and articulation of ideas in a 

particular period of time.” The distinction between discourses and Discourses encompasses two key 

dimensions. The first dimension has to do with the relationship between meaning and 

discourse/Discourse. According to Alvesson and Kärreman (2000, p. 1130), meaning can be seen as 

emerging from specific interactions (“transient meaning”), and it can be seen as existing beyond 

specific interactions (“durable meaning”). The second dimension has to do with the formative range 

of discourse/Discourse. According to Alvesson and Kärreman (2000, p. 1133), the scope and scale 

of discourse/Discourse can be seen as limited to specific interactions (“local-situated”), and it can be 

seen as encompassing historically specific vocabularies (“macro-systemic”). The durable meanings 
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that are studied in analyses of Discourses are somewhat comparable with the systems of meaning 

that are studied in the interpretivist strand of the cultural perspective.  

A number of scholars have studied Discourses that relate to the new work time. These 

studies are primarily concerned with durable meanings at the macro-systemic level. However, most 

of the studies are not framed as studies of organizational time, but embedded in discussions of other 

phenomena. Barley and Kunda (1992) studied the historical development of managerial Discourses 

that served to legitimize managerial control. They questioned the view that managerial Discourses 

have moved progressively from coercive to rational and finally to normative control. Instead, they 

argued that Discourses of legitimization have alternated between normative and rational 

legitimation strategies, and that the shifting surges of normative and rational legitimation can be 

explained by the longstanding opposition between Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft in the West. Another 

example is Chiapello and Fairclough’s (2002) analysis of managerial Discourses as manifestations of 

a new spirit of capitalism. Spirits of capitalism are ideological formations that legitimize existing 

systems of production with regards to stimulation, security, and justice, but also regulate them by 

providing the normative grounds for critique (Boltanski & Chiapello, 2005). The managerial 

Discourses in Chiapello and Fairclough’s (2002) analysis worked through stimulation, and they 

constructed the manager as somebody who is flexible and adaptable, who can manage and facilitate 

change, and who can foster belonging and community. 

Scholars have also studied Discourses of work time in interviews with organizational 

members. Using interview data from two contrasting organizations, Kuhn (2006) studied 

individuals’ accounts of time commitments through the dual lenses of identity work and identity 

regulation. The analyses showed that the participants’ portrayals of desirable work identities were 

informed by a wide array of locale-specific discourses instead of totalizing managerial Discourses. 

However, the array of possible discursive formations that were identified by Kuhn’s (2006, p. 1354) 

tended to “tilt” to either the structure- or the agency-side of social reproduction. Specifically, the 

discursive formations at the first site afforded the construction of a work ethic that highlighted 

individual priorities with regards to the work/life balance while the discursive formations at the 

second site afforded limited possibilities beyond the construction of a work ethic that served to 

justify substantial workloads. Using individual interviews and focus groups with employees in 

multiple organizations, Smithson and Stokoe (2005) studied Discourses of flexible working in the 

British financial industry. The aim of the study was to investigate whether the use of gender-neutral 

language (e.g. flexible working schemes) instead of gendered language (e.g. women-friendly working 
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schemes) served to hinder or advance gender equality at the workplace. The authors found that 

although questions regarding flexible working were cast in gender-neutral language, they were 

strongly linked to a particular category in the participants’ talk, namely young women with children. 

A number of scholars have also studied discourses that relate to the new work time. 

These studies are primarily concerned with transient meanings at the local-situated level. One set of 

studies has emerged from interactional studies of workplace meetings (Asmuß & Svennevig, 2009; 

Svennevig, 2012). A central topic for scholars who have worked with meeting interaction is how 

transitions between activities are accomplished. Such transitions include the opening and closing of 

the meeting, scheduled and unscheduled breaks from the meeting, and transitions between topics 

during the meeting. Cuff et al. (1978) studied the recommencement of a meeting after a coffee break 

through a single case analysis. The authors described how the production of the conversational item 

“right” from a participant who was identifiable as “chairman” projected a possible transition into 

the meeting activity which was accomplished in the subsequent talk. Using multiple cases, Boden 

(1994) studied the how openings and closings of workplace meetings were accomplished in verbal 

interaction. In line with Cuff et al. (1978), she found that a common device for projecting the 

transition from “premeeting talk” to “meeting talk” was the marked production of standardized 

topic transition markers like “right” or “okay”. Other tools included greetings of the participants 

and explicit proposals for getting underway. The first interactional studies of workplace meetings 

were primarily concerned with the participants’ talk. However, workplace meetings are conducted in 

complex sociomaterial settings (Asmuß & Svennevig, 2009), and recent studies have underscored 

the need for a multimodal perspective to capture the range of modalities that are involved in 

transitions from one activity to another. Depperman et al. (2010, p. 1700) studied how the 

participants in a meeting accomplished a transition into an activity (“a break-like activity”) which 

was different from the activity that was projected by the agenda for the meeting (“the next 

presentation”). This was not simply done through talk, but also modalities like gaze, gesture, and 

pose. Another finding was that the interactional steps that led to the shift in activity did not 

necessarily contradict the agenda, but gradually emerged into a different state of affairs.  

Another set of studies has emerged from the investigation of multiactivity in social 

interaction (Haddington, Keisanen, Mondada, & Nevile, 2014). Much like recent trends in studies 

of workplace meetings, studies of multiactivity are stimulated by the renewed interest in 

multimodality. Scholars who work with multiactivity insist that the use of different modalities is 

central to the organization of multiple sequences of action. Using video recordings from private as 
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well as office settings, Licoppe and Tuncer (2014) studied how the participants attended to different 

kinds of summons as interrupting another activity (e.g. an incoming telephone call during a work 

discussion or a ringing doorbell during a Skype conversation at home). They argued that the 

summon did not in and of itself transform the activity framework from one which involved a single 

activity to one which involved multiple activities. Rather, the participants accomplished it as such by 

attending to the activities as distinctive, competing for attention, and concurrently active. They also 

argued that the participants attended to multiactivity frameworks as morally sensitive by performing 

significant facework (e.g. excuses). Using video recordings from an Italian travel agency, Ticca 

(2014) studied the ways in which travel agents managed telephone calls during service encounters 

with clients. Both incoming and outgoing calls demanded the suspension of the concurrent activity. 

However, the way in which the suspension was organized was sensitive to the type of call, in 

particular its relevance to the unfolding service activity.  

The studies that are included in the language-centered strand have emerged from 

different intellectual traditions, and the proponents of some traditions may balk at the suggestion 

that they represent a language-centered perspective, or that they are working with ‘Discourses’ or 

‘discourses’. Indeed, the very description of something as ‘language-centered’ is likely to be seen as 

offending in an intellectual setting which is moving towards sociomaterial or multimodal 

perspectives. However, although the trend today is to move beyond spoken or written interaction, 

the traditions in the language-centered strand emerged from an insistence on the formative powers 

of language.  

4.3 Summary  
The present chapter has provided an overview of empirical studies of WTNs in postindustrial 

workplace settings. It should be clear from the overview that WTNs have been studied from a wide 

range of theoretical and methodological traditions. However, it should also be clear that the 

majority of studies shares a number of shortcomings. Firstly, the majority of the studies draws on 

post hoc materials (e.g. surveys, qualitative interviews, and written documents), and only a few studies 

explore how the moral ordering of work time is done in the here and now of authentic workplace 

interaction. The moral ordering of work time is ascribed to dispositions, preferences, perceptions, or 

Discourses that somehow structure social action, but the actual ordering is missing from the 

description. Only studies of discourses with a small ‘d’ have consistently investigated the moral 

ordering of work time in authentic workplace interaction. However, such studies are typically not 
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grounded in studies of work time, and they have primarily made methodological contributions to 

the investigation of social interaction in institutional settings. They have shown the need for 

multimodal descriptions, but they have made few contributions to the understanding of work time. 

Secondly, studies of work time tend to look at WTNs as either micro-structural (e.g. individuals’ 

discourses of work time) or macro-structural (e.g. overarching Discourses of work time) phenomena. 

Finally, studies of the moral ordering of work time tend to separate the social from the material, and 

only a few studies investigate the social and the material as inextricably intertwined. The 

understanding of time as clock time has dominated studies of management and organization, and it 

is hardly surprising that studies of the social aspects of work time have served as antidote to any kind 

of technological determinism. Studies like Roy’s (1959) and Ditton’s (1979) are sensitive to the 

multiple “tactics” that workers can utilize to “make do” (de Certeau, 1984, p. 29) even from within 

the iron cage, and they keep us from thinking temporal structure in overly deterministic terms. 

However, just as it is important to recognize that temporal structure is constructed symbolically in 

social interaction, it is important to recognize that it is done under certain social and material 

conditions. Neither the agent-side nor the structure-side of temporal structure should be ignored, 

but rather seen as interdependent phenomena in processes of temporal structuring (Ballard & Seibold, 

2003; Orlikowski & Yates, 2002). According to Orlikowski and Yates (2002, p. 685), “temporal 

structures, like all social structures (Giddens 1984), are both the medium and the outcome of 

people's recurrent practices.” 
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PART II:  
A  PRAXIOLOGICAL  PERSPECTIVE ON 

WORK TIME NORMS  
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Part 1 of the dissertation served to introduce what some have called the new work time. The first chapter presented some 

of the major works that have informed the understanding of work time. This is the view that time is social, and that 

time is commodified. It also described the central dimensions of the temporal structure of work. The second chapter 

sketched the sociomaterial transformations that have been connected with the emergence of the new work time. Moreover, 

it compared the temporal structure of work in industrial and postindustrial work organizations, and it stressed the 

significance of socially organized WTNs for the organization of work time. The last chapter presented an overview of 

empirical studies of WTNs in postindustrial work organizations. The overview identified four major strands in the 

investigation of WTNs: a functionalist strand, an interpretivist strand, a communication-centered strand, and a 

language-centered strand, and it identified a number of themes which have informed most strands. Among the dominant 

themes are temporal preferences for individuals and organizations, the role of digital communication technologies, and 

the interface between work and life. However, the overview also identified a number of shortcomings which are 

characteristic of most strands. The first major shortcoming was that studies of WTNs are predominantly grounded in 

post hoc materials. The second major shortcoming was that studies of WTNs reproduce problematic, but persistent 

dichotomies in the investigation of work time, e.g. subject/object, social/material, and micro/macro.  

Part 2 of the dissertation serves to introduce a practice-based perspective on WTNs. The aim of 

developing a practice-based perspective on WTNs is to deal with the shortcomings that were identified in the last 

chapter of Part 1. The recent turn to practice within studies of organization is informed by a reconsideration of the role 

of work. It seeks to ground studies of organization in the work that is actually done in organization. Moreover, it is 

informed by a critical rethinking of existing dichotomies within the social sciences. It dismisses the division of the world 

into ontologically separate spheres, and it pursues ways to engage with organization that are sensitive to the complex 

sociomaterial configurations that make up the world.  

Part 2 is divided into two chapters. The first chapter serves to introduce the practice turn within studies 

of organization. It sketches the fundamental principles of a general practice lens by discussing two cases of the mundane 

practice of ‘standing in line’, and it distinguishes between different research programs within the practice tradition: a 

situational, genealogic, configurational, and dialectical. Moreover, it presents a particular perspective on practice which 

falls under the situational program. This particular understanding of practice emerged in the US in the 1960s as 

‘ethnomethodology’, and it has stimulated a powerful line of work into the contingent details of work organization. 

However, its relation to the principles that define the practice lens is the subject of some debate, and the last part of the 

chapter discusses ethnomethodology in the context of the practice turn. The second chapter presents a perspective on 

WTNs which is grounded in ethnomethodology. It develops in more detail a critique of existing studies of WTNs by 

distinguishing between a retrospective and a processual model of action. It shows that most studies of WTNs 

presuppose a retrospective model of action which is severely flawed. Moreover, it shows that only few studies of WTNs 

recognize the methodological implications of a processual model of action. 
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CHAPTER 5  

The practice turn in studies of 
organization 

Explicit references to ‘practice’ are relatively recent in studies of management and organization. A 

recent review tracks the origins of practice-based studies of organization to trends in the study of 

learning in the beginning of the 1990s (Corradi, Gherardi, & Verzelloni, 2010). The debate 

concerning the notion of learning as happening within communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991) 

and its subsequent reversal into practices of the community (Gherardi, 2009) sparked the interest for the 

notion of practice and identified some of the defining themes within practice-based studies of 

management and organization. According to Corradi et al. (2010), the study of practice developed 

into three strands which were concerned with learning and knowing (e.g. Gherardi, 2000; Raelin, 

1997), technology (e.g. Orlikowski, 2000), and strategy (e.g. Whittington, 1996). A special issue of 

Organization on practice-based theorizing on learning and knowing in organization which was edited 

by Silvia Gherardi and published in 2000 gathered some of the initial trends and consolidated the 

practice tradition within studies of management and organization. Special issues of Organization 

Studies in 2009 (edited by Reijo Miettinen, Dalvir Samra-Fredericks, and Dvora Yanow) and Journal 

of Organizational Change Management in 2011 (edited by Olav Eikeland and Davide Nicolini) served to 

further consolidate the practice tradition within the field. However, according to Nicolini (2012), the 

review from Corradi et al. (2010) only considers traditions that explicitly use the practice ‘label’, and 

the contributions to the development of practice-based studies of management and organization can 

be tracked back further (e.g. ethnomethodology and workplace studies (Heath & Luff, 2000; Luff, 

Hindmarsh, & Heath, 2000; Suchman, 1987) and conversation analysis and institutional interaction 

(Boden, 1994; Drew & Heritage, 1992; Heritage, 2004)).  

The present chapter is divided into two major sections. The first section serves to 

introduce a practice-based perspective on management and organization. It presents the 

fundamental principles of the practice lens through a discussion of the mundane practice of 

‘standing in line’. Moreover, it presents four programs for conducting practice-based studies of 
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management and organization: a situational, a genealogic, a configurational, and a dialectical 

(Nicolini & Monteiro, 2017). The second section serves to introduce a distinctively situational line of 

work within the practice tradition. This line of work emerged from ethnomethodology and 

conversation analysis (EMCA) and has stimulated a large body of work into the empirical specifics 

of workplace organization. Moreover, it discusses the differences between the practice tradition and 

the conventional perception of EMCA.  

5.1 Towards a practice-based perspective  
“All vogue words tend to share a similar fate: the more experiences they pretend to make 

transparent, the more they themselves become opaque.” Bauman observes in the introduction to 

Globalization: The Human Consequences (1998), and the recent surge in references to social practice is no 

exception. It is almost as if the notion of practice has become a catch-all phrase for empirically 

grounded studies of organization (Nicolini, 2012) The present section serves to introduce the 

fundamental principles of a practice perspective and provide a context for the understanding of 

practice which has informed the present project.  

5.1.1 Fundamental  principles :  Two cases of  ‘s tanding in l ine’   

Practice-based studies of organization emerged from several intellectual traditions, and there is not a 

single, authoritative perspective on practice (Schatzki, 2001). The intellectual heritage of scholars as 

diverse as Giddens, Foucault, and Garfinkel has been connected with the practice turn, and. 

However, according to Nicolini (2012), it is possible to define a distinct practice-based perspective 

irrespective of any internal differences. Firstly, practice theorists understand activity, performance, 

and work as central to the (re)production of the world (Nicolini, 2012, p. 3). The performative and 

processual character of the world is evident in the case of ‘passing’ phenomena such as queues or 

flashmobs, but also holds for ‘durable’ phenomena such as authority, institutions, and organizations. 

“[A practice-based perspective] emphasizes that behind all the apparently durable features of our 

world – from queues to formal organizations – there is some type of productive and reproductive 

work.” (Nicolini, 2012, p. 6) Nicolini (2012) stresses that the view of the world as accomplished in 

social practice does not mean that it is any less real, or that it can be molded as anybody sees fit. A 

phenomenon does not have to exist independently of social practice for it to be real or to impact the 

world (Nicolini, 2012, p. 3). Consider, for instance, the social practice of ‘standing in line’ and the 

corresponding phenomenon of ‘a spot in the queue’. Your spot in the queue is not objectively there, 
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and in principle you are able to take another spot. However, if you take another spot in the queue, 

you may face social sanctions for ‘skipping ahead’, and such sanctions are quite real. Moreover, 

social practice is not independent of the material world, but unfolds in a recursive relationship with its 

material conditions (Nicolini, 2012, p. 3). Compare, for instance, the material affordances of the site 

for the practice of standing in line as is done in the evening on the Callao Square in Madrid (Image 

#1) and at peak hours at the Vienna West Railway Station during the European refugee crisis in 

2015 (Image #2).  

 
Image #1: Cinema queue on Callao Square in Madrid. Source: Wikimedia Commons. Artist: Alfredo Sánchez Romero. 

The surface of the Callao Square is level, and it is reserved for pedestrian traffic. This affords a 

linear queue that traverses the square from the cinema at the far left to the building at the far right. 

The square is uncrowded at the time in question, and the queuers can stand alone, in couples, or in 

smaller social groups without having to be lumped together with strangers.  
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Image #2: Queue at Vienna West Railway Station during the European refugee crisis in 2015. Source: Wikimedia 
Commons. Artist: Bwag. 

The surface at the Vienna West Railway Station is irregular (stairways, platforms, railway tracks), 

and it is a node between pedestrian and railway traffic. The spaces for standing in line are 

demarcated, and only individuals who observably and reportedly have an institutional role (e.g. 

railway personnel or security personnel) may walk on the railway tracks. This affords a cluttered, 

amorphous queue that fills the entire platform. The queuers look in the same direction, and with the 

exception of a father with a small child it is difficult to detect any social groups. 

Secondly, the practice perspective understands the world as inherently relational 

(Nicolini, 2012, p. 3). On the one hand, it is skeptical of materialist and idealist ontologies that 

reduce one to the other. The world can neither be reduced to material structure (e.g. historical 

materialism) nor to symbolic exchanges (e.g. radical versions of social constructivism). On the other 

hand, it is skeptical of stratified ontologies that recognize the significance of different kinds of entities 

for the production and reproduction of the world, but allocate the social and the material to 

separate ontological spheres (e.g. critical realism’s distinction between the ideationally, artefactually, 
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and materially real). Practice theorists promulgate a “distinct social ontology” where “the social is a 

field of embodied, materially interwoven practices centrally organized around shared practical 

understandings.” (Schatzki, 2001, p. 12) According to Nicolini (2012), the understanding of the 

world as fundamentally relational implies that the conventional distinctions between subject/object, 

social/material, or nature/culture must be replaced with metaphors that emphasize productive 

interconnection (e.g. assemblage (Latour, 2005), entanglement (Orlikowski, 2007), configuration 

(Suchman, 2007), or weaving (Ingold, 2000)). Physical spaces are not merely ‘receptacles’ for social 

practice, nor are material entities merely ‘instruments’ for social practice. Such a perspective places 

the locus of practice in the individual’s mind and reduces anything else to instruments in or 

restrictions on the performance of the individual’s plans. 

Thirdly, a practice perspective acknowledges the significance of social structure as well 

as individual agency (Nicolini, 2012, p. 4). Performing a practice is “neither mindless repetition nor 

complete invention” (Nicolini, 2012, p. 5), but something in between. The individual is not a blind, 

rule-following automaton, nor is she a supreme inventor of her own destiny. According to Nicolini 

(2012), it is necessary to recognize the significance of individual agency since any instance of any 

practice must be adapted to the specific circumstances in which it is performed. One can think of 

the notion of ‘the socially acceptable distance between persons in a queue’ to underline the 

significance of local performances. It is hardly the case that the queuers at Callao Square and 

Vienna Station have radically different standards for the socially acceptable distance between 

people in a queue, but rather that the local performances of ‘standing in line’ are sensitive to the 

social and material affordances of the site. However, according to Nicolini (2012), it is also necessary 

to recognize that it is the existence of social structure that render individual actions intelligible as 

actions of a certain sort, namely as parts of a particular practice. Irrespective of any local 

differences, the people at Callao Square and Vienna Station are recognizably ‘standing in line’, and 

they operate within the context of that particular practice. Nicolini and Monteiro (Nicolini & 

Monteiro, 2017) use the notion of a “activity regime” to capture the dual character of social 

practice. One the one hand, they are characterized by “unfolding processes that flow in time 

governed by specific conditions”, and on the other hand, they are characterized by durable, 

regulated, and normative “ways of doing and saying” things in the world. 

Finally, a practice perspective understands power and conflict as central to human 

activity. It sees human activity as vested with interest which leads to potential conflicts. “Practices, in 

fact, literally put people (and things) in place, and they give (or deny) people the power to do things 
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and to think of themselves in certain ways.” (Nicolini, 2012, p. 6) Social practice is central for the 

production and reproduction of inequalities. At the risk of overstretching the example, one final 

comparison between the queues at Callao Square and Vienna Station may help to explain the 

critical affordances of a practice perspective. The constellation of people at Callao Square displays a 

right to inhabit the public space. Some are crossing the square, some are hanging around, and some 

are standing in line for the cinema. Some are standing in small crowds, and some are standing 

alone. It may indicate a political subject with individual needs that can be fulfilled by enacting 

routinized scripts of ‘things to do at night’ in a larger metropolitan area. The constellation of people 

at Vienna Station displays no right to inhabit the public space, but perhaps a right to move through it 

in the pursuit of survival. Everybody is attending to the next connection, the next push towards 

Northern Europe, and nobody is recognizably ‘hanging around’ or ‘having a chat’. It may indicate 

a political subject that is stripped of individual qualities and is embedded in an amorphous ‘refugee 

flow’. It is “bare life” (Agamben, 1998) as it is produced discursively and materially in social 

practice. The queue may not be that different from most queues during rush hour traffic in larger 

metropolitan areas, but the way in which the ‘refugee flow’ is accomplished discursively and 

materially in the specific instance of standing in line at the Vienna West Railway Station on 5 

September 2015 intersects with a larger configuration of practices (e.g. media, judicial, and 

political). 

5.1.2 Different programs  

According to Nicolini and Monteiro (2017), a number of programs for conducting practice-based 

studies can be identified: a situational, a genealogic, a configurational, and a dialectical. The 

situational program is concerned with the ways in which practices are actually accomplished right 

here and right now within orderly scenes of action. They understand orderly scenes of action as 

situations where regimes of activity manifest themselves, and where they interact in different ways, 

e.g. service desks, hospital wards, and shop floors. The genealogic program is concerned with the ways 

in which practices develop over time. Practices are seen as having natural cycles through which they 

emerge, are consolidated, and disappear: “Rather than deconstructing scenes of actions, their 

strategy is to focus on the development of discrete practices: how concerted accomplishments 

become a regime, how it is perpetuated and changed, and why it disappears.” (Nicolini & Monteiro, 

2017) The use of the term “deconstructing” is slightly confusing since one of the styles of 

deconstruction in Derrida’s understanding of the term is to track the history of a concept or a theme 
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(Lawler, 2018). However, it should not be seen in the specific meaning from Derrida’s destabilizing 

readings of Western metaphysics, but simply as the kind of analytical ‘unpacking’ or ‘explication’ of 

concerted scenes of action that is done within the situational program. The configurational program is 

concerned with the connections between practices in spatially and temporally dispersed 

configurations or constellations. Its fundamental premise is that any given practice unfolds in a 

specific here and now, but also transcends that here and now. The concerted actions that are 

involved in a simple service transaction (e.g. purchasing a cup of coffee) can be described from a 

situational perspective (e.g. opening greetings, ordering, paying, and closing greetings), but that 

particular practice is embedded in, and made possible by, larger constellations of practices (e.g. 

distribution networks, production chains, and financial systems). Finally, the dialectical program is 

concerned with the dialectics between practices. It describes how practices contradict, and how such 

contradictions are resolved. It is not a distinct procedure for conducting practice-based 

investigations, but rather a set of questions or problems that can be connected with practice-based 

investigations.  

Moreover, according to Nicolini (2012), practice-based studies of organization can be 

divided into a weak and a strong program. Proponents of the weak program hold that studies of 

organization have become too abstract and lost the connection with the work that is actually done 

in organizations. It is informed by what Barley and Kunda (2001) have called a (re)turn to work in 

studies of organization. Its aim is to capture the work that is actually done in organizations, but 

neglected in abstract theorizing. The (re)turn to work has sparked an increased interest in social 

scientific methods that are sensitive to activities and processes ‘on site’ (e.g. organizational 

ethnography and qualitative interviews). However, according to Nicolini (2012), the studies that 

have been conducted under the weak program are not theoretically grounded in the practice 

tradition and merely understand practice as ‘what members of organizations do’. Such descriptions 

may be useful for “opening the black box” of the organization and recovering the mundane work 

that is lost in abstract theorizing, but they contribute almost nothing to the understanding of the 

work of work. They tend to be actor-centric and base descriptions on actors’ intentions and 

perceptions (Nicolini, 2012). Proponents of the strong program are also concerned with the 

mundane work that is done in organizations. However, they are theoretically grounded in a 

relational understanding of the world. As such they are not only concerned with the work that 

members of organizations do, but also how (and in some cases why) they do it (Nicolini, 2012). How 

is it that something or somebody come to be what they are? Something is not ‘strategic’ simply 
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because it happens at strategy workshops or seminars. Nor is something ‘leadership’ simply because 

it is done by the formal manager of the organization. 

5.2 A specific  program: EMCA  
The present section serves to introduce a particular line of work which has informed the present 

dissertation. It affords a strong perspective on organizational practice, and it can be placed within 

the situational program. It is grounded methodologically in conversation analysis and membership 

categorization analysis, but is informed theoretically by ethnomethodology. Typically, it is referred 

to as ethnomethodological conversation analysis (EMCA) which can be distinguished from more 

technical or linguistic versions of conversation analysis. The section sketches the intellectual origins 

of EMCA and the subsequent development into different strands of work. Moreover, it discusses the 

specific principles of EMCA in relation to the general practice perspective which was introduced in 

the preceding section.  

5.2.1 Origins  

Ethnomethodology was developed in the US in the 1950s and 1960s. Its central figure is the 

American sociologist Harold Garfinkel (1917-2011) who studied under Talcott Parsons (1902-1979) 

during his time at Harvard University. Garfinkel’s primary inspirations were the phenomenological 

tradition from continental Europe, in particular the work of Edmund Husserl (1859-1938), Alfred 

Schutz (1899-1959), and Aron Gurwitsch (1901-1973), and the functionalist tradition from Parsons, 

in particular his view of social action although it was developed in another direction (Heritage, 

1984b). However, the inspiration to the term ‘ethnomethodology’ came from the development of 

‘ethnosciences’ within the anthropological tradition (Garfinkel, in Hill & Crittenden, 1968). The 

principle behind ethnosciences was to compare culturally specific taxonomies of natural entities with 

established scientific taxonomies. The study of ethnobotany would, for example, be the study of 

culturally specific classifications of plants, and the differences between the ‘objective’ and the 

‘subjective’ classifications could then be interpreted on the basis of “characteristic patterns of native 

custom, ceremonial practice, and kinship organization” (Lynch, 1993, p. 5). Garfinkel developed the 

term during an investigation of jury deliberation. He was interested in the ways in which the 

members of the jury organized their activities as members of the jury, e.g. how they established the 

veracity of testimony or interpreted the evidence (Garfinkel, in Hill & Crittenden, 1968). The jurors’ 

methods did not compare with the normal produces in jurisprudence, nor did they compare with 
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normal scientific methods (Lynch, 1993, p. 6), but rather were grounded in typified knowledge of 

culturally known types of persons and culturally known types of activities (Garfinkel, 1967, p. 106). 

However, the aim of ethnomethodology was not to interpret such differences against an established 

grid of scientific knowledge, but rather to investigate the jurors’ methods in their own right (Lynch, 

1993). 

Ethnomethodology branched into several strands during the 1960s and 1970s. One line 

of work was grounded in the ethnographic discipline, but respecified its central problems as 

members’ problems. Among the major works in ethnomethodologically inspired ethnography are 

David Sudnow’s Passing On: The Social Organization of Dying (1967) and Lawrence Wieder’s Language 

and Social Reality: The Case of Telling the Convict Code (1974). More radical studies in the ethnographic 

branch of ethnomethodology has studied social phenomena by ‘becoming the phenomenon’. A 

classic example of autoethnographic ethnomethodology is Sudnow’s Ways of the Hand: The 

Organization of Improvised Conduct (1993) which describes how he learned to do improvisations on the 

piano. A more controversial example is Carlos Castaneda’s The Teachings of don Juan: A Yaqui Way of 

Knowledge (1968) which describes his teachings under don Juan Matus, Yaqui Indian shaman, 

through a series of “ethnographic allegories”. Together with Emanuel Schegloff (1937-) and Gail 

Jefferson (1938-2008), Garfinkel’s student Harvey Sacks (1935-1975) developed a line of work into 

the sequential organization of ordinary conversation which is known as conversation analysis (see 

Have, 2007 for an introduction). Originally, conversation analysis was only concerned with 

‘ordinary’ talk (e.g. Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974; Schegloff & Sacks, 1973), but subsequent 

studies have investigated the organization of different kinds of ‘institutional’ talk (e.g. Arminen, 

2005; Boden, 1994; Drew & Heritage, 1992). One of the seminal studies of workplaces is Boden’s 

The business of talk: Organizations in action (1994). Sacks also developed a line of work into the categorial 

organization of the social world which is known as membership categorization analysis (see Hester 

& Eglin, 1997a for an introduction). Among the major works on membership categorization are 

Lena Jayyusi’s Categorization and the Moral Order (1984) and Peter Eglin and Stephen Hester’s The 

Montreal Massacre: A Story of Membership Categorization Analysis (2003). The two strands of Sacks’ work 

developed in different directions and at different locations (in the US and the UK respectively), and 

the internal relationship between sequential and categorial analysis is the subject of some debate 

(e.g. Carlin, 2010; Schegloff, 2007a; Stokoe, 2012a; Watson, 1997). However, both strands of his 

work are concerned with ways in which social affairs are organized in ordinary language use. 

Finally, ethnomethodology has inspired a body of work into the empirical specifics of workplace 
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organization (e.g. Heath & Luff, 2000; Luff et al., 2000; Suchman, 1987). This particular line of 

work is inspired by the ethnographic strand of ethnomethodology as well as the institutional strand 

of conversation analysis (see Rawls, 2008 for an overview). 

5.2.2 Reconci l ing EMCA with the pract ice  lens  

A number of scholars have emphasized the affinities between EMCA and the practice lens (e.g. 

Llewellyn & Hindmarsh, 2010b; Llewellyn & Spence, 2009; Nicolini, 2012). According to Llewellyn 

and Hindmarsh (2010b, p. 11), “there is no need to bend and twist ethnomethodological terms and 

categories” to incorporate ethnomethodology in the practice turn since “practice-based studies are 

centrally concerned with the detail of ‘ordinary activities’.” However, the common image of EMCA 

is different from the image of the practice perspective that was described in the preceding section. 

The practice lens dismisses the conventional distinctions between micro/macro, agent/structure, 

and social/material, but EMCA studies are typically placed rather emphatically on one side of the 

dichotomy as micro-studies of local interactions that are indifferent to social and material structure 

in any larger sense. This presents a number of questions regarding EMCA’s position within the 

practice tradition.  

The first question has to do with the ontological position of the practice lens. As described 

in the preceding section, the practice lens is informed by a relational ontology (Nicolini, 2012, p. 3), 

but ethnomethodology is fundamentally indifferent to ontological questions (Garfinkel & Sacks, 1970). 

Garfinkel was inspired by the phenomenological tradition of continental Europe (Heritage, 1984b), 

and he borrowed from Husserl’s work the notion of bracketing. Husserl demanded in Ideas Pertaining 

to a Pure Phenomenology and to a Phenomenological Philosophy (1913) that phenomenological descriptions 

should be conducted from a first person perspective such that the phenomenon is described 

precisely as it is experienced, or intended, by the subject (Beyer, 2016). However, if a phenomenon 

is described from the perspective of the subject, then the question of its veridicality must be 

bracketed. Consider, for instance, a case of what I take to be an act of perception, namely watching 

the screen in front of me as I am writing the present paragraph. It is possible that I am perceptually 

confronted with an object (the screen), but it is also possible that the object is not there, and that I 

am merely imagining it. There is no difference in the way in which the phenomenon is given between the 

veridical and the non-veridical case since it is impossible to be aware of and fall victim to a 

perceptual mistake at the same time (Beyer, 2016). Ethnomethodologists also bracket the question of 

veridicality, but the operation is done on another level of description. Despite his growing emphasis 
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on the contingent, contexted and interested character of experience, culminating with the discussion 

of the lifeworld in The Crisis of European Sciences and Transcendental Phenomenology (1954), Husserl never 

abandoned the primordial role of the individual subject (Heritage, 1984b). Ethnomethodologists are 

concerned with collective practice, not individual subjectivity (Sharrock & Anderson, 1991), and the 

bracket is placed on the level of collective practice. Garfinkel (1967, p. 33) insists that any practice 

can be subjected to empirical investigation, and that its “efficacy”, “intelligibility”, “consistency”, or 

“typicality” should not be “assessed”, “categorized”, or “described” with standards that are external 

to that particular practice. In principle, there is no difference between a description of natural 

scientists’ methods for making natural objects observable and analyzable (Lynch, 1985) and 

shamans’ methods for conjuring a spirit from the netherworld (Castaneda, 1968). Thus, if practice 

theories are “fundamentally ontological projects” (Nicolini, 2012, p. 9), then ethnomethodology is a 

strange one indeed. Ethnomethodology is fundamentally aontological and reconcilable with realist 

as well as anti-realist positions (Sharrock & Anderson, 1991). However, these differences are 

negligible in practice. Both traditions provide an ontologically ‘flat’ description of the organizational 

characteristics of social phenomena, but ethnomethodology is indifferent to the question of whether 

the phenomena’s organizational characteristics reveal how they ‘really’ are (Garfinkel, 1967; 

Sharrock & Anderson, 1991). 

The second question has to do with the position of the human subject. As described in the 

preceding section, a practice-based perspective understands the social and the material as 

inextricably intertwined (Gherardi, 2016; Nicolini, 2012; Orlikowski, 2007). However, 

ethnomethodology has traditionally adopted a human-centered position, and several critics have 

stressed its inability to recognize the significance of nonhuman entities (e.g. Latour, 2005). One of 

the first critiques of ethnomethodology’s anthropocentrism is, somewhat ironically, Strum and 

Latour’s (1987) observation that the resources that are ascribed to ethnomethodology’s competent 

member are comparable with the resources that are ascribed to the baboon. Such an actor can deal 

with “complexity”, but not “complication” (Strum & Latour, 1987, p. 791). Recently, a number of 

EMCA scholars have turned to the embodied and material aspects of social organization (e.g. 

Deppermann, 2013; Haddington et al., 2014; Nevile, 2015; Nevile, Haddington, Heinemann, & 

Rauniomaa, 2014; Stivers & Sidnell, 2005; Streeck, Goodwin, & LeBaron, 2011), but only as 

modalities of fundamentally human action. The anthropocentric ‘baggage’ of multimodal EMCA 

scholarship can be seen in at least two ways. The first example is the insistence on describing 

sociomaterial processes in ‘real time’ (Llewellyn & Hindmarsh, 2010b). Such a perspective on time 
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affords the description of sociomaterial organization as it emerges in the here and now. However, it 

is also a perspective on time that places humans at the center of sociomaterial descriptions. 

According to Bennett (2010), a view of time that is only centered on the here and now obscures the 

vitality that is intrinsic to matter itself. She quotes De Landa’s (1997) description of the emergence of 

bone to show the difference between a ‘short’ view and a ‘long’ view of time for the understanding 

of material vitality:  

Soft tissue (gels and aerosols, muscle and nerve) reigned supreme until 5000 million years ago. 

At that point, some of the conglomerations of fleshy matter-energy that made up life underwent 

a sudden mineralization, and a new material for constructing living creatures emerged: bone. It is 

almost as if the mineral world that had served as a substratum for the emergence of biological 

creatures was reasserting itself. (De Landa, quoted in Bennett, 2010, p. 11) 

The second example is the new conventions for multimodal transcription that have been developed 

by Mondada (2014). In line with Jefferson’s (2004) transcription conventions, the participants are 

identified in the left-hand slot, and the participants’ actions are described in the right-hand slot, but 

with additional attention to the temporal relationship between different material and embodied 

actions: 

1 LAU: °ah [oui, *ici c’est +vrai.°* 

2 VIV:     [mais *alors i-il+ y va p*our+ les de ́- pour les sortir 

 lau:           *points with a pen* 

 viv:                       +several big nods+ 

(Mondada, 2014, p. 6) 

However, only human participants are included in the ‘participant’ slot, and nonhuman 

participants are assigned to the ‘action’ slot. Thereby, the transcription conventions introduce a 

(more or less) hidden ontological distinction between the human and the nonhuman which renders 

the nonhuman a mere medium for human action.  

However, the relationship between the social and the material is contested among 

practice theorists (Schatzki, 2002), and it is possible to distinguish between a (more) humanist and a 

(more) posthumanist position. Proponents of the posthumanist position refute any ontological 

distinction between the social and the material (e.g Gherardi, 2012; Knorr Cetina, 1997; 

Orlikowski, 2007; Pickering, 1995; Rouse, 2002). The posthumanist position is inspired by science 

and technology studies (e.g. Callon, 1986; Latour, 1987; Law, 2004) and new materialism (e.g. 
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Barad, 2003; Bennett, 2004). According to Orlikowski (2007), the aim of the posthumanist position 

is to decenter the human subject in sociological descriptions and reconfigure the understanding of 

agency. The capacity to act is not inherent to or nested in the human subject, but rather produced 

through relations between human and nonhuman entities. The capacity to act should not be 

assumed a priori, but discovered empirically. The relationship between the social and the material is 

neither a one-way relationship, nor is it a two-way relationship, and the entities that make up the 

world should be described in the same register. Orlikowski proposes to speak of the relationship 

between the social and the material in terms of “constitutive entanglement”:  

A position of constitutive entanglement does not privilege either humans or technology (in one-

way interactions), nor does it link them through a form of mutual reciprocation (in two-way 

interactions). Instead, the social and the material are considered to be inextricably related – 

there is no social that is not also material, and no material that is not also social. (Orlikowski, 

2007, p. 1437) 

Proponents of the humanist position insist that human activity is central to human life in general 

and social life in particular (Schatzki, 2002). However, insisting on the primacy of human activity 

does not allocate the social and the material to different ontological spheres, nor does it reproduce 

the old Cartisian divide between mind and body. According to Schatzki (2002, p. 194), 

posthumanists propagate a certain kind of “blackmail” by insisting “that one is either a head-in-the-

sand humanist or an up-to-date posthumanist.” (p. 194). Schatzki (2002, p. 116) defends what he 

calls a “residual humanism”. He acknowledges that actions are inherently intertwined with objects, 

and that objects can affect actions. However, social practice is meaningful and purposeful, and the 

capacity for ascribing meanings and purposes to actions and objects is inherently human: “Objects 

lack the capacity to institute meaning.” (Schatzki, 2002, p. 117) Moreover, he insists that the 

primacy of human activity tends to manifest itself even in decentered descriptions of social practice. 

There is a residual humanism even in posthumanist work: “[Rouse’s] repeated use of such terms as 

“intelligibility” and “meaningful” betrays once again, however, that he cannot avoid characterizing 

this relational whole as paradigmatically a human affair.” (Schatzki, 2002, pp. 115–116) Thus, it is 

unlikely that EMCA can, or indeed should, be reconciled with the posthuman position within the 

practice tradition. EMCA describes what a practice is for, and how it is accomplished by, its 

members. However, multimodal EMCA is aligned with the position that I have described here as 

humanist.  
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The third question has to do with the critical nature of the practice lens. As described in the 

preceding section, the practice lens foregrounds power and interest in human activities, but a 

common objection to ethnomethodology is that it is unable, and indeed unwilling, to deal with 

questions of power (e.g. Billig, 1999). The premise for the objection is twofold, but revolves around 

the previously discussed notion of ontological indifference. Firstly, the objection rests on the view 

that indifferent descriptions are incompatible with a critical position. However, some have suggested 

that indifferent descriptions can provide a kind of immanent critique and stimulate social change 

(Lindegaard, 2016). Indifferent descriptions of mundane phenomena do not exclude the possibility 

of critical interventions, but rather open a space for such interventions (Thrift, 2008). Moreover, 

some have suggested that the bracket on the natural attitude can, and indeed should, be suspended 

after a temporary phase of indifferent description (Jayyusi, 1984). According to McHoul (1986), the 

political and normative grounds on which a description is made will necessarily arise since literal 

description is impossible. Even if it is possible to imagine a Musilian person without qualities, it is an 

established view within ethnomethodology that actions are ascribed intentions or motivations in social 

interaction (Garfinkel, 1967; Heritage, 1984b). There is no escaping the morality of cognition 

(Heritage, 1984b). Such considerations are rarely seen in the mainstream of EMCA scholarship. As 

Laurier and Philo (2004, p. 422) note, “[ethnomethodologists’] studies are, by their own self-

assessment, asymmetrically alternative to, it would seem, any other kind of project in the social sciences.” 

(p. 422) However, an undercurrent in ethnomethodology has explored the possibility of connecting 

EMCA with critical social scientific traditions (Freund & Abrams, 1976; Laurier & Philo, 2004; 

Lynch, 1993; McHoul, 1994), and a number of recent publications have pushed the critical agenda 

and shown the affordances of a ‘hybridized’ EMCA in empirical investigations of social practice 

(Lindegaard, 2016; McIlvenny, 2016; Solberg, 2016).  

Secondly, the objection rests on the idea that indifferent descriptions are restricted to 

‘microlevel’ phenomena, and that ‘microlevel’ phenomena are ultimately trivial (Coser, 1975). 

However, the distinction between ‘trivial’ and ‘untrivial’ matters is not neutral, but itself ideological 

(Thrift, 2008). Moreover, according to Hilbert (1990), it is a severe misunderstanding to place 

ethnomethodology on either side of the micro-macro divide. The shared premise for the micro-

macro debate is the notion “that (1) there are microstructures, (2) there are macrostructures, and (3) 

these two structural domains are related to each other in some as yet unspecified ways.” (Hilbert, 

1990, p. 794) That is, micro- and macrostructural studies have identified different structural 

charateristics within their respective domains, and what is left is the question of the “linkage” 
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(Alexander & Giesen, 1987, p. 31) between the two. However, according to Hilbert (1990), 

ethnomethodology is indifferent to the ontological nature of micro- and macrostructural phenomena 

as theoretically delimited objects of investigation. Instead, ethnomethodology is concerned with the 

methods whereby structure is accomplished by and for the members of some setting. The relevant 

distinction is not between micro- and macrostructure, but between “structure on the one hand and 

its artful production on the other” (Hilbert, 1990, p. 796). Accordingly, ontological indifference does 

not mean that macrostructure as it is conventionally perceived does not matter, or that it is 

irrelevant for ethnomethodological inquiries. Rather, the question is how the production of 

structure as such can be made the topic of investigation in actual instances of interaction (Hilbert, 

1990; Llewellyn & Hindmarsh, 2010b; Llewellyn & Spence, 2009).  

5.3 Summary  
The present chapter has introduced a practice-based understanding of management and 

organization. Building on the work of Nicolini (2012) and Schatzki (2001), it sketched the central 

principles of the practice turn, and it distinguished between a weak and a strong program for 

exploring practice. A weak program is useful for “opening the black box” of organization, but only a 

strong program is sensitive to the formative role of (human) activity for organization. Moreover, it 

has introduced a specific body of work which is theoretically grounded in practice, and which 

affords a strong perspective on organizational practice, namely EMCA. It discussed 

ethnomethodology’s position within the practice turn in relation to the fundamental principles of a 

practice lens. The next chapter develops a practice-based perspective on WTNs. It is theoretically 

grounded in ethnomethodology’s respecification of the problem of order and its discussion of the 

relationship between action and context.  
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CHAPTER 6  

EMCA and work time norms 

One of the first things I learned in my socialization into a culturally competent university student 

was ‘the academic quarter’. If a lecture was scheduled to begin at 10, it did not begin at 10, but a 

quarter past 10. For us the academic quarter enforced the image of the humanities student who did 

not follow the rigid regime of the clock, and we lived and died by the academic quarter. For 

everybody else it simply provided the necessary time to change rooms between lectures and keep the 

regime of the clock firmly in place. However, some activities did not fall within the jurisdiction of 

the academic quarter, and for any particular activity you had to decide whether it was covered by 

the academic quarter or not. A common practice was to schedule an activity to begin at ‘10’ if it was 

supposed to begin at 10.15 and to schedule it to begin at ‘10.00’ if it was supposed to begin at 10. 

The ghost of the academic quarter lingered, however, and irrespective of what had been written in 

the schedule you had to decide in situ whether the academic quarter was ‘operational’, for instance 

the participants’ embodied displays of arriving ‘on time’ or ‘too late’. 

The aim of the present chapter is to develop an understanding of WTNs which is 

centered on social practice. It extends the general introduction to EMCA from the preceding 

chapter with a specific introduction to the understanding of WTNs within EMCA scholarship. The 

chapter is divided into two sections. The first section discusses two fundamental models of action – a 

retrospective model which sees action as determined by context, and a processual model which sees 

action and context as reflexively accomplished – which have informed studies of WTNs. The 

different positions that were identified in Chapter 4 – what were described as different strands under 

a cultural and a communicative perspective on WTNs – presuppose either a retrospective or a 

processual view of social action. The section stresses that WTNs should be investigated on the basis 

of a processual model of action, and that is should be done in ‘real time’. The second section 

develops a conceptual framework for describing WTNs in real time. It sketches the understanding of 

morality as socially organized within EMCA. Moreover, it links the social organization of morality 

with the social organization of time. 
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6.1 Theorizing social  action  
EMCA scholars have discussed the retrospective and the processual models of action extensively 

(e.g. Garfinkel, 1967; Heritage, 1984b; Sharrock & Button, 1991; Wieder, 1974; Wilson, 1970). 

EMCA emerged in part from a critical inspection of the retrospective model of action that was 

developed in the functionalist tradition from Parsons (Heritage, 1984b). The most extensive 

discussion of the two models is perhaps Wieder’s Language and Social Reality: The Case of Telling the 

Convict Code (1974) which is grounded in an ethnographic investigation of a rehabilitative center. 

The first part of Wieder’s book explores the center from the perspective of the retrospective model 

of action and identifies a “convict code” that can explain his subjects’ interactions. The second part 

of his book dismisses the explanations in the first part and explores his own as well as his subjects’ 

use of the convict code to interpret and organize the interactions at the center. However, in the 

present section, I will primarily use Wilson’s (1970) comparison of models of interaction and 

sociological explanation as it describes the differences between the two models in a systematic 

fashion. 

6.1.1 Two models of  act ion  

The aim of the retrospective model of action is to explain social action. It grounds the explanation 

of social action on stable cognitive constructs. A wide range of constructs are included in the 

retrospective model of action, but they can be classified as either dispositions or expectations. The 

fundamental structure of dispositions and expectations as explanations of social action is that of a rule. 

According to Wilson (1970, p. 699), a disposition is “a rule that has been internalized or learned by 

the actor”, and an expectation is “a rule that has been institutionalized in a social system”. 

Dispositions and expectations are deployed to explain the features of particular social interactions 

through a two step operation. First, complexes of dispositions and structures of expectations are 

identified. Second, the relevant features of the interactions are deduced from the identified 

dispositions and expectations (Wilson, 1970). Both dispositions and expectations presuppose a stable 

linkage between action and context when they are deployed to explain social action. The actor 

tends to act in certain ways in certain contexts (dispositions), or the actor ought to act in certain 

ways in certain contexts (expectations). The linkage between action and context can only be made 

on the grounds of a shared system of symbols and meanings:  

The actor, then, treats specific occasions as instances of situations and concrete behaviors as 

instances of actions. Moreover, if social interaction is to be stable, the different participants must 
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define situations and actions in essentially the same way, since otherwise rules could not operate 

to produce coherent interaction over time. (Wilson, 1970, p. 699) 

The fundamental principles of the retrospective model of action can be demonstrated with a simple 

exchange of hellos. I have borrowed the example from Heritage (1984b), but simplified it somewhat 

due to space restrictions. A is walking down the street when another person, B, who is walking in the 

opposite direction, greets her with a hello. A returns the hello before passing B, and both proceed in 

opposite directions. According to Heritage (1984b), the ordered exchange of hellos can be explained 

by a relatively simple set of cultural expectations. The first rule stipulates that if you meet a person 

that you know, then you should greet that person. The second rule stipulates that if a person greets 

you, then you should greet that person in return. From the perspective of the retrospective model of 

action, the ordered exchange of hellos between A and B can be deduced from the mutual 

socialization into R1 and R2 among the members of the culture in question. Both A and B have 

been socialized into the social function of hellos and have internalized R1 and R2 as cultural 

expectations. Further, both A and B come to a definition of the setting as a setting where R1 and R2 

are operational, and they behave accordingly by exchanging hellos.  

The aim of the processual model of action is to understand social action (Wilson, 1970). 

It places cultural expectations ‘in front of’ instead of ‘behind’ the social actor. However, the aim is 

not understand what the actor ‘really’ did with some action, or what she ‘really’ intended in some 

situation, but rather how her actions came to be recognizable as certain sorts of actions. The 

retrospective model of action sees action and context as mutually accomplished. Any given action is 

interpreted on the basis of its assumed context. The single utterance “I’m starving” is likely to be 

interpreted quite differently if it is produced by a person who is in a work session (i.e. it may be a 

proposal to have lunch) or by a person who is sitting by the dinner table (i.e. it may be a display of 

excitement). However, unlike the retrospective model of action, the relevant context for the 

interaction is not defined in advance, but established through the interaction itself. Garfinkel (1967) 

understands social action as fundamentally indexical.  

Each action in the course of interaction, then, is an indexical particular that is understood by the 

participants in terms of the place of the action in the context of what has gone before and what 

they see as the future course of the interaction. Moreover, this context itself is seen for what it is 

through the same actions it is used to interpret. (Wilson, 1970, p. 701) 
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Accordingly, neither action nor context are ascribed a definite meaning. Such questions as ‘what the 

actor really did’, or ‘what the situation really was’ are subjected to continual revision as the 

interaction unfolds. However, the rejection of any definite meaning should not be seen as some kind 

of radical skepticism which renders meaningful social action impossible. Philosophical inquiries can 

proceed under the auspices of systematic skepticism, but the organization of practical action cannot 

(Sharrock & Anderson, 1991, p. 55). Indeed, to demand the definite meaning of an action is likely to 

disrupt what Garfinkel (Garfinkel, 1967, p. 36) calls “the socially standardized and standardizing, 

‘seen but unnoticed’, expected, background features of everyday scenes” and hence be socially 

sanctionable. In one of his breaching experiments, Garfinkel (1967) instructed his students to engage 

in ordinary conversation with another person and insist, as if it was perfectly natural to do so, that 

the person elucidate the meaning of his or her commonplace remarks. One of the students reported 

back the following exchange with a fellow student: 

Subject: I had a flat tire. 

Experimenter: What do you mean, you had a flat tire? 

She appeared momentarily stunned. Then she answered in a hostile way: “What do you mean, 

‘what do you mean?’ A flat tire is a flat tire. That is what I meant. Nothing special. What a crazy 

questions!” (Garfinkel, 1967, p. 42)  

So, although the definite meaning of action and context is impossible to determine, social 

interaction tends to proceed as if the meaning of an action is clear, or as if its meaning will be clear 

(Garfinkel, 1967).  

Let us return to the exchange of hellos to demonstrate the interdependent relationship 

between action and context. According to Heritage (1984b), the assumed relationship among 

individuals who are passing one another on the street is one of mutual indifference. That is the 

default context for the interaction between A and B. However, by producing the opening hello in a 

culture where the exchange of hellos has a social function, A displays to everybody who is present 

that B is not a stranger. Rather, she is a person that she knows, and that she knows to such a degree 

that it warrants a hello. Now, on the one hand, B can decide to return the hello. Returning the hello 

will accomplish the context that was projected by A, and the context will have changed from a 

context where the relationship between A and B has been projected to a context where it has been 

accepted. On the other hand, B can decide not to return the hello which will reject the context that 

was projected by A. However, it will not return the interaction to the original context of mutual 

indifference since B will have gone on record as not having returned the hello. The difference 
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between ‘returning the hello’ and ‘not returning the hello’ is not the difference between ‘accepting 

the context’ and ‘resetting the context’, but rather between a ‘normal’ response and a ‘deviant’ 

response. Hence, no matter how B responds, she will reconfigure the context that was projected by 

A, and she will be on record as having done so. According to Heritage (1984b), it is important to 

emphasize that the interaction is interpreted on the basis of R1 and R2 no matter how it develops. It 

is the cultural expectation that a recipient of a hello should respond with a hello that renders B’s 

responses recognizable as ‘normal’ and ‘deviant’. Moreover, it comprises the grounds on which a 

possible ‘deviant’ response can be interpreted, and the interaction can be developed further, e.g. 

that B deliberately snubbed A, or that she was absentminded. This is why the processual model can 

provide for the ordered character of the social world. Since it is impossible to uphold the original 

context of mutual indifference, and since ‘deviant’ responses are likely to lead to a range of post-

mortem considerations concerning the actor’s justifications for providing a ‘deviant’ response, social 

actors are most likely to do what is seen as normatively expected (Heritage, 1984b).  

Both the retrospective and the processual model of action can provide for the observable 

fact that the social world is ordered. For the most part people behave in relatively predictable ways, 

and it seldom happens that hellos are not returned when people are passing in the street. However, 

the differences between the retrospective and the processual description of the interaction between 

A and B indicate some of the problems with the retrospective model of action. Firstly, the premise 

that dispositions and expectations have been internalized through processes of socialization is 

unnecessary to provide for normative constraint. Secondly, it leads to a view of social interaction which 

is inherently atemporal. The emerging definition of the setting is conflated with the assembled 

definition of the setting, and the social actor’s motivations for pursuing a particular line of action in 

the unfolding here and now are reduced to epiphenomena to the root causes. The explanation of 

social order is secured, but at the cost of reducing the social actor to a “judgmental dope”:  

A favored solution is to portray what the member’s actions will have come to by using the stable 

structures – i.e., what they came to – as a point of theoretical departure from which to portray the 

necessary character of the pathways whereby the end result is assembled. Hierarchies of need 

dispositions, and common culture as enforced rules of action, are favored devices for bringing 

the problem of necessary inference to terms, although at the cost of making out the person-in-

society to be a judgmental dope. (Garfinkel, 1967, p. 68) 

However, even if one is willing to sacrifice the individual’s cognitive capabilities to secure the 

explanatory power of the retrospective model of action, its need for a relatively fixed, 
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intersubjectively shared system of symbols and meanings renders it severely flawed. Since 

individuals are considered to follow internalized dispositions and expectations, the retrospective model 

of action can only deal with consistent (or possibly random) conduct. People who never return a 

hello can be classified under ‘problematic socialization’, but it is only a small minority of people who 

always or never return a hello. The solution within the retrospective model of action is to expand the 

established rule with ‘expansions’ that provide for sporadic departures from it. However, since the 

contingencies of social interactions are infinite, social actors will need to have internalized an infinite 

number of expansions to the original rule, and they will need to have internalized precisely the same 

configuration of rules and expansions to be able to come to and act on the same definition of a 

setting. The world of the judgmental dope is a world that demands infinite specification (Heritage, 

1984b, p. 114). Thus, the fundamental problem with the notion of rule-governed conduct is that 

any rule is underdetermined. A rule cannot exhaustively define the conditions of its own use, and the 

practical realization of the rule demands accommodative work. The realization of a rule is not a 

matter of matching the specific case (X1 or X2) with the general rule (Xn) but a practical operation 

where the latter is made relevant for the former: 

For the conduct of their everyday affairs, persons take for granted that what is said will be made 

out according to methods that the parties use to make out what they are saying for its clear, 

consistent, coherent, understandable, or planful character, i.e., as subject to some rule’s 

jurisdiction – in a word, as rational. To see the “sense” of what is said is to accord to what was 

said its character “as a rule”. (Garfinkel, 1967, p. 30) 

A central implication of the processual model of action is that social action should be described in 

real time. Only real time descriptions can capture the reflexive relationship between action and 

context.  

6.1.2 The  dominant  models of  act ion  in s tudies  of WTNs  

Studies of WTNs emerged from a number of intellectual traditions. The overview in Chapter 4 

identified a functionalist, an interpretivist, a communication-centered, and a language-centered 

strand in studies of WTNs. However, although the major strands in studies of WTNs represent 

different intellectual traditions, they presuppose either a retrospective or a processual model of 

action. 

Most studies of WTNs presuppose a retrospective model of action. The functionalist 

strand of the cultural perspective is explicitly grounded in a retrospective model of action. As 
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described in the overview in Chapter 4, it understands WTNs as internalized preferences for acting 

in a particular way, and they are deployed analytically to explain and predict the relative 

performance of individuals and organizations (e.g. the relative performance of monochronic and 

polychronic individuals in team-based work settings). A similar understanding of action is 

presupposed in the communication-centered strand of the communicative perspective. Some of the 

concepts that are invoked in the communication-centered strand could indicate a processual model 

of action. Ballard and Seibold (2003) make explicit references to the practice tradition, and they 

conceptualize temporal structure as something that is constructed in communication. However, 

they utilize the same constructs as the functionalist tradition (e.g. monochronicity and 

polychronicity), and they aim to establish causal relations between such constructs (e.g. the 

relationship between temporal preferences and the perception of work load in the context of 

communication). Moreover, the communication-centered strand is informed primarily by 

Bourdieu’s understanding of practice which places internalized behavioral dispositions (or habitus) at 

the center of social reproduction. Finally, a retrospective model of action can be seen in some of the 

studies in the language-centered strand of the communicative perspective. Critical studies of capital 

‘D’ Discourses understand individual subjects as interpellated by powerful Discourses, and they are 

ascribed almost no capacity to act in ways that oppose the dominant discursive formations. The 

individuals’ actions are deduced from the existence of predetermined Discourses. 

Most of the studies from the interpretivist strand of the cultural tradition and the 

language-centered strand of the communicative tradition presuppose a processual model of action. 

Both strands investigate how the symbolic meanings that are ascribed to work time are constructed 

in different kinds of social interaction (e.g. the discursive construction of flexible working schemes as 

predominantly something that is relevant for young women with children). Such meanings are not 

seen as definite, nor are they seen as external to interaction, but rather as symbolic constructions 

that can be enforced and resisted in interaction. However, most studies represent a weak version of 

the processual model of action as they are grounded empirically in post hoc materials (e.g. 

interviews). Only studies of small ‘d’ discourses consistently investigate the construction of work time 

through descriptions in real time (e.g. video-recordings of naturally occurring interaction). However, 

such descriptions are necessary to capture the continual revision of action and context which is 

central to the processual model of action.   

Table 7 shows an overview of studies of WTNs in relation to the two models of action 

which have been presented in the present section. It also shows the mode of description (post hoc or 
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real time) which is favored within the strand in question. The present project represents a practice-

based perspective on WTNs which understands social action as processual, and which insists on 

describing social action in real time. It is similar to studies of small ‘d’ discourses in the language-

centered strand. However, as described in the preceding chapter, it dismisses the self-imposed 

restriction to ‘microlevel’ phenomena which is characteristic of studies of small ‘d’ discourses, and it 

is willing to engage with capital ‘D’ discourses. The next section develops the project’s 

understanding of WTNs in more detail and presents a conceptual framework for investigating 

WTNs in real time.  

Table 7: Models of action in studies of WTNs 

 A retrospective model of action A processual model of action 

Post hoc descriptions 
The functionalist strand 

The communication-centered strand 
The language-centered strand (Discourses) 

The interpretivist strand 
The language-centered strand 

(Discourses) 

Real time descriptions N/A The language-centered strand (discourses) 
The practice-based strand (my project) 

6.2 Describing WTNs  in real time  
There is an intimate connection between cognition and morality in the strong version of the 

processual model of action. This can be seen in the two-sided accountability which is involved in any 

kind of social interaction (Heritage, 1984b). As described in the preceding section, the recipient’s 

line of action will be interpreted on the basis of the normatively expected line of action no matter what 

she does. She can follow the expected line of action (returning the hello), or she can follow another 

line of action (not returning the hello), but her responses will be recognizable as ‘returning the hello’ 

and ‘not returning the hello’ respectively. However, what we normally understand by ‘morality’ 

exceeds the morality of cognition. The present section develops further the understanding of 

morality in ethnomethodology. Moreover, it links the social organization of morality to the social 

organization of time.  

6.2.1 The social  organization of  moral i ty  

The retrospective model of action which was discussed in the preceding section places the locus of 

moral action outside of action itself. The basis for moral competence is placed inside people’s heads 

in the form of some cultural or biological coding. It is reminiscent of Ryle’s ghost in the machine 

(Turowetz & Maynard, 2010). The processual model of action sees the locus of moral action as 
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action itself. The question is not what is moral conduct, or what is the basis for moral conduct, but 

rather how is moral conduct organized in ordinary interaction: “A situation has intrinsic moral 

significance through the concerted actions by which its character is established, negotiated, and 

elaborated.” (Turowetz & Maynard, 2010, p. 503)  

Turowetz and Maynard (2010) distinguish between two kinds of morality that relate to 

interaction. The morality of interaction is the fundamentally moral character of cognition. It is that 

which renders social actions recognizable as certain sorts of actions. As such it is inherent to any 

kind of interaction. The morality in interaction is the interactional construction of people and 

people’s actions as morally acceptable or inacceptable. This kind of moral work is what we normally 

understand by ‘morality’. The construction of something as morally questionable rests on two 

things: the way in which the action is designed and the way in which it is picked up in the 

subsequent interaction. An example can be seen in the following exchange between A and B: 

A: He promised to take me to the movies and never called. He always does this. 

B: He’s such a player! 

A appears to be complaining about a third party who has broken a promise. However, she is not 

simply describing his behavior as morally questionable, but ascribing it to a fundamental lack in 

character with the extreme case formulation “always” (Pomerantz, 1986). It is not simply the case 

that he happened to break the promise, but that he is the kind of person who is likely to do so. A’s 

turn is designed to do moral work, but the way in which the morality of the situation is constructed 

depends on B’s response in the subsequent turn. B responds by providing a candidate category for 

that kind of person (“a player”) which is aligned with the moral work in A’s turn. The third party’s 

reported actions are morally questionable (he should have called), and his character is 

fundamentally flawed (he is a player). However, she could have responded in a way that would have 

resisted the moral implications of the extreme case formulation “always”: 

A: He promised to take me to the movies and never called. He always does this. 

B: I’m sure he wanted to. 

This response is aligned with the moral evaluation of the third party’s behavior (he should have 

called), but it is disaligned with the moral evaluation of his character. He is not the kind of person 

who never calls, and he may have had the intention to do so. Finally, she could have responded in a 

way that would have resisted the moral implications of the turn altogether.  

A: He promised to take me to the movies and never called. He always does this. 

B: Yes, but that’s just the game, isn’t it. 
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This turn is disaligned with the moral evaluation of the third party’s behavior as well as his 

character. Indeed, it displays that the only party who has done something objectionable is A. She 

should never have expected him to call in the first place, but rather seen his promise to call for what 

it was. His behavior is part of the ‘dating game’, and it is justifiable within the moral parameters of 

that particular context. 

There are myriad ways in which morality is accomplished in interaction, and the 

artificial examples that I have presented here have only served to introduce the fundamental 

principles. I will present some of the most common methods that interlocutors use to do moral work 

in Chapter 8, but for now it is sufficient to recognize that morality is displayed, accepted, and 

resisted in interaction. It is sequentially and categorially organized. However, it is also important to 

recognize that ethnomethodology is not replacing ontological characteristics with organizational 

characteristics (Sharrock & Anderson, 1991). Ethnomethodology is fundamentally indifferent to 

ontological questions as discussed in Chapter 5 (Garfinkel, 1967; Garfinkel & Sacks, 1970; Sharrock 

& Anderson, 1991; Turowetz & Maynard, 2010). According to Turowetz and Maynard (2010, pp. 

503–504), it may be possible to locate moral cognition in people’s cultural or biological coding, but 

EMCA recommends “an agnostic stance on the existence of a “mind” that has thoughts, moral or 

otherwise, and proposes to treat cognition as a phase or component of action, instead of its 

precursor.”  

The understanding of morality which I have presented here affords a preliminary 

definition of WTNs which is grounded in a processual model of action. WTNs are interactionally 

accomplished, socially and materially distributed expectations to the temporal ordering of work activities and processes. 

Expectations to the temporal ordering of work are displayed, accepted, and resisted in social 

interaction (i.e. interactionally accomplished) through different modalities (i.e. socially and 

materially distributed). The next section will unpack the last part of the definition and look 

specifically at the social organization of time.  

6.2.2 The social  organization of  t ime  

Several scholars have described the fundamental dimensions for organzing activities in time 

(Ancona et al., 2001; e.g. Engel-Frisch, 1943; Fine, 1990; Lauer, 1981; Moore, 1963; Zerubavel, 

1976). However, the work of the Israeli sociologist Eviatar Zerubavel (1981) is of particular 

relevance to the present project. Firstly, he stresses the relationship between temporal ordering and 

moral ordering. What is perceived as normal social conduct is anchored in temporal regularity. For 
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the majority of our social affairs, it is not simply the case that activities happen to be performed at a 

particular time, but that they should be performed at a particular time. Secondly, he grounds his 

understanding of the relationship between temporal ordering and moral ordering on 

ethnomethodology. In his view, the temporal regularity of social life comprises a background on 

which actions can be interpreted, and on which they can be classified as ‘normal’ or ‘deviant’. “The 

temporal regularity of our everyday life world is definitely among the major background expectancies which are at the 

basis of the “normalcy” of our social environment.” (Zerubavel, 1981, p. 21) Zerubavel (1981) stresses that 

what is perceived as ‘normal’ conduct may only be observable in situations where the ‘normal’ 

conduct is breached: “Our obvious surprise on such occasions would be indicative of the existence 

of some prior expectations regarding the temporal profile of social situations and events. Such 

expectations, in turn, are indicative of the temporal regularity of “normal” social life.” (Zerubavel, 

1981, p. 23)  

According to Zerubavel (1976), the social organization of time can be described on the 

basis of four fundamental dimensions. Duration comprises the temporal extension of events. The 

corresponding question is ‘how long’ something lasts. It falls in two major classes. Firstly, the 

temporal extension of events can be specified on the basis of objective, quantifiable, and context-

independent temporal units: “An abstract system in which measured time is dissociated from 

passing time […], to the extent of being removed from any concrete context, as may be suggested 

by stop-watches, parking-meters, and egg-timers.” (Zerubavel, 1976, p. 89) The standard time of the 

mechanical clock is the quintessential example of such a system. The temporal units within the 

system are seen as interchangeable (as in the case of ‘moving’ a 90 minute lecture from one day to 

the next), and they can be subjected to mathematical operations (as in the case of ‘spending’ 

vacation days by ‘subtracting’ x number of days from y number of ‘accumulated’ vacation days). 

Objective specifications of duration are typically, but not necessarily expressed in clock time (e.g. 

“Let’s take a five minute break”). Secondly, the temporal extension of events can be specified on the 

basis of subjective, unquantifiable, and context-dependent temporal units: “A set of qualitative units 

of duration, such as “soon” or “a while”, which are not necessarily interrelated in any way, and are 

by no means convertible into quantitative time.” (Zerubavel, 1976, p. 89) Both objective and 

subjective specifications of duration can be expressed with different levels of specificity. The 

specification of duration in “We’ll leave in five minutes” is less specific than in “We’ll leave in 5 

minutes and 45 seconds”. Likewise, the specification of duration in “We’ll leave in a while” is less 

specific than in “We’ll leave once I’ve finished my coffee”. 
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Sequence comprises the relative ordering of events into ‘before’ and ‘after’. The 

corresponding questions are ‘what happens before’ and ‘what happens after’ the event in question. 

According to Zerubavel (1976, p. 89), irreversible sequences of events are especially relevant for the 

understanding of the temporal structure of social life: “Extreme forms of rigified sequences are 

found in the military, the church, and the bureaucracy, but then almost in any social rite as well.” 

However, sequences that are materially irreversible (as in the case of mixing the ingredients before 

baking the cake) should be distinguished from sequences that are normatively irreversible (as in the 

case of washing your hands after visiting the bathroom).  

Timing comprises descriptions of ‘when’ something happens and can be specified in 

absolute and relative terms. Absolute specifications of timing are typically expressed in clock time, 

but can also be expressed with references to singular events of a biographical or historical sort (e.g. 

“when my daughter was born” or “at the time of the Reformation”). Relative specifications of 

timing are typically expressed in terms of durational or sequential relations (e.g. “six months after 

graduation” or “when the pasta is done”). In line with the specification of duration, the specification 

of timing can also be expressed with different levels of specificity: “Thus, “next week” is specific 

relative to “on April”, yet rather diffuse with respect to “on Monday” or “at 5:25 tomorrow”.” 

(Zerubavel, 1976, p. 89)  

Tempo comprises the temporal spacing of events. The corresponding questions are ‘how 

often’ or ‘how fast’ something happens. Zerubavel (1976) is primarily concerned with the spacing of 

social relations (e.g. how often the members of a family talk on the telephone or meet face-to-face) 

since it corresponds with Durkheim’s notion of the “moral density” of societies, but tempo can be 

extended to the spacing of any type of social event (e.g. how often a member of a work team goes 

outside to have a cigarette). What he is referring to is, then, social regularity which can be both 

mathematically regular and irregular: “However, it should be emphasized that we are dealing here 

with social, not necessarily mathematical, regularity. Thus, the temporal spacing of family reunions 

every wedding or funeral should be considered sociologically uniform, regardless of its irregularity in 

mathematical terms.” (Zerubavel, 1976, p. 90) According to Zerubavel (1976), the temporal spacing 

of events can be seen from a linear and a cyclic perspective. Social events can be seen as historically 

unique, as occurring once in a linear series of events. Or social events can be seen as classes of 

identical events, as recurring in naturally or culturally governed patterns. Both kinds of temporal 

spacing are described as tempo in Zerubavel’s (1976) scheme. However, for the sake of precision, I 

distinguish between two subdivisions of tempo. I understand pace as the rate at which events occur. It 
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is the linear expression of tempo. I understand periodicity as the rate at which events recur. It is the 

cyclic expression of tempo.  

Zerubavel stresses that the four dimensions have a normative dimension. When we are 

describing when something happens, how long it lasts, or how often it happens, we tend to also 

indicate when it should happen, how long it should last, or how often it should happen. Temporal 

ordering is moral ordering. The temporal dimensions of the social organization of time are central 

to the temporal anchoring of normal social conduct. The fundamental dimensions of the social 

organization of time are summarized in Table 8:  

Table 8: The dimensions of social time 

  Examples 

 Definition Fungible Epochal 

Duration The temporal extension of social 
events (‘how long’). “The match took 43 minutes.” “She defeated her opponent in 

two sets.” 

Sequence 
The relative ordering of social 
events (‘what happens before 

and/or after’). 

“The bus will arrive at 10:20 and 
leave at 10:30.” 

“Heat the pan, and add the 
vegetables.” 

Timing The temporal location of social 
events (‘when’). 

I quit smoking on the 21st of 
March. 

“I quit smoking when my 
daughter was born.” 

Tempo 

The temporal spacing of unique 
events (‘how fast’). 

“He took a bite with two second 
intervals.” “He chucked down his food.” 

The temporal spacing of 
recurring events (‘how often’). 

“We meet for dinner once a 
week.” 

“We meet for dinner every time 
we need to talk.” 

Based on (2002), Lauer (1981) and Zerubavel (1976) 

Based on the description of the fundamental dimensions of social time, the definition of WTNs that 

was presented in the preceding section can be specified as interactionally accomplished, socially and 

materially distributed expectations to the duration, sequence, timing, and tempo of work activities and processes. 

However, before I proceed to the next chapter, I will make a few observations regarding the notion 

of ‘specificity’. Zerubavel (1976) grounds his description of specificity on the intrinsic features of 

‘objective’ and ‘subjective’ chronometric systems. He sees “on Monday” as more specific than “in a 

while” and less specific than “on Monday at 5:25”. However, such a comparison only holds if the 

temporal unit is always ascribed its literal meaning, and that is surely not the case. It is difficult to tell 

whether “in five minutes” is more or less specific than “in a short while”. Not all numbers are 

equally precise:  

Now all numbers could be considered equally precise I suppose, but if you want to do something 

approximate then you use 15, and if you want to do something precise you use 19. And they’re 

received that way. If you say “I’ll be there at 9:00” or “I’ll be there at 9:30,” it’s a perfectly 
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acceptable thing to say, and if you arrive at 9:10 or 9:40 it’s unnoticeable. If you say “I’ll be 

there at 9:32,” people figure that you’re going to be there something closer to 9:32 than they 

would expect if you’d said 9:30, though 9:30 is just as good a number as 9:32. Besides which, 

they’ll ask you why you’ve given such a precise number. (Sacks, 1988, p. 54) 

Thus, the degree of specificity is not only determined by the intrinsic features of the chronometric 

system, but also its accomplished specificity in interaction. 

6.3 Summary  
The present chapter has presented two fundamental models of action which have informed studies 

of WTNs. It has identified major shortcomings in studies of work time on the basis of a discussion of 

the two models, and it has argued that WTNs should be studied in real time from the perspective of 

the processual model of action (i.e. as moral ordering). Moreover, the chapter has presented a 

preliminary conceptual framework for describing WTNs as they are displayed, accepted, or resisted 

in real time. From a real time perspective WTNs can be defined as interactionally accomplished, 

socially and materially distributed expectations to the duration, sequence, timing, and tempo of 

work activities and processes. The next chapter develops a methodological framework for exploring 

the moral ordering of work time in naturally occurring workplace interaction.  
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PART III:  
A FRAMEWORK FOR STUDYING  

WORK TIME NORMS  
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Part 2 of the dissertation served to introduce a practice-based understanding of WTNs. The first chapter introduced the 

practice turn in studies of management and organization, and it presented a specific line of work which affords a strong 

view on organizational practice, namely EMCA. The second chapter developed a practice-based critique of the 

dominant understanding of WTNs. It presented a retrospective and a processual model of social action, and it placed 

the different strands in studies of WTNs in one of the two models. Moreover, it showed that the dominant retrospective 

model of action is severely flawed, and that the processual model of action represents a powerful, if somewhat neglected, 

alternative. The last part of the chapter presented a conceptual framework for describing WTNs as they are displayed, 

accepted, and resisted in real time. 

Part 3 of the dissertation serves to introduce its methodological framework. The understanding of morality 

as displayed, accepted, and resisted ordinary interaction has several methodological implications. Firstly, it calls for 

empirical material from natural settings, not artificial settings. Secondly, it calls for empirical material that affords 

processual descriptions of sequences of actions, not retrospective descriptions of isolated instances. Thirdly, it calls for 

methods of analysis that can capture just how the morality of work time is accomplished just now in naturally occurring 

workplace interaction. Finally, it calls for methods of analysis that are sensitive to the complexity of contemporary 

workplaces. Thus, the study is informed by two major research traditions. It is centered on the principles and procedures 

of EMCA, but it places EMCA within the context of organizational ethnography.  

Part 3 is divided into three chapters. The first chapter presents the methods for assembling the empirical 

material for the study. It draws on the notion of ethnographic sensibilities to present a framework for the study and deal 

with the questions that are likely to arise in ethnographic fieldwork. The second chapter serves to introduce the methods 

for analyzing the empirical material. It presents two strands of ethnomethodology which have developed methods for the 

systematic analysis of social organization, namely multimodal conversation analysis and membership categorization 

analysis. The aim of combining sequential and categorial analysis is, on the one hand, to capture the cultural 

complexity of moral ordering and, on the other hand, to recognize the distinct formal characteristics of moral ordering. 

The third chapter discusses the strength of the methodological framework according to the criteria for social scientific 

research. 
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CHAPTER 7  

Assembling the empirical material 

Most of what are now regarded as classic studies within EMCA did not consider questions 

connected to the empirical site, but either glossed the setting in one or two sentences or disregarded 

it entirely (Have, 2007). The majority of studies was primarily concerned with the general 

architecture of social interaction irrespective of the specific setting of which the interaction was part. 

However, as studies of social interaction have moved from ‘ordinary’ into ‘special’ settings as objects 

of investigation, a number of scholars have emphasized the need to gather ethnographic data 

alongside interactional data. The call for ethnographic data has emerged within different strands of 

interactional research (e.g. culturally contexted conversation analysis (Bilmes, 1996; Moerman, 

1988) and workplace studies (Heath & Hindmarsh, 2002; Heath & Luff, 2000)), but is informed 

overall by ethnomethodology’s notion of unique adequacy which can be defined as “the need for the 

analyst to be practically competent in the setting under study such that the methods used in the 

construction of that setting by participants are the methods through which the analyst studies it” 

(Day, 2008, p. 985). Thus, the relevant difference between ‘ordinary’ and ‘special’ setting is not 

primarily whether the interaction unfolds in a particular kind of setting, but whether the analyst can 

claim a priori membership of the setting in question (Day, 2008). The ordinary practice of ‘having 

dinner’ is likely to take place within an institutional setting (e.g. the social and cultural institution of 

the family), and it is likely to feature a complex configuration of sociomaterial entities (e.g. 

conversations, consumables, furniture, mobile phones, and televisions), but any member of the 

culture in question can claim competence in the practice of ‘having dinner’. 

The present chapter describes how I assembled the empirical material for the study. I 

use the term ‘assembling’ instead of ‘gathering’ to challenge the notion of raw data that are 

independent of the researcher’s gaze. Both the ethnographic site and the empirical data are, to some 

extent, the product of the decisions I made during the fieldwork period. Moreover, I use 

‘assembling’ to emphasize the heterogenic character of the empirical material. The chapter bridges 

the dual traditions of research into naturally occurring interaction and ethnographic research in 
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organizational settings, and it draws on interactional as well as ethnographic data. According to 

Neyland (2008), there is not a strict procedure for conducting ethnographic investigations in 

organizational settings. Instead, the researcher must develop “ethnographic sensibilities” (Neyland, 

2008, p. 5) towards the questions or problems that are likely to arise in any kind of ethnographic 

work. Neyland (2008) identifies ten ethnographic sensibilities, ranging from fundamental questions 

concerning the understanding of knowledge to practical problems concerning the reporting of 

findings, but the present chapter deals only with sensibilities that relate specifically to the 

construction of the data corpus.  

The chapter is divided into four sections. The first section describes how I selected the 

empirical site for the study. It is a natural history of the specific considerations that I went through 

as I developed the present study (Silverman, 2013). It discusses the nature of the research questions 

behind the study, the criteria for selecting an empirical site, and the practical challenges in finding 

one. The second section describes how I interacted with the empirical site. It is centered on two 

central questions in the ethnographic tradition: the role that the researcher adopts at the 

ethnographic site (participation), and the time that the researcher spends at the ethnographic site 

(duration). The third section describes how I observed and recorded the activities at the empirical 

site. It distinguishes between interactional data (video-recordings of authentic workplace interaction) 

and ethnographic data (participant observation, informal interviews, and archival records), and it 

discusses the relationship between the two kinds of data. The final section discusses whether I have 

satisfied the ethical standards for social scientific research in natural settings.  

7.1 Approaching  the site  
The present section describes the preliminary stages of the empirical investigation. It is written in a 

natural history format to explicate the considerations that were involved in finding a site for the 

project (Silverman, 2013). Finding the empirical site was not simply a question of defining what was 

objectively ‘the ideal site’ for the project, and selecting what was objectively ‘the best option’ among 

a set of possible cases, and the objective of the project evolved alongside the practical problems of 

finding a site.  

7.1.1 Developing a s t rategy  

According to Neyland (2008), the selection of and interaction with the empirical site is informed by 

the ethnographic strategy. The ethnographic strategy is not a prescriptive, step-by-step plan that the 
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researcher must follow throughout the investigation, but rather a set of notions that shapes, and is 

shaped by, the researcher’s selection of and interaction with the empirical site. One way to develop 

an ethnographic strategy is to formulate research questions. Blaikie (2010) distinguishes between 

three main types of research questions. What-questions are directed towards “discovering and 

describing the characteristics of and patterns in some social phenomenon” (Blaikie, 2010, p. 60). 

Why-questions are directed towards “understanding or explaining the relationships between events, 

or within social activities and processes” (Blaikie, 2010, p. 60). How-questions are concerned with 

social change. According to Blaikie (2010), what-questions tend to precede why-questions, and why-

questions tend to precede how-questions. Thus, you cannot change a social practice without 

explaining or understanding its root causes, and you cannot do so without describing its constituent 

features. According to Blaikie (2010), research questions correspond with research purposes. Basic 

research can have the purpose of exploring, describing, explaining, understanding and predicting 

social phenomena. The aim of exploratory research is to provide a preliminary description or 

understanding of a social phenomenon of which little is known in advance. The aim of descriptive 

research is to provide a precise, systematic, and exhaustive description of a known social 

phenomenon. Both exploratory and descriptive research rely on what-questions, and the distinction 

between the two kinds of research is primarily a question of degree. Descriptive research is more 

precise, more systematic, and more exhaustive, but not qualitatively different from exploratory 

research. Both explanatory research and interpretive research seek to render social phenomena 

intelligible, and both kinds of research rely on why-questions. However, explanatory research is 

concerned with causes from an ‘objective’ view, and interpretive research is concerned with reasons 

from a ‘subjective’ view. Finally, the aim of predictive research is to formulate what should happen 

given that certain mechanisms operate under certain conditions. Predictive research rely on what-

questions.  

I entered the first stages of the study with a descriptive aim. The study’s descriptive aim 

is informed by its ethnomethodological perspective on social action. EMCA is concerned with the 

practical organization of social action, not the ‘objective’ causes or ‘subjective’ reasons behind some 

action. EMCA may be concerned with causes or reasons as they are displayed in social interaction, but are 

indifferent to the question of whether the displayed causes or reasons correspond with the ‘actual’ 

causes or reasons behind the action (Garfinkel, 1967). Thus, to the extent that EMCA is concerned 

with causes or reasons it is as hyphened phenomena (e.g. views-on-climate-change-as-displayed-in-an-
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interview-setting or motivations-for-consuming-alcohol-as-displayed-in-peer-to-peer-interaction) 

(Silverman, 2013).  

In line with the study’s descriptive aim, I entered the first stages of the study with a set of 

relatively open what-questions. I was interested in the relationship between the construction of time 

and the construction of social identities in contemporary organizations. As suggested by the inherent 

periodization in the notion of ‘contemporary’ organizations, the research questions presuppose that 

today’s organizations are historically different from yesterday’s organizations. This difference was 

conceptualized in Chapter 3 as the difference between industrial and postindustrial work 

organizations. However, the use of such “preformulated theorizing” (Psathas, 1995, p. 45) in the 

development of research questions is somewhat controversial within EMCA. Ideally, the object of 

study is not derived from “preformulated theorizing”, but rather discovered though “unmotivated 

looking” (Psathas, 1995, p. 45) in the empirical material. However, it is not the case that EMCA is 

indifferent to theoretical problems, but rather that it respecifies theoretical problems as practical 

problems for the members of the setting.  

7.1.2 Finding a s i te  

I selected the empirical site through purposive sampling. According to Bryman (2016), purposive 

sampling can be divided into different levels. I sampled at the level of context and at the level of 

interaction. The criteria for sampling at the level of context relate to the selection of the empirical 

site and were developed in advance (a priori sampling). The criteria for sampling at the level of 

interaction relate to the selection of instances for systematic analysis and were developed as the 

analysis progressed (contingent sampling) (Bryman, 2016). The criteria for selecting instances for 

analysis are embedded in the EMCA-specific discussion of ‘instances’ and ‘collections’ in Chapter 8, 

and the present section describes only the criteria for selecting the empirical site. 

I was searching for a typical case of postindustrial work organization. Typical cases are 

useful for describing commonplace phenomena and are relevant for studies with a descriptive aim 

(Yin, 2009, p. 48). The primary characteristics of postindustrial work organizations are described in 

chapter Chapter 3, but overall they are characterized by a horizontal mode of organization, flexible 

working schemes, widespread use of ICTs, and disappearing boundaries between life and work. I 

did not expect any problems in finding potential case organizations since the profile of postindustrial 

work organization is purposefully broad. Organizations within most sectors are likely to have some or 

most of the characteristics of postindustrial work organization. Not necessarily organization wide, 
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but in sections or divisions with predominantly white-collar workers. However, quasi-private settings 

like organizations are relatively closed (Lofland, Snow, Anderson, & Lofland, 2006), and I did 

expect to have problems finding an organization that was willing to participate.   

I circulated a description of the study through a match-making service at the university 

at which I was working. I was enrolled on a partial PhD scholarship and funded my PhD through 

teaching. My profile at the match-making service yielded a talk with the CEO of a medium-sized 

Danish company within the service industry, and the CEO agreed to participate in the study. 

However, soon after the first talk with the CEO, a number of things happened in my personal life. I 

was offered a full PhD scholarship at another university, and I was expecting my first child. I 

informed the CEO that I would be moving to another university, and that I would be on parental 

leave, both in about half a years time, but that I expected the data collection to proceed as we had 

planned. The CEO never responded to my mails, however, and after a while I began searching for 

a new organization. I did not want to use my profile at the match-making service since I was leaving 

the university, and I decided to utilize my personal network instead. I contacted a relative who 

worked at an international engineering consultancy (NN CONSULT) and asked him to circulate a 

flyer presenting my research profile, the aim of the study, preliminary research questions, practical 

implications, security and anonymity, and the expected payoff for the company. I had done 

language revisions for the company in the past and was somewhat familiar with its line of work. My 

relative sent the flyer to one of his co-workers, Pil, who was assigned temporarily to a project for a 

public contractor (NN RAILS), and she agreed to participate in the study after a few introductory 

mails. 

7.1.3 Gett ing to know the  s i t e  

The empirical site is temporary project office devoted to a larger infrastructure project in the 

Copenhagen area. The project began in 2012 and is set to terminate in 2018. It is divided into 

several individual projects covering different areas of the project. The subprojects are normally 

referred to as ‘tender packages’ (TPs) since the work on each subproject is submitted to a public bid. 

The members of the organization were a mix of internal and external members. The internal 

members were typically employed directly by the public contractor (NN RAILS). The external 

members were typically employed by private organizations that had been contracted for parts of the 

projects. The members of the organization were primarily skilled workers with university degrees in 

engineering, architecture, and agricultural planning.  
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NN CONSULT was contracted to produce the tender material for some of the 

subprojects, and the company had several employees assigned to the project office temporarily as 

members of its SNC division (short for “Soil and Nature Contract”). Pil was working on the special 

work description for one of the tender packages (described as “TP 20 Earthwork North Section” in 

the material submitted by the public contractor), and she invited me to follow the finalization of that 

particular document. The special work description (the work description for a specific project) and 

the general work description (the work description for all subprojects) stipulate the conditions for the 

winning subcontractor’s work and are subject to careful scrutiny both before and after the public 

bid. The special work description should be designed in such a manner that the subcontractor is 

provided with the necessary information. However, it should also be designed in such a manner that 

the price is set as low as possible in the public bid. A sentence regarding the expected pollution 

levels at the construction site was removed from a section describing the subcontractor’s 

responsibilities for storing toxic materials since it was unnecessarily explicit and likely to make the 

subcontractor “anxious”. “I have to provide the subcontractor with the information that he needs to 

set a price on his own. I don’t have to tell him that everything is awful.” as one of the participants 

concluded.  

The special work description was assembled from multiple materials produced by 

different members of NN CONSULT, and the assembled document was subjected to a critical 

review before it was handed in. The participants worked through the document paragraph by 

paragraph to make corrections, finalize sections that had previously been suspended, and secure the 

internal and external consistency of the document. The review of the entire document took six work 

sessions lasting somewhere between 3 ½ and 9 hours, and it involved two primary participants, 

Svend and Pil, and a number of changing participants who were included for longer or shorter 

periods to work on specific areas, e.g. environmental questions. Svend worked for NN RAILS as an 

independent consultant, and his primary role was to supervise the work on the entire infrastructure 

project. Most of the remaining participants worked for NN CONSULT and were responsible for 

different sections of the special work description. An overview of the participants can be seen in 

Table 9.  

Table 9: Overview of participants 

Name Area Company 

Pil* foundation NN CONSULT 

Svend general project manager  NN RAILS 

Jonas environment NN CONSULT 
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Peter railways, transportation NN CONSULT 

Jesper general project manager NN CONSULT 

Karl architecture, urban planning NN CONSULT 

Mads railways NN RAILS 

Rebekka general project manager NN RAILS 

* The participants’ names have been anonymized. 

The participants planned the sessions a week or so in advance, but changed the schedule on an ad 

hoc basis to accommodate to unforeseen changes. Pil was the primary organizer of the six work 

sessions. She coordinated the communication between the external participant, Svend, and the rest 

of the participants, and she took care of the practical tasks, including booking the rooms. She 

performed her role as organizer with relative autonomy, and she did not necessarily run decisions 

by management as I discovered on my first day at the office. The first session was scheduled to 

begin at 8:30, but one of the participants, Svend, was driving in from Jutland and was running late. 

Pil spent some time answering emails, made several unanswered calls to Svend for an update on his 

arrival, and then she decided to catch the Monday briefing, a regular briefing where the members 

of NN CONSULT reported on current tasks to the project manager, instead of sitting around 

waiting. We had discussed the Monday briefings as possible data when we first talked, and she 

invited me to join the briefing until Svend arrived. Scrambling into the room to get the camera in 

place before the briefing started, I almost missed the confused looks from the other attendants. 

“This is Henrik. He’ll be recording us. You won’t mind.” Pil responded casually on my behalf, and 

it dawned on me that she had not told everybody about my observations, only checked with a few who 

were working with her on the special work description. The project manager head engineer for the 

employees from NN CONSULT, Jesper, asked me a few questions before he agreed to the 

recording, and the briefing continued as planned. Svend arrived a short while into the briefing, and 

I left with Pil to record the editing session from the beginning. 

Most of the editing sessions were held in the same meeting room. The participants sat 

together in the room during the editing sessions, and any revisions to the document were made on 

the spot on a laptop computer connected to an external monitor. The participants also worked with 

printed versions of the assembled materials, and the participants’ workspace soon evolved into a 

heap of binders, documents, and drawings. The room was embedded in a shared office space with a 

larger conference room, an open kitchen area, two restrooms, and approximately 20 work stations 

organized in smaller divisions, including the SNC division. The door was closed when the 

participants were working, but they made frequent trips to the rest of the office to get information 
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from the remaining members of the project office. A drawing of the section with the SNC division 

within the project office can be seen in Figure 4. The depiction is stylized for the sake of 

anonymization. 

Figure 4: A section of the first floor of the project office 

 

The office was located in a large building complex in a typical industrial area. It spanned  four 

levels. The ground level included a kitchen and a canteen as well as a smaller office space for the 

subcontractors who were currently working on the project (i.e. who had won previous bids). Most of 

the core functions were placed on the 1st level. It included several meeting rooms as well as two 

open office spaces organized into smaller divisions. The divisions were specialized in e.g. railway 

technology, expropriation, and soil and nature. As one of the employees told me when I visited the 

office, constructing a railroad is primarily a question of securing its foundation. Different managerial 

and administrative functions were placed on the 2nd level. The 2nd level also included a reception 

area, several meeting rooms, and some of the smaller divisions. Among the smaller divisions were 

safety, utility relocation, and CAD. The 3rd level included a public information center as well as 

several meeting and reflection rooms. 

The chance to follow the finalization of the special work description was relevant for the 

study for several reasons. Firstly, the work on the special work description was delimited spatially 

(i.e., it was confined to a single location) and temporally (i.e., there was a deadline for the 

completion of the document), and it allowed me to follow it from the start to the finish. Secondly, 

the work on the special work description was embedded in the larger organizational setting. The 

special work description was assembled by materials from multiple sources, and it overlapped with 

multiple subprojects, and the participants had to know what was happening in the rest of the office 

as well as at the construction site. The work on the special work description represented only a small 

fraction of the entire organizational setting, but it had the qualities of the synecdoche which is a 
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common organizing principle in ethnographic work (P. Atkinson, 1992). Finally, the work on the 

special work description involved multiple timescales, ranging from the organization of the team’s 

work at the ‘local’ level to the organization of the infrastructure project at the ‘global’ level, and it 

provided a rich setting for exploring organizational time.  

7.2 Interacting with the site  
The present section discusses my mode of interaction with the empirical site. It focuses on two 

central questions: what role I adopted at the empirical site, and how long I spent at the empirical 

site. Both are seen as intimately connected in the ethnographic tradition. The researcher must 

develop an understanding of the members of the empirical site and ultimately move from an 

observer role to a participant role. However, she can only do so if she spends a sufficient amount of 

time at the site.  

7.2.1 Par t ic ipat ion  

According to Neyland (2008), the researcher must also consider his or her mode of participation in 

the empirical setting. The researcher’s mode of participation is typically conceptualized as different 

researcher roles (e.g. Adler & Adler, 1987; Bryman, 2016; Gold, 1958; Hammersley & Atkinson, 

1995; Junker, 2004; Lofland et al., 2006). Junker (2004) distinguishes between four kinds of 

participation: complete participant, participant-as-observer, observer-as-participant, and complete 

observer. The different roles are derived from (1) the researcher’s level of immersion in the setting 

and (2) and the knowledge relationship between the researcher and the participants. The former can 

be involved and detached, and the latter can be symmetrical and asymmetrical. The role of the 

complete participant is characterized by a subjective and sympathetic mode of observation. Observer 

activities are wholly concealed as long as the researcher is adopting the role of the complete 

participant. The ability to observe external relations is limited, and the asymmetrical knowledge 

relationship between the researcher and the participants raises ethical considerations. The role of 

complete participant can be justified, however, if the members of the setting make clear distinctions 

between public and private information. If the participant-as-observer role is employed, observer 

activities are not concealed, but subordinated to participant activities. Equally, if the observer-as-

participant role is employed, participant activities are subordinated to observer activities. According 

to Roy (1970), the former tends to be characterized by relatively formal observations over a shorter 

period, and the latter tends to be characterized by relatively informal observations over a longer 
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period. Due to the symmetrical knowledge relationship for the participant-as-observer as well as the 

observer-as-participant role, the participants may decide to keep some information confidential. 

According to Junker (2004), it may yet be possible for the researcher to gather information relatively 

unimpeded, but at the expense of accepting restrictions on the reported findings. Such bargaining 

leads to ethical questions concerning the ownership of the research as well as the researcher’s 

independence. The complete observer is characterized by an objective and empathetic mode of 

observation. According to Junker (2004), the role is seldom adopted in natural settings, but it is 

possible to approximate it in artificial settings. 

Most ethnographic work is done somewhere between the two extremes, and the 

researcher’s level of participation is likely to shift as the study develops (Bryman, 2016; Junker, 

2004; Neyland, 2008). I adopted the observer-as-participant role during most of my time at the project 

office. My motivation for adopting the role was twofold. Firstly, conducting hidden observations was 

not necessary to secure relevant data, nor could it be justified ethically within the framework of the 

investigation. The participants did distinguish between public and private settings, but only with 

regards to the company’s relationship with external stakeholders. I was not allowed to participate in 

the final delivery of the tender package to NN RAILS, but was free to follow the internal processes 

involved in the production of the tender package. The participants did not sanitize the interaction 

for the sake of the camera, and I witnessed several heated exchanges. Secondly, participating 

actively in the team’s work was not possible due to the technical character of the special work 

description. I did not have the necessary qualifications to participate meaningfully in the review of 

the document, and any questions or comments from me were likely to interrupt the natural flow of 

work. However, the participants engaged in social talk alongside work talk, and whenever I was 

included in stretches of social talk, I adopted a role closer to that of the participant-as-observer.  

The notion of adopting a role deserves some qualification however. The ethnographic 

tradition for exploring the cultural Other (‘the native’) is evident in the understanding of the 

researcher’s role as it is described in the ethnographic literature. The researcher’s role is considered to 

change with his or her level of immersion in the empirical setting, but the setting itself and its 

associated roles are not considered to change. The hunter’s role in the social structure of the tribal 

community is that of the hunter. However, a central principle within EMCA is that the participant 

framework (i.e. the distribution of social roles) and the activity framework (i.e. the performance of 

role-incumbent actions) are reflexively accomplished. This is uncontroversial in relation to activities 

where the activity-incumbent role is perceived as temporary (e.g. ‘participant in lunchroom talk’), 
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but EMCA scholars have shown that it is also the case in relation to activities where the activity-

incumbent role is perceived as permanent (e.g. ‘Dane’) (e.g. Antaki & Widdicombe, 1998).  

7.2.2 Duration  

In addition to the mode of participation the researcher must also consider the duration of 

participation (Neyland, 2008). Conventional ethnographic investigations are characterized by 

extensive fieldwork spanning one or more years (Neyland, 2008; Tedlock, 1991; Van Maanen, 

2011; Wolcott, 2005). Malinowski insisted in Argonauts of the Western Pacific that the ethnographer’s 

objective should be “to grasp the native’s point of view, his relation to life, to realize his version of his 

world,” (Malinowski, quoted in Tedlock, 1991, p. 70), and extended periods of fieldwork have come 

to be seen as the necessary “ritual ordeal” (Tedlock, 1991, p. 70) for the development of such an 

understanding. Wolcott (2005, p. 69) even sees time as “the critical attribute of fieldwork” within the 

ethnographic tradition. The call for the analyst to be practically competent in the phenomenon 

under investigation within ethnomethodologically informed ethnography places a similar emphasis 

on time. The description of a mundane social practice like ‘standing in line’ demands limited 

immersion in the social setting since researchers as well as non-researchers can be expected to be 

competent practitioners of that particular practice. However, the description of a specialized social 

practice like ‘surgery’ or ‘witchcraft’ demands deep immersion in the social setting (Rawls, 2002). 

However, the call for extended immersion into the empirical setting cannot necessarily 

be satisfied within organizational studies. Firstly, there is a tension between ethnographic time and 

organizational time. Contemporary organizations are under pressure to do more in less time, and it 

is unlikely that the participants will tolerate (or be able to legitimize) extended periods of 

interference from the researcher with no reported findings (Neyland, 2008). Secondly, it is common 

ethnographic practice to specialize in a specific culture (e.g. Balinese culture), but that level of 

specialization cannot necessarily be extended to organizational studies. The image of organizational 

culture as fundamentally a ‘surface’ phenomenon as opposed to the ‘deep’ culture of the ethnic 

community is questionable, but it is difficult to imagine an entire career devoted to the culture of 

McDonald’s (Neyland, 2008). According to V. Smith (2001), questions regarding duration have an 

extra dimension of complexity in ethnographic investigations of work organizations. Such 

investigations tend to be historically specific, and the trends that shape work activities and processes 

are likely to change during extended periods of fieldwork. “Studying current trends […] is 
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problematic for scholars whose data may not be as relevant or whose conclusions will be dated if 

published a considerable time after collected.” (V. Smith, 2001, p. 228) 

Jeffrey and Troman (2004) distinguish between different time modes to challenge 

conventional ethnography’s commitment to “the long haul” (Neyland, 2008, p. 77). If a compressed 

time mode is adopted, the ethnographic site is inhabited almost permanently for a short duration of 

time. The researcher ‘hangs around’ the ethnographic site and is open to anything that can be of 

significance in the subsequent analysis. The observations are organized metaphorically (as 

representing some overarching theme) or synecdochically (as reflecting the entire picture through a 

part of the picture), and the overarching aim is to provide a spatially and temporally delimited 

“snapshot” of a setting or an activity through a careful description of people, places, and objects. A 

selective intermittent time mode is characterized by extended involvement with the ethnographic site 

(ranging from a few months to several years), but with considerable flexibility regarding the time 

spent at the site. Unlike the compressed time mode, the researcher’s observations are not open to 

anything, but guided by progressive focusing as particular foci develop. The frequency of the 

researcher’s visits at the ethnographic site is determined by the selected foci, and there is relatively 

little ‘hanging around’. Finally, if a recurrent time mode is adopted, the ethnographic site is visited with 

regular intervals. The intervals can be established internally by visiting the site during specific 

activities or phases (e.g. ends of terms at a school) or externally by visiting the site on the basis of a 

predetermined schedule (e.g. the first week of the month). A recurrent time mode is useful for 

longitudinal studies concerned with documenting developments over time. 

I adopted a compressed time mode. The use of a compressed time mode was 

determined by internal as well as external factors. Firstly, although the use of recorded data is not 

discussed by Jeffrey and Troman (2004), it affords the exhaustive and explorative mode of 

observation that is characteristic of a compressed time mode. As described in the next section, 

recorded data afford multiple viewings, and different directions can be explored in the analyses. 

Moreover, the combination of objective angle, medium shot, and fixed position affords a consistent 

view of the interaction, and the researcher does not have to commit to a particular person or 

activity during the observations. Secondly, the work that I was invited to follow marked a relatively 

closed activity, and I was able to capture the entire activity from the beginning to the end. One of 

the last remarks in the recordings is, literally, the declaration “vi nåede det”/“we made it” to mark 

the completion of the special work description within the specified deadline. Finally, the members of 
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the organization stressed that they were busy whenever we talked, and I did not want to overextend 

my welcome.  

The use of a compressed time mode is likely to reduce the researcher’s immersion in the 

ethnographic setting. As described in the preceding section, I was familiar with the private company 

that was contracted to produce the tender package before the investigation began. However, the 

time that I spent at the site during the compressed ethnographic period did not lead me to the level 

of immersion that is typically expected. I have not become a member of the organizational culture 

(as would be expected in conventional ethnographic investigations), nor have I become a competent 

practitioner of civil engineering (as would be expected in ethnomethodologically informed 

ethnographic investigations). However, the aim of my observations was not to understand 

‘engineering culture’, nor was it to investigate how civil engineers ‘do’ civil engineering. Rather, the 

aim was to investigate how the members of a flexible, team-based, horizontally distributed 

organization deal with the temporal organization of work, e.g. how they accomplish a normatively 

justified time to have lunch, or how they accomplish a normatively justified timeline. Such questions 

are not exclusive to engineering organizations, but commonplace in postindustrial work 

organizations. Indeed, in my first correspondence with Pil, she compared the revision of the special 

work description with the revision of a university project in the weeks before the final submission, 

and I recognize most of the participants’ problems from my own work life.  

7.3 Collecting data  
The present section presents the methods for data collection, and it discusses the relationship 

between the different kinds of data. Both interactional research and ethnographic research rely on 

the participants’ talk as empirical data. However, interactional research tends to look at talk only in 

natural settings (Have, 2007) while ethnographic research tends to look at talk in natural as well as 

interview settings (Lofland et al., 2006). Moreover, ethnographic research tends to rely on a wide 

range of empirical data (e.g. archival records, photographs, and drawings and sketches), and talk is 

just one kind of data in a larger complex. 

7.3.1 Interact ional data  

The primary empirical data for the study are video-based observation of the six editing sessions 

described in section 7.1.3. Only recorded data afford real time descriptions of moral ordering which 

is the aim of the present study. According to Heritage (1984b), the use of data derived from memory 
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(e.g. qualitative interviews or participant observations) and data derived from imagination (e.g. 

idealized examples of ordinary language use) cannot capture the complexity of naturally occurring 

interaction. The exchange between ‘E’ and ‘M’ not extraordinarily complex, but a typical example 

of the cultural practice of ‘thanking the host’.  

1 E: =Oh honey that was a lovely luncheon I shoulda call:ed you 

2  s:soo⌈:ner but I:⌉I:⌈ loved it. It w's just deli:ghtfu⌈:l. ⌉ 

3 M:      ⌊((f)) Oh:::⌋  ⌊(     )                          ⌊Well⌋= 

4 M: =I w's gla⌈d      you⌉(came).⌉ 

5 E:           ⌊'nd yer f:⌋friends⌋'re so da:rli:ng,= 

6 M: =Oh:::⌈: it w'z:⌉ 

7 E:       ⌊e-that P-⌋a:t isn'she a do:⌈:ll¿⌉ 

8 M:                                   ⌊ iYe⌋h isn't she pretty, 

9  (.) 

10 E: Oh: she's a beautiful girl.= 

11 M: =Yeh I think she's a pretty gir⌈l. 

12 E:                                ⌊En' that Reinam'n:: 

13  (.) 

14 E: She SCA:RES me.= 

  (Heritage, 1984b, p. 236) 

However, although the exchange is a typical example of a familiar cultural practice, it is entirely 

unlikely that it could have been recalled or imagined with the same level of complexity. Moreover, 

according to Heritage (1984b), invented data cannot capture the diversity of naturally occurring 

interaction, but tend to typify how interaction unfolds. The exchange between ‘A’ and ‘B’ differs 

from the likely image of ordinary interaction. Indeed, according to Heritage (1984b), it is probably 

closer to how one would imagine incoherent interaction.  

1 A: I have a fourteen-year-old-son. 

2 B: Well that’s alright. 

3 A: I also have a dog. 

4 B: Oh I’m sorry. 

  (Sacks, quoted in Heritage, 1984b, p. 237) 
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However, the exchange is perfectly coherent if it is considered in the context of which it is part, 

namely a conversation between a landlord (B) and a potential tenant (A) who is describing 

circumstances that may disqualify him or her from renting the place in question, but the many ways 

in which specific identities, activities, and circumstances are accomplished in interaction are 

difficult, if not impossible to imagine by the social scientist. “Thus the use of recorded data is an 

essential corrective to the limitations of intuition and recollection.” (Heritage, 1984b, p. 238) 

The first landmark studies of social interaction were based on audio recordings only 

(Have, 2007), but most studies today use video recordings to capture the visual, embodied, and 

material dimension of (most instances of) social interaction. Video-based data are preferred within 

interaction-based studies of work since contemporary workplaces are characterized by an intricate 

array of discursive and material entities (Heath, 1997; Heath & Luff, 2000; Heath, Luff, & 

Svensson, 2007; Hindmarsh, 2009; Llewellyn & Hindmarsh, 2010a). Llewellyn and Hindmarsh 

(2010a) note: 

The ways in which we interact with others are fundamentally impacted by the ways in which we 

physically orient towards other people and the objects and technologies that are to hand. […] It 

seems critical, then, to consider the ways in which ‘tools of the trade’ are practically deployed in 

the production of work, and the only way to capture such details, as they unfold moment by 

moment, is through audio/video recordings. (p. 40) 

Moreover, even if the primary object of analysis is spoken interaction, the use of video recordings 

can provide useful contextual information in complex interactional settings (Have, 2007). Deciding 

who were present at any given time would, for example, have been difficult for me without the use 

of video since the participants were leaving and joining the editing sessions relatively often. 

I observed and recorded 2/3 of the editing sessions, and the participants recorded 1/3 

themselves. I did the recordings with a digital camera with an external microphone to ensure a 

decent audio quality, and I did a separate audio recording as backup with a wired audio recorder. I 

turned the camera on before the participants convened (at the beginning of the day and after the 

lunch break) to capture transitions into work activities. I adopted a recording configuration with 

objective angle, medium shot, and fixed position since I wanted to capture the interaction between the 

participants who were working on the special work description, not isolated individuals or larger 

organizational scenes. A medium shot is useful for exploring how social phenomena are 

accomplished interactionally as it foregrounds the relational space between participants (Heath, 

Hindmarsh, & Luff, 2010; Luff & Heath, 2012; Mengis, Nicolini, & Gorli, 2016). A fixed camera 
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position affords a consistent view of the interaction without having to anticipate its trajectory or 

commit to a particular phenomenon during the recording (e.g. by tracking one of the participants) 

(Luff & Heath, 2012). Moreover, using a fixed position is likely to appear less intrusive in the social 

setting as the researcher does not have to be placed behind the camera during the recording (Luff & 

Heath, 2012). 

Most of the recordings were done in a relatively small room, and it was not possible to 

capture everything within the limited angle of the camera, nor was it possible to fit another camera 

into the room within obscuring the participants’ working space. Using a 360° camera and/or 

multiple GoPros would have allowed me to cover the ‘blind spots’ in the present setup, but I was 

working within the confines of a limited budget and was forced to use a relatively simple solution. 

With the present setup I was able to capture the participants who were sitting at the table from one 

side (front, side or back), but not participants who were standing at the door. I adjusted the angle of 

the camera if the composition of participants changed, or if one of the participants was moving 

consistently out of view, but I did not want to give the participants the impression of being tracked 

and only adjusted the camera when it was absolutely necessary. I observed the sessions from one of 

the corners and was outside the view of the camera for the most part. A sketch of the recording 

configuration can be seen in Figure 5. 

Figure 5: The recording configuration 
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However, as Mengis et al. (2016) note, the use of a particular configuration of shot, angle, and 

position in video-based observations is productive of in the phenomenon under investigation. This is 

not to suggest that recorded data should be seen as mere constructs, but rather that the recording 

configuration foregrounds some features of the phenomenon and backgrounds others. According to 

Mengis et al. (2016, p. 14), the combination of medium shot, objective angle, and fixed position 

creates the impression of “a coherent scene” that is “inhabited by dialogic interactions”, but it is less 

sensitive to the practiced and affective aspects of organizational phenomena. Hence, by focusing 

purely on the activities inside the meeting room instead of recording one of the participants (with a 

Roving POV) or the larger office space (with a Panoramic View), the recordings construct the 

physical room as somehow ‘containing’ the activity (Mengis et al., 2016). The construction of the 

room can be justified, however, since the participants exhibit a similar understanding of the room. 

Although the participants move in and out of the room during the editing sessions, they attend to the 

shared activity as relatively fixed to the physical location of the room by offering an explanation 

before leaving, e.g. using the restroom or asking a co-worker. Moreover, the participants attend to 

the room as “backstage” to the “front stage” of the larger office space (Goffman, 1959) by knocking 

on the door before entering or holding back a laugh until a visitor has left the room. 

 An overview of the video data can be seen in Table 10. References to the video corpus 

a made in the following format: DD.MM.YY@HH:MM. The first part specifies the day (DD), 

month (MM) and year (YY) of the recording. The second part specifies the time of the beginning of 

the recording in hours (HH) and minutes (MM) using the 24-hour clock. A bit of data with the 

reference 02.06.14@10:53 was recorded on the 2nd of June 2014 at 10:53 in the morning. 

Table 10: Overview of interactional data 

Date Participants Observing Duration 

02.06.14 Svend, Pil, Jonas Yes 6 hrs 

03.06.14 Svend, Pil, Jonas Yes 8 hrs 

04.06.14 Svend, Pil, Peter, Mads Yes 9 hrs 

10.06.14 Svend, Pil, Peter, Karl Yes 8 ½ hrs 

17.06.14 Svend, Pil, Peter, Jesper No 3 ½ hrs 

19.06.14 Svend, Pil, Peter, Jesper No 7 ¾ hrs 

7.3.2 Ethnographic data  

The ethnographic data for the study consist of ethnographic observations, informal interviews, and 

archival records. I recorded my observations at the ethnographic site in a notebook. I made 

descriptive, methodological, and analytical observations, and I made sure to distinguish between the 
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different levels of observation whenever I was writing in the notebook (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 

2001). I divided the notebook into two sections. I reserved the right-hand page for descriptions of the 

ethnographic site. Descriptions are typically produced as naturalistic records which are centered on 

the who, what, when, where, and how of human activity (Emerson et al., 2001). However, contemporary 

ethnographers insist that descriptions are not objective since they are selective, purposive, and 

expressed. The ethnographer’s selection of observations and her “stylistic preferences” convey a 

particular “version of the world” (Emerson et al., 2001, p. 259) which filters it instead of reflecting it 

one-to-one.  According to Atkinson (1992), descriptions can be made as inscriptions and 

transcriptions. Inscriptions are descriptions of the participants who are involved in the setting, the 

activities and processes which happen in the setting, and the material architecture of the setting. 

Transcriptions are verbatim descriptions of words and phrases in the setting. I deployed a 

combination of the two kinds of description, but made relatively few transcriptions since I was able 

to find most of what the participants said on the video recordings. I only transcribed what I 

considered to be interesting or surprising words and phrases that warranted subsequent analysis. 

According to Emerson et al. (2001), descriptions can be made as sketches, which convey an 

impression of a ‘frozen’ scene through comprehensive imagery, and episodes, which convey an 

impression of a ‘moving’ scene through sequences of actions. I primarily described episodes, and I 

linked similar episodes together. As linked episodes started to appear, I shifted to a more condensed 

mode of description, and I marked the recurrent character of the phenomenon in the description 

(e.g. “once more”). I recorded the time of the observation on the left side of the page to help me 

locate it in the video recordings once I returned from the site. I reserved the left-hand page for 

preliminary analytical reflections as well as methodological reflections regarding my own role and 

the role of the camera. Reflections that are made in situ can be recorded with different levels of 

detail. Emerson at al. (2001) distinguish between asides, which are short stretches of analytic writing 

that explain, interpret, or question some specific happening, and commentaries, which are more 

elaborate reflections on some specific happening. I primarily made use of the first kind of reflection 

as I reserved extended reflections to the subsequent work with the interactional data.  

Interviewing is an integral part of eliciting information from the participants in 

ethnographic observation. Lofland et al. (2006) distinguish between two kinds of interviewing in 

ethnographic investigations. Intense interviewing involves eliciting information in a formal interview 

setting. The formal organization of the interview may differ (ranging from structured to 

unstructured), but the interview is the primary activity. The topic of the talk is an action or an 
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activity which have happened outside the interview setting. Informal interviewing involves eliciting 

information in situ. It is a normal feature of everyday life that is deployed for research purposes. The 

interview is not the primary activity in informal interviewing, but happens alongside naturally 

occurring activities. The researcher can elicit information during naturally occurring activities by 

asking explicit questions, but she can also do so by utilizing alternative action formats, e.g. by 

making statements (Snow, Zurcher, & Sjoberg, 1982). I elicited information through informal 

interviews. I was careful not to interrupt the participants’ work, and I only elicited information 

during breaks. I was also careful not to ‘spend’ every break on questions and ‘steal’ the participants’ 

time in that way. However, some of the participants were quite willing to provide me with 

information, and they often took it upon themselves to explain to me what was happening. My 

impression was that I was enrolled in internal discussions (explaining something to me was also a 

way of enforcing a particular version of the situation), but in any case it served to provide me with 

(what may have been selective) background information. 

I also gathered archival records describing the development of the infrastructure project 

to its stakeholders (e.g. citizens, journalists, and politicians). According to Atkinson and Coffey 

(2011), ethnographic methods were developed for the study of settings that were predominantly non-

literate. The ethnographer’s writings served as the only permanent record of the activities and 

processes in the setting. However, the production and distribution of written documents – e.g. 

reports, schedules, timetables, agendas, and minutes – are integral to formal organization on smaller 

as well as larger scales (Ashcraft, Kuhn, & Cooren, 2009; Kuhn, 2008; J. R. Taylor & Van Every, 

2011). Contemporary organizations are self-documenting ethnographic settings, and organizational 

ethnographers should recognize the documentary work that happens in such settings (P. Atkinson & 

Coffey, 2011). However, archival records should not be seen as one-to-one reflections of 

organizational activities and processes, but rather as integral aspects of the organization of such 

activities and processes: “Documents are ‘social facts’, in that they are produced, shared, and used 

in socially organized ways. They are not, however, transparent representations of organizational 

routines, decision-making processes, or professional practices.” (P. Atkinson & Coffey, 2011, p. 79) 

The archival records that described the development of the infrastructure project were not 

necessarily accurate depictions of its actual development. However, they provided a window into 

the documentary – and in some cases legal – realities that the members of the organization were 

dealing with. The potential disparities between documentary and experiential realities were 

overwhelmingly a members’ problem for the members of the organization who were finalizing the 
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special work description. It may be the case that a deadline will not hold, and that the members of 

the organization know that it will not hold, but once it is inscribed in a formal timeline they must 

deal with its documentary reality.  

An overview of archival records can be seen in Table 11. The first type of documents 

was citizen information. It was directed at citizens and journalists who were interested in, or directly 

impacted by, the development of the infrastructure project, and it was written in ordinary language. 

The second type of documents was technical reports from the preliminary stages of the 

infrastructure project. They described the projected costs of the project, its likely socioeconomic and 

environmental impact, and its planning and execution, and they were directed at the local, regional, 

and national authorities who were behind the project. The third type of documents was preliminary 

tender material. It was directed at the subcontractors who were bidding on the individual 

subprojects, and it was written in technical language. 

Table 11: Overview of archival records 

Citizen information  
(by genre) 

Technical reports  
(by topic) 

Tender material 
(by mode) 

information leaflets (5), press releases (5), 
project newspaper (1), information video 

(1) 

socioeconomic impact (2), environmental 
impact (10), risk (3), construction and 

operation costs (3), design (1), planning 
and execution (2), future expansions (6) 

timeline (1), preliminary work descriptions 
(17), satellite photos and construction 

maps (22) 

77 pages  1347 pages 135 pages 

7.3.3 The re lat ionship between interact ional and e thnographic data  

There are inherent tensions in the relationship between interactional data and ethnographic data. 

Fundamentally, these tensions stem from the understanding of context which will be discussed in the 

section on validity in Chapter 9. The present section describes the relationship between 

interactional and ethnographic data from a practical perspective.  

My use of ethnographic data is informed primarily by Maynard’s (2006) work. Firstly, 

the ethnographic data were useful for describing the organizational setting and the participants’ 

organizational identities. According to Maynard (2006), such descriptions erase the interactional 

work that is done to render settings and identities observable and reportable as settings and 

identities of a particular sort. In principle, the interactional construction of a setting and the settings’ 

identities can be explicated in its entirety (Heritage, 2004). However, according to Maynard (2006), 

it is not necessarily feasible to do so in practice, and the analyst may need to disattend analytically to 

some aspects of the participants’ interactional work to focus on others. Specifically, the written 

fieldnotes as well as the informal interviews helped me in understanding and representing the ‘local’ 
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context of the project office, e.g. who the participants were, which company they came from, and 

what section of the project they were working on. The archival records helped me in understanding 

and representing the ‘global’ context of the infrastructure project which spanned several years and 

involved multiple stakeholders.  

Secondly, the ethnographic data were useful for explicating unfamiliar terms, phrases, 

or courses of action. According to Maynard (2006), most social settings are characterized by the use 

of a shared vocabulary, and the meaning of the participants’ taken-for-granted expressions cannot 

necessarily be derived from a single bit of interactional data. The analyst may need to develop a 

working understanding of such terms and phrases and provide the reader with definitions. 

According to Maynard (2006), the use of ethnographic data to explicate the meaning of taken-for-

granted expressions is relevant for social settings of any kind, but it is especially relevant for social 

settings that are characterized by the use of technical vocabulary, e.g. institutional settings. I was 

able to develop working definitions of the participants’ vocabulary through informal interviews, and 

I was able to check my definitions on the spot in the subsequent interaction. My questions displayed 

a particular understanding of the participants’ vocabulary (either directly or indirectly), and they 

were able revise my definitions in the subsequent turns.   

Finally, the ethnographic data were useful for mitigating the limitations of the recording 

configuration. As described in section 7.3.1, the combination of medium shot, objective angle, and 

fixed position constructed the physical room as somehow ‘containing’ the work activity. However, 

the use of ethnographic fieldnotes afforded a ‘panoramic’ view of the organization. It allowed me to 

record the activities that were happening in the rest of the office. Moreover, the recording 

configuration did not capture everything that was happening inside the room because of the 

relatively narrow angle of the camera, nor did it capture the participants’ reaction to the camera as 

they were entering the room for the first time. I made sure to record activities that were happening 

outside the view of the camera, but were relevant for the revision sessions, and I also made sure to 

record the participants’ reactions to the camera.  

An overview of the ethnographic data can be seen in Table 12. The overview 

distinguishes between the type of data, a description of the data, and the function that the data have 

in the project. 
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Table 12: Overview of ethnographic data 

Type Description Function 

Fieldnotes 
Descriptive, methodological, and 

analytical fieldnotes produced during 
participant observation. 

Understanding and representing the 
‘local’ context of the project office.  
Mitigating the limited POV of the 

recording configuration. 

Informal interviews Unstructured interviews with participants 
during participant observation. 

Understanding and representing the 
‘local’ context of the project office. 

Understanding and representing technical 
terms and phrases. 

Testing my understanding of technical 
matters. 

Authentic documents 
Documents concerning the initial 

planning and current progression of the 
infrastructure project.  

Understanding and representing the 
‘global’ context of the infrastructure 

project. 

7.4 Ethical considerations  
According to Bryman (2016), the ethical questions in social research can be divided into four areas. 

The first question is whether there is harm to the participants. The notion of harm includes physical harm, 

mental harm, and economic harm. It is widely recognized that social research should not be 

harmful, and I took several steps to safeguard the participants. Firstly, I provided the participants 

with the possibility of ‘opting out’ instead of merely ‘opting in’. I made sure that the participants 

knew that signing up was not a ‘one time deal’, and that they had the possibility to withdraw from 

the study at any time. Secondly, I anonymized any references to individuals, organizations, and 

locations in the description of the empirical setting and in the transcriptions of the empirical data. 

The steps that I took to anonymize the empirical material ensure that the participants cannot be 

identified and are unlikely to suffer negative consequences of anything that is described in the 

published study. However, considerations regarding anonymity are likely to clash with 

considerations regarding transparency in transcriptions of social interaction. As described in 

Chapter 9, I have included snapshots from the recordings in the transcriptions to capture the non-

verbal dimension of the participants’ interaction. I have anonymized the snapshots by adding an 

image filter, but have preserved some details from the original snapshot to make non-verbal actions 

discernable in the transcriptions (e.g. gaze). Some of the participants’ personal characteristics can be 

discerned from the snapshots, but none that would not have been included in any case in a verbal 

description of the participants (e.g. age and gender). Moreover, the participants who are included in 

the snapshots did not ask for visual material to be anonymized, but I decided to exceed the expected 

level of anonymization in any case.  
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The second question is whether there is lack of informed consent. As described in section 7.2.1, 

I adopted an observer-as-participant role, and I informed the participants verbally of the aim of the 

study, the research questions, and the implications of participating. However, the call for informed 

consent can be difficult to meet for everybody involved in ethnographic work in organizational 

settings. Such settings are dynamic, and it is difficult to keep track of the participants as the study 

develops. I informed the participants who were included my observations and/or recordings. In 

addition to the verbal briefing, I asked the participants who were included in the recordings to 

submit a signed consent form. I did not find it necessary to provide the rest of the participants with a 

consent form since they were only included in contextual descriptions of the organizational setting, 

not descriptions of individual actions or activities. The form described the intended use of the 

recordings in the dissertation, in publications, and at conferences, and it allowed the participants to 

agree to some or all of it. It also asked for permission to use the recordings in future research and to 

share them with other researchers. 

The third question is whether there is an invasion of privacy. I was interested in ordinary work 

activities and processes and did not expect my observations to invade the participants’ privacy in 

any way. The participants’ private selves were invoked in some cases, but only as ordinary 

lunchroom interaction, and I did not engage in that line of talk before they had done so first. 

However, even in cases where the participants’ personal selves were made relevant, I did not find it 

likely that they would reveal sensitive personal information. Organizations are only quasi-private 

settings (Lofland et al., 2006), and I expected the participants to be able to manage the interface 

between “front stage” and “backstage” identities (Goffman, 1959) and distinguish between the kind 

of personal information that they were willing to reveal at work and the kind of personal 

information that they were not willing to reveal. What happens inside, say, a private office is 

another matter, of course, but I only observed and recorded the ‘public’ work spaces. 

The final question is whether there is deception involved. I did not present the study as 

anything but what it was designed to be, nor did I intentionally hide information from the 

participants in the description of the study. However, the direction of qualitative research can be 

difficult to determine in advance (Bryman, 2016), and some aspects of the study were only described 

only in general terms in the initial briefing. As described in section 7.1.1, I entered the first stages of 

the study with a set of relatively open what-questions. I was interested in the relationship between 

the construction of time and the construction of social identities in contemporary organizations, but 

I did not know exactly what direction the study would take. However, in the description of the study 
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to the participants, I explained the iterative nature of (much) qualitative research, and I did not give 

the impression that I knew exactly where the study would lead. 

7.5 Summary  
The present chapter has introduced the study’s methods for collecting empirical material from the 

initial stages of developing an ethnographic strategy to the later stages of conducting ethnographic 

observations. It has placed the study in the dual traditions of research into naturally occurring 

interaction and ethnographic research in organizational settings. The introduction has distinguished 

between interactional data (video-recordings of authentic workplace interaction) and ethnographic 

data (participant observation, informal interviews, and archival records), and it has described the 

principles behind the selection, collection, and internal organization of the two sets of data. The 

chapter has argued that interactional data are necessary to be able to provide real time descriptions 

of moral ordering, and that ethnographic data are necessary to contextualize the real time 

descriptions in the specific organizational setting. The next chapter presents the methods for 

analyzing the interactional data and provide real time descriptions of moral ordering.  
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CHAPTER 8  

Analyzing the empirical material 

The present chapter serves to introduce the methods of analysis. In line with Atkinson (2005) and 

Silverman (2013), I have not adopted a methodological ‘one size fits all’, but attempted to sensitize 

myself to the phenomenon under investigation. Atkinson (2005, p. 4) stresses that “[t]he forms of 

analysis should reflect the forms of social life: their diversity should mirror the diversity of cultural 

forms; their significance should be in accordance with their social and cultural functions.” However, 

he also stresses “the importance of rendering the different formal properties of culture and social 

action and preserving their distinctive qualities” (P. Atkinson, 2005, p. 5). Hence, according to 

Atkinson (2005), qualitative researchers should not pursue an impressionistic mode of analysis with 

no regard for the distinct formal qualities of the phenomenon, nor should they pursue a purely formal 

mode of analysis with no regard for the assembled character of the phenomenon.  

As described in chapter Chapter 6, the morality in interaction is sequentially and 

categorially organized. It is through the sequential and categorial organization of interaction that 

people’s actions are constructed as morally defensible or indefensible. Two strands of 

ethnomethodology have developed methods for the systematic analysis of the sequential and 

categorial aspects of social organization. The first line of work – multimodal conversation analysis  – 

is concerned with members’ structuring of actions and courses of action as methods for managing 

intersubjective understanding (e.g. Deppermann, 2013; Heritage, 1984b; Sacks et al., 1974; 

Schegloff & Sacks, 1973). The second line of work – membership categorization analysis  – is 

concerned with members’ use of social categories and their category-bound features as methods for 

describing and exhibiting their understanding of the social world (e.g. Hester & Eglin, 1997a; 

Housley & Fitzgerald, 2002; Sacks, 1974). A combination of multimodal conversation analysis and 

membership categorization analysis affords a systematic description of the ways in which the 

morality of work time is displayed, accepted, and resisted in social interaction. However, it is 

important to recognize that ethnomethodologists understand ‘methods’ in a somewhat 

unconventional manner. As described in chapter Chapter 5, the ordered character of social settings 
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is not the product of predefined contextual factors, but an unfolding practical achievement. Hence, 

whereas social scientists typically understand ‘methods’ as systematic procedures designed to reveal 

social facts (in Durkheim’s understanding of the term), ethnomethodologists understand ‘methods’ 

as members’ methods for accomplishing social facts (Have 2004, 14). They are the methods whereby 

members produce and recognize social activities.  

The chapter is organized as follows. The first two sections introduce multimodal 

conversation analysis and membership categorization analysis. The development of the two 

methods has spawned an impressive body of work into the sequential and categorial aspects of social 

organization. However, the aim of the introduction is not to provide an exhaustive overview of the 

two methods, but rather to provide a shared understanding of analytical tools that I will be using 

extensively in the empirical analyses. Specifically, the first two sections introduce the fundamental 

principles of sequential and categorial analysis, and they introduce analytical tools that relate 

specifically to the morality in interaction as it was described in Chapter 6. The last section discusses 

the relationship between sequential and categorial analysis.  

8.1 Multimodal Conversation Analysis  
One of the seminal works in the development of conversation analysis is Sacks’ lecture on the 

opening of telephone calls to a Suicide Prevention Center which was first presented in the Fall of 

1964. According to Sacks (1995b), one of the central problems for the call center workers was to get 

the callers to introduce themselves, and he was interested in the ways in which it was done by the 

professionals, and the ways in which it was resisted by the callers. His lecture can be seen as the 

beginning of conversation analysis since it shows that naturally occurring talk can be subjected to 

empirical analysis in its own right, and that the empirical specifics of talk are critical for the things 

that are getting done in and by the talk (Schegloff, 1995). Further, it is indicative of the procedure 

for studying talk which came to define conversation analysis. It proceeds by noticing something that 

interlocutors do (e.g. claiming not to be able hear), asking what they might accomplish by that 

particular practice (e.g. avoiding to introduce oneself), and exploring that practice systematically 

through analyses of multiple instances of naturally occurring interaction (Have, 2007; Hutchby & 

Wooffitt, 2008).  

Scholars who work in the tradition from Sacks have offered several definitions of 

conversation analysis. A central notion in most definitions of conversation analysis is that naturally 

occurring talk is ordered, not incoherent or irrational, and that the analysis of talk should proceed 
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systematically. Another central notion is that the object of analysis is not simply talk, but the talk 

that is produced in interaction (talk-in-interaction). As such conversation analysis can be 

distinguished from other traditions that are concerned with language use, but work mostly with 

invented examples, e.g. Austin’s (1975) and Searle’s (1969) work. Two relatively recent definitions of 

conversation analysis can be seen here: 

[Conversation analysis] is the systematic analysis of the talk produced in everyday situations of 

human interaction: talk-in-interaction. (Hutchby & Wooffitt, 2008, p. 11) 

[Conversation analysis] is involved in the study of the orders of talk-in-interaction, whatever its 

character or setting. (Have, 2007, p. 4) 

It should be clear, then, that the name conversation analysis is somewhat misleading. Firstly, the line 

of work that sparked the development of conversation analysis was not concerned with conversation 

as conversation, but only happened to use conversational materials (Drew, 2005). Sacks was 

skeptical of sociological idealizations, and his aim was to root sociological description in actual 

instances of human conduct (Drew, 2005). Recorded conversations afforded that very possibility 

since could be inspected over and over again. Secondly, conversation analysis is not only concerned 

with ordinary conversation, but any kind of spoken interaction (Drew, 2005). A major body of 

conversation analytical work is devoted to the investigation of talk in different institutional settings 

(Heritage, 2004). Heritage (2004) distinguishes between two kinds of conversation analysis with 

distinctive foci. The first is concerned with “the institution of interaction as an entity in its own 

right”, and the second is concerned with “the management of social institutions in interaction” 

(Heritage, 2004, p. 223). Finally, the recent push towards multimodal analysis within the 

conversation analytic community has further problematized the utility of the term ‘conversation 

analysis’ as opposed to ‘interaction analysis’ or ‘multimodal interaction analysis’ . However, 

according to Psathas (1995), the claim to do interaction analysis is not exclusive to conversation 

analysis, and the broader reference to interaction may obscure the fundamental principles of 

conversation analysis. I have preserved the original name, but added ‘multimodal’ to recognize 

recent trends in the development of conversation analysis. 

8.1.1 Building blocks  

According to Drew (2005), the exploration of the structure of social interaction is underpinned by 

four building blocks. The first building block is turn taking. A turn can be made of single words, single 
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clauses and phrases, single sentences, or a combination of these elements (Drew, 2005). The notion 

of turn taking was developed by Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson (1974) on the basis of a number of 

observations made in tape recordings of ordinary conversation. Among the observations were that 

speaker change tends to happen during conversations, and one party tends to talk at a time. 

Overlapping talk is common, but tends to be brief. The majority of transitions from one turn to the 

next is made with no gaps or overlaps or with slight gaps or overlaps. The aim of the article was to 

develop a model that could provide for the observations irrespective of the topic of conversation and 

the composition of speakers. One aspect of turn taking is that the construction of the turn projects 

its completion (e.g. on the basis of its grammatical structure and its embodied delivery), and the 

construction of the turn is analyzable for potential next speakers.  

The second building block is turn design. A central notion in conversation analysis is that 

turns-at-talk are designed with respect to its what and its how. It is designed to perform a specific 

action (its what), and it is designed to perform that action in a particular way (its how). The way in 

which any given turn-at-talk is designed is but one possibility from a range of possible designs. The 

selection between different paradigmatic and syntagmatic possibilities that is involved in any turn-

at-talk may indicate (for the hearer as well as the analyst) what it is that the turn is designed to do. 

Such possibilities do not only relate to verbal components (e.g. words and phrases), but also non-

verbal components (e.g. prosody and aspiration) which implies that the aspects of interaction that 

are typically removed from transcriptions should be preserved. Among these are aspects of sentence 

structure (e.g. abandoned clauses and subordinate clauses) and aspects of embodied conduct (e.g. 

laughter and aspiration). Jefferson et al. (1987) have shown, for example, that the way in which 

laughter is designed can be subjected to empirical analysis if it is transcribed in sufficient detail and 

not merely glossed as ‘laughter’. 

The third building block is social action. This encompasses the idea that when 

interlocutors take turns-at-talk, they are not just making statements about the world, but acting in 

the world, e.g. ‘making requests’ or ‘asking questions’. A similar emphasis on the performativity of 

ordinary language use can be seen in the study of speech acts as it was developed by Austin (1975) 

and Searle (1969). However, with its origin in the analytic tradition from Frege, the study of speech 

acts developed into abstract analyses of constructed examples like ‘The cat is on the mat’ and ‘The 

king of France is bald’ (Lindegaard, 2010). Conversation analysis is not concerned with the felicity 

conditions (Austin, 1975) for ‘making a declaration’ or ‘offering a warning’, but rather what the next 

speaker make the prior speaker’s turn-at-talk to be, and how the prior speaker’s turn-at-talk was 
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designed so as to make it hearable as whatever it was made to be. Such empirically grounded analyses of 

social action are made possible by the sequential structure of social action.  

The final building block is sequence organization. Conversation analysis is not only (or 

indeed primarily) concerned with the structure of singular actions, but with the structure of 

sequences of actions. Sequence organization should be distinguished from sequential organization. 

Sequential organization comprises the organization of interaction through the relative positioning of 

actors and actions (Schegloff, 2007b). The overall structural organization of interaction is a kind of 

sequential organization. Some actions (e.g. greetings) should happen in the beginning of 

interactions, and other actions (e.g. farewells) should happen near the end of interactions. Sequence 

organization is a kind of sequential organization. It comprises the organization of courses of actions 

that are accomplished through turns-at-talk (Schegloff, 2007b). According to Schegloff (2007b), the 

basic device for sequence organization is the adjacency pair which is characterized by the following 

features. It is (a) composed of two turns (b) by different speakers (c) adjacently placed. The two parts 

are (d) relatively ordered into a first pair part (FPP) and a second pair part (SPP), and (e) they are 

arranged in specific pair types. (Schegloff, 2007b, p. 13) Any SPP cannot follow any FPP. An 

overview of some of the most common types can be seen in Table 13.  

Table 13: Pair types 

FPP SPP 

Greeting Greeting 

Question Answer 

Request Acceptance / Refusal 

Offer / Invitation Acceptance / Refusal 

Assessment Agreement / Disagreement 

Deviations from the fundamental structure of adjacency pairs are common. Sequences that are 

structured through adjacency pairs can be composed of more than two turns, and the FPP and the 

SPP can be articulated by the same speaker. Moreover, adjacency pairs can be prefaced by talk 

(pre-expansion), they can be extended with talk (post-expansion), and the FPP and SPP can be 

separated by intervening talk (insert expansion) (Schegloff, 2007b). Accordingly, the description of 

adjacency pairs should not be seen as unbreakable rules, but as resources for producing and 

interpreting social actions. 
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8.1.2 The morali ty in interact ion:  Some sequential  aspects  

One of the ways in which the morality in interaction is accomplished is through preference 

organization. The principles of preference organization are grounded in the principles of turn 

design and sequence organization. As described in the preceding section, some FPPs can have 

different SPPs as relevant responses. A request, for example, can be accepted or rejected. However, 

in instances where alternative responses are possible, interlocutors may construct one line of action 

as ‘preferred’ and another as ‘dispreferred’. Have (2007) describes the principles of preference 

organization as follows: 

The general idea is: (1) that, when alternative actions are open possibilities, one may be 

‘preferred’, that is, expected and chosen if possible; and (2) that the difference between 

‘preferred’ and ‘dispreferred’ alternatives is demonstrated in the turn shape chosen for doing 

one or the other. In other words, turns can be designed to show they are doing the preferred, or 

the dispreferred, alternative action. (Have, 2007, p. 137)  

According to Heritage (1984b), the distinction between preferred and dispreferred responses should 

not be seen in psychological terms as individual preferences or proclivities, but in cultural terms as 

institutionalized ways of speaking. They mark the distinction between the socially desirable (and 

normatively expected) action and the socially undesirable (and normatively unexpected) action. It 

may well be the case that you reject an invitation to a social function because you prefer to stay at 

home, but the normatively expected way of responding is to construct the rejection as dispreferred. 

Table 14 shows the preferred and dispreferred responses for selected action formats: 

Table 14: Preference organization 

Action Preferred Format Response Dispreferred Format Response 

Request Acceptance Refusal 

Offer / Invitation Acceptance Refusal 

Assessment Agreement Disagreement 

Self-deprecation Disagreement Agreement 

Accusation Denial Admission 

  Source: Heritage (1984b, p. 269)  

According to Heritage (1984b), preferred responses are typically designed in a simple and 

straightforward manner. Dispreferred responses are typically designed to incorporate a number of 

elements. Among the common markers of dispreferred turns are delays (e.g. in the form of pauses or 
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inserted sequences), prefaces (e.g. the use of particles like “um” and “well”), and justifications and 

explanations (Heritage, 1984b, p. 267).  

A more recent development of preference organization is alignment and affiliation. The 

two terms cover the ways in which interlocutors display whether they cooperate with the aspects of 

the preceding interaction that they are responding to (Steensig, 2012a). Building on Stivers’ (2008) 

work on stances in storytelling, Stivers, Mondada, and Steensig (2011, pp. 20–21) define alignment 

as “the structural level of cooperation” and affiliation as ”the affective level of cooperation”. The 

structural level can relate to such aspects as the interlocutor’s stance regarding the current activity 

or sequence (e.g. whether it should be continued or abandoned), the distribution of interactional 

roles (e.g. whether she accepts or rejects some displayed role), and the presuppositions behind some 

utterance. The affective level can relate to such aspects as the (lack of) display of empathy with of 

support of prior speaker’s talk (Steensig, 2012a).   

8.2 Membership Categorization Analysis  
The use of social categories and category-bound predicates is a common method for describing and 

exhibiting one’s understanding of the social world (Hester & Eglin, 1997a). Sudnow’s (1965) work 

on “normal crimes” is an example of the sensitivity to members’ category work that developed into 

membership categorization analysis. Sudnow’s (1965) study reveals the significance of membership 

categorization for the practice of plea bargaining at the public defender’s office in a metropolitan 

California community. The charge of ‘child molestation’ was, for example, typically reduced to the 

charge of ‘loitering around a schoolyard’ in cases of a guilty plea. Reducing a charge demands that 

the definition of the minor offence is necessarily included in the legal definition of the major offence. 

The offence of ‘petty theft’ is, for example, necessarily included in ‘robbery’. (Sudnow, 1965, p. 265) 

However, according to the legal definition of ‘child molestation’, ‘loitering around a schoolyard’ is 

not necessarily included in ‘child molestation’. Instead, the basis for reducing the charge from 

‘molestation’ to ‘loitering’ was the practical cultural knowledge of that particular activity as “the-

kind-of-social activity-usually-associated-with-such-offences” and the category of persons “who do 

such things as hang around schoolyards and the like” (p. 263).  

However, the primary impetus for the systematic development of membership 

categorization analysis came from Sacks’ work. Sacks saw culture as consisting of inferential 

practices and was interested in describing the “machinery” (Sacks, 1995a, p. 113) behind members’ 
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inferential work (Hester & Eglin, 1997a). His preferred method was to work backwards from a 

particular hearing and provide a formal explanation for that hearing. An often-cited example is his 

discussion of the likely hearings of the first two sentences from a book with children’s stories: “The 

baby cried. The mommy picked it up”. Sacks (1995c) suggested that competent members of the 

culture in question were likely to hear, say, the mother as the baby’s mother, not just any mother, 

and the mother’s picking up the baby as causally linked with its crying. He returned to some of the 

examples several times and refined his framework as new hearings emerged. 3 

8.2.1 Building blocks  

The primary building blocks of Sacks’ inferential machinery are membership categories, 

membership categorization devices, and category-bound activities. Sacks understands membership 

categories as descriptions of persons as certain sorts of persons. Examples of such descriptions are 

‘mother’, ‘doctor’, ‘athlete’, and ‘hipster’. The use of membership categorization is, however, not 

exhausted with such descriptions. Jayyusi (1984) extends Sacks’ definition of membership categories 

with a distinction between membership categories and membership categorizations. Sacks’ work is primarily 

concerned with categorizations of persons, but subsequent work has extended the notion of 

membership categorization to non-personal entities (e.g. ‘fencepost’ or ‘traffic light’) as well as to 

different kinds of collectivities, ranging from specific, physically located institutions (e.g. ‘the 

courthouse’) to abstract, physically distributed institutions (e.g. ‘the legal system’) (Hester & Eglin, 

1997a). The expansion of membership categorization analysis from personal to non-personal 

entities is, as Hester and Eglin (1997a) note, anticipated in Sacks’ discussions of ‘classes’ in relation 

to topic organization. 

Membership categories are often bracketed together in collections. The membership 

categories ‘male’ and ‘female’ can be gathered under the device ‘sex’. Such collections comprise 

what Sacks calls membership categorization devices (MCDs). MCDs are “any collection of membership 

categories, containing at least a category, which may be applied to some population, containing at 

least a member, so as to provide, by the use of some rules of application, for the pairing of at least a 

population member and a categorization device member.” (Sacks, 1974, pp. 218–219) MCDs are 

not fixed, but assembled in situ. This can be seen in Sacks’ (1967) discussion of the device ‘somebody 

                                                
3 Sacks did not explicate what cultural membership he was referring to, but referred rather casually to the likely hearing of a native 
listener: “When I hear ”The baby cried. The mommy picked it up,” one of the things I hear is that the mommy who picks the baby 
up is the mommy of the baby. Now it’s not only the case that I hear it that way […] a kind of interesting thing is that I also feel pretty 
confident that all of you, at least the natives among you, hear that also.” (Sacks, 1995c, p. 236) The reference to a native listener 
would indicate that Sacks had US culture in mind, but his use of at least would indicate that he also had something like the broader 
category of Western culture in mind.  
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to whom you can turn for help’ in telephone calls to the Suicide Prevention Center. Some of the 

callers described the reason for calling the center as having ‘nobody to turn to’, and the 

professionals’ subsequent questions were organized around the device ‘somebody to whom you can 

turn for help’. Only if the list of people that could reasonably be placed within the device was 

exhausted could it be concluded that the caller did in fact have ‘nobody to turn to’.  

A subset of MCDs appears to have a team implication. For example, if a person is 

described with one category from the device ‘family’ (e.g. ‘mother’) and another person is described 

with another category from the same device (e.g. ‘child’), then the most likely hearing is to hear the 

mother and the child as members of the same family, not two different families. Sacks (1974) 

describes the team-like character of some MCDs as duplicative organization. Another subset of MCDs 

appears to have a relational implication. Relationally organized categories are co-selected. For 

example, the news headline “Officer’s Suicide at Girlfriend’s Grave” does not specify the 

relationship between the two persons, but the most likely reading of the headline is that the 

girlfriend is the officer’s girlfriend, not somebody else’s since relationally organized categories can be 

identified by naming only one of them (see Hester & Eglin, 1997b, pp. 43–46 for additional discussion 

of the headline). Sacks describes MCDs with a relational implication as standardized relational pairs 

(SRPs) (Sacks, 1995c). Common examples of SRPs are husband-wife, boyfriend-girlfriend, and 

doctor-patient. 

Sacks identified a number of principles for the application of membership categories as 

reflected in the definition of MCD. The economy rule holds: “a single category from any 

membership categorization device can be referentially adequate.” (Sacks, 1974, p. 219) For 

example, if a person is presenting another person, then instead of providing an extensive list of 

categories (e.g. ‘student’, ‘conservative’, and ‘science fiction fan’), a single category will do the job 

(e.g. ‘my partner’). The economy rule reflects the inferential aspects members’ categorial work. That 

is, if a single category is sufficient to categorize a person, then why were multiple categories invoked in a 

particular setting (e.g. ‘female doctor’)? Or, if a single category is sufficient to categorize a person, 

and if some categories are universally applicable (e.g. from the ‘age’ or ‘sex’ device), then why was a 

particular category invoked? Categorizations are vehicles for acting (Schegloff, 1988, p. 18).  

The consistency rule holds: “if some population of persons is being categorized, and if a 

category from some device’s collection has been used to categorize a first member of the population, 

then that category or other categories of the same collection may be used to categorize further 

members of the population.” (Sacks, 1974, p. 219) For example, if somebody has presented herself 
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using the category ‘Christian’ from the device ‘religious beliefs’, then other participants may 

categorize themselves as ‘Muslims’, ‘Catholics’, or ‘atheists’. Sacks phrases the consistency rule with 

“may”, but adds that in some cases it is also a “must”. In isolation the consistency rule can only 

provide for the logical possibility of using a category from the same device (“may”), but in combination 

with the economy rule it can provide for the normative expectation to do so (“must”). That is, by 

selecting a category from one device over another (e.g. ‘profession’ or ‘nationality’), the speaker 

exhibits the interactional relevance of the device in question since any category can be referentially 

adequate. Sacks adds to the consistency rule a corollary or “hearer’s maxim” to explicate (what is 

attended to as) the projected significance of the current MCD. It holds: “if two or more categories 

are used to categorize two or more members of the same population, and those categories can be 

heard as categories from the same collection, then: hear them that way.” (Sacks, 1974, pp. 219–220)  

Another cornerstone in Sacks’ machinery is the notion of category-bound activities (CBAs). 

Sacks sees CBAs as activities that are recognizably done by the members of some category. 

Formally, there is nothing wrong with the description ‘the baby shed tears’, but it is likely to be seen 

as ‘off’ since the activity ‘shedding tears’ is not recognizably done by members of the category ‘baby’ 

(Hester & Eglin, 1997a). According to Sacks (1974), there is a strong preference for co-selecting 

category and activity, and he adds another maxim to the consistency rule. It reads: “If a member 

sees a category-bound activity being done, then, if one can see it being done by a member of a 

category to which the activity is done, then: See it that way.” (Sacks, 1974, p. 225) The most likely 

reading of the headline “Girl Guide Aged 14 Raped at Hell’s Angels Convention” is that the girl 

was raped by a member of Hell’s Angels since ‘rape’ is expectedly done by the members of that 

category. Moreover, a likely reading of the headline is that she did not participate in the convention, 

but was somehow forced there since ‘attending Hell’s Angels conventions’ is not expectedly done by 

‘girl guides’. The headline deploys the CBAs of the morally contrastive pair ‘girl guide’ and 

‘member of Hell’s Angels’ to construct the victim as ‘the kind of victim who did not do anything to 

lead the offender on’ (J. Lee, 1984). 

8.2.2 The morali ty in interact ion: Some categorial  aspects  

Sacks was primarily concerned with category-bound activities, but subsequent studies have extended 

the notion of category-boundedness to clusters of category-bound features which “can conventionally 

be imputed on the basis of a given membership category” (Watson, 1978, p. 106), e.g. knowledge 

(Sharrock, 1974), obligations and entitlements (Watson, 1978), and competences (Jayyusi, 1984). 
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Thus, members’ category work is not only cognitive (it renders persons and activities recognizable as 

certain sorts of persons and activities), but also normative (it serves to evaluate persons and 

activities). It is not simply the case that some activities are recognizably done by the members of 

some category (e.g. picking up babies), but that they should be done by members of that particular 

category (e.g. mothers). “Categorizations can be made to function at once as inferences, descriptions, and 

judgments.” (Jayyusi, 1984, p. 45) 

Jayyusi (1984) is perhaps the one who has done most work on the moral implications of 

membership categorizations. She extends the discussion of the co-selection of category and activity 

in several ways. One of the things she adds to Sacks’ original framework is that categorization is 

open-textured. She observes that some predicates function as the category incumbent’s “credentials of 

incumbency”. However, depending on the category and the predicate in question, they can be gradable 

and verifiable by performance. The ability to juggle is verifiable. The ability to cook is gradable. A 

person who holds a job in a restaurant kitchen may be described as ‘a bad cook’ or ‘a good cook’ 

relative to her performance. However, if the evaluation of her performance is sufficiently negative, 

she may be described as ‘not really a cook at all’: 

In other words, for any activity, a certain standard of performance is already embedded and implicit and is 

situatedly, practically and accountably displayed in the perception of successful or correct performance, indeed in the 

very notion of what counts as a genuine performance. (Jayyusi, 1984, p. 42) 

However, categorizations are not only normatively organized in relation to category-relevant 

standards of performance (e.g. what a competent cook should know, and what a competent cook 

should be able to do in a given, culturally specific set of circumstances), but also in relation to moral 

obligations and entitlements. It may be seen as grounds for saying that somebody is not ‘a real cook’ 

if she never cooks at home, but only eats fast-food. Or that somebody is not ‘a real fan’ if she only 

supports the home team when they are winning: 

To sum up: we now find, then, that for some categories X, not only does the displayed lack of 

certain competences provide grounds for saying that a person is either not an X or not a good X 

(competences already formulated with respect to a standard of performance), but further that some 

categorizations are usable in explicitly moral ways, so that the fulfillment of moral duties and commitments is 

basic for the assessment of the performance of category tasks and thus for a person’s being constituted as a 

good X, which is itself central to the notion of being a genuine X, e.g. a good mother, a good 

doctor, a good policeman. (Jayyusi, 1984, p. 44) 
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8.3 Reconciling sequential and categorial analysis  
The relationship between sequential and categorial analysis has been the subject of considerable 

debate within EMCA scholarship. This may be surprising given the shared background of the two 

methods. However, it is likely that the shared origins in Sacks’ work has intensified the debate since 

part of the dispute has involved the question of the ‘right’ stewardship of his intellectual heritage. 

The present section discusses the relationship between the sequential and categorial analysis. It 

sketches the central positions within the current debate, but it focuses on the implications for the 

present study. 

8.3.1 The re lat ive  s ignif icance of  sequence and category  

The relationship between sequential and categorial analysis is contested. One side of the debate 

holds that some scholars have pushed conversation analysis in a mechanical direction which 

separates interactional structure from its context of use. According to Hester and Eglin, the 

reification of conversational structure in some strands of conversation analysis is reflected in the use 

of a formalistic, almost Chomskian vocabulary, and it has the risk of missing the reflexivity of action 

and context (Hester & Eglin, 1997a). Another objection is that CA scholars ‘unknowingly’ draw on 

categorial aspects of conversation. In the physical transcripts of recorded interaction, for example, 

the interlocutors are often identified on the basis of their function or position in the institutional 

setting, for example ‘D’ and ‘P’ in doctor-patient interaction and ‘M’ and ‘D’ in mother-daughter 

interaction. The membership of such categories comprises an unexplicated interpretative resource for 

the conversation analyst (Watson, 1997). 

Another side of the debate sees an inherent danger for membership categorization 

analysis to ‘run wild’. The identification of membership categories is relatively straightforward in 

cases where the interlocutors invoke a typical social category explicitly. Explicit references to 

‘women’, ‘students’, or ‘engineers’ are unproblematic instances of membership categorization. 

However, as described in the preceding section, it follows from the notion of CBAs that category 

and activity are co-selected. Invoking one renders the other interactionally relevant. The grounds for 

making such inferences are questionable, however, since the link between the category and the 

activity can be the analyst’s invention. Moreover, it can be difficult to determine whether an 

interlocutor is providing a categorization or a description which also questions the notion of 

recognizable, culturally known types of persons and activities. Schegloff (1995, 2007a) sees an 

inherent danger for categorial analysis to ‘run wild’. 
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Sacks abandoned the use of ‘categorybound activities’ because of an incipient ‘promiscuous’ use 

of them, i.e., an unelaborated invocation of some vernacularly based assertion (i.e., that some 

activity was bound to some category) as an element of an account on the investigator's authority, 

without deriving from it any analytic pay-off other than the claimed account for the data which 

motivated its introduction in the first place. (Schegloff, 1995, p. xlii) 

It is surely a possibility that categorial analysis can be ‘promiscuous’ and introduce categories that 

are only relevant for the analyst. However, even if it is difficult to distinguish between descriptions 

and categorizations, and even if it is difficult to decide precisely which category is made relevant in 

some cases, then that is not necessarily a problem. Sacks observed that membership categories are 

inference rich, and they afford a wide range of ‘sayings’ and ‘hearings’. Any case of category work 

may be opaque by design, and the analyst should not pursue a higher degree of precision than the 

participants themselves (Stokoe, 2012a). Moreover, such problems hold not only for categorizations 

but for any aspect of social interaction. Ambiguous ‘sayings’ and ‘hearings’ can always arise, and the 

problem of preserving intersubjective understanding is ultimately a members’ problem.  

I want to suggest that there is nothing particularly ‘potentially ambiguous’ about categories or 

categorial formulations, over and above any other words or phrases that comprise an action. 

The ethnomethodological foundations of CA and MCA dictate that words take their shape 

reflexively and indexically according to the context in which they are produced. (Stokoe, 2012a, 

p. 252) 

It is also interesting that some of the debate concerning sequential and categorial analysis has 

centered on the questions of how Sacks saw his initial work on membership categorization, and 

whether he abandoned it due to inherent shortcomings. Schegloff (1995, 2007a) sees the 

chronological development of themes in Sacks’ work as evidence that he came to realize the 

‘promiscuous’ nature of categorial analysis and ultimately abandoned that particular line of work. 

However, such questions are only crucial if Sacks is ascribed the role of prophet, and his words are 

elevated to scripture. 

Let us be clear: if Sacks lost interest in membership categorization, or if he decided to wind up 

his research in that direction, for whatever reason—so what? […] Whilst many in the EM/CA 

research communities acknowledge Sacks as a genius, this does not mean he had the last word 

on membership categorization, or took it as far as it could go. (Carlin, 2010, p. 258) 
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8.3.2 The organization of  data  

Another crucial difference between sequential and categorial analysis is the collection and 

organization of empirical data. As described in section 8.1, conversation analysts are concerned with 

‘robust’ structural patterns in interaction, and they work principally with large data corpora 

organized to ensure that identified patterns are indeed ‘robust’. The data corpora are organized as 

‘collections’ of a particular interactional feature (e.g. turn-final intonation, noticings, closings) with 

data from different settings. As described in section 8.2, membership categorization analysts are 

concerned with the organization of practical sociological knowledge in categories and predicates, 

and they tend to work with single case studies of particular settings. Accordingly, conversation 

analysts tend to work with ‘collections’, and membership categorization analysts tend to work with 

‘instances’. 

However, in a recent discussion of the future of membership categorization analysis, 

Stokoe (2012b) proposes to move forward by developing a systematic, action- or activity-focused, 

collection-based mode of analysis for membership categorization analysis. She proposes a number 

of principles for conducting categorial analysis. One principle is to gather data from a range of 

interactional settings. She shows examples of similar category work in data from domestic settings, 

institutional settings, and even a scripted sitcom. The collection can be purposive (centered on a 

particular category that was identified in advance), or it can be unmotivated (noticing a particular 

category and exploring its use in the rest of the data corpus). Another principle is to construct 

collections of particular kinds of category work. The instances of a particular category can be 

explicit, or they can be embedded in category-resonant descriptions. 

Stokoe’s (2012b) principles for conducting categorial analysis resonate with the common 

principles for conducting sequential analysis. However, the aim of the present project is not to 

investigate the use of a particular membership category, nor is it to investigate a particular action 

format, but rather to investigate a particular empirical setting. I have organized the data in 

collections in some of the analyses, but not to isolate a specific interactional phenomenon. The 

instances in the collections are defined topically as instances of specific kinds of activities (e.g. 

telephone calls), not structurally as instances of specific interactional phenomena (e.g. opening 

sequences). My principle for organizing the data can be described as follows. I use collections in 

shorter analyses of recurrent activities (or transitions between activities) which can be identified as 

(more or less) the same (e.g. transitions into lunch or answering telephone calls). This is the case in 

the analyses in the first two chapters. The last chapter is a single case analysis of a longer interaction 
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(constructing a timeline for one of the subprojects in the infrastructure project) which is more 

difficult to organize in a collection.  

8.4 Summary  
The present chapter has introduced the methods of analysis in the study. It has described the 

fundamental principles of sequential and categorial analysis, and it has identified sequential and 

categorial aspects of the morality in interaction. However, it is important to recognize that is has 

presented only a fragment of the analytical tools within EMCA. Since its original inception, 

conversation analysis in particular has stimulated a vast body of work, and only the most central 

analytical tools have been presented here. I will use the footnote system if I use specific concepts in 

the empirical analyses. Moreover, the chapter has discussed the contested relationship between 

sequential and categorial analysis within EMCA scholarship. In principle, I understand sequential 

and categorial analysis as interdependent aspects of social organization, and I have given the two 

methods equal weight in the present chapter. However, they will not necessarily have equal weight 

in the empirical analyses since they may not be equally relevant for members for the things that are 

getting done right here and right now. The next chapter will evaluate the study’s methodological 

framework in relation to conventional criteria for social scientific research. 
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CHAPTER 9  

Assessing the framework 

The present chapter discusses the quality of the methodological framework which was presented in 

the preceding chapters. However, the criteria for assessing qualitative research have been the 

subject of some debate. Some have suggested that qualitative researchers should develop alternative 

scientific criteria for qualitative research (e.g. Guba & Lincoln, 1989). Others have suggested that 

qualitative researchers should ignore scientific criteria altogether (e.g. Stanley & Wise, 1983). I 

follow Silverman (2015) and use conventional criteria for social research, but interpret them within 

the specific context of qualitative research. The first section is concerned with the credibility of the 

study, and the second section is concerned with the generalizability of the study.  

9.1 Credibility  
The present section discusses the credibility of the project. According to Silverman (2015), the 

credibility of quantitative as well as qualitative research depends on the reliability and validity of the 

findings. The former can be defined as “the stability of findings”, that is, how consistent the findings 

are, and the latter can be defined as “the truthfulness of findings”, that is, how precise the findings 

are (Silverman, 2015, p. 83).  

9.1.1 Validi ty  

Peräkylä (2011) distinguishes between two kinds of validity in research on naturally occurring 

interaction. The first kind of validity can be described as ‘next turn’ validity. It is a necessary feature of 

the sequential organization of interaction. The potential meanings of an action are almost infinite if 

the action is considered in isolation. However, if the action is considered in its sequential context, its 

meaning for the participants will be made public by the participants themselves. The present action 

projects the relevant context for the next turn(s), and its uptake in the subsequent turn(s) displays 

how the next speaker understands the prior speaker’s turn(s). This particular feature of interaction 
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was first described systematically by Sacks et al. (1974, p. 728) who characterize it as “a by-product” 

of the turn-taking procedure.  

When A addresses a first pair-part such as a ‘question’ or a ‘complaint’ to B, we have noted, A 

selects B as next speaker, and selects for B that he next perform a second part for the ‘adjacency 

pair’ A has started, i.e. an ‘answer’ or an ‘apology’ (among other possibilities) respectively. B, in 

so doing, not only performs that utterance-type, but thereby displays (in the first place to his co-

participants) his understanding of the prior turn’s talk as a first part, as a ‘question’ or 

‘complaint’. (Sacks et al., 1974, p. 728)  

Thus, making what was said or done intelligible is not simply a problem for the researcher, but also 

for the members of the social setting, and the methods whereby they do so render what was said and 

done analyzable. However, what is established through ‘next turn’ validation is, of course, not the 

definite meaning of the action, but what the participants make the action to be right here and right 

now for all practical purposes (Garfinkel, 1967). This is not a problem for the validity of the findings, 

however, since the analyst should not pursue a level of precision or explication beyond that of the 

participants in the interaction.  

The second kind of validity can be described as construct validity (Peräkylä, 2011). It has to 

do with the relationship between theoretical constructs and empirical phenomena. Some may find 

in empirical data manifestations of ‘tribalism’ or ‘patriarchy’, and others may find nothing of the 

sort. According to Peräkylä (2011), the emphasis on naturalistic descriptions of ‘ordinary’ 

interactions made the question of construct validity somewhat irrelevant for classical EMCA studies, 

but it is difficult to ignore in EMCA studies of institutional settings. The participants are not just 

performing actions (e.g. requests and questions) and sequences of actions (e.g. openings and 

closings), but attending to the institutional context (e.g. institutional identities). However, according 

to Sacks (1967, p. 12), determining the relevant context necessarily leads to an “etcetera problem” 

since it is a feature of any description “that it will not only be incomplete but that (a) it could be 

infinitely extended and (b) the extension cannot be handled by a formula for extrapolation.” Since 

contextual descriptions can be extended ad infinitum, the researcher must necessarily deal with the 

question of what is contextually relevant. There is a danger of ‘importing’ contextual data that 

correspond with the analyst’s theoretical framework. Thus, a central question for EMCA scholars 

who investigate institutional interaction is why some stretch of ‘institutional talk’ should be seen as 

‘institutional talk’: “what grounds does the researcher have for claiming that the talk he or she is 

focusing on is in any way ‘connected to’ some institutional framework?” (Peräkylä, 2011, p. 371). 
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The most common answer within EMCA is to insist on the demonstrable relevance of 

contextual information (Schegloff, 1992). According to Peräkylä (2011, p. 373), the analyst must 

show that “specifiable aspects of the context”, not just the context in general, are consequential for 

“specifiable aspects of the interaction”. I have secured the demonstrable relevance of contextual 

data by combining sequential and categorial analysis. On the one hand, the use of categorial analysis 

affords a sensitivity to the aspects of the context that are actually made relevant. It may be that the 

participant’s institutional role is the relevant membership category for a particular action, but it may 

also be another category entirely. On the other hand, the use of sequential analysis affords a sensitivity 

to the continuous construction of the relevant context for the interaction. Relevant aspects of the 

context are displayed, accepted, and resisted in the interaction. The strict insistence on 

demonstrable relevance also has implications for my use of ethnographic data. I use ethnographic 

data to provide the reader with the necessary context for the interaction, but not to interpret what 

happens in the interaction. 

A common objection to the validity of ethnographic research is that the presence of the 

observer is likely to influence the participants’ actions and compromise the findings (Neyland, 2008). 

A similar objection is made to the presence of audio- and video-recorders in research on naturally 

occurring interaction (Have, 2007). Perhaps the participants’ are just putting up a show for the 

observer? However, several studies indicate that the participants are relatively quick to bracket the 

presence of an observer and pursue their ordinary activities (Have, 2007). What is questionable is, 

perhaps, rather the notion of a social vacuum where the participants are not under the disrupting 

gaze of the Other, but are ‘really’ themselves. “Hell is other people,” as Sartre observes in No Exit 

(1944). Finally, even if the presence of an observer or a camera somehow influence the setting, it 

does not necessarily compromise the validity of the findings. Indeed, one of the major benefits of 

recorded data is that the observer’s influence on the empirical setting can be subjected to empirical 

analysis and in some cases lead to relevant findings.  

9.1.2 Reliabi l i ty  

Unlike quantitative research, reliability in qualitative research is primarily a question of transparency 

(Silverman, 2015). I have transcribed the video recordings according to a modernized version of 

Jefferson’s transcription conventions (e.g. Jefferson, 2004). I use the software CLAN for transcribing 

and organizing data, and some the native CLAN symbols differ from the standard Jeffersonian 
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symbols. However, both systems adhere to the same fundamental principles for transcribing social 

interaction, and the differences between the two systems are merely technical. 

The data corpus for the project is in Danish. Transcribing spoken Danish is challenging 

since it tends to differ from written Danish. I have followed Steensig’s (2012b) recommendations for 

transcribing spoken Danish. The overarching principle in Steensig’s recommendations is to use the 

standard spelling if the pronunciation of the word is relatively uniform, and to use marked spelling if 

the pronunciation of the word differs systematically, e.g. ‘kan’, ‘og’, and ‘skal’. 

Orthographic Pronunciation Transcription 

kan 
[ka] ka’ 
[kan] [kanʔ] kan 

og 
[ʌ] å 
[ʌw] og 

skal 
[sga] ska’ 
[sgal] [sgalʔ] skal 

Adapted from Steensig (2012b) 

In line with the standard practice for presenting non-English data to English speaking recipients 

(Hepburn & Bolden, 2013), I have made a three-line transcription with the original Danish in the 

first line, a morpheme-by-morpheme translation into English combining word translations and 

grammatical information in the second line, and a translation into idiomatic English in the third 

line. Using a three-line translation preserves the organization of the talk (e.g. the construction of the 

turn), and it preserves the meaning of the individual words as well as the entire turn (e.g. the literal 

meaning of “har været inde på” (“has been in on”) and the contextual meaning of “have been in 

on” (“has addressed”) in the example).  

16 SVD: ⌊(                 ) BEKKA⌋ bekka har oss været inde på det 
                     bekka bekka have.AUX also be.PST.PTCP in on it 
                     bekka bekka has also addressed it 

I have transcribed verbal as well as visual conduct. There are several methods for transcribing visual 

conduct, ranging from verbal descriptions to hybrid descriptions utilizing multiple modalities (e.g. 

Goodwin, 2003; Mondada, 2013; Oshima, 2014), but Mondada’s (2014) conventions for 

multimodal transcriptions have become a standard for transcribing visual conduct within some 

branches of the EMCA community. However, there is a tension between the lucidity (i.e. how 

readable it is) and the fidelity (i.e. how precise it is) of the transcription (Ayaß, 2015). Simply put, the 

more precise a transcription is, the less readable it tends to be. I have chosen the relatively simple 

solution of providing a verbal description of the visual conduct since my dissertation is addressed to 
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scholars who are interested in interaction as well as scholars who are interested in work time. I have 

marked the temporal relationship between verbal and visual conduct with curved brackets, but I 

have only marked the beginning of the overlap since most of the descriptions include multiple 

actions (e.g. ‘leaning forward’ and ‘picking up’ in the example below).  

69 PET: svend {vi kigger på jord her når vi har spist 
svend we.1PL look.FUT on soil.SG.INDF here when we.1PL have.AUX eat.PST.PTCP 
svend we’ll look at soil here when we have eaten 

70        {((SVD puts his document away)) 

71  (°lad os gøre det°) 
let.IMP us.1PL do.INF that 
let’s do that 

I prefer composite descriptions of the participants’ visual conduct to keep the transcript readable. 

However, if the timing of a particular visual action is significant for the analysis, I have divided the 

description into its component actions to be able to mark the temporal relationship between the 

participants’ visual and verbal conduct. Svend’s embodied action in l. 38 could have been 

transcribed as ‘SVD starts rising from his seat’. However, it is crucial for the understanding of the 

analysis that I am presenting that Svend suspends his projected action (rising from his seat) until Pil’s 

question to Mads has been resolved (the entire analysis can be seen in section 10.2.1).  

30  ((SVD leans forward and places his hands on the armrests)) 

31 SVD: ja 
yes 
yes 

32 PIL: {.h gider du lave det skema ti’ os 
bother.PRS you.2SG make.INF that table.SG.INDF to us.1PL 
would you mind making that table for us 

33  {((PIL looks at MDS)) 

34 MDS: ja 
yes 
no 

35  (0.9) ((SVD looks at Mads while keeping his hands on the armrests)) 

36 PIL: så: ska' vi ⌈nok sætte det     ⌉ ind 
then shall we.1PL PRT put.INF it in 
then we’ll make sure to put it in 

37 MDS:             ⌊>det vil jeg godt<⌋ 
              that will.PRS i.1SG well 
              i won’t mind 

38  ((SVD looks at PIL)) 
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39 SVD: =så vil jeg gå ud å tisse {⌈imens       ⌉ 
then will.PRS i.1SG go.INF out and pee while 
then i will go have a pee in the meantime 

40                            {((SVD starts rising from his seat)) 

In addition to the written descriptions, I have included screenshots to capture visual conduct that is 

of particular significance to the analysis. References to the screenshots are marked with a hashtag 

and a number in the transcription (e.g. Frame #4). I have marked the precise location of the 

screenshot if it is included to show a specific action at a specific time (e.g. the participant’s look at 

her watch in Frame #4), and I have marked the approximate location of the screenshot if it is 

included to show a situation (e.g. the participants’ continued gaze in Frame #5).  

32 PIL: halv næ {>hva siger vi< tyve i 
half no what say.PRS we.1PL twenty in 
half no what do we say twenty to 

33          {((Frame #4)) 

34  (0.9) ((PIL looks at SVD)) 

35  >hvor lang tid skal du bruge på å spise svend< 
how long time have_to.PRS you.2SG use.INF on to eat.INF svend 
how much time do you need to eat svend 

36  (1.0) ((Frame #5)) 

37 SVD: °jamen jeg ved slet ikk' <hva jeg hva> 
yes_but i.1SG know even not what i-1SG what 
yes but i don’t even know what i what 

38  hva der er me’ i madpakken° 
what there be.PRS in packed_lunch.SG.DEF 
what there is in the packed lunch 

  
Frame #4: Pil looks at her watch as she proposes the time 
to reconvene. 

Frame #5: Svend’s co-participants look at him as they 
wait for his response. 

 

The inclusion of visual transcripts strengthens the transparency of the project by providing anybody 

who reads it with some basis for checking the analyses. However, visual transcripts are not the actual 
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data for the analysis (i.e. the recorded interaction), but a textual representation of the data. The 

transcript is not neutral, as Psathas and Anderson (1990) note, but necessarily involves interpretation. 

For one, including all aspects of the participants’ embodied conduct leads to clutter, and multimodal 

transcripts are necessarily exclusive (Hepburn & Bolden, 2013). Moreover, the inclusion of 

screenshots does not (only) provide “a window showing the event”, but is (also) staged to 

authenticate the text (Ayaß, 2015, p. 524).  

9.2 Generalizability  
The notion of generalizability is the subject of some confusion. Even in published qualitative studies, 

the number of interviews or the number of participants are often invoked to support the solidity of 

the findings (Silverman, 2013). However, if the generalizability of qualitative research is defended 

on quantitative terms it will necessarily fall short of quantitative research. According to Silverman 

(2013), some of the most likely objections to such studies are whether it is possible to do thorough 

qualitative analysis of over 100 cases, whether the cases have been selected with sufficient attention 

to statistical sampling procedures, and whether it is even necessary to use a random selection of 

cases. Silverman (2013) distinguishes between a quantitative and a qualitative model of 

generalization. The quantitative model of generalization means to generalize statistically from a 

subset of a population to the entire population. The cases are usually selected through statistical 

sampling of individuals. The central criterion for assessing whether the study is generalizable is 

whether the subset of the population is representative of the entire population. The qualitative 

model of generalization means to generalize analytically from a single or a few cases to theoretical 

propositions. This can be described as analytic generalization (Yin, 2010), extrapolation (Alasuutari, 

1995), and moderatum generalization (Williams, 2000). The cases are usually selected through 

purposive sampling of social relations to ensure that the cases are relevant for the phenomenon 

under investigation. The criterion for assessing generalizability is the transferability of the study. 

The broad term ‘social relations’ encompasses phenomena like organizations and relationships. The 

difference between the quantitative and the qualitative model of generalization is summarized in 

Table 15. 
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Table 15: The quantitative and qualitative models of generalization 

 The quantitative model of  
generalization 

The qualitative model of 
 generalization 

Understanding of 
 ‘sampling’ 

statistical sampling  
(of individuals) 

purposive sampling 
(of social relations) 

Understanding of  
‘generalization’ 

statistical  
generalization 

analytic  
generalization 

Criterion for assessing  
generalizability 

the representativity 
(of the sample) 

the transferability  
(of the study) 

Based on Silverman (2013) 

Silverman’s (2013) qualitative model of generalization can be expanded with a distinction between 

negative and positive generalization. I understand negative generalization as rejecting a proposition, x, 

about a phenomenon, y, on the basis of the analysis of a single or a few cases of y. So, if it can be 

shown for a particular case of y that x is false, then it can be inferred in general that x is false. It may 

not be necessary to reject x entirely, but its current version must be rejected. The proposition that 

all swans are white can be rejected by finding a single case of a black swan. I understand positive 

generalization as developing or supporting a proposition, x, about a general category, y, on the basis of 

the analysis of a single or a few cases of y. An argument for linking the specific case with the general 

category must be made for positive as well as negative generalization. This is typically done by 

delimiting the relevant criteria for picking the case in question (Bryman, 2016; Silverman, 2013; 

Yin, 2010). However, within the narrow tradition of EMCA, there is another perspective which 

disregards sampling criteria and understands any case as generalizable in and of itself. This 

particular perspective on generalization is informed by Sacks’ observation that if something can 

happen, then it has the potential for happening again and is necessarily part of culture: 

Social practices that are possible, i.e. possibilities of language use, are the central objects of all 

conversation analytical case studies on interaction in particular institutional settings. The 

possibility of various practices can be considered generalizable even if the practices are not 

actualized in similar ways across different settings. (Peräkylä, 2011, p. 375)  

However, if something has happened once, but is unlikely to happen again, then it may be 

reasonable to say that it is part of culture, but it is surely only a marginal part of culture. The kind of 

inference that can be made on the basis of the notion of possibility appears to be of a weak binary 

sort. Either something is part of culture or it is not. However, the notion of possibility can be 

extended with the notion of availability (Lindegaard, 2014). The way in which cultural resources are 

deployed in actual instances of interaction is indicative of their availability for the participants which 
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in turn is indicative of social structure in general. For somebody who is leaving before a meeting is 

done, the explanation ‘I have to pick up the kids’ is likely to need less interactional work than the 

explanation ‘I have to go on a raid with my clan in World of Warcraft’. Analyses that are sensitive 

to the what and the how of the participants’ interactional work are therefore generalizable beyond 

the specific instances in question. 

Thus, the question is whether the findings can be transferred from the specific empirical 

setting in which the investigation was made to organizations of a similar kind. However, as discussed 

in Chapter 3, the description of the new work time is purposefully broad, and the inferential leap 

between the specific case (the project office) and the general category (postindustrial work 

organizations) is considerable. Scholars of organization have identified several ‘species’ of 

organizations that range from the more mechanistic, vertically organized to the more holistic, 

horizontally organized (e.g. Handy, 1990; Mintzberg, 1980; Quinn, 1992), but the classification of 

the empirical case is limited to an organizational archetype. However, the generalizability of my study 

is also supported by the careful attention to the ways in which cultural resources are deployed in the 

interactional data.  

9.3 Summary  
The present chapter has discussed the quality of the methodological framework which was 

presented in the preceding chapters. The next major part of the dissertation presents empirical 

analyses of the moral ordering of work time. 
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PART IV:  
EMPIRICAL ANALYSES OF WORK 

TIME NORMS  
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Part 3 presented the study’s methodological framework. The first chapter described the methods for assembling the 

empirical material. It bridged interactional research and ethnographic research. The second chapter presented the 

methods for analyzing the empirical material. It presented the sequential and categorial aspects of the morality in 

interaction, and it discussed the relationship between sequential and categorial analysis within EMCA. The third 

chapter discussed the quality of the methodological framework. 

Part 4 presents empirical analyses of WTN in a postindustrial work organization. The analyses 

investigate different aspects of the temporal organization of work. The themes in the analyses emerged from preliminary 

analyses of the empirical material as well as exploratory readings of the literature on work time. So, on the one hand, 

the problems in the analyses resonate with the major themes in studies of work time, but on the other hand, they are 

observably and reportedly members’ problems.   

Part 4 is divided into three chapters. The first chapter explores the ‘internal’ organization of work time at 

the ‘local’ level of the team’s activities. The first section looks at the ways in which the members of the work team 

accomplish collective lunch breaks. The second section looks at the ways in which they accomplish individual bathroom 

breaks. The second chapter also explores the organization of work time at the ‘local’ level of the team’s activities, but it 

is concerned with the interface between activity spheres (e.g. work and life). The first section describes how the members 

of the work team manage the increased flexibility of activity spheres. The analyses are centered on the moral affordances 

of different categorial incumbencies in the interactional construction of the need to be somewhere else. The second section 

describes how the members of the work team manage the increased permeability of activity spheres. It focuses on the 

moral affordances of different categorial incumbencies when answering incoming telephone calls. The third chapter 

explores the ‘external’ organization of work time at the ‘global’ level of the infrastructure project. It is a single case 

analysis of the ways in which the members of the work team accomplish a morally justified timeline for one of the 

subprojects in the entire project.   
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CHAPTER 10  

Accomplishing a work schedule 

As described in the introduction to the new work time, postindustrial work organizations are 

characterized by a relatively low degree of temporal regularity and rigidity. Employees work flexible 

schedules. They can decide to work longer days if they have a pending deadline, and they can 

decide to work shorter days if they need to take care of something at home. They can have a late 

lunch if a meeting is running long, and they can eat it by the desk. However, for the members of a 

work team, the lack of temporal regularity and rigidity calls for increased synchronization which in 

turn call for increased interaction between the members of the team (J. D. Thompson, 1967). Some 

may want to have lunch at 12, and some may want to skip lunch to finish the task at hand.  

The aim of the present chapter is to investigate how the participants accomplish a 

schedule for the team’s work. It is centered on the interactional construction of the normatively 

‘right’ time for certain activities. The chapter is divided into two sections. The first section explores 

the participants’ timing of collective lunch breaks as instances of cultural rhythms, and the second 

section explores the participants’ timing of individual bathroom breaks as instances of biological 

rhythms. Having lunch could be seen as biological rhythms instead of cultural rhythms as it reflects 

the human organism’s need for sustenance. However, the idea of having lunch is embedded in 

larger cultural rhythms that divide the day into central periods (morning, afternoon, evening) and 

central meals (breakfast, lunch, dinner) instead of simply eating when the need arises (Zerubavel, 

1981). Such divisions are central to the temporal anchoring of “normalcy” as they indicate when 

certain activities can, and indeed should, happen (Zerubavel, 1981, p. 20). The central question for 

the two sections is what the dominant zeitgeber is in the timing of cultural and biological rhythms. As 

described in chapter Chapter 2, a central theme in studies of work time is whether the multiple 

rhythms of social life are entrained to a singular rhythm (Ancona & Chong, 1992b; Ancona & 

Waller, 2007). The dominant zeitgeber in postindustrial work organizations is considered to be the 

work task (Rubin, 2007a). 
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10.1 Timing  cultural rhythms: Having lunch  
In the present section, I investigate how the members of the work team accomplish a morally 

justifiable time to have lunch. It was evident from my ethnographic observations that the way in 

which lunch was done at the project office was typical of postindustrial work organizations. The 

office was not collectively shut down at some specified time, and somebody was always working 

somewhere. However, it was also evident from my observations that the members of the project 

office expected lunch to happen, and that they expected lunch to happen somewhere around 12. 

Both implicit and explicit references to “lunchtime” was made at around 12 o’clock, but such 

references were often resisted if the task at hand had yet to be resolved. Among the members of the 

project office there was a persistent tension between the fungible time of the clock and the epochal 

time of the task when they had to decide when to have lunch.  

The analyses in the present section are concerned with the interactional construction of 

collective lunch breaks. The central temporal dimensions are when it should happen (timing), and 

how long it should take (duration). However, the members of the team typically went to the canteen 

for lunch, and for the most part it was not possible to capture the transition from lunch into work on 

camera. The analyses in the present section only look systematically at the temporal dimension of 

timing, but duration is included when it is made relevant in the interaction. The analyses are 

informed by two interdependent questions: (1) How is the timing of lunch accomplished? (2) Are the 

participants aligned?  

10.1.1 Accomplishing  task t ime :  The cruel  world in which we l ive  

The first case that I will show is a case where the timing of lunch is projected on the basis of the time 

of the clock (fungible clock time), but ultimately resisted on the basis of the progression of the task at 

hand (epochal task time). The case is typical for the cases in the corpus in two regards. Firstly, the 

timing of lunch tends to be accomplished as task time. Secondly, if the timing of lunch is projected 

as clock time, then it tends to be resisted as task time. The data were recorded on the 2nd of June at 

12 o’clock. The participants in the editing session are Svend who is working for NN RAILS and Pil 

and Jonas who are working for NN CONSULT. Another member of NN CONSULT, Karl, has 

been called in to answer some questions and is leaving when the interaction begins. 

1 KAR: >nu går jeg til frokost< 
now walk.PRS i.1SG to lunch.SG.INDF 
i’m having lunch now 
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2 PIL: ja↗ {det fint. 
yes that_be.PRS fine 
yes that’s fine 

3  (1.0) ((Frame #1)) 

4 JNS: m det gør vi vel oss 
that do.FUT we.1PL PRT also 
i guess we’ll do so as well 

5 PIL: det gør vi oss ja 
that do.FUT we.1PL also yes 
we’ll do so as well yes 

6  (1.6) ((JNS adjusts the screen on the laptop and places his hand on the trackpad)) 

7  ((Frame #2)) 

8 PIL: skynd dig å gemme 
hurry_up.IMP you and save.INF 
hurry up and save  

9  (0.8) 

10 JNS: nå for {søren da 
oh dang it 
oh dang it 

11         {((JNS hits a key on the keyboard)) 

12  (1.4) ((PIL glances at JNS)) 

13 PIL: at der ikk' lige pludselig går et eller andet koks 
that there not just suddenly walk.PRS one or other wrong 
that something doesn’t go wrong all of a sudden 

14  (1.4) 

15 JNS: {ja 
yes 
yes 

  
Frame #1: Jonas glances at his watch before suggesting to 
have lunch. 

Frame #2: Jonas places his hand on the trackpad. 

Karl tells in l. 1 that he is having lunch now, and Jonas proposes in l. 4 that they have lunch as well. 

He prefaces his turn with a short look at his watch (Frame #1) which displays that the time of the 
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clock is relevant for the proposal to have lunch now. He delivers the proposal with relatively strong 

modality by designing the turn with flat intonation and the modal particle “vel” which expresses the 

expectation to have some opinion or notion confirmed. On a side note, the modality of “vel” is 

equivocal in Danish, and it can also be deployed to moderate the likelihood of an utterance. The 

utterance “Jeg var vel 15 år gammel dengang” can be translated “I was probably 15 years old at the 

time”. However, the use of flat intonation alongside the use of “vel” indicate that it should not be 

heard in that way. Pil confirms the proposal in l. 5 by changing it to a declarative format and 

appending a positive response particle. Lexically, the construction of her SPP is almost identical 

with the construction of Jonas’ FPP, and it can be seen as aligning structurally with the suggestion to 

have lunch.4  

Jonas proceeds in l. 6 by adjusting the screen on the laptop and moving one of his hands 

to the trackpad (Frame #2). The position of his hands displays that he is about to do something in 

the document, but probably not anything that involves typing. Pil projects a likely next action in l. 8 

by suggesting to save the document which further develops the transition into lunch. Of course, 

saving the document is not final in any way, and new revisions can be made at any time. However, 

it projects a sequential position where the closing of the document, and by extension the activity, 

can happen. She attends to the saving of the document as somehow volatile by designing her turn 

with the verb “at skynde”/“to hurry”. The emphasis on speed may relate to the risk of losing the 

work that has been done until now to a software crash, or it may relate to the risk of discovering 

new problems that must be solved before lunch, but in any case it underscores the need to save the 

progression that has been made. Jonas proceeds by producing an exclamation (l. 10) and hitting a 

key on the keyboard (l. 11) which display that his interaction with the laptop somehow went wrong. 

Pil responds by glancing at Jonas (l. 12) and offering an explanation for the need to save the 

document now (l. 13). Her turn serves to elaborate on her turn in l. 8, but her shift in gaze may 

indicate that she is responding to Jonas’ display of problems in l. 10. Jonas closes the sequence with 

a positive response particle in l. 15.  

16  {((SVD taps his pencil on the document in front of him)) 

17  (2.5) ((Frame #3)) 

18 SVD: .hh HHHHH °duh duh ⌈duh⌉ duh duh duh° 

                                                
4 A number of scholars have described the use of repitition in aligning turns. Tannen (1987), for example, lists displays of 
participation among the functions of repetition in conversation, and Warren (2006, p. 61) describes lexical repetition of some or all of 
the lexical items in the first turn as one way of producing an aligning second turn: ”By repeating all or part(s) of a preceding 
utterance, a speaker indicates convergence and co-operative intent which in turn contributes to the management of the discourse.” 
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19 PIL:                    ⌊hhh⌋ 

20 PIL: det en ond og uretfærdig vi lever i 
it_be.PRS a cruel and unjust we.1PL live.PRS in 
it’s a cruel and unjust we live in 

21  ((Frame #4)) 

22 PIL: °uretfærdig verden vi lever i°= 
unjust world.SG.INDF we.1PL live.PRS in 
unjust world we live in 

  
Frame #3: Svend keeps his gaze on the document in front 
of him. 

Frame #4: Pil sorts the folder in front of her and pulls it a 
bit closer. 

However, instead of aligning with his co-participants’ collaborative displays of shutting down the 

work activity, Svend produces continuous displays of working on the document. He does not 

participate in his co-participants’ talk, but keeps his gaze on the document in front of him (Frame 

#3). He returns to the interaction by tapping his pencil on the document (li. 16) and producing a 

hearable exhalation (l. 18) which exhibits dissatisfaction with something in the document. Pil 

responds to his exhalation by producing a laughter particle (l. 19) and a proverbial phrase (l. 20). 

She gets the phrase wrong at first and repairs it in an extended turn (l. 22). The phrase tends to be 

deployed ironically to reject any calls for sympathy on the grounds of necessity. You may feel sorry 

for yourself, but that is just how it is. Hence, by invoking the injustice of the world, she attends to his 

display of exhaustion as something that should not be taken literally, but she also aligns with his 

dutiful work on the document. Moreover, as she is delivering her turns in ll. 20 and 22, she sorts the 

folder in front of her and pulls it a bit closer which may indicate a return to the revision of the 

document (Frame #4). 

23 JNS: =MEN DET HER (0.7) afsnit her >det {kan vi jo sådan set s-< (0.8) jo 
but this here section.SG.INDF here that can.PRS we.1PL PRT just as well PRT 
but this section here we can just as well 

24                                     {((PIL looks at the monitor)) 
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25  godt slette det {alligevel ikk', 
good delete.INF it anyway not 
delete it anyway right 

26                  {((Frame #5))     

27  (0.5) 

28 PIL: oss {svend ve du er du enig i det? 
also svend want.PRS you.2SG agree in that 
also svend do you want do you agree with that 

29      {((Frame #6)) 

  
Frame #5: Jonas produces a display of physical 
exhaustion. 

Frame #6: Pil gestures towards the monitor on the wall. 

Svend does not respond to Pil’s turn in ll. 20 and 22, but keeps looking at the document. Jonas 

proceeds in ll. 23-25 by suggesting a paragraph that can be deleted from the document. His turn is 

aligned with the displayed return to the work task, and it is delivered in a latched format which may 

indicate that he did not want to ‘own’ the transition into lunch. However, even if he is quick to 

abandon the projected closure of the activity, he displays some reluctance. Specifically, he produces 

a display of physical exhaustion by sinking into his seat and resting his head in his hand as he is 

making the suggestion (Frame #5). During the delivery of the last part of the turn, Pil stops 

organizing her documents and shifts her gaze from the folder in front of her to the monitor with the 

suggested revisions (l. 24). She proceeds in l. 28 by directing Svend’s gaze at the monitor (Frame #6) 

and asking for his confirmation. Both she and Jonas are now actively involved in the continued work 

on the document instead of the projected closure of the activity.  

The participants continue working on the document for another 10 minutes which are 

omitted from the transcript. They are discussing which heading to place the present section under 

when the question of having lunch arises once more. The structure of the special work description is 

locked by the structure of the general work description, and the participants cannot change the 
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ordering or wording of the headings. However, the section in question does not fit under any of the 

existing headings, and its placement has proved to be rather difficult. 

1  (4.0) 

2  ((JNS starts yawning)) 

3  (0.5) 

4 PIL: °de:t for langt inde det der svend° 
that_be.PRS too far in that there svend 
that’s too far ahead svend 

5  (1.8) 

6  ((Frame #1)) 

7  (3.1) 

8  ((JNS completes his yawn)) 

9 PIL: .hhh hh 

10  (2.0) 

11 PIL: ikk'? 
not 
right 

12  (1.0) 

13  ((Frame #2)) 

14  (4.0) 

15 PIL: ⌈men der har vi DER HAR VI⌉ 
 but there have.PRS we.1PL there have.PRS we.1PL 
 but there have we there have we 

16 SVD: ⌊(                 ) BEKKA⌋ bekka har oss været inde på det 
                     bekka bekka have.AUX also be.PST.PTCP in on it 
                     bekka bekka has also addressed it 

17  ((Frame #3)) 

18 PIL: men der har vi oss a’så= 
but there have.PRS we also really 
but we have so too you know 

19 SVD: =syv syv å syv otte afværgeforanstaltninger hun har da helt klart 
seven seven and seven eight averting_measure.PL.INDF she.3SG have.PRS PRT whole clear 
seven seven and seven eight averting measures she has quite clearly  

20  det samme som {mig 
the same as me.1SG 
the same as me 

21                {((SVD throws his pencil away and leans back in his seat)) 

22  (0.7) 
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Frame #1: Jonas produces an emphatic yawn while his 
co-participants are discussing the document. 

Frame #2: Jonas directs his gaze away from his co-
participants. 

 

 

Frame #3: Jonas picks his eye during the discussion 
between his co-participants. 

 

Svend is reading in front of him, and Pil is monitoring what he reads. She proceeds in l. 4 by 

remarking that his current position in the document is too far ahead. Then, after a long pause with 

no response, she adds a question particle (l. 11), and after another pause with no response, she 

remarks on the document once more (l. 15). Svend proceeds in overlap in l. 16 by remarking that 

Rebakka, another project manager at NN RAILS, has done something similar to what he is 

suggesting. Pil responds in l. 18 that it is also covered in her version, but she gets no response from 

Svend. Instead, he adds where the section in question is placed in Rebekka’s version, and that it is 

the same as in his version (ll. 19-20). Then he throws his pencil away and leans back in his seat (l. 

21) which may indicate that he sees the matter as closed, or as something that should be closed. Jonas 

is monitoring the discussion, but is also producing displays of disinterest or exhaustion by yawning 

emphatically (Frame #1), directing his gaze away from his co-participants (Frame #2), and picking 

his eye (Frame #3). 

23 PIL: ja↗ men det oss fint nok at vi har i har det samme  
yes but that_be.PRS also fine enough that we.1PL have you.2PL have.PRS det same 
yes but that’s all well and good that we that you have the same 
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24  vi ska' bare lige finde ud af vi sætter det ind det rigtige sted 
we.1PL have_to.PRS only just find.INF out of we.1PL put.PRS it in the right place.SG.INDF 
we just have to make sure that we add it in the right place 

25 SVD: jo jo jo jo jo jo↘= 
yes yes yes yes yes yes 
yes yes yes yes yes yes 

26 SVD: =ska' vi ikk' ha noget å spise. 
shall.PRS we.1PL not have.INF something to eat.INF 
shouldn’t we have something to eat 

27  (0.4) 

28 PIL: {jo ska' vi gøre det ⌈først⌉? 
 yes shall.PRS we.1PL do that first 
 yes should we do that first 

29  {((JNS nods)) 

30 JNS:                      ⌊(   )⌋ 

31  (1.1) ((JNS starts rising from his seat)) 

Pil responds in l. 23 by remarking that no matter what Rebakka has done they need to make sure 

that they find the right place in the document. Her turn is designed as disaligned with a separated 

‘yes but’ construction and the modal phrase “fint nok”/“all well and good” which tends to indicate 

disagreement. Svend responds with multiple sayings of the positive response particle “jo” with 

falling intonation (l. 25), which display once more that the matter should be closed, and before 

anybody can respond, he extends his turn with a proposal to have lunch (l. 26).5 Pil accepts the 

proposal with a positive response particle in l. 28, and then she extends her turn by asking whether 

they should have lunch first which attends to the matter as closed for now, but not indefinitely. Jonas 

accepts the proposal with a quick nod in l. 29, and then he starts rising from his seat (l. 31) which 

projects a quick transition into lunch. His co-participants stay in their seats, however, and have not 

yet made any indication of actually leaving the room.  

32 PIL: halv næ {>hva siger vi< tyve i 
half no what say.PRS we.1PL twenty in 
half no what do we say twenty to 

33          {((Frame #4)) 

34  (0.9) ((PIL looks at SVD)) 

                                                
5 According to Stivers (2004), multiple sayings of the same lexical, phrasal or sentential item can be used to display that the present 
line of action is unnecessary, and that it should be abandoned. Hence, when multiple response tokens are used, the current speaker is 
not necessarily upgrading his or her response, but possibly disaligning with the preceding line of action. Stivers (2004) does not 
include Danish cases in her study, but she finds examples of this interactional practice in several languages. 
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35  >hvor lang tid skal du bruge på å spise svend< 
how long time have_to.PRS you.2SG use.INF on to eat.INF svend 
how much time do you need to eat svend 

36  (1.0) ((Frame #5)) 

37 SVD: °jamen jeg ved slet ikk' <hva jeg hva> 
yes_but i.1SG know even not what i-1SG what 
yes but i don’t even know what i what 

38  hva der er me’ i madpakken° 
what there be.PRS in packed_lunch.SG.DEF 
what there is in the packed lunch 

  
Frame #4: Pil looks at her watch as she proposes the time 
to reconvene. 

Frame #5: Svend’s co-participants look at him as they 
wait for his response. 

Pil proceeds in l. 32 by proposing the time to reconvene after lunch. She begins by proposing half 

past 12, but changes it to 20 to one before she has finished the first proposal. She looks at her watch 

as she changes the time (Frame #4), and she proposes a duration of precisely 30 minutes which 

constructs the duration of the break as fungible clock time. It appears that the culturally expected 

lunch break is a 30 minute break from 12 to half past 12, and that the break should be extended if it 

begins after 12. She identifies Svend as the next speaker by shifting her gaze in his direction (l. 34), 

and after a short pause with no uptake, she extends her turn by asking him how long he will need to 

eat (l. 35) which rephrases the duration of the break as epochal activity time. Both she and Jonas 

look at Svend and wait for him to answer (Frame #5), and after another pause, he responds that he 

does not even know what is in his packed lunch (ll. 37-38). His response is hearable as reluctant 

considering the pause in l. 36, the integrated ‘yes but’ construction in l. 37, and the restart in ll. 37-

38, and it is disaligned with the implication that he should decide the duration of the break. 

However, it is aligned with the construction of the break as epochal activity time as it renders the 

contents of his lunch (and by implication the time that he will need to eat it) relevant for the 

question at hand.  
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39 PIL: livet øh {livsglæden å modet er taget fra dig 
life.SG.DEF uhm zest_for_life.SG.DEF and spirit.SF.DEF be.AUX take.PST.PTCP from you.2SG 
the life uhm your zest for life and spirit have been taken from you 

40           {((SVD looks at his hands and starts scratching them)) 

41 SVD: fuldstændig= 
completely 
completely 

42 PIL: =vi har drænet dig 
we.1PL have.AUX drain.PST.PTCP you.2SG 
we have drained you 

43 SVD: vi har (.) malet båd 
we.1PL have.AUX paint.PST.PTCP boat 
we have painted boat 

44 PIL: eHEH heh 

45 SVD: i tre dage 
in three day.PL.INDF 
for three days 

46 PIL: °.heh° 

47  (1.1) 

48 SVD: å det ka’ man se på mig 
and that can.PRS you see.INF on me.1SG 
and you can tell 

49 PIL: jamen ved du det da dejlig å male båd 
yes_but know.PRS you.2PL that_be.PRS PRT nice to paint.INF boat 
yes but you know it’s quite nice to paint boat 

50  (0.9) 

51 PIL: >så har du da været ude< i den go::' (.) ⌈fri⌉ske luft svend 
then have.AUX you.2SG PRT be.PST.PTCP out in the good fresh air svend 
then you have been out in the nice fresh air svend 

52 SVD:                                          ⌊ja ⌋ 

53 SVD: °ja for dælen° 
yes for heck 
heck yes 

54  (1.1) 

55 SVD: °uha det var godt° 
oh that be.PST good 
oh it was nice 

56  (0.5) 

Pil responds in l. 39 by declaring in a rather animated fashion that his passion of life has been 

stripped from him, and after a confirming answer in l. 41, she adds in l. 42 that they have exhausted 

him entirely. Her responses, although they are done in a joking manner, attend to his hesitation as 
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an expression of exhaustion at the morning’s work. Svend responds by topicalizing the paint on his 

hands (ll. 43-48) which he has made relevant for his co-participants by producing a public display of 

scratching his hands (l. 40). The most likely hearing of his turn is that he is aligning with the 

construction of him as exhausted by explicating that his entire weekend was spent working on his 

boat, but another possible hearing is that he is resisting the development of the preceding talk by 

changing the topic. Pil responds in l. 49 by remarking that it is nice to do that kind of work, and she 

extends her turn in l. 51 by adding that he must have gotten a lot of fresh air. She constructs her 

turn as disaligned by prefacing it with an integrated ‘yes but’ construction and by adding the modal 

particle “da”/“actually”. Her turn displays a hearing which is similar to the first possible hearing 

since it creates a distinction between the two kinds of work. Working outside is invigorating, and it 

should not have exhausted him. Svend responds with an upgraded confirmation (l. 53), and after a 

short pause, he adds another confirmation (l. 56). 

57 JNS: ja sådan nog⌈et⌉ bådmaling 
yes such something boat_painting.SG.INDF 
yes that kind of boat painting 

58 SVD:            {⌊nå⌋ 
             well 
             well 

59             {((SVD places his hands on the armrest and leans forward)) 

60 JNS: de:t ⌈sikkert rigtig godt for    ⌉ ø::h 
that_be.PRS probably really good for uhm 
that’s probably really good for uhm 

61       ⌊det sidder rigtig godt fast⌋ 
      it sit.PRS really good stuck 
      it really stays on 

62  ((Frame #6)) 

63 TEL: zzzzzzzzzz 

64 PIL: her er en telefon der ringer 
here is a telephone.SG.INDF that call.PRS 
here’s a telephone that’s calling 

65 TEL: zzzzz⌈zzzzz⌉ 

66 PIL:     ⌊er det⌋ din svend? 
     be.PRS it yours svend 
     is it yours svend 

67  (0.6) ((SVD checks his pockets)) 

68 PIL: nej det ⌈din⌉ 
no it_be.PRS yours 
no it’s yours 

69 TEL:         ⌊zzz⌋zzzz⌈zzz⌉ 
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70 JNS:                  ⌊det⌋ min {�a:h� 
                  it_be.PRS mine ah 
                  it’s mine ah 

71                             {((PIL hands JNS the telephone)) 

72  (1.3) 

73 PIL: .hh jamen ska' vi si::ge tyve i 
.hh yes but shall.PRS we.1PL say.INF tventy in 
.hh yes but should we say twenty to 

74 SVD: ja det må vi (   ) 
yes that must.PRS we.1PL 
yes let’s do that 

75 PIL: ja 
yes 
yes 

 

 

Frame #6: Jonas starts moving towards the door as soon as 
Svend starts to rise from his seat. 

 

Jonas develops the boat talk further in ll. 57-60, and Pil responds in l. 61 with an overlapping 

candidate conclusion. However, during the delivery of the turn in l. 57, Svend displays that he is 

leaving by producing the verbal particle “nå”/“well”, placing his hands on his armrests, and leaning 

forward in his seat. Jonas proceeds by turning to the side and beginning to move towards the door 

which is aligned with the projected activity transition (Frame #6). Pil proposes once more to 

reconvene at 20 to one (l. 73), and after a confirming response from Svend (l. 74), she closes the 

sequence with a positive response particle in third position (l. 75). 

The analyses have shown that clock time is not sufficient grounds for accomplishing the 

timing of lunch. Jonas’ display of checking the time at 12 is accepted by Pil, but ultimately resisted 

by Svend’s continued display of working with some problem in the document. The primacy of task 

time for the timing of lunch is typical for the data in the corpus. The participants time lunch in 

relation to the task at hand by pushing the time for lunch back (in the majority of cases) or forward 

(in one of the cases). However, the analyses have also shown the limits of epochal task time. The 
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problem that the participants are discussing is not resolved when they do decide to have lunch. This 

may indicate that lunch cannot be suspended indefinitely, but must be accomplished somewhere 

around a culturally expected lunchtime. However, if it is the case that lunch should happen 

somewhere around lunchtime, it also appears to be the case that it must be justified in relation to 

the work task. The participants arrive at a preliminary conclusion which is constructed as the best 

that they can do right now, and they provide extended (if somewhat ironic) displays of physical and 

emotional exhaustion. Indeed, it may be the case that the notion of a culturally expected lunchtime 

is deployed strategically to break the stalemate in the participants’ discussion. 

10.1.2 Resist ing task t ime :  Shrinking almost  to nothing  

The aim of the present analysis is to show the rather extensive interactional work that is necessary to 

resist the primacy of epochal task time for the timing of lunch. The data was recorded on the 17th of 

June at about a quarter past 12. The participants in the interaction are Pil, Svend, Peter, and Jesper. 

Jesper is head engineer at NN CONSULT and has the primary responsibility for the company’s 

work on the tender package for TP 20. Pil is sitting with the computer in the background (partially 

hidden from view by Jesper), and Svend is sitting in the far right and is partially out of view from the 

camera. I was not present during the recording which was done by the participants themselves. 

1 PIL: godt nok jamen så ryger den ut 
good enough yes_but then go.PRS it out 
okay well then it goes out 

2 JES: {så er vi faktisk færdige med det å så  
then be.PRS we.1PL actually done with that and then 
then we are actually done with that and then 

3  {((JES starts putting his documents into his folder)) 

4  ka' vi holde frokost og så ka' vi 
can.PRS we.1PL keep.INF lunch.SG.INDF and then can.PRS we.1PL 
can we go to lunch and then can we 

5  fortsætte i morgen med tørholdelse. 
continue.INF in morning.SG.INDF with dry_keeping 
continue tomorrow with dry keeping 

The participants have just decided to move a paragraph from one section of the special work 

description to another. The removed paragraph was the last paragraph in the section that they are 

currently revising. After the changes have been made, Jesper proceeds by declaring that they are 

done for now (l. 2), and that they can have lunch now (l. 4) and continue with the next section 

tomorrow (l. 5). As he is delivering his turn, he starts putting his documents into his folder which 

underscores the projected transition into lunch. Moreover, his turn is designed with staccato rhythm 
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and downward intonation which displays strong modality, and it is designed with several instances 

of the conjunction “så”/“then” which constructs the different statements as causally connected. 

Thereby, he constructs the projected time for lunch as relative to the sequential progression of the 

work activity, namely the completion of the present section of the document.  

6 PIL: å hvornår fortsætter vi i morgen fra å til 
and when continue.PRS we.1PL in morning.SG.INDF from and to 
and when do we continue tomorrow from when to when 

7  (1.1) 

8 JES: hvornår er vi her klokken >samme tid<? 
when be.PRS we.1PL here clock.SG.INDF same time.SG.INDF 
when are we here at the same time 

9 PIL: ⌈(mm)⌉ 

10 PET: ⌊jeg ⌋ har jeg har nogen småmøder i morgen 
i.1SG have.PRS some small_meetings in morning.SG.INDF 
i have a few meetings in the morning 

11  men øh det ⌈går godt nok⌉ 
but uhm it go.FUT good enough 
but uhm it’ll be fine 

12 SVD:            ⌊ja vi ska'  ⌋ lige have lavet de der mængder du 
            yes we.1PL have_to. have.AUX make.PST.PTCP those amounts you 
            yes hold on a minute we have to get those numbers made  

13  ((Frame #1)) 

14 PET: >hva ⌈siger (du)⌉< 
 what say.PRS you.2SG 
 what do you say 

15 SVD:      ⌊     ø:::h⌋ de andre mængder der 
           uhm those other amounts there 
           uhm those other numbers there 

16  (0.7) ((JES glances at his watch and starts rising from his seat)) 

17 JES: h jeg ⌈er nødt til å smut⌉te nu= 
  i.1SG be.PRS need to and go.INF now 
  i have to go now 

18 SVD:       ⌊(det) jord         ⌋ 
        it_be.PRS soil 
        it’s soil 

19 PET: =ja ja ja ja ja 
 yes yes yes yes yes 
 yes yes yes yes yes 
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Frame #1a: Svend gestures towards Peter with his left 
arm. 

Frame #1b: Svend gestures towards Peter with his left 
arm (cropped). 

Pil proceeds by asking when they will meet tomorrow (l. 6), and Jesper responds by asking when the 

participants can be there (l. 8). Peter responds to the insert expansion by answering that he has a few 

meetings in the morning (ll. 10-11). By moving into the planning of tomorrow’s session, Jesper’s co-

participants accept the projected transition into lunch. However, before the initial question can be 

resolved, Svend interjects in slight overlap with the last part of Peter’s turn that they have to finish 

something first (l. 12). However, he resists only Peter’s display of having lunch, but not the lunch 

break as such. Specifically, he identifies Peter as the only recipient of his turn by appending the 

personal pronoun “du”/“you” and pointing in his direction with his left arm (Frame #1). The use of 

turn-final “du” attends to the preceding turn as socially problematic. Moreover, he resists Peter’s 

having lunch on the same grounds on which the break was accomplished, namely the sequential progression 

of the work activity. Peter responds in l. 14 by asking for clarification, and after Svend has specified 

in l. 15 and 18 what he is referring to, he proceeds in l. 19 with multiple sayings of the positive 

response particle “ja”/“yes”. The use of multiple sayings displays that he knows what Svend is 

referring to, and that further elaboration is unnecessary, but it is neither aligned nor disaligned with 

the suspension of lunch.  

20 JES: jeg ska' være ude i (klosterengen) om ⌈tyve minut⌉ter 
i.1SG have_to.PRS be.INF out in klosterengen in twenty minute.PL.INDF 
i have to be out in klosterengen in twenty minutes 

21 SVD:                                      ⌊(        )⌋ 

22  (0.5) 

23 JES: vi ses 
we.1PL see.PRS 
see you 

24 PIL: °ja vi ses° 
yes we.1PL see.PRS 
yes see you 
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25 PET: ja 
yes 
yes 

26 SVD: kør nu ordenligt 
drive.IMP now properly 
drive safely 

27 JES: ja 
yes 
yes 

28  (0.5) 

Jesper leaves before the scheduling of the next session is done. His exit is accomplished in several 

turns that are delivered in quick succession as he is collecting his documents and leaving the room. 

This stretch of the interaction is described in detail in section 11.1.1. 

29 PET: jeg ska' fandme å ha noget {frokost jeg er lige 
i.1SG have.PRS dammit also have.INF some lunch.SG.INDF i.1SG be.PRS just 
i also have to have some lunch dammit i am just 

30                             {((Frame #2)) 

31  ve' å gå ud af jeg er ve' lige ve' å skrumpe ind til ingenting 
about to go.INF out of i.1SG be.PRS about just to shrink.INF in to nothing.SG.INDF 
about to go out of i am just about to shrink to nothing  

32  (1.3) ((Frame #3)) 

33 PET: lige ved å forsvinde 
just about to disappear.INF 
just about to disappear 

34  (2.7) ((Frame #4)) 

35 PET: vi ska' å ha fundet ud af hvornår  
we.1PL have_to.PRS also have.INF find.PST.PTCP out of when 
we also have to find out when 

36  de der mo drenge de dukker op 
those mo boy.PL.INDF show.PRS up 
those mo boys show up 

37  (2.6) 

38 SVD: ja: det noget rod me' dem 
yes it_be.PRS something mess with them 
yes it’s a mess with them 

39  (3.8) 

40 SVD: lige præcis 
just precisely 
exactly 
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Frame #2: Peter produces a public display of stretching his 
body. 

Frame #3: Peter looks at Svend after he has provided his 
justification for wanting lunch. 

 

 

Frame #4: Peter looks at Svend after he has repeated his 
justification for wanting lunch. 

 

Peter resists Svend’s partial suspension of lunch in l. 12 by insisting in ll. 29-31 that he needs to have 

lunch. He justifies his insistence on having lunch by designing his turn with the adverb 

“også”/“also” which underscores his co-participants’ suspension of work. Moreover, he justifies his 

insistence on having lunch by producing a public display of stretching his body (Frame #2) and 

referring to his physical need for something to eat (l. 31). He does not merely say that he is hungry, 

but rather use the extreme case formulation (Pomerantz, 1986) that he is shrinking almost to 

nothing to support his justification. His emphasis on the physical need to have something to eat 

grounds the timing of lunch in epochal body time instead of epochal task time. This may also 

indicate a durational specification of the timing of lunch instead of a sequential. They have worked 

for too long to proceed without a break. Peter looks in Svend’s direction after completing his turn 

(Frame #3), but gets no verbal uptake, and after a 1.3 second pause, he extends his turn with 

another extreme case formulation (l. 33) and another look in Svend’s direction (Frame #4). Svend is 

sitting partially outside view of the camera, and it is possible that he is responding non-verbally, but 

Peter’s repeat in l. 33 attends to the lack of uptake as disaligning with his insistence on having lunch. 

He extends his turn in l. 35 after yet another pause by bringing up another unresolved question. 
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Thereby, he acknowledges that they have matters to attend to, but not necessarily that they have to 

do so before they can have lunch. Svend responds with a stretched “ja”/“yes” after a noticeable 

pause (l. 38) and adds that the situation in question is messy (l. 38), and after another noticeable 

pause, he extends his turn with a sequence closing response particle (l. 40). His turn is aligned with 

Peter’s display of unresolved questions, but non- or disaligned with the projected timing of lunch as 

the many pauses indicate.  

41  (4.6) 

42 PET: nå 
well 
well 

43  (0.3) ((PET starts rising from his seat)) 

44 PET: frokost 
lunch.SG.INDF 
lunch 

45  (1.2) ((PET slams his feet in the ground as he stands up)) 

46 PIL: ja 
yes 
yes 

47  (1.3) 

48 PIL: hva siger vi {i morgen igen en halv dag eller hva 
what say.PRS we.1PL in morning.SG.INDF again a half day.SG.INDF or what 
what do we say tomorrow another half day or what 

49               {((Frame #5)) 

50  (0.5) 

51 SVD: °ja° 
yes 
yes 

52  (0.7) ((PET starts tugging in his shirt)) 

53 PIL: å det du sikker du ⌈kan ⌉ 
and that_be.PRS you.2SG sure you.2SG can.PRS 
and you are sure that you can 

54 SVD:                    ⌊ahmn⌋ det jo så så sku' vi jo gerne være færdige 
          yes but it_be.PRS PRT then then should.PRS we.1PL hopefully be.INF done 
          yes but then it’s then we should hopefully be done 

55  (0.4) 

56 PIL: °ja° 
yes 
yes 

57  (2.9) ((Frame #6)) 
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58 PIL: i morgen en halv dag 
in morning.SG.INDF a half day.SG.INDF 
tomorrow half a day 

59  (2.1) ((PET sits back down and starts organizing his documents)) 

60 PIL: så må jeg lige booke et lokale me' det samme 
then have_to.PRS i.1SG just book.INF a room.SG.INDF with it same 
then i just have to book a room right away 

61  (2.4) 

62 PIL: så må jeg oss samtidig lige afmelde  
then have_to.PRS i.1SG also simultaneously just cancel.INF 
then i also just have to cancel 

63  alt det andet jeg har her 
all the other i.SG have.PRS here 
the rest of what i’ve got here at the same time 

64  (9.8) 

65 SVD: (              ) 

66  (1.5) 

  
Frame #5: Peter maintains a standing pose. Frame #6: Svend finds one of his documents. 

Peter proceeds after yet another pause (l. 41) by declaring that it is time for lunch (l. 44). He signals 

the transition from one activity to another by prefacing his turn with the particle “nå”/“well” (l. 42) 

and rising from his seat (l. 43).6 He underscores the word “frokost”/“lunch” by delivering it with 

marked intonation and slamming his feet to the ground as he is standing up (l. 45) which serves to 

resist further objections to the projected lunch. Svend does not respond, but Pil responds with a 

                                                
6 According to Femø Nielsen (2002), the Danish particle ‘nå’ can have several functions depending on its sequential position. Much 
like English ‘oh’ it displays some sort of shift. However, whereas English ‘oh’ tends to display only a cognitive shift on the part of the 
speaker, the typical range of Danish ‘nå’ is significantly larger. ‘Nå’ in second position displays recipiency in relation to the preceding 
turn. Specifically, it can display the speaker’s attitude towards the preceding turn (e.g. accept or protest), a shift in his or her attitude 
towards the preceding turn (e.g. from accept to protest), a shift in his or her level of information (from uninformed to informed), or it 
can display a shift in attitude as well as level of information. Like ‘nå’ in second position, ‘nå’ in third position displays recipiency, but 
it also has a sequence closing function. ‘Nå’ in first position displays a cognitive shift, a topic shift, a shift in sequential organization 
(e.g. the return to an older topic), or a shift between different turn-taking systems (e.g. from formal to informal talk). The use of ’nå’ to 
mark a shift in turn-taking systems can also be seen as a shift in the activity framework. 
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positive response particle (l. 46), and then she extends her turn with a proposal regarding the next 

work session (l. 48). Svend accepts the proposal with a positive response particle in l. 51, but instead 

of closing the sequence, Pil asks for confirmation in l. 53 which she receives in l. 54. Peter does not 

participate in the planning sequence, but preserves a standing pose which displays that he is leaving 

for lunch (Frame #5). The return to the planning of the next session develops further the projected 

closure of the activity, but the scope of the closure is unresolved. Svend may be aligning with the 

closure of the shared activity (in which case only Pil is included in the projected lunch), or he may be 

aligning with the closure of the activity as such (in which case everybody is included in the projected 

lunch). However, after he has finished the turn, he picks up one of his documents and begins to read 

it (Frame #6) which may indicate that he is continuing work. Peter starts tugging in his shirt in l. 52, 

and then he sits back down to organize his documents l. 59. His embodied action is rather 

equivocal, and it can be interpreted in both directions. By sitting back down to organize his 

documents, he may indicate that he is not leaving the room right now. However, he may also 

indicate that he is gathering his documents before leaving. 

67 PET: nå 
well 
well 

68  (0.4) 

69 PET: svend {vi kigger på jord her når vi har spist 
svend we.1PL look.FUT on soil.SG.INDF here when we.1PL have.AUX eat.PST.PTCP 
svend we’ll look at soil here when we have eaten 

70        {((SVD puts his document away)) 

71  (°lad os gøre det°) 
let.IMP us.1PL do.INF that 
let’s do that 

72  ((PET starts rising from his seat)) 

73 SVD: godt vi ikk' ska' noget andet 
good we.1PL not have_to.PRS anything else 
good that we don’t have anything else 

74  ((PET starts moving towards the door)) 

Peter proposes once more to have lunch by producing another “nå”/“well” (l. 67) and declaring 

they will look at the unresolved questions after lunch (l. 69). He delivers the proposal with strong 

modality by using a declarative format and downward intonation. Svend accepts the proposal in l. 

71, and Peter closes the sequence by rising from his seat in l. 72. However, after the proposal to 

have lunch has been accepted, Svend adds in l. 73 that it is fortunate that they do not have anything 
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else to do. His remark does not revoke the decision to have lunch, but it appears to do moral work 

with regards to lunch. Specifically, by topicalizing the potential scheduling difficulties that may arise 

from waiting until after lunch, Svend displays that Peter should have accepted to work on the 

problem now, and that his lack of flexibility is morally questionable. Peter does not respond to 

Svend’s remark, however, but proceeds his movement towards the door. 

The analysis can be summarized as follows. Jesper displays the timing of lunch as 

epochal task time, and it is accepted by his co-participants who move into the planning of the next 

session. Svend insists that he and Peter have to keep working as they have unfinished questions that 

must be resolved. This resists the implication that everybody can have lunch, but enforces the 

normative grounds on which the lunch break was projected, namely epochal task time. Peter resists 

the suspension of his lunch break on the grounds of body time, but Svend’s response is 

overwhelmingly disaligned (e.g. the lack of uptake in several turns), and Peter must do extensive 

interactional work to accomplish the timing of lunch as body time (e.g. hyperbole, pose, and 

repeats).  

The difficulties in resisting task time are common for the data in the corpus. There is 

one case of timing lunch, however, where task time is resisted as clock time without further 

justification work. This case was recorded on the 2nd of June at 12 o’clock. It is the interaction that 

leads up to the interaction that was discussed in section 10.1.1. The participants are Svend from NN 

RAILS and Pil, Jonas, and Karl from NN CONSULT. Karl was working in the urban planning 

team at the project office, and he was called in a short while before to show some of the most recent 

maps of the construction site.  

1 KAR: men de:t så det man kan se af den her tegning. 
but that_be.PRS then what you can.PRS tell.INF from this here drawing.SG.INDF 
but that’s what you can tell from this drawing 

2  (2.9) 

3 KAR: jeps↗ 
yep 
yep 

4  (0.6) ((KAR starts leaving the room)) 

5 PIL: godt tak↗ karl. 
good thanks karl 
okay thanks karl 

6  (0.8) 

7 SVD: tak h 
thanks 
thanks 
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Karl opens the interaction in l. 1 by declaring that nothing else can be seen from the most recent 

maps. His turn serves to show that he has answered what he knows about the construction site, and 

by implication that they should not need him to stay around any longer. Then, after a 2.9 second 

pause with no uptake, he displays that he will be leaving the room by producing a “jeps”/“yep” in l. 

3 and moving towards the door in l. 4. The rest of the participants confirm his projected departure 

by thanking him for the requested information in l. 5 and l. 7. 

8  ((PIL turns away from the table and looks in the direction of KAR)) 

9 PIL: du må godt skrive til de andre å efterlyse de 
you.2SG may.PRS good write.INF to the others and call_for.INF those 
please write the others and call for those 

10  tegninger der å få dem plottet til svend 
drawing.PL.INDF there and get.INF them plot.PST.PTCP to svend 
drawings and get them plotted to svend 

11  (1.3) 

12 KAR: ja. 
yes 
yes 

13 PIL: ja 
yes 
yes 

14  (1.0) ((PIL turns back facing the table))  

15 KAR: >nu går jeg til frokost< 
now walk.PRS i.1SG to lunch.SG.INDF 
i’m having lunch now 

16 PIL: ja↗ {det fint. 
yes that_be.PRS fine 
yes that’s fine 

17      {((KAR closes door)) 

However, as he is leaving the room, Pil asks him to remind some of his co-workers to finalize some 

drawings and send them over to Svend. Karl pauses for a while (l. 11), but accepts the request with a 

positive response particle (l. 12), and Pil closes the sequence with a positive response particle (l. 13). 

However, after another pause, Karl adds that he will be having lunch now which implies that he 

will not ask for the drawings until after the break. The delivery of his turn displays a strong right to 

suspend the task until after lunch. Specifically, he delivers the turn without mitigating the modality 

of his decision (“Jeg spiser nok frokost først”/“I may have lunch first”) or the duration of the break 

(“Jeg spiser lige frokost først”/“I will just have lunch first”). Moreover, he does not make the 

suspension until the interaction is effectively closed, and no objections can be made. Pil has directed 
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her gaze back at her co-participants (l. 14), and the creaking sounds from the door indicate that he is 

almost done closing it (l. 17). There is no explicit reference to clock time in his turn, but the fact that 

it is precisely 12 o’clock when the interaction happens, and that it is a relatively small task indicate 

that he draws on a shared notion of lunchtime where such things as having lunch can expectedly, 

and admissibly, happen. Pil responds with a confirmation particle and a positive evaluation in l. 16. 

Thereby, she accepts his right to have lunch now, but she also displays some right to decide whether 

he can have lunch now, or whether he should comply with the request first.  

The timing of lunch in the present case diverges from the majority of cases in two 

regards. Firstly, task time is resisted as clock time in the timing of lunch. Secondly, it is done in a 

way in which the time of the clock is the implicit justification for having lunch now instead of 

completing the task at hand. Karl appears to utilize a culturally expected lunchtime to suspend the 

request from Pil. However, it is difficult to compare Karl’s resistance of task time with the rest of the 

cases since he is not a core member of the team who is working on the special work description, but 

is only called in to answer specific questions. His obligations to the team may be limited. 

Table 16 shows an overview of the timing of lunch in the data corpus. I indicate the 

time when the transition into lunch is first projected and when it is accomplished. I use the > 

symbol if the projected time to have lunch was resisted in the interaction. The ‘smaller’ side of the 

symbol describes the grounds on which the break was projected (e.g. fungible clock time), and the 

‘larger’ side of the symbol describes the grounds on which the projected break was resisted (e.g. 

epochal task time). I use the + symbol if the projected time to have lunch rests on several 

justifications that operate side by side. I have included multiple instances from the same day if there 

are multiple transitions into lunch (e.g. if the participants split up). The cases which I have marked 

with ‘Summon’ are cases where a third party, typically Rebekka who is another project manager 

from NN RAILS, summons the participants for lunch. The timing of lunch through summons is 

interesting in its own right, but perhaps less sensitive to the interactional work among the members 

of the work team, and I have excluded them from the analyses due to space restrictions. 

Table 16: The timing of lunch 

Date Projected Accomplished Participants Timing 

02.06.14 12:00 12:00 Svend, Pil, Jonas, Karl Fungible (clock) 

02.06.14 12:00 12:10 Svend, Pil, Jonas Fungible (clock) < 
Epochal (task) 

03.06.14 12:04 N/A Svend, Pil Fungible (clock) < 
Epochal (task) 
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03.06.14 12:07 12:07 Svend, Pil, Rebekka Summon 

04.06.14 11:47 11:47 Svend, Pil Epochal (body) + 
Epochal (task) 

10.06.14 11:26 11:26 Svend, Pil Epochal (task) 

17.06.14 12:11 12:11 Svend, Pil, Peter, Jesper Epochal (task) 

17.06.14 12:11 12:12 Svend, Peter Epochal (task) < 
Epochal (body) 

19.06.14 12:14 12:14 Svend, Pil, Jesper, 
Rebekka 

Summon + Epochal 
(body) + Epochal (task) 

The analyses in the present section can be summarized as follows. Firstly, the timing of lunch is 

primarily accomplished as epochal task time. It is relative to the progression of the task at hand. It 

can be pushed back until some problem is resolved, or it can be pushed forward to utilize time that 

was wasted anyway. However, the actual numbers in the overview also show that the participants 

tend to go to lunch at around 12. This may indicate that lunch cannot be suspended indefinitely, 

but must take place somewhere around the culturally expected lunchtime. However, even if that is 

the case, lunch is not accomplished as such. The explicit normative grounds for having lunch at 12.10 

or 12.12 are not that it is lunchtime. There are only few references to the time of the clock, and they 

are resisted as the normative grounds for having lunch. Rather, if the participants are unable to 

finish what they are working on before the culturally expected lunchtime, they engage in 

interactional work to display that the problem is ‘too big’ to deal with ‘for now’, or that they have 

worked to the brink of exhaustion. Secondly, embodied actions are prominent in the ways in which 

the timing of lunch is done. Projected lunch breaks are typically not resisted verbally, but rather 

through embodied displays. One example is simply to keep working which tends to invalidate the 

decision to have lunch. However, embodied displays of working can be emphasized with emotional 

displays as described in section 10.1.1. Moreover, embodied displays are common tools for 

accomplishing a projected lunch break (e.g. standing up as soon as the question of having lunch 

arises). Such displays appear to work as upgraded displays of moving into lunch. They are upgraded 

for the simple reason that leaving the room is the necessary next step when the participants have 

decided to go to lunch. They move forward the transition from one activity (work) to another 

(lunch). Rising from one’s seat in a position that may be sequentially premature (as described in 

section 10.1.1 and 10.1.2) may then be deployed strategically to further the transition into lunch. 
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10.2 Timing bodily rhythms: Having to pee  
In the present section, I investigate how the members of the work team accomplish a morally 

justified time to use the bathroom. My ethnographic observations suggested that the organization of 

the workday was rather flexible. There were no 45 or 90 minute shifts to delimit periods of work 

from periods of nonwork. Rather, work was organized as individual and collective activities 

expressed in tasks (“work on x”) or meetings (“meet with y”). Activities can be scheduled in smaller 

time slots, or they can span the entire day, rendering it an amorphous mass. The members of the 

work team typically set aside the entire day to work on the special work description, and they did 

not schedule breaks during the day. However, delimiting periods of work from periods of nonwork 

is necessary for a number of things (talking, resting, eating), if nothing else to meet one’s physical 

needs during the workday.  

The analyses in the present section are concerned with the interactional construction of 

individual bathroom breaks. The central temporal dimensions are when it should happen (timing), 

how long it should take (duration), and how often it should happen (tempo). The analyses are 

informed by the following questions: (1) How are the timing, duration, and tempo of bathroom 

breaks accomplished? (2) What is the relationship between timing, duration, and tempo? (4) Are the 

participants aligned?  

10.2.1 Accomplishing task t ime :  Using the bathroom in the meantime  

The participants construct bathroom breaks as either epochal task time or epochal body time. In 

line with the findings from the preceding section, breaks that are accomplished as task time and 

body time carry different moral affordances. The first case that I will show is a case where the 

bathroom break is accomplished as task time. The data were recorded on the 4th of June at around 

15:30. Pil and Svend have been working for almost one and a half hour with no break. Pil has left 

the room once to fetch somebody for a quick question, but Svend has stayed in the room since the 

last break. Mads, another participant who has been called in to help with the section that they are 

working on, is also present during the interaction, but is currently sitting outside the view of the 

camera. 

1 PIL: a'så (.) hvis vi ska' ⌈være rigtig rigtig⌉ 
well if we.1PL have_to.PRS be.INF really really 
well if we want to be really really 

2 SVD:                       ⌊(                )⌋ 
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3 PIL: >ved du hva'< hvis vi ska' være rigtig rigtig flinke 
know.PRS you.2SG what if we.1PL have_to.PRS really really nice 
you know what if we want to be really really nice 

4  ved denne her entreprenør= 
to this here contractor.SG.INDF 
to this contractor 

5 MDS: =ja 
yes 
yes 

6 PIL: så tager ⌈vi⌉ og klipper den ⌈te⌉kst 
then take.FUT we.1PL and cut.FUT that text.SG.INDF 
then we’ll cut that text 

7 MDS:          ⌊ja⌋                ⌊ja⌋ 

8 PIL: der står deroppe= 
that stand.PRS up_there 
standing up there 

9 MDS: =det gør vi 
that do.FUT we.1PL 
we’ll do that 

10 PIL: og så finder vi det skema >eller så laver vi 
and then find.FUT we.1PL that table.SG.INDF or then make.FUT we.1PL 
and then we’ll find that table or then we’ll make 

11  det skema< og så sætter vi værdierne ind. 
that table.SG.INDF and then put.FUT we value.PL.DEF in 
that table and then we’ll paste the values 

12 MDS: ja det gør vi 
yes that do.FUT we 
yes we’ll do that 

13  (0.7) 

14 SVD: ja de:t det vi gør 
yes it_be.PRS that we.1PL do.FUT 
yes that’s what we’ll do 

15 MDS: ja= 
yes 
yes 

16 PIL: =de:t det vi gør= 
it_be.PRS that we.1PL do.FUT 
that’s what we’ll do 

The participants decide to explicate a data set for the special work description instead of having the 

subcontractor define his or her own solution. Providing the data involves extracting the figures from 

another document and revising them for the special work description. Pil proposes the solution in ll. 

3-11, and Mads and Svend agree in ll. 12 and 14 respectively. The participants’ collaborative 

construction of the proposal displays a considerable level of consensus. Mads presents himself as co-
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author of the proposal by producing several positive response particles (ll. 5 and 7) and a 

preliminary confirmation (l. 9) during the delivery of the proposal. Moreover, the participants use 

strong modality as well as near identical phrases to confirm the proposal (“ja det gør vi”/“yes we’ll 

do that”, “ja det det vi gør”/“yes that’s what we’ll do” and “det det vi gør”/“that’s what we’ll do”) 

which is typical of aligning turns (Warren, 2006).  

17 MDS: =fordi ellers så bliver det noget 
because otherwise then become.FUT it something 
because otherwise it’ll be a 

18  (0.4) 

19 SVD: ⌈ja⌉ 
yes 
yes 

20 MDS: ⌊så⌋ kommer de med tre forskellige løsninger 
then come:FUT they.3PL with three different solution.PL.INDF 
then they’ll come with three different solutions 

21 SVD: ja nemlig ⌈ja⌉ 
yes exactly yes 
yes exactly yes 

22 MDS:           ⌊ja⌋ 
           yes 
           yes 

23 SVD: lige præcis= 
just precise 
exactly 

24 MDS: =°ja° 
yes 
yes 

25 SVD: å de:t det vi ikk' vil ha= 
and that_be.PRS that we.1PL not will.AUX have.INF 
and that’s what we don’t want 

26 MDS: =ja 
yes 
yes 

27  (1.9) 

28 SVD: ja↗ 
yes 
yes 

However, instead of closing the sequence, Mads proceeds by providing additional justification for 

the proposal to explicate the figures in question. He begins in l. 17, but instead of finishing his turn 

(that it will be a mess unless they explicate the figures), he pauses for 0.4 seconds and rephrases the 

explanation slightly (that the subcontractors who make a bid will propose different solutions). His 
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turn recasts the justification for providing the figures from ‘helping the subcontractor’ to ‘saving the 

contractor from a messy situation’. Svend responds to the abandoned turn with a confirmation 

particle in l. 19, and then he responds to the rephrased turn with an extended confirmation in l. 21. 

They proceed in ll. 22-24 with yet another exchange of confirmation particles which could have 

closed the sequence. However, instead of moving the activity forward, Svend proceeds in l. 25 by 

explicating that they are not interested in different solutions. His turn displays that he is aligned with 

the explanation, and it also displays some level of co-authorship to it. Mads responds with a 

confirmation particle in l. 26, and Svend responds in l. 28 with a sequence closing third which again 

display a considerable level of consensus regarding the explanation.  

29 PIL: de:t det vi gør 
it_be.PRS that we.1PL do.FUT 
that’s what we’ll do 

30  ((Frame #1)) 

31 SVD: ja 
yes 
yes 

32 PIL: {.h gider du lave det skema ti’ os 
bother.PRS you.2SG make.INF that table.SG.INDF to us.1PL 
would you mind making that table for us 

33  {((PIL looks at MDS)) 

34 MDS: ja 
yes 
no 

35  (0.9) ((Frame #2)) 

36 PIL: så: ska' vi ⌈nok sætte det     ⌉ ind 
then shall we.1PL PRT put.INF it in 
then we’ll make sure to put it in 

37 MDS:             ⌊>det vil jeg godt<⌋ 
              that will.PRS i.1SG well 
              i won’t mind 

38  ((SVD looks at PIL)) 

39 SVD: =så vil jeg gå ud å tisse {⌈imens       ⌉ 
then will.PRS i.1SG go.INF out and pee while 
then i will go have a pee in the meantime 

40                            {((SVD starts rising from his seat)) 

41 MDS:                            ⌊>det vil jeg⌋ godt< 
                            that will.PRS i.1SG well 
                            i won’t mind 

42 PIL: ja↗ bare gør det ⌈Svend ⌉ 
yes just do.PRS that Svend 
yes feel free to do so Svend 
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Frame #1: Svend leans forward and places his hands on 
the armrests. 

Frame #2: Svend looks at Mads while keeping his hands 
on the armrests. 

Pil proceeds in l. 29 with yet another confirmation after the inserted explanation sequence. Svend 

leans forward and places his hands on the armrests (Frame #1), and then he proceeds with a 

potential sequence closing turn by producing a positive response token (l. 31). His change in posture 

projects ‘standing up’ as the likely next action, but instead of completing the action, he suspends it 

for several seconds. Svend’s pause attends to Pil’s question (l. 32), although she has visibly marked 

Mads as the next speaker by shifting her gaze in his direction (l. 33), and once the matter is resolved 

he tells his co-participants that he will go to the bathroom (l. 39) and finally stands up (l. 40). His 

turn is designed with the conjunction “så”/“then”, which links the projected turn causally to the 

preceding decision, and the temporal adverbial “imens”/“while”, which constructs the duration of 

the bathroom break as overlapping with the break in the collective flow of work. Pil responds in l. 

42 that it is fine. Her turn is delivered with none of the typical markers of dispreferred turns 

(Heritage, 1984b), and it displays that she is aligned with the projected bathroom break. However, 

the way in which her response is designed attends to the preceding turn as somehow involving a 

question. She could have just said “yes” which would have marked reception, but instead she adds 

that he may go which exhibits some moral authority regarding the right to go to the bathroom. She 

is literally granting him permission to go to the bathroom. However, a more likely hearing is that 

she is indicating that they will not need him for anything, and that the collective activity is, indeed, 

suspended for now. This hearing is aligned with his work to incorporate the individual break in the 

collective break. 

43 SVD:                  ⌊ork(h)⌋ dagens arbejde 
                          day.SG.DEF work.SG.INDF 
                          hard work 

44  (0.5) 
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45 SVD: det ⌈(    )⌉ 
it 
it 

46 PIL:     ⌊det op⌋slidende Svend 
     it.3SG_be.PRS draining.PRS.CON Svend 
     it’s exhausting Svend 

47 PIL: ⌈£de:t rigtig opsli(h)de(h)nd(h)e£ heh heh HEH heh heh ⌉ 
it.3SG_be.PRS really exhausting.PRS.CON Svend 
it’s really exhausting Svend 

48 SVD: ⌊(                           ) nej men det er NÆSten⌋ klaret 
                               no but it.3SG be.AUX almost done.PST.PTCP 
                               no but it’s almost done 

49 SVD: nå men der ⌈er ⌉ 
well but there be.PRS 
well but there are 

50 PIL:            ⌊hih⌋ hih hih hih 

51               {((SVD turns away from the table)) 

52 SVD: en MASSE TID {har vi sparet nu ⌈bag⌉efter 
a lot time.SG.INDF have.AUX we.1PL save.PST.PTCP now afterwards 
now we have saved a lot of time in the long run 

53 PIL:                                ⌊ja ⌋ 
                                yes 
                                yes 

54 PIL: det har vi det er der ingen tvivl om= 
that have.PRS we.1PL that be.PRS there no doubt.SG.INDF about 
we do there is no doubt about that 

55 SVD: =å en masse penge 
and a lot money.PL.INDF 
and a lot of money 

56 PIL: oss det 
also that 
and that as well 

57  (0.4) ((SVD leaves the room)) 

58 PIL: °oss det° 
also that 
and that as well 

Svend delivers a display of exhaustion as he is rising from his seat (l. 43). He links his exhaustion to 

the day’s work, but it is equivocal whether he is referring to the ‘quality’ or ‘quantity’ of the day’s 

work. He may be referring to the fact that they have worked on a difficult section, or that they have 

worked for a long time, but in any case it serves to further justify his need for a break. He extends 

his turn in l. 45, but abandons it shortly into Pil’s overlapping turn in l. 46. She acknowledges his 

display of exhaustion by remarking twice that work is draining (ll. 46-47). However, she attends to 
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his turn as designedly dramatic by producing several laughter particles in the last part of her turn (l. 

47) which in turn displays that she understands it as somewhat ironic. Svend responds in l. 48 that 

they are almost done. He extends his turn in l. 49 in overlap partial with Pil’s laughter particles in l. 

50, but abandons it after the first few words. His turns are prefaced with the conjunctional phrases 

“nej men”/“no but” (l. 48) and “nå men”/“well but” which indicate that his co-participant’s 

response is somehow off. He proceeds in l. 52 by remarking that they have saved a lot of time in the 

long run. By stressing that they have saved time, he challenges the understanding of his turn in l. 43 

that his co-participant has displayed in the subsequent turns. He is not complaining, but remarking 

on the work that they have done. Moreover, he recasts his justification for having a break from a 

person-centered to a task-centered justification. They have not simply worked a lot, but also 

accomplished a lot. Pil displays agreement by producing a positive response particle (l. 53), and then 

she upgrades her display of agreement by adding that they have definitely saved time (l. 54). Svend 

extends his justification by making an explicit link between time and money in l. 55, and Pil 

responds with yet another display of agreement in ll. 56 and 58. 

The way in which the break is accomplished in the present analysis is typical of 

bathroom breaks that are accomplished as epochal task time. Firstly, there is no mitigation of the 

tempo of the break. Secondly, the timing of the individual break is accomplished as causally linked 

with the collective break (“så”/“then”). It only happens at that particular time since the collective 

activity was suspended. Moreover, the collaborative construction of the initial proposal, to which 

the suspension of the collective activity is an upshot, is characterized by overwhelming displays of 

consensus. The bathroom break is latched to another break that everybody is aligned with. Finally, there 

are no temporal adverbs to minimize the duration of the break. Instead, the duration of the 

individual break is accomplished as embedded in the duration of the collective break (e.g. 

“imens”/“while”) which renders it irrelevant for the progression of the task at hand. Its duration 

does not exceed the duration of the suspension of the collective activity. Some instances of breaks 

that are accomplished as task time feature temporal adverbs that minimize the duration of the break 

(e.g. “lige”/“just”). However, the use of such adverbs is rather limited compared to breaks that are 

accomplished as body time which will be described in the next section.  

10.2.2 Accomplishing  body  t ime: Rushing to the bathroom  

The next case that I will show is a case where the timing of the break is accomplished as epochal 

body time. The data were recorded on June 17th at half past 11. The participants in the session are 
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Pil, Svend, Peter, and Jesper. The participants have been working on the special work description 

since 8:45 with no collective breaks, but a few individual breaks to get coffee.  

1  (2.9) ((PIL is typing on the laptop. JES and PET are tracking her revisions on the monitor on 
the wall. SVD is leaning back in the sofa on only partially within view)) 

2 SVD: hhh 

3  (2.1) 

4 JES: °ja°= 
yes 
yes 

5  ((JES looks down at the document in front of him)) 

6 PET: =.h å::h {ja det rigtig det var det vi aftalte 
oh yes that_be.PRS right that be.PST what we.1PL decide.PST 
oh yes that’s right that was what we decided 

7           {((PET points at the screen and leans slightly to the right. JES looks back at the 
monitor)) 

8  (0.4) 

9 PET: {vi sku' jo lave et cirkulationsa- afvanding 
we.1PL have_to.PST PRT make.INF a circulation_drainage.SG.INDF 
you know we had to make a circulation drainage 

10  {((PET looks at SVD)) 

11  (0.5) 

12 SVD: °ja° 
yes 
yes 

13 PET:    ⌈det rigtigt  ⌉ 
    that_be.PRS right 
    that’s right 

Pil is executing the revisions that were decided in the preceding interaction, and her co-participants 

are tracking her revisions on the monitor on the wall. Jesper confirms the revisions by producing a 

positive response particle (l. 4) and shifting his gaze from the monitor to the document in front of 

him (l. 5) which indicates that he is moving forward to the next revision-relevant item in the 

document. However, before he can introduce the next item, Peter opens a noticing by producing a 

prolonged change-of-state marker (“åh det rigtigt”/“oh that’s right”) (Heritage, 1984a) and making 

a gesture towards the monitor (l. 6). He does not explicate what in the document he is referring to at 

first, but does so in the subsequent turn expansion (l. 9). Peter selects Svend as the recipient by 

leaning to the side and shifting his gaze in his direction, and Svend confirms his noticing with a 

positive response token in l. 12. Svend provides a positive confirmation token in l. 12, and Peter 

repeats his change-of-state marker in l. 13.  
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14 PIL: .h ⌊>det jeg ska'⌋ {a'så lige tisse< i::: lynhurtig 
    it i.1SG have_to.PRS PRT just pee in lightning fast 
    it i really just have to go pee in lightning fast 

15                     {((PIL puts the laptop down)) 

16  (0.6) 

17 SVD: å det ska' under vand 
and that have_to.PRS under water.SG.INDF 
and that has to go under water 

18  {((PIL rises from her seat)) 

19 PIL: .hh hh 

20 PET: det rigtig ja det var det vi aftalte 
that_be.PRS right yes that be.PST what we decide.PST 
that’s right yes that was what we decided 

21 SVD: ja 
yes 
yes 

22  (1.8) ((PIL leaves the room)) 

Pil declares in an overlapping turn in l. 14 that she has to use the bathroom. There are a few 

noticeable things in the timing of the bathroom break. Jesper has projected a move to the next item, 

but it has not yet been introduced. Peter has displayed that he is not questioning the current version 

of the document, but merely recollecting some past decision that is known to his co-participants. His 

noticing is therefore unlikely to lead to any revisions that she will have to execute, and her break is 

slotted in before the introduction of the next revision-relevant item. However, the noticing sequence 

has reached a point of possible sequence closure with the confirmation particle in l. 12, and the likely 

next action once it is concluded is to move forward with the revisions. So, in spite of the fact that she 

has introduced the need to use the bathroom before the introduction of the next revision-relevant 

item, her absence is likely to delay the progression of the activity. She attends to the bathroom break 

as socially problematic by designing her turn with the modal verb “skal”/“have to”, which expresses 

a need to do something, and the adverbial “altså”/ “really”, which amplifies the modality of “skal”. 

By referring to the need to use the bathroom, she constructs the break as causally linked to her 

bodily rhythms. However, it is not just the case that she needs to use the bathroom, but that she 

really needs to do so which displays that she has waited for as long as she possibly could. Moreover, 

she projects a break with a very short duration by adding the temporal adverbials “lige”/“just” and 

“lynhurtig”/“lightning fast” which is an upgraded version of the simple adverbial “hurtig”/“fast”.  
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The way in which the break is accomplished is typical of breaks that are accomplished 

as epochal body time. Firstly, there is no mitigation of the tempo of the break. Secondly, the timing 

of the break is accomplished as causally linked to the participant’s physical needs. The participant 

cannot wait any longer, but must use the bathroom now. Finally, the duration of the break is 

accomplished as minimal through the use of temporal phrases. This can also be seen in some of the 

breaks that are accomplished as task time. However, the temporal phrases that signal minimization 

in breaks that are accomplished as body time are typically upgraded or marked in comparison with 

breaks that are accomplished as task time. The upgraded justification work may indicate that bodily 

rhythms (i.e. body time) provide a relatively weak mode of justification compared to activity 

rhythms (i.e. task time). However, it may also indicate that the duration of the break is qualitatively 

different in the two cases. The duration of task time breaks is constructed as relatively 

unproblematic since it is embedded in a suspension of the collective activity. The duration of body 

time breaks is constructed as relatively problematic since it is constitutive of the suspension of the 

collective activity. The collective activity may be delayed for the duration of the bathroom break, 

and the participants do additional work to minimize the projected duration of the break. This 

relationship is marked in one of the cases where the participant declares “så er jeg klar”/“now I’m 

ready” when she gets back to the room, but in most cases it is not explicated. 

The differences between the two kinds of breaks are relatively consistent throughout the 

data corpus. Table 17 shows an overview of the timing of bathroom breaks. The participant with an 

asterisk (*) is the one who needs to use the bathroom. I have placed ‘constitutive’ in parentheses if 

the constitutive nature of the break is not explicated. 

Table 17: The timing of bathroom breaks 

Location Participants Timing Duration 

02.06.14 
@10:53 Pil*, Svend, Jonas Epochal (task)  

(“så”/“then”) 

Embedded (“sålænge”/“while”) 
Minimized (“lige”/“just”, “løber”/“will 

run”) 

04.06.14 
@14:06 Pil*, Svend Epochal (body)  

(“skal”/“have to”) 

Constitutive (“så er jeg klar”/“now I’m 
ready”) 

Minimized (e.g. “lige”/“just”, 
“lynhurtig”/“lightning fast”) 

04.06.14 
@15:29 Pil, Svend*, Mads Epochal (task)  

(“så”/“then”) Embedded (“imens”/“while”) 

10.06.14 
@09:26 Pil*, Svend Epochal (task) 

Embedded (“har du fundet det”/“did you 
find it”) 

Minimized (“lige”/“just”, “løber”/“will 
run”) 
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17.06.14 
@11:29 

Pil*, Svend, Peter, 
Jesper 

Epochal (body)  
(“skal”/“have to”) 

(Constitutive) 
Minimized (“lige”/“just”, 

“lynhurtig”/“lightning fast”) 

19:06.14 
@11:48 Pil*, Svend, Jesper Epochal (body) 

(“skal”/“have to”) 
(Constitutive) 

Minimized (“lige”) 

19.06.14 
@15:14 Pil*, Svend, Jesper 

Epochal (body) 
(“simpelthen nødt til”/“simply 

have to”) 

(Constitutive) 
Minimized (“lige”/“just”, “suse”/“rush”) 

19.06.14 
@17:14 Pil*, Svend, Jesper 

Epochal (body) 
(“simpelthen nødt til”/“simply 

have to”) 

(Constitutive) 
Minimized (“lige”/“just”, “løbe”/“run”) 

The analyses in the present section have yielded several findings. Firstly, the participants attend to 

bathroom breaks as socially problematic. All instances from the collection feature some justification 

work. However, the participants display a normative preference for breaks that are accomplished as 

task time. Such breaks trigger only limited justification work compared to breaks that are 

accomplished as body time. It is important to note that although the timing of the break and the 

justification of the break correspond in the data, that is not necessarily the case. It is logically possible to 

explain a bathroom break that happens when collective work activities are suspended with the 

physical need to use the bathroom, but none of the participants do so. Secondly, the construction of 

bathroom breaks as socially problematic is predominantly self-imposed. The moral work is mostly 

done on the part of the participant who has to use the bathroom, and there are no instances of 

disaligning responses from the co-participants. Thirdly, the participants attend to time as scarce. 

The difference in the construction of duration in the two kinds of breaks is ultimately the difference 

between ‘wasting time’ and ‘utilizing time’. In the case of task time, the participants construct the 

break as utilizing time that was unproductive anyway. In the case of body time, the participants 

construct the break as wasting time that could have been productive which is why its duration must 

be minimized. Finally, the participants attend to the professional body as the disciplined body. The 

involuntary workings of the human body interfere with the construction of the participants’ 

professional selves. However, the ability to ‘hold it’ until there is a favorable time to use the 

bathroom exhibits bodily control. This can be seen in the normative preference for a mode of 

justification that relate to activity rhythms (mind > body) over a mode of justification that relate to 

bodily rhythms (mind < body).  
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10.3 Summary  
The findings in the present chapter can be summarized as follows. Firstly, the temporal organization 

of the team’s work is morally contested, and the normatively expected conduct is upheld through 

concertive control (Barker, 1993). The interactions between the members of the team (re)produce 

WTNs for the internal organization of the team’s work. WTNs are typically not invoked explicitly, 

but rather invoked implicitly through embodied actions. Nor are they necessarily imposed by the 

individual’s co-participants, but can also be imposed by the participants themselves. Secondly, the 

dominant zeitgeber in the organization of the team’s work is the task. The multiple rhythms of social 

life are entrained (Ancona & Chong, 1992a; Ancona & Waller, 2007) to the singular rhythms of the 

task. Other rhythms can be invoked in the organization of work time, but only have limited moral 

weight. Finally, a central problem for the members of the team is to use time effectively. They 

valorize productive time, and they seek to minimize unproductive time. As such the members of the 

team understand time in primarily instrumental terms as something that can be spent, traded, and 

wasted. 
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CHAPTER 11  

Accomplishing the interface 
between activity spheres 

As described in the introduction to the new work time, postindustrial work organizations are 

characterized by decreased regularity and rigidity in the temporal organization of work. The degree 

of regularity in individuals’ work schedules is connected with the degree of flexibility in the relationship 

between activity spheres (e.g. the difference between working a regular shift from 9-5 and working 

flexible hours) (Zerubavel, 1981). The degree of rigidity in individuals’ work schedules is connected 

with the degree of permeability in the relationship between activity spheres (e.g. the difference 

between separation of work and life and integration of work and life) (Nippert-Eng, 1996). The lack 

of regularity and rigidity in the relationship between activity spheres has increased the need for 

boundary work in the temporal ordering of work (Nippert-Eng, 1996). The members of 

postindustrial work organizations must manage the interface between activity spheres.  

The aim of the present chapter is to investigate how the members of the work team 

accomplish the interface between activity spheres. The chapter is divided into two sections. The first 

section explores how the participants accomplish the interface between flexible activity spheres. It is 

concerned with the ‘internal’ delimitation of work-relevant activities as well as the ‘external’ 

delimitation of work and nonwork activities. The second section explores how the participants 

accomplish the interface between permeable activity spheres. It is concerned with the use of mobile 

devices during collective work activities. The widespread use of ICTs at home and at work is 

typically seen as one of the primary factors in the integration of activity spheres.  

11.1 Managing flexible activity spheres: Having to be somewhere else  
In the present section, I investigate how the participants accomplish the interface between flexible 

activity spheres. As described in the introduction to the empirical site, the participants worked 

flexible schedules. They scheduled specific sections of the special work description for each session 
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as they determined the composition of the team. Some team members were present for the entire 

time, and some were only present for specific sections. They scheduled the sessions in advance, but 

made changes continually to deal with responsibilities at work and at home. However, the flexibility 

to balance multiple responsibilities presented a moral problem for the participants. Different activity 

spheres were likely to collide. Time that was spent on one thing could have been spent on another.  

The present section is concerned with cases where the participants invoke the need to be 

somewhere else in the organization of work time. Specifically, it explores instances where the 

participants justify departures from the normatively expected schedule (e.g. ‘arriving late’ or ‘leaving 

early’) by referring to the responsibility to be somewhere else. The responsibility to be somewhere 

else as it is accomplished in interaction is connected with categorial affordances (e.g. the obligation 

to attend another meeting). Such affordances can be displayed, resisted, and accepted in interaction. 

The analyses are informed by the following questions: (1) How is the responsibility to be somewhere 

else accomplished? (2) Which categorial affordances are invoked? (3) Are the participants aligned? 

11.1.1 Knowing the locat ion :  Having to  go to  the of f ice  

The first case that I will show is a case where the responsibility to be somewhere else is 

accomplished as incumbent on a membership category that is relevant for work. The data was 

recorded on the 17th of June at about a quarter past 12. The participants in the interaction are Pil, 

Svend, Peter, and Jesper. Parts of the interaction have been described in the analysis in section 

10.1.2. The number in the parenthesis in the first line of the transcript is the line number in the 

longer transcript in section 10.1.2. Jesper has closed the work session and projected a transition into 

lunch in the preceding interaction, but some of his co-participants are discussing whether they need 

to stay to work something through, or whether they can also go to lunch. 

1 (16)  (0.7) ((JES glances at his watch and starts rising from his seat)) 

2 JES: h jeg ⌈er nødt til å smut⌉te nu= 
  i.1SG be.PRS need to and go.INF now 
  i have to go now 

3 SVD:       ⌊(det) jord         ⌋ 
        it_be.PRS soil 
        it’s soil 

4 PET: =ja ja ja ja ja 
 yes yes yes yes yes 
 yes yes yes yes yes 

5 JES: jeg ska' være ude i (klosterengen) om ⌈tyve minut⌉ter 
i.1SG have_to.PRS be.INF out in klosterengen in twenty minute.PL.INDF 
i have to be out in klosterengen in twenty minutes 
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6 SVD:                                      ⌊(        )⌋ 

7  (0.5) 

8 JES: vi ses 
we.1PL see.PRS 
see you 

9 PIL: °ja vi ses° 
yes we.1PL see.PRS 
yes see you 

10 PET: ja 
yes 
yes 

11 SVD: kør nu ordenligt 
drive.IMP now properly 
drive safely 

12 JES: ja 
yes 
yes 

13  (0.5) 

Jesper glances at his watch in l. 1, and as he is rising from his seat, he declares in l. 2 that he needs to 

run off. The embodied delivery of his turn is rushed, and it displays that he is in a hurry. His use of 

the modal phrase “nødt til”/“have to” displays that he has another obligation, but not what kind of 

obligation it is. He extends his turn in l. 5 by explaining in slightly more detail why he needs to go. 

His turn is designed with relatively low granularity which displays that everybody should be familiar 

with the nature of his obligation, and that additional explanation should be unnecessary.7 The 

location that he is referring to is the location of NN CONSULT’s head office, and the travel 

distance between it and the project office is about 10 minutes by car in normal traffic. Hence, by 

explicating where he needs to be, and when he needs to be there, he displays to his co-participants 

that he has another work obligation, and that he is in a hurry. This obligation is relevant for his 

membership of the category ‘member of NN CONSULT’. Neither his turn in l. 2 nor his turn in l. 

5 get any uptake. However, it is probably not the case that his co-participants are disaligning with 

his having to leave, but rather that they are busy elsewhere. Pil is scrolling down in the document on 

the laptop, and Peter and Svend are discussing an outstanding problem between them. 

7  (0.5) 

                                                
7 Descriptions of persons, places, and activities can be done with different levels of granularity (Schegloff, 2000). The level of granularity 
of any particular description displays what the speaker posits as common knowledge. Referring to a person as “Dave” displays that 
the speaker thinks that the hearer knows the person, and referring to a person merely as “somebody” displays that the speaker does 
not think that the hearer knows the person, or alternatively that the speaker does not want to reveal who the person is. 
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8 JES: vi ses 
we.1PL see.PRS 
see you 

9 PIL: °ja vi ses° 
yes we.1PL see.PRS 
yes see you 

10 PET: ja 
yes 
yes 

11 SVD: kør nu ordenligt 
drive.IMP now properly 
drive safely 

12 JES: ja 
yes 
yes 

13  (0.5) 

Jesper procceds in l. 8 with the FPP of a farewell greeting as he is picking up his folder and coffee 

mug. Pil responds with a SPP in l. 9, and Peter responds with a SPP in l. 10 which in turn display 

that they are aligned (or at least not disaligned) with his having to leave. Svend proceeds in l. 11 by 

telling Jesper to drive safely. His turn constructs Jesper as somebody who needs, or perhaps is likely, 

to drive too fast, and it is aligned with the work that Jesper has done to display that his obligation at 

the head office is pressing. 

The analysis has shown a number of things. For one, leaving the current work activity 

(for another work activity) is constructed is dispreferred, and it calls for an explanation. Instead of 

simply telling that he needs to go, Jesper tells why he needs to go. However, the explanation can be 

done with relatively low granularity since it draws on a membership category (‘member of NN 

CONSULT’) and a tied obligation (‘the obligation to be somewhere else’) which are expectedly known 

in common. Finally, his co-participants’ responses are aligned with the displayed moral affordances 

of the ‘member of NN CONSULT’ category. 

11.1.2 Showing but not  te l l ing :  Having to go to the nursery  

The second case that I will show is a case where the responsibility to be somewhere else is 

accomplished as incumbent on a membership category that is irrelevant for work. However, the way 

in which the category in question is accomplished displays that it ordinarily affords the responsibility 

to be somewhere else. Note that I am not using ‘ordinarily’ to indicate that the responsibility to be 

somewhere else is accepted more often than not, but rather to indicate the displayed normality of the 

responsibility in question. The data were recorded on the 2nd of June 2014 at about 15.25 in the 
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afternoon. The participants are Svend, Pil, and Jonas. They are working on the section of the 

special work description that is concerned with environmental questions (e.g. storage of waste 

materials during the construction phase), and they have planned to finish it today. However, one of 

the members of NN CONSULT, Jonas, has another obligation, and he is the member from the 

company who is specialized in environmental questions. 

1  ((Frame #1)) 

2  (1.0) 

3  ((Frame #2)) 

4 JNS: nå for satan. 
oh for satan 
oh shit 

5  (1.0) ((JNS shakes his left hand)) 

6 JNS: .hhh HHH 

  
Frame #1: Svend is marking the document in front of him, 
and his co-participants are waiting for him to proceed. 

Frame #2: Jonas produces a public display of checking the 
time by raising his arm and looking at his watch. 

Svend is revising the document in front of him with a pencil, and his co-participants are waiting for 

him to proceed (Frame #1). Jonas is tracking his revisions, and Pil is gazing at the screen in front of 

her. She is not editing the document, but appears to be ‘doing waiting’ by sitting in a slanted pose 

and picking her left eye. Jonas opens the turn by raising his arm and looking at his watch (Frame 

#2) which renders his checking the time public for his co-participants. He could have checked the 

time on the monitor in front of him, and it is impossible to know whether he is aware of the clock 

there, it is notable that he provides a public display of checking the time. His gesture is somewhat 

rushed and has the character of a sudden impulse. Jonas proceeds by producing a “nå for 

satan”/“oh shit” in l. 4 and shaking his left hand in l. 5. Jonas’ gesture can be seen as ‘shaking his 

watch back in place’, or it can be seen metaphorically as ‘burning his hand’ (in conjunction with his 

rushed look in l. 3 and his exclamation in l. 4), but in any case it directs attention once more to his 
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having checked the time. The embodied production of Jonas’ turn exhibits for his co-participants 

that he is surprised by the time, and that the time is somehow problematic. Noticings do not 

necessarily call for a SPP, but the relatively dramatic delivery of the noticing increases the call for a 

SPP (Stivers, 2013). Likely nexts to Jonas’ noticing are, then, to ask whether it is late (which will 

make the noticed lateness collectively relevant) or whether he is late for something (which will make 

the noticed lateness relevant for him alone). However, neither of Jonas’ co-participants respond to 

his noticing, and he proceeds with a display of emotion by producing a hearable in- and outbreath 

(l. 6).  

7  (4.1) ((PIL scrolls down in the document)) 

8 PIL: vi: næsten færdige 
we.1PL_be.PRS almost done 
we’re almost done 

9 ???: .hh 

10  ((PIL starts shifting her gaze from the laptop to the monitor)) 

11 PIL: halv{anden {side ⌈ha ha {.hhhhh⌉ 
one_and_a_half page.SG.INDF 
one and a half page 

12      {((Frame #3))       {((Frame #4)) 

13 SVD:                  ⌊Ø:H VENT LI⌋GE lidt 
                  uhm wait.IMP just little 
                  uhm hold on a second 

  
Frame #3: Pil shifts her gaze from the laptop to the 
monitor as the mentions the number of remaining pages. 

Frame #4: Pil glances at Svend (first) and Jonas (second) 
during the production of the laughter particles in l. 11. 

Pil responds by scrolling down in the document (l. 7) and remarking that they are almost done (l. 8). 

Unfortunately, most of the monitor is outside the view of the camera, but the movement of the 

scrolling bar on the right side of the Word interface as well as the sound of the scrolling wheel have 

been captured on the recording. By remarking that they are almost done, she displays that the 

closure of the activity can be interactionally relevant which is aligned with Jonas’ construction of the 
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time as late in the preceding turns. However, her use of the personal pronoun “vi”/“we” frames the 

contextually relevant time as the team’s collective time instead of his individual time. Moreover, by 

topicalizing the question of whether they are done with the task at hand, she reframes the 

contextually relevant time as task time instead of clock time. It may be late, but they are not yet 

done. She underscores the significance of the document for her co-participants by shifting her gaze 

from the private screen in front of her to the public monitor on the wall (Frame #3). Pil extends her 

turn in l. 11 by explicating just how much there is left in the document and producing two laughter 

particles. By referring to the remaining one and a half page of the document, she projects a near 

future when they will be done which is also aligned with the construction of the time as late. 

However, by finishing the turn with two laughter particles, she reframes her preceding talk as 

somehow laughable. A likely hearing of her laughing is that her initial remark was ironic, and that 

finishing the last one and a half page is likely to take a while yet. Discussions of minute details tend 

to drag on, and even a near future can be far away. Another hearing it that her checking how much 

is left is in itself laughable since it displays a wish to be done for the day. However, neither hearing 

challenge her construction of task time as the relevant time for deciding when they are done, and 

she appears to inspect the response from her co-participants by shifting her gaze to Svend and Jonas 

during the delivery of the laughter particles (Frame #4). 

13 SVD:                ⌊Ø:H VENT LI⌋GE lidt 
                uhm wait.IMP just little 
                uhm hold on a second 

14  (0.5) 

15 SVD: vent lige lidt 
wait.IMP just little 
hold on a second 

16 SVD: nn rails har søgt om tilladelse .hh til en midlertidig 
nn rails have.AUX.SG apply.PRS.PTCP about permission for a temporary 
nn rails has applied for permission for a temporary 

17  forlægning (1.4) °punktum° 
relocation.SG.INDF period.SG.INDF 
relocation period 

Jonas does not respond to Pil’s remark in l. 11, nor does he reciprocate her laughter which indicate 

some resistance to her reframing of the relevant time from clock time to task time. However, his lack 

of response may also have to do with Svend’s taking the turn in l. 13. Svend’s turn in l. 13 is 

produced in overlap with Pil’s laughter particles in l. 11, and it displays a literal understanding of 

her remarks in l. 8 and l. 11. Specifically, he tells his co-participants to hold on which displays that 
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there is some problem that must be resolved before anybody is done. Initially, he does not explicate 

what the problem is, but places it within the context of the revisions by fixing his gaze to the 

document in front of him during the delivery of the turn. Hence, while his turn in l. 13 resists a 

literal hearing of her remarks in the preceding turns, it also enforces her reframing of the relevant 

time from clock time to task time. He repeats his request in l. 15 and reads from the document in l. 

16 which identifies the problematic sentence in the document. 

The next two minutes of the interaction are not included here, and I will just summarize 

what happens. Svend specifies the problem in the sentence which was identified in l. 16, and it is 

revised in the subsequent turns. However, instead of attending to the problem as solved, he attends 

to the entire section as problematic by referring to it as nonsense. He proceeds by providing several 

displays of disbelief at the quality of the section. Pil is working on the laptop with some of the 

revisions that have been decided, and she responds only sporadically to his displays of disbelief, but 

Jonas responds continually by providing candidate examples of problematic sentences. It is 

somewhat surprising that Jonas actively co-constructs the section as problematic since he is working 

towards the closure of the activity. The construction of the section as problematic is likely to indicate 

that it needs a lot of work which in turn is likely to push the closure of the collective activity longer 

into the future. However, his active participation in the negative construction of the section may 

have the function of showing that he did not have anything to do with it. His area of expertise is 

environmental questions, and he is the one among the participants who is most likely to have 

written it. After the collaborative construction of the section as problematic, Svend withdraws from 

the interaction to read what is most likely the section in question. Pil keeps working on the 

computer, and Jonas follows her revisions on the monitor. 

1 JNS: >så er vi færdige< 
then be.PRS we.1PL done 
then we are done 

2  (0.7) ((Frame #1)) 

3 PIL: °juhu:.° 
yeah 
yeah 

4  (5.5) 

5 JNS: du har selvfølgelig (1.3) tre dage endnu 
you.2SG have.PRS naturally three day.PL.INDF yet 
you have three days left of course 

6  (1.2) 
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7 PIL: hh ej jeg ska' ikk' jeg ska'  
   no i.1SG have_to.PRS not i.1SG have_to.PRS 
   no i’m not i’m 

8  regner ikk' ⌈med øh >jeg regner ikk' 
expect.PRS not with uhm i.1SG expect.PRS not 
don’t expect to uhm i don’t expect 

9 JNS:             ⌊to dage 
             two day.PL.INDF 
             two days 

10 PIL: med< jeg ⌈ska' hjælpe med det de:r arbejdsplads der 
with i.1SG have_to help.INF with that there workplace.SG.INDF there 
that i have to help with the workplace stuff 

11 JNS:          ⌊to dage 
          two day.PL.INDF 
          two days 

12 JNS: (nå) 
oh 
oh 

13  (1.0) 

  ((Frame #2)) 

  
Frame #1: Pil is hunching over the laptop and is making 
revisions. 

Frame #2: Pil leans back from the laptop and grabs her 
water bottle. 

Jonas remarks in l. 1 that they are done. He prefaces his turn with the conjunction “så”/“then” 

which constructs the turn as causally linked with some preceding action. The action in question is 

most likely connected with to Pil’s activities on the monitor, but they cannot be seen on the 

recording. His remark constructs the task as collectively done with the use of the personal pronoun 

“vi”/“we”, and it develops once more a line of action where leaving work can happen. However, 

instead of invoking clock time, the remark invokes task time which is aligned with his co-participants 

construction of the contextually relevant time in the preceding interaction. Pil responds in l. 3 with 

the exclamation “juhu”/“yeah” which appears to be aligned with his construction of the task as 

completed. However, she keeps her hunched position by the computer (Frame #1), and she 
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produces the exclamation with decreased volume and downward intonation (l. 3). This displays 

some reservation concerning the construction of the task as done which is non- or disaligned with 

the preceding turn. However, it is difficult to tell whether her display of reservation has to do with 

the work that needs to be done on the present section or the work that needs to be done on the 

entire document. Jonas responds in l. 5 by remarking that she has several days to go which displays 

the second hearing of her turn. His use of the personal pronoun “du”/“you” reframes the question 

from the collective “vi”/“we” (who are responsible for a section of the document) to the singular 

“du”/“you” (who are responsible to the entire document). Pil responds that she does not expect to 

help the section of the special work description that is concerned with the work site for the project 

(ll. 7-10). She attends to his remark as teasing by prefacing her turn with a quick look and a short 

laugh. Thus, although she clarifies some of his turn, she aligns with his displayed hearing of her 

reservation in l. 3. 

14  (9.0) ((PIL leans back from the laptop and drinks from her water bottle. Svend continues to the 
document that he is holding. Jonas is sitting in a reclined position.))  

15 SVD: har i: skrev- har i skrevet alt det her ind, 
have.AUX you.2SG writ- have.AUX you.2SG write.PST.PTCP all this here in 
have you have you included all of this 

16  (3.9) 

17 JNS: hva' for noget, 
what for something 
what exactly 

18  (1.4) ((JNS leans forward and looks at SVD)) 

19 SVD: alt det her, 
all this here 
all of this 

The embodied actions from Pil and Jonas during the pause in l. 14 display that they are done, but 

Svend returns to the interaction in l. 15 by whether everything has been included in the document. 

The unspecific reference “alt det her”/“all of this” exhibits that the section as such is problematic, 

not just a single word or sentence which in turn exhibits that finishing the section is likely to take a 

while yet. Svend does not select a next speaker, and neither Jonas nor Pil respond initially. After a 

relatively long pause, Jonas self-selects by leaning forward and asking what Svend is referring to (l. 

18) which pushes the interaction towards a solution. However, instead of expanding on his initial 

question, Svend repeats the unspecific reference to “alt det her” (l. 19) which once more attends to 

the entire section as problematic.  

20  (4.0) 
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21  ((Frame #3)) 

22  (4.4) 

23 SVD: °°(      [       )]°° ((SVD is reading from the document in a soft voice)) 

24 JNS:          [.hhh hhh] ((Frame #4)) 

25 JNS: jeg ska' ned i børnehaven. 
i.1SG have_to down in nursery.SG.DEF 
i have to go to the nursery 

26 PIL: yes:. 
yes 
yes 

27 SVD: °°(                )°° 

28 PIL: vi klarer det sidste her. 
we.1PL manage.PRS the last here 
we’ll take care of the rest 

29 JNS: det godt. 
that_be.PRS good 
that’s good 

  
Frame #3: Jonas keeps his gaze on Svend and appears to 
wait for him to continue. 

Frame #4: Jonas looks at his watch with a sudden move. 

Jonas keeps his gaze on Svend and appears to wait for him to expand his turn (Frame #3), but 

nothing happens, and after yet another pause Jonas looks at his watch with a sudden move (Frame 

#4) and a hearable exhalation (l. 24) which renders the time of the clock relevant once more. 

However, his gesture is not making the time of the clock relevant for the team’s schedule by 

indexing that it is late in the afternoon. Rather, it is making clock time relevant for his individual 

schedule. Specifically, he proceeds in l. 25 by gathering his documents and telling that he has to 

leave. He justifies his having to leave by invoking the obligation ‘having to go to the nursery’ which 

in turn places him in the membership category ‘father’ since that particular obligation is category-

bound to ‘fathers’ and ‘mothers’. However, instead of explicating when he has to be at the nursery, 

he simply displays that he is late. So, when he is making the time of the clock relevant, he is making 
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relevant some known-in-common time when children are usually picked up, and indeed should be picked 

up, at the nursery. Pil responds in l. 26 with a minimal confirmation particle, and she extends her 

turn in l. 28 by remarking that they will take care of the rest. By explicating that they have 

unfinished tasks that somebody will have to take care of, she constructs the time of his leaving as 

‘leaving too soon’. However, she also displays that he is justified in leaving, and that further 

justification is unnecessary. 

30  (2.4)  

31  ((Frame #5)) 

32  (1.3) ((SVD gestures with his hand)) 

33 SVD: de:t jeg tror ikk' det rigtigt 
that_be.PRS i.1SG believe.PRS not that_be.PRS correct 
that’s i don’t think that it’s correct 

34  (1.6) ((Frame #6) 

35 PIL: hva' ⌈gør vi ved det sidste: 
what do.PRS we.1PL with the last 
what do we do with the last part 

36 SVD:      ⌊det ska' du lige  
      that have_to.PRS you.2SG just  
      you have to 

37  det ska' du lige have tjekket 
that have_to.PRS you.2SG just have.AUX check.PST.PTCP 
you have to have that checked 

38  det skal du LIGE HAVE TJEKKET 
that have_to.PRS you.2SG just have.AUX check.PST.PTCP 
you have to have that checked 

39  (0.7) ((Frame #7)) 

40 SVD: vi ska' lige have tjekket det 
we.1PL have_to.PRS just have.AUX check.PST.PTCP that 
we have to have that checked 

41  (0.5) 
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Frame #5: Svend produces a public display of 
throwing the document away. 

Frame #6: Jonas picks up the document that 
Svend has thrown away. 

 

 

Frame #7: Svend takes the document away from Jonas 
even though he is holding it. 

 

Svend proceeds by throwing the document away (Frame #5) and making a gesture with his left 

hand (l. 32). His gesture can be described as ‘pushing away’ or ‘pushing back’, and it is likely to 

indicate that he dismisses whatever it was that he was reading. His embodied display of dismissing 

some section of the document is done in a rather public manner, and it refocuses the interaction on 

the problems that have yet to be resolved. He proceeds in l. 33 by explicating that he does not think 

that the current version of the document is correct. This underscores once more for his co-

participants that the document is not yet done which in turn is likely to challenge the possibility of 

leaving just now. Jonas attends to that particular hearing by picking up the document with his right 

hand (Frame #6). This recasts him the membership category ‘member of a work team’ which has 

the tied responsibility to deal with work tasks. However, he keeps holding his own documents in his 

left hand (Frame #6) which displays that he is about to leave. He may have suspended the 

membership category ‘father’ and the responsibility to go to the nursery, but only for a short while. 

Svend proceeds in l. 36 by remarking that it needs to the checked. His turn is designed with the 

personal pronoun “du”/“you”, which is second person singular, but is it not entirely clear who he is 
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referring to as he is making rather subtle shifts in gaze during the delivery of his extended turn in ll. 

36-38. He looks in Jonas’ direction at first (which may indicate that he is selecting him at the 

recipient, but it may also indicate that he is looking at the document), but changes his gaze in Pil’s 

direction after her overlapping turn in l. 35 (which may indicate that he is selecting her as the 

recipient, but it may also indicate that he is attending to her question in l. 35). However, instead of 

letting Jonas read the document, Svend proceeds in l. 39 by taking it away from him (Frame #7). 

Moreover, he repeats once more that they have to have it checked (l. 40), but he changes the 

pronoun to “vi”/“we” and looks specifically at Pil. The embodied delivery of his turn displays that 

Jonas is not included in the “we”, and that his membership of the category ‘member of a work 

team’ is irrelevant for the present task. This is aligned with the interactional work that Jonas has 

done to indicate that he needs to go, but is also excludes him rather emphatically from the work 

collective.  

42 PIL: de to sidste øh a'så fra {fi:re:::: ja ni fire to (.) å nedad 
the two last uhm really from four yes nine four two and downwards 
the last two uhm that is from four yes four two and down 

43                           {JNS starts rising from his seat)) 

44 SVD: ja 
yes 
yes 

45 PIL: >det tjekker du< ⌈til i morgen 
that check.FUT you.2SG to tomorrow 
you will check that by tomorrow 

46 SVD:                  ⌊ja 
                  yes 
                  yes 

47  (0.4) ((JNS lingers next to his seat)) 

48 PIL: ka' ska' jeg printe de .hh .h sidste nye sider= 
can.PRS have_to.PRS i.SG print.INF the last new page.PL.INDF 
can should i print the latest pages 

49  ((JNS starts pushing his seat back in its place with his legs)) 

50 SVD: =jamen fordi jeg tror (0.5) der er en eller anden der har  
yes but because i.1SG think.PRS there be.PRS one or other who have.AUX 
yes but it’s because i thnkt that somebody has 

51  ((Frame #8)) 

52  søgt noget å så er der kommet noget {tilbage 
apply.PST.PTCP and then be.AUX there come.PST.PTCP something back 
applied for something and then something has come back 

53  å det ts: det de:t 
and that_be.PRS that_be.PRS that_be:PRS 
and that’s that’s that’s 
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54                            {((Frame #9))  

55 PIL: ska' jeg ikk' lige prøve å {printe de sidste a'så så vi af- af- 
should.PRS i.1SG not just try-INF to print.INF the last that_is so 
shouldn’t i just try to print the last so that we 

56                             {((JNS turns away from the table and starts leaving the room)) 

57  jeg printer hele afsnit ø:::h ni= 
i.1SG print.FUT whole section.SG.INDF uhm nine 
i’ll print all of section nine 

58 SVD: =omlægning af vandløb ni fire to 
reorganization.SG.INDF of stream.SG.INDF nine four two 
reorganization of stream nine four two 

  
Frame #8: Jonas pushes his chair back in place as he is 
monitoring the interaction. 

Frame #9: Jonas lingers by his chair after he has pushed 
it back in place. 

Jonas starts rising from his seat in l. 43 while his co-participants are delegating the responsibility for 

the remaining tasks between themselves. However, instead of leaving right away, he lingers by his 

chair for a while (l. 47), and then he starts pushing his chair back in place (Frame #8). He lingers by 

his chair a while longer after pushing it back in place, and then he finally starts leaving the room (l. 

56). It is striking that Jonas only leaves after having lingered a while given that he is late. It is also 

striking that neither he nor Svend and Pil say farewell as he is leaving the room. It may simply be 

the case that Jonas is waiting for his co-participants to say farewell, and that they are busy with the 

delegation of tasks. However, it may also provide support for the impression that Jonas’ co-

participants have excluded him from the collective “we” who are working on the document. 

Thus, in line with the first case, Jonas attends to his leaving as something that calls for 

an explanation, but the explanation can be done with low granularity as the category-bound 

responsibility to be somewhere else is expectedly known in common. Moreover, the participants’ 

responses are aligned with the displayed affordances of the ‘father’ category. However, the present 

case of ‘having to be somewhere else’ is more socially problematic than the first. For one, it appears 

to take a lot of interactional work to deliver the explanation, and it is only after quite a while that he 
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actually delivers it. Instead, he renders time collectively relevant, and he works towards the closure 

of the collective work activity. However, the projected closure of the collectively activity is resisted 

by his co-participants. 

11.1.3 Anything but fun: Having to help a fr iend  

The third case that I will show is also a case where the responsibility to be somewhere else is 

accomplished as incumbent on a membership category that is irrelevant for work. However, unlike 

the category in the preceding analysis, the category in question does not ordinarily afford the 

responsibility to be somewhere else. The data were recorded on the 2nd of June 2014 at about 15:40 

in the afternoon. The participants have worked on the document the entire day and have decided to 

stop for the day. It is a short while after Jonas has left. They had planned to complete the current 

section of the special work description, but they have not quite managed to do so. One of the 

participants, Svend, is organizing his documents and getting ready to leave when his co-participant, 

Pil, opens the topic of the schedule for the following days.  

1  ((SVD is organizing his documents)) 

2 PIL: men hva satser vi på ikk' lige å gøre de her {to 
but what bet.PRS we.1PL on not just to do.INF these here two 
but what aren’t we just betting on finishing the 

3                                               {((SVD stops and looks up)) 

4  <sidste sider> .h [fær]dige i morgen formiddag 
last page.PL.INDF done tomorrow.SG.INDF morning 
last two pages tomorrow morning 

5 SVD:                   [ja] 
                   yes 
                   yes 

6 SVD: =ja 
yes 
yes 

7  ((SVD continues organizing his documents)) 

Pil proposes to begin the next day’s work with the part of the document that they did not manage to 

finish today (ll. 2-4). She constructs the first part of her question in a wh-format which projects as 

the relevant next an actual suggestion for the following day’s work, but changes it into a polar 

format which projects confirmation or rejection of her suggestion as the relevant next. Moreover, she 

projects a confirmation as the normatively preferred answer by formulating the suggestion as a 

negative interrogative. By opening the question of the next day’s work, Pil displays ownership of the 

question, but she constructs it as shared responsibility by using the personal pronoun “vi”/“we” (l. 
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2). During the delivery of her turn, Svend pursues the closure of the work activity by piling his 

documents in front of him, but stops for a short while and looks at her (l. 3). He confirms her 

suggestion by producing a positive response particle in l. 3 and another in l. 4 at the completion of 

her turn. Then he continues organizing his documents (l. 7) which attends to the matter as resolved 

and develops the closure of the work activity.  

8 PIL: =å så: er det så spørgsmålet fordi at Peter ville jo 
and then is it then question.SG.DEF because Peter will.PST PRT 
and then the question is then because Peter would you know 

9  rigtig gerne {øhm (0.8) {at det var arbejdsplads i morgen 
really like_to uhm that it was workplace.SG.INDF tomorrow  
really like uhm it to be workplace tomorrow 

10               {((SVD stops organizing his documents and looks at PIL)) 

11                          {((Frame #1)) 

12  {fordi han havde nogen ting han sku' {onsdag 
because he.3SG have.PST some things.PL.INDF he.3SG must.PST wednesday 
because he had some things he had to do wednesday 

13  {((SVD starts pushing his seat back.)) 

14                                       {((Pil strokes her nose.)) 

15  ((Frame #2)) 

16  (0.5) 

17 SVD: {ja ja 
yes yes 
yes yes 

18  {((Svend sits back down in his seat as he completes the pushing back motion.)) 

19  (0.6) 

  
Frame #1: Pil leans back from the laptop and raises her 
hand to her head in a ‘thinking pose’. 

Frame #2: Svend rises from his seat and pushes it back 
during the completion of Pil’s turn in ll. 8-9.  

However, instead of closing the topic, Pil projects another question that has to do with the planning 

of the next sessions (l. 8). She constructs the question as causally linked with the decision that was 
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made in the preceding turn by prefacing her turn with the conjunction “så”/“then” (l. 8). However, 

before she develops the actual question, she adds in a causal subclause that Peter, another 

participant who is not currently present, has asked to work on another section of the document 

tomorrow since he cannot participate on the day after tomorrow (ll. 8-9). She explains that he has 

other things that he needs to do, but not whether they are of a personal or a professional nature. 

During the delivery of her turn, she leans back from the laptop, looks down, and raises her hand to 

her head which displays that the projected question is somehow difficult (Frame #1). Svend stops 

organizing his documents and shifts his gaze back to Pil (l. 10), but after a short while he stands up 

and pushes his seat back (Frame #2) which develops further the closure of the work activity. 

Moreover, instead of waiting for the question which is projected by the grammatical structure of the 

turn (l. 8), he responds to the inserted subclause by producing two positive response particles (l. 17). 

The use of multiple response particles displays that it is fine that Peter cannot participate on 

Wednesday, and that it is unnecessary to pursue the present line of action further.8  

20 PIL: {ø::hm= 
 uhm 
 uhm 

21  {((SVD leans forward to pick up his bag. PIL strokes her nose and shakes her head slightly.)) 

22 SVD: =°ja ja° 
yes yes 
yes yes 

23  ((Frame #3)) 

24  (0.5) 

25 PIL: men (0.7) onsdag kommer jeg først {klokken >hva' fanden var't 
but wednesday come.PRS i.1SG first clock.SG.DEF what devil.SG.DEF was_it 
but wednesday i won’t be in until when the hell was it 

26                                    {((PIL strokes her nose.)) 

27  det {var< (1.2) >der kommer jeg nok først {klokken ti {fordi jeg sku'< 
it be.PST there come.FUT i.1SG probably first clock.DEF ten because i must.PST 
now i probably won’t be in until ten because i had to go 

28  {((PIL strokes her right ear and looks to her left-hand side.)) 

29                                            {((Frame #4)) 

30                                                        {((Pil looks to her right-hand side and 
strokes her nose.)) 

                                                
8 In line with Stivers (2004), Heinemann (2009) describes instances in Danish where multiple sayings of the positive response particle 
‘ja’ are used to display that a question is misplaced. However, whereas the instances of multiple sayings in Stivers’ study display that 
the present line of action is somehow unnecessary, the instances of ‘ja ja’ in Heinemann’s study display that the answer to the question 
should be known in advance. Heinemann’s study does not exhaust the use of ‘ja ja’ in Danish, however, and Svend’s use of ‘ja ja’ in 
the extract above is closer to Stivers’ original study. 
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31  med en veninde ind å kigge på nogen {øh (   ) på nogen ts- svar {på 
with a friend.SG.INDF in to look.INF on some on some answer.PL.INDF on 
with a friend to look at some uhm at the results of 

32                                      {((Frame #5)) 

33                                                                   {((Frame #6)) 

34  nogen kræftprøver å noget forskelligt 
some cancer_tests.PL.INDF and something different 
some cancer tests and other things 

  
Frame #3: After sitting back down in his seat, Svend leans 
forward to pick up his bag from the floor. 

Frame #4: As she moves her head from her left-hand to 
her right-hand side, Pil quickly glances at Svend. 

  
Frame #5: Svend leans forward to pick up a ruler. Frame #6: Svend stops his packing away motion and 

looks at Pil. 

Pil projects the beginning of a new turn in l. 20 by producing a hesitation marker, but instead of 

shifting his gaze back at her and waiting for her to proceed with the turn, Svend maintains his 

present line of action by leaning forward and picking up his bag. Moreover, he responds by 

producing two confirmation tokens during his forward leaning motion (l. 22) which displays once 

more that the planning activity should not be continued. However, despite the work to resist the 

development of the planning activity, Pil proceeds with the projected turn by informing Svend that 

she will not be able to meet until 10 on Wednesday (ll. 25-27). She projects a dispreferred turn by 

prefacing it with a hesitation marker (l. 20) and two pauses (l. 24 and 25). During the delivery of the 

turn, she produces several displays of discomfort by picking her face and retracting her gaze (l. 26 
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and 28). She glances at Svend in passing as she moves her head from one side to the other (Frame 

#4), but otherwise she keeps her gaze down. Her arriving at 10 is constructed as ‘arriving late’ with 

the use of the temporal adverbial “først”/“until” (l. 27) which is relative to some normatively 

expected (but not necessarily explicated) time of arrival. However, by latching her turn to the 

preceding sequence by opening it with the sequential conjunction “men”/“but”, she presents the 

projected problem as having to do with the shared implication that neither she nor Peter can work on 

Wednesday morning, not her arriving at 10. Thus, when she presents her arrival as ‘late’, she is not 

primarily referring to the time of the clock, but rather its interference with the team’s activities. 

Pil justifies her arriving late by referring to a planned obligation with a friend scheduled for 

a specific time. Firstly, she produces a public display of recalling the details of the obligation by 

interjecting “hva' fanden var't det var”/“what the hell was it now” in ll. 25-27. Secondly, she refers 

to the planning of the obligation instead of the obligation itself by shifting from the future tense 

(“kommer”/“will come”) to the past tense (“sku’”/“had to”) in l. 27. Thirdly, she refers explicitly to 

“en veninde”/“a friend” in l. 31. By invoking the category ‘friend’ from the relationally organized 

device ‘friends’, she places herself in the category ‘friend’ which carries the obligation ‘to help a 

friend’. However, by providing a precise description of her obligation instead of simply telling that 

she has to help a friend with something, Pil displays that the membership of the ‘friend’ category 

does not necessarily warrant her coming in late. A wide range of obligations are related to the 

category ‘friend’, including the obligation to engage in social activities, and only a few are likely to 

provide sufficient justification for her absence. The delivery of the last part of her turn is relevant to 

note in this regard. She appears to begin the word “tests” which does not specify what kind of test it 

is, but changes it into “svar på nogen kræftprøver”/“the results of some cancer tests” (ll. 31-34). 

Changing the description also underscores that the friend is not just having tests done, but is getting 

what may be awful news and warrant emotional support. Moreover, judging from her restart in l. 

31, she appears to wait for Svend to stop packing his bag before she specifies the precise nature of 

the obligation. She does not monitor his gaze during the delivery of her turn (apart from a short 

gaze in l. 29 as she specifies when she will be in), but he appears to move into her field of vision just 

before the restart by leaning forward and picking up a ruler (Frame #5), and as he is leaning back to his 

initial position, he stops his packing away motion and looks at Pil (Frame #6). 

35  ((SVD starts putting his ruler away)) 

36 SVD: det lyder ikk' rart 
that sound.PRS not nice 
that doesn’t sound pleasant 
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37 PIL: nej det er det heller ikk'= 
no that be.PRS it nor not 
no and nor is it 

38 PIL: =så så hende har jeg lovet å tage (0.2) 
so so her.3SG have.AUX i.1SG promise.PST.PTCP to take.INF 
so so i’ve promised to go 

39  med til lægen (0.3) med. 
with to doctor.SG.DEF with 
with her to the doctor 

40  (0.6) ((SVD starts picking up his documents)) 

41 SVD: yes: 
yes 
yes 

Svend responds in l. 36 with an evaluation of the obligation as unpleasant which is aligned with Pil’s 

interactional work to delimit it from anything having to do with fun and by implication the normal 

range of friend-related activities. However, considering the possibility of the friend suffering from a 

terminal illness, he provides a minimal display of empathy. Specifically, he responds with the 

moderate adjective “unpleasant”, and he does not stop packing his bag during the delivery of the 

turn. By producing a non-affiliative turn, he bypasses the need to topicalize the friend’s condition 

and further interrupt his present line of action, namely the closure of the work activity. His lack of 

cooperation on the affective level does, then, have implications for the structural level. His response 

aligns with the presuppositions of the preceding turn (the demarcation of Pil’s obligation from 

anything having to do with fun), but it disaligns with the projected sequence (further topicalization of 

the friend’s illness).  

Pil closes the evaluation sequence in l. 37 by confirming Svend’s evaluation, and she 

proceeds in l. 38 in a latched turn by recapitulating her obligation towards her friend. However, she 

does not simply recapitulate the extended justification in the preceding turns, she also upgrades the 

level of her obligation. Specifically, she phrases her turn as following from the mutually 

accomplished evaluation of the obligation as unpleasant by prefacing it with the conjunction 

“så”/“so”, and she upgrades the modality of her obligation by using “love”/“promise” instead of 

“skal”/“have to”.9 Moreover, by placing the grammatical object “hende”/“friend” in a marked slot, 

she underscores the friend’s perspective and by extension the responsibilities of ‘a good friend’.10 

                                                
9 The Danish word ‘skulle’ does not necessarily denote modality, but can simply denote temporality. 
10 Both nominals and adverbials can be placed in the open slot before the finite verb in declarative sentences in Danish, but only the 
subject and content adverbials are considered to be unmarked choices. 
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Svend responds with an English “yes” as he is picking up his documents (ll. 40-41) which closes the 

sequence and develops further the closure of the work activity.11  

42 PIL: hh men a'så jeg jeg satser altså på 
but ADV i.1SG i.1SG bet.PRS ADV on 
but i do expect us 

43  at vi starter på jord i morgen oss 
that we.1PL start.PRS on soil.INDEF tomorrow also 
to start on soil tomorrow as well 

44  (0.7) 

45 SVD: ja ja 
yes yes 
yes yes 

46  (0.3) 

47 SVD: men det gør vi oss 
but that do.PRS we.1PL also 
and we will 

48 PIL: ja 
yes 
yes 

Pil proceeds in ll. 42-43 by remarking that she also expects them to start on “jord”/“soil” tomorrow 

which serves to further justify her arriving late from a task time perspective. Since neither she nor 

Peter can work Wednesday morning, her personal obligations could hinder the work on the special 

work description, especially the work on soil which is one of the major sections of the document, 

and which is the area that she is specialized in. However, by stressing that they will also be able to 

start on soil tomorrow, she downgrades the potential problems with her arriving late. Svend 

responds with two confirmation particles (l. 45) which displays that he is aligned with her 

justification, and that further justification is unnecessary. He extends his turn in l. 47 by asserting 

that they will begin on soil which upgrades the modality of his preceding turn. Pil closes the 

sequence in l. 48 with a positive response particle in third position.  

Table 18 shows an overview of cases where the category-bound responsibility to be 

somewhere else is invoked to justify a morally questionable time for leaving or arriving. The 

participant who is marked with an asterisk is the one who is arriving ‘too late’ or leaving ‘too soon’. 

Table 18: The category-bound responsibility to be somewhere else 

Location Participants Category Predicate Granularity Legitimacy 

                                                
11 There are few studies of the use of English “yes” in Danish interaction, but it appears to make a stronger display of sequence 
closure than the use of Danish “ja”. 
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02.04.14 
@15:23 Svend, Pil, Jonas* father picking up kids low aligned (explicit), 

disaligned (implicit) 

02.04.14 
@15:40 Svend, Pil* friend helping friend high aligned 

03.06.14 
@10:43 

Svend, Pil*, Jesper, 
Rebekka pregnant check-up at 

midwife low non- or disaligned 

02.06.14 
@10:15 Pil*, Svend, Jonas home owner getting work done 

at home high non- or disaligned 

04.06.14 
@13:56 Svend, Pil* commuter catching a ride low aligned 

17.06.14 
@12:11 

Svend, Pil, Peter, 
Jesper* 

member of NN 
consult 

attending another 
meeting low aligned 

The analyses in the present section have yielded several findings. Firstly, the grounds for 

constructing somebody as ‘arriving too late’ or ‘leaving too soon’ is primarily task time instead of 

clock time. Secondly, the participants justify ‘arriving too late’ or ‘leaving too soon’ by invoking the 

obligation to be somewhere else, and the obligation is primarily accomplished as category-

dependent. Simply invoking a responsibility to be somewhere else can do sufficient justification work, 

but it is only deployed in a few cases, e.g. when one of the participants (Pil) is speaking on behalf of 

somebody else (Peter). In the majority of cases, the participants invoke a category-bound 

responsibility to be somewhere else through descriptions of people (e.g. friend), places (e.g. nursery), 

or activities (e.g. attending another meeting). Thirdly, the range of membership categories that are 

made relevant is rather wide. The interface between activity spheres is not only accomplished on the 

basis of typical categories like father or mother, but also encompasses categories like commuters. 

However, the participants attend to the typicality of membership categories. Responsibilities that 

relate to ‘typical’ categorial affordances can be done with relatively low granularity (e.g. attending 

another meeting). Responsibilities that relate to ‘atypical’ categorial affordances must be done with 

relatively high granularity (e.g. offering emotional support). This is indicative of the kind of 

balancing that is necessary to accomplish the interface between flexible activity spheres. Spending 

time on one thing is likely to take time from another, and the give and take between conflicting 

activity spheres demands a delicate balancing of moral affordances. Finally, the responses to explicit 

justifications are typically aligned. Only in few cases is the responsibility to be somewhere else 

explicitly challenged, but in some cases the responsibility to be somewhere else is resisted implicitly. 

Moreover, finding an interactional spot where the justification can be delivered appears to be 

difficult in its own right. This may indicate that the members of the organization attend to the need 

to be flexible.  
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11.2 Managing permeable activity spheres: Answering telephone calls  
In the present section, I investigate how the participants accomplish the interface between 

permeable activity spheres. As described in section 7.1.3, the participants typically set aside the 

entire day to work on the special work description. They were sitting together in a meeting room 

behind a closed door, but were digitally connected to the rest of the world with mobile phones. 

They took time during pauses to check for important messages from home and from work. 

However, since they took only few pauses, interconnectivity became a moral problem. The 

participants were able to follow developments at home and at work in principle, and they were 

typically expected to respond to important messages. However, to do so was likely to disrupt the 

flow of work, and it was potentially morally sanctionable.  

The analyses in the present section are concerned with the morality of answering 

telephone calls during collaborative work activities. Such calls are only one dimension of digital 

interconnectivity, but unlike emails and texts they can be identified precisely in the data corpus. The 

central temporal dimensions of answering a telephone call are when it should happen (timing), how 

long it should take (duration), and how often it should happen (tempo). The recipient of the call 

cannot decide when it happens, only how to deal with it. The structure for dealing with incoming 

telephone calls can be described schematically in a sequence of mutually exclusive actions: 

 

Initially, the recipient of the call must decide whether to answer the call or reject it (timing and 

tempo). The timing of the call is relative to its sequential position in the shared work activity, but the 

slot for answering or rejecting the call is delimited by the duration of its ringing. Failing to answer 

the call within that duration effectively means rejecting the call, and almost no room to position the 

call in relation to the sequential development of the current activity. Answering the call leads to the 

decision of continuing or concluding it (duration). Finally, continuing the call leads to the decision of 

continuing or concluding it (duration). The description is overly simplistic as the conversation 

analytic literature the structure of telephone conversations has shown. Opening and closing 

telephone conversations consist of several intermittent steps, and the progression from one step to 

another is not decided individually, but accomplished collaboratively (Sacks, 1995b; Schegloff & 
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Sacks, 1973). However, the description should be sufficient to demonstrate how timing, duration, 

and tempo relate to the structure of telephone calls. The analyses are informed by two questions: (1) 

How are the timing, duration, and tempo of incoming telephone calls accomplished? (2) Are the 

participants aligned? 

11.2.1 The work cal l :  The co-worker  

The first case that I will show is a call that is observably and reportedly work-related. I use the phrase 

‘observably and reportedly’ to emphasize that the distinction between different kinds of calls does 

not rely on contextual data, but rather on the way in which the calls are accomplished in the 

interaction. The calls are analyzable as specific kinds of calls for the participants. The call was 

recorded on the 4th of June 2014 at about 20 past ten. The participants in the interaction are Svend 

and Pil. The telephone’ is included in the transcript as ‘TEL’, and the individual turns in the 

telephone conversation are marked with asterisks (*). 

1 PIL: vil du have til eller en bindestreg 
will.PRS you.2SG have.INF to or a hyphen.SG.INDF 
do you want to or a hyphen 

2  (3.3) 

3 TEL: zzzzz{zzzzz 

4       {((Frame #1)) 

5  (1.9) 

6 SVD: ja 
yes 
yes 

7  (0.5) 

8 SVD: jeg vil have en {binde- en en streg snih= 
i.1SG will.PRS have.INF a hyph- a a hyphen.SG.INDF 
yes i want a hyph- a a hyphen 

9                  {(Frame #2)) 

10 PIL: =>okay< 
okay 
okay 

11  ((Pil swipes the display on her smartphone)) 

12 PIL: >lige et {øjeblik<= 
just a moment.SG.INDF 
just a second 

13           {((PIL starts lifting the smartphone to her head)) 

14  (0.7) ((PIL deletes a word from the current bullet in the document)  
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*15 PIL: =.h hva siger du mette 
.h what say.PRS you mette 
what do you say mette 

16  (0.3) ((Frame #3)) 

  
Frame #1: Pil looks to the side and reaches for the 
smartphone. 

Frame #2: Pil looks at the display on her smartphone. 

 

 

Frame #3: Pil keeps her existing pose as she answers the 
call. 

 

Pil is sitting by the laptop and is revising the document according to Svend’s instructions when her 

office smartphone starts buzzing (l. 3). She responds to the call by shifting her gaze to the side and 

reaching for the smartphone (Frame #1). Svend answers her question in l. 8, and she closes the 

sequence with an action-accepting “okay” in li. 10 (Schegloff, 2007b, p. 221). Pil proceeds by 

swiping the display (l. 11) and lifting the smartphone to her head (l. 13) which exhibit for her co-

participant that she is not just checking the call, but is indeed answering it. Her office telephone 

(which does not have a cover) is visibly different from her personal telephone (which has a pink 

cover). Hence, by answering the telephone, she suspends her membership of the category 

‘participant in work session’ for the membership of what is most likely a work-relevant category. She 

displays that the call-induced category warrants her answering the call by maintaining her existing 

pose (Frame #3) instead of retracting herself from the physical workspace. Moreover, by affixing the 

caller’s name to her answer in the first turn of the telephone conversation, she renders the caller 
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identifiable for her co-participant as belonging to a work-relevant category. Mette is the name of one of 

the employees from NN CONSULT who is working under Pil.  

However, despite the bodily display of a category-inbumbent responsibility to answer 

the call, Pil attends to the call as disturbing, and she does quite a bit of work to mitigate (the 

duration of) the interruption. Firstly, she excuses herself from the present activity with adverbial 

phrase “lige et øjeblik”/“just a second” which projects a short interruption (l. 12). Secondly, she 

answers the call by asking what the caller needs (l. 15) which skips the sequential slots for socializing 

and displays to her co-participant that she is moving towards a swift conclusion of the call (Hopper, 

1989). Finally, she keeps editing the document after she has excused herself and answered the call (l. 

14). Thereby, she is not only able to withdraw from the editing activity before the next question can 

be introduced, but also to keep the editing activity moving until the current question is resolved. 

Her positive ‘gain’ of making the revisions during the call is only a few seconds of work time, but it 

displays once more to her co-participant that she is concerned with the progressivity of the shared 

activity and is working to minimize the interruption. 

17 SVD: å så siger vi (.) {at (2.5) nu 
and then say.PRS we.1PL that now 
and then we say that now 

18                    {((PIL adds a hyphen to the current bullet)) 

19  ska' {vi lige ha (1.2) disponeret hvordan vi så ku' forestille 
have_to.PRS we.1PL just have.INF organize.PST.PTCP how we.1PL then can.PST imagine.INF 
we just have to have organized how we then could imagine 

20       {((PIL adds a new bullet to the document)) 

21  os at det ser ud         
us.1L that it look.PRS out 
it to look like 

22  (1.0) 

23 SVD: når vi skriver det 
when we.1PL write.PRS it 
when we write it 

However, in spite of the fact that Pil has excused herself from the editing activity and is visibly 

engaged with the telephone, Svend proceeds in l. 17 by explicating the next step in the shared 

activity. The opening of his turn is designed almost identically with Pil’s opening turn in the 

telephone conversation. Both use the verb “sige”/“say” in conjunction with a personal pronoun, but 

her turn is designed with the second person singular “you”, and his turn is designed with the third 

person plural “we”. Hence, by explicitly moving the shared activity forward, Svend appears to 
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challenge the legitimacy of answering the telephone. His turn does not necessarily make a response 

conditionally relevant, and it is hearable as merely ‘speaking to himself’. However, even though he 

is not necessarily projecting an answer from Pil, any kind of speaking can be seen as non- or 

disaligning as it is likely to be disruptive for somebody who is on the telephone. Pil keeps editing the 

document during his turn. Specifically, she adds a hyphen to the current bullet in l. 18, and she adds 

a new bullet to the list in l. 20 which displays once more that she is concerned with the progression 

of the shared activity as well. 

The telephone conversation lasts for 1:37 seconds. It is evident from Pil’s side of the 

conversation that there is some sort of problem, and her language use is rather strong. She tells 

Mette to get hold of somebody and get it sorted. Mette needs what is probably the contact 

information on the person in question, but Pil tells her that she cannot find it right now as she needs 

to look through her mail system and is in a meeting right now. The conversation is concluded soon 

thereafter. 

1 
(62) 

 okay hej 
okay hi 
okay bye 

2  (1.4) 

3 PIL: .hhh �å::h problemer� hhh= 
      oh problem.PL.INDF  
      oh problems 

4  (Frame #1) 

5 PIL: =nå ottetusind {til? 
well eight_thousand to 
well eight thousand to 

6                 {((Frame #2)) 

  
Frame #1: Pil places her hands on the keyboard in a 
writing position. 

Frame #2: Pil looks at Svend’s document as she requests 
the numbers. 
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Pil proceeds in l. 3 by referring to the telephone conversation that she has just concluded. She does 

not explicate what the conversation was about, but merely indicate that it involved problems. She 

underscores the distressing character of the conversation by prefacing her turn with the exclamation 

“åh”/“oh” and delivering it with hearable aspiration and elevated pitch. Her turn can be seen as 

performing legitimation work in two regards. Firstly, it displays that the call was indeed work-

relevant, and that it was a matter of some importance. Secondly, it displays that the call was 

inconvenient for her, but that she had to deal with it now. It is possible that her turn is designed to 

induce a question regarding the displayed problems. Such a question would allow her to explicate 

what the problems were, and by extension why she was justified in answering the call. However, 

instead of waiting for the potential question, she proceeds with the shared activity by producing a 

sequence-closing “nå”/“well” (l. 5), placing her hands on the keyboard (Frame #1), and requesting 

the next figure in the list (Frame #2). Thereby, she attends to the call as having been recognizably 

work-related and to the mere indication of problems as providing sufficient post-call legitimation. 

Specifically, she attends to the call-induced category as invoking ‘the kinds of problems that are 

likely to arise in the workplace’ and to the category-bound responsibility ‘to deal with problems in 

the workplace’ as providing sufficient legitimation for having answered the call. If she had answered 

what was recognizably a personal call, a similar reference to “problems” would invoke a wide range 

of possible problems, and it would be more likely to warrant an explanation to justify having 

answered the call. 

7  (2.6) ((PIL glances at SVD twice during the pause)) 

8 PIL: °ja jeg er ⌈klar nu° ⌉ 
yes i.1SG be.PRS ready now 
yes i am ready now 

9 SVD:             ⌊ve' du ha⌋ det næste= 
             will.PRS you.2SG have.INF the next 
             do you want the next 

10 PIL: =ja tak 
yes please 
yes please 

11 SVD: nå du vil ha dem alle sammen stillet op nu= 
oh you.2SG will.PRS have.INF them all together line.PST.PTCP up now 
oh you want all of them lined up now 

12 PIL: =ja ska' vi ikk' det {>fordi nu (vi ved)< sætte det op ⌈område et⌉ 
yes shall.PRS we.1PL not that because now we.1PL about put.INF it up area.SG.INDF one 
yes shouldn’t we do that because now we are putting it up area one 

13                       {((PIL points at screen)) 
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14 SVD:                                                     ⌊nå men ok⌋ay 
                                                     oh but okay 
                                                     oh but okay 

However, instead of responding to the request in l. 5, Svend keeps his present line of action by 

writing on the document in front of him. Pil glances at him twice (l. 7), but he maintains a 

downward gazing pose without any indication of having heard the request. Pil proceeds in l. 8 by 

remarking that she is done with the call. She prefaces her turn with the positive response particle 

“ja”/“yes”, and she delivers it with low, guttural intonation. It is difficult to say what the function of 

the turn-initial “ja” is, but one possibility is that it serves to recognize that Svend’s silence has 

purposefully done something, namely displayed dissatisfaction. Thereby, she attends to the lack of 

uptake as having to do with her lack of participation during the telephone call, not as having to do 

with a lack of hearing. The problem is social, not practical. Svend responds to the initial request by 

asking whether she wants the next figure (l. 9), and Pil confirms by producing a positive response 

particle (l. 10). However, instead of merely providing a minimal response token, she adds the 

politeness marker “tak”/“please” which attends once more to the displayed social problem of 

having answered the call. Svend’s question in l. 11 may indicate that his lack of uptake is due to a 

misunderstanding. The change-of-state token in l. 11 displays that he did not know that she wanted 

to have the bullets listed now and was waiting for the next one on the list. However, whatever the 

lack of uptake is made to be in the subsequent turns, she attends to it initially as having to do with 

the social problematicity of answering the call.  

The analysis can be summarized as follows. Firstly, the recipient of the call, Pil, attends 

to the timing and the duration of the call as potentially socially problematic by projecting a call with 

a short duration. However, she also displays that while the timing of the call may be inconvenient, 

she is justified in having answered it. Secondly, she recapitulates the conversation to legitimize the 

call. The recapitulation can be done with low granularity as it draws on categorial affordances that 

are expectedly known-in-common. Finally, the participants’ displays of the legitimacy of answering 

the call shift from disaligned to aligned. Pil displays initially that she is justified in answering the call, 

but gradually places herself in line with Svend who attends to the call as socially problematic 

throughout the interaction. 

11.2.2 The somewhat personal cal l :  The husband  

The second case that I will show is a call that is recognizably personal, but is made relevant for the 

participants’ work. The call was recorded on the 2nd of June at about a quarter past ten. The 
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recipient of the call is Pil, and it is her husband, Sebastian, who is calling. She has told her co-

participants that she will have to leave  

1 SVD: å det ska' derover 
and that have_to.PRS there 
and that has to go there 

2 JNS: ja 
yes 
yes 

3  (1.6) 

4  ((Frame #1)) 

5 TEL: zzz{zzz 

6     {((Frame #2)) 

7 SVD: å så kommer vi [ti'] 
and then come.PRS we.1PL to 
and then we have  

8 TEL:                {[zzz]zzz 

9                 {((Frame #3)) 

10  (1.4) 

11 TEL: zzzzzz 

12  (1.1) 

*13 PIL: ja 
yes 
yes 

14  (2.1) 

15  ((Frame #4)) 

  
Frame #1: Svend is working on the document in front of 
him, and Pil and Jonas are monitoring his revisions. 

Frame #2: Pil’s smartphone rings, and she shifts her gaze 
from the workspace in front of her to her right-hand side. 
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Frame #3: Pil picks up the smartphone on her right-hand 
side and appears to check the display before she answers it. 

Frame #4: As she answers the call, Pil withdraws from 
the shared workspace by gazing down and leaning to the side. 

Svend is working on the document in the physical workspace in front of him, and his co-participants 

are monitoring his revisions (Frame #1). Pil’s personal smartphone starts buzzing (l. 5), and she 

responds by shifting her gaze from the shared workspace to her right-hand side (Frame #2). She 

proceeds by leaning to the side and picking up the telephone. As she picks up the telephone, she 

appears to check who is calling by slowing down the reaching motion and directing her gaze at the 

display (Frame #3). After she has performed the check, she swipes the display and answers the call 

with a “ja”/“yes” in l. 13. By skipping the first slot for introducing herself, Pil also skips the first slot 

for inducing an introduction from the caller (Sacks, 1995b). Thereby, she exhibits not just for the 

person who is calling but also for anybody who is co-present to the call that she knows the person who is 

calling, and that they have the kind of relationship where it is unnecessary to introduce oneself. This 

sequential structure is common for closer relationships, but not for distant relationships, and for her 

co-participants she has therefore gone on record as having answered what is most likely a personal 

call. After she has produced the “ja”, Pil withdraws physically from the shared workspace by gazing 

down and leaning to the side (Frame #4), and she preserves a slanted, downward gazing pose 

during the entire conversation. Her co-participants keep working on the document. However, 

unlike the work activity in the preceding case which only involved two participants, the work 

activity in the present case can proceed without her active participation. Thus, the fact that her co-

participants keep working should not necessarily be seen as non- or disaligned with her answering 

the call.  

*16 PIL: >er du der< 
be.PRS you.1SG there 
are you there  

17  (0.8) 
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*18 SEB: ja 
yes 
yes 

19  (0.4) 

*20 PIL: >°hva' så°< 
what then 
what’s up 

Pil opens a repair sequence in l. 16, and the question format displays once more that she knows the 

caller. She could have done the repair by asking “hvem er det”/“who is it”, and “er du der”/“are 

you there” displays that the caller is known. Thus, by displaying some level of intimacy and by 

withdrawing from the shared workspace, she suspends her membership of the category ‘participant 

in a work session’ for a hitherto unspecified category. One can imagine how the membership of a 

range of membership categories affords the responsibility of answering a telephone call during work 

(e.g. ‘emergency contact person’), but Pil’s subsequent turns display that the call-induced category 

only provisionally affords her withdrawal from the shared work activity. After the opening sequence, 

she proceeds in l. 20 by asking in a somewhat rushed fashion why the person is calling (“hva’ 

så”/“what’s up”). The slot after the opening sequence is typically deployed for preliminary 

sequences like asking how things are (Hopper, 1989), and by pushing the conversation forward at the 

first possible sequential position, Pil exhibits for the caller that the call is ill-timed, and that she is pressed 

for time. In addition, she exhibits for her co-participants that she is aware of the disturbance, and 

that she moving towards a swift conclusion of the call. 

The caller responds to Pil’s opening question by asking whether she has seen his email. I 

cannot tell from the recording whether Pil reads the email, or the caller tells why he is calling, but 

she is notified somehow, and the matter is resolved. However, instead of moving towards the 

conclusion of the conversation by introducing closing markers (Schegloff & Sacks, 1973), Pil 

proceeds with what is recognizably casual conversation. Specifically, the delivery of her responses 

changes from the compressed, somewhat rushed delivery in l. 16 to a smiling, almost playful 

delivery, and she keeps the casual tone for the rest of the conversation. Pil’s co-participants keep 

working during the call, and after some deliberation they decide to delete two sentences. Jonas 

deletes the sentences from the shared document on the monitor, but has to do so from an awkward 

position since Pil is sitting by the computer, and he explicitly (but perhaps jokingly) remarks that it is 

difficult. 
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*1 
(96) 

 �de:t godt� he hej 
that_be.PRS good he hi 
that’s great he bye 

2  (2.4) 

3 PIL: nå men ve' du hva så der ingen hastværk {fordi at ø:h 
well but know.PRS you.2SG what then_be.PRS there no rush.SG.INDF because that uhm 
well guess what then there’s no rush because 

4                                          {((Frame #1)) 

5  han bliver hjemme hele dagen {manden så 
he.3SG stay.FUT home all day.SG.DEF the_husband.SG.DEF so 
he will stay home all day the husband so 

6                               {((Frame #2)) 

7  (1.4) ((PIL gestures with her hands)) 

8 PIL: det super 
that_be.PRS super 
that’s super 

9  (0.3) 

10 PIL: fh je' sku' bare lige [huske] å printe nogen ting for ham 
fh i.1SG have_to.PST only just remember.INF to print.INF some thing.PL.INDF for him.3SG 
i just had to remember to print some things for him 

11 SVD:                       [å her] 
                       and here 
                       and here 

12  (0.3) 

13 JNS: °mhm° 
mhm 
mhm 

  
Frame #1: Pil puts the telephone aside. Frame #2: Pil repositions herself after the call. 

After she has finished the call, Pil returns to the shared workspace by putting the telephone aside 

(Frame #1) and adjusting her pose (Frame #2). As she repositions herself, she tells her co-

participants that there is no rush, and that her husband will stay home the entire day (ll. 3-5). She 

constructs the turn as reporting ‘good news’ by prefiguring it with the interrogative clause “nå men 
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ve’ du hva”/“well guess what” in l. 3. By invoking the relationally organized category ‘husband’, she 

ascribes to the category ‘wife’ which retrospectively casts the telephone call as personal. In addition, 

however, she justifies the personal nature of the call by redefining the temporal demands on the day’s 

work (“der ingen hastværk”/“there’s no rush”) and by rendering the personal category ‘wife’ and 

the professional category ‘participant in a work session’ co-dependent. Specifically, she constructs 

her ability to stay at work (and thus meet the responsibilities of the ‘participant’ category) as 

dependent on her husband’s ability to stay at home (and thus revoke the responsibilities of the ‘wife’ 

category). However, despite her work to make the call relevant for the shared activity, her co-

participants do not respond verbally, and after a substantial pause (l. 7), she adds a positive 

evaluation (l. 8).12 She extends her turn after another pause with no verbal uptake (l. 9) by adding 

that she has to remember to print something for her husband in exchange for his staying at home (l. 

10). Svend begins a new, overlapping turn in l. 11, but abandons it after the first few words. His 

abandoned turn is not produced at a transition relevance place, and its awkward timing exhibits 

disinterest in her topicalization of the telephone call. Jonas responds to her extended turn with an 

“mhm” in l. 13, but he appears to be aligning with Svend’s display of disinterest. The sharing of 

what is described as “super” news calls for strong positive evaluation, and Jonas’ use of a delayed 

minimal response is strikingly underwhelmed.  

14  (1.6) 

15 SVD: de:t vel hunden der ikk' ka' undvære ham 
it_be.PRS PRT dog.SG.DEF there not can.PRS do_without him.3SG 
it’s probably the dog who can’t do without him 

16  (0.4) 

17 PIL: nej men de:t fordi vi har håndværkere derhjemme det jo derfor 
no but it_be.PRS because we.1PL have.PRS workman.PL.INDF at_home that.be.PRS PRT therefore 
no but it’s because we have workmen at home that’s why 

After another pause, Svend responds in l. 15 by suggesting that the dog cannot do without the 

husband. Thereby, Svend casts Pil and her husband the membership category ‘dog owner’ and the 

predicate  ‘having to look after the dog’. In addition, he appears to question the significance of the 

‘having to look after the dog’ predicate by invoking the dog’s emotions. That is, by anthropomorphizing 

                                                
12 Based solely on the type of action, Pil’s extended turn in ll. 3-8 does not make a response conditionally relevant. According to Stivers 
(2013), some first actions tend to make a second action conditionally relevant (e.g. requests, invitations, and farewells), and some first 
actions only tend to invite a second action (e.g. assessments, noticings, and announcements). However, the normative expectation for a 
response is also influenced by the way in which the turn is designed: “In particular, actions deployed with turn designs that include 
interrogative morphology and/or syntax, interrogative prosody (e.g. rising intonation), speaker gaze or recipient-tilted epistemic bias, 
place increasingly more pressure on their recipients than actions deployed with turn designs that lack these features.” (Stivers, 2013, 
p. 206) Pil’s extended turn in ll. 3-8 includes several response mobilizing features (e.g. recipient-tilted epistemic bias (“news”) and 
explicit selection of recipient (“you”)).  
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the relationship between the husband and the dog, he appears to construct the predicate as having 

to do with the husband’s emotions, not the dog’s needs. The most likely hearing of Svend’s remark is, 

therefore, that he is making a joke concerning the husband’s relationship with the dog, and by 

making a joke concerning the justification for Pil’s leaving at noon, he indirectly questions whatever 

justification she does have for having to leave and, by extension, the work she has done to legitimize 

the telephone call. Pil responds to Svend’s remark by explaining that they are having work done at 

home (l. 17). She delivers the explanation as shared knowledge by prefiguring it with the complex 

preface “nej men”/“no but” and by adding the modal particle “jo” in the extended turn. In 

addition, she casts herself and her husband in the membership category ‘home owner’. Thereby, she 

resists the interactional relevance of the ‘dog owner’ category, and she reframes the ‘having to stay 

at home’ predicate from an internally imposed emotional obligation to an externally imposed practical 

obligation. By redefining the obligation, she refutes the categorial basis for Svend’s potential 

delegitimization of her having to leave and her answering the call.  

18  (0.8) 

19  ((Frame #3)) 

20  (1.0) 

21  ((Frame #4)) 

22  (0.7) 

23 PIL: så meningen var at vi sku' ha delt så'n så han  
so meaning.SG.DEF be.PST that we.1PL shall.PST have.INF share.PST.PTCP so he.3SG 
so we were supposed to share so that he  

24  havde taget formiddagen å je' havde taget eftermiddagen 
have.AUX take.PST.PTCP morning.SG.DEF and i.1SG have.AUX take.PST.PTCP afternoon.SG.DEF 
was going to take the morning and i was going to take the afternoon 

25 SVD: okay h 
okay 
okay 

26  ((Frame #4)) 

27 PIL: men han har fået byttet rundt på nogen møder 
but he.3SG have.AUX get.PST.PTCP swap.PST.PTCP around on some meeting.PL.INDF 
but he has gotten some meetings swapped around 

28  så nu ka' je' bliv herude hele dagen ↘ 
so now can.PRS i.1SG stay.INF out_here all day.SG.DEF 
so now i can stay out here all day 

29  (0.4) 

30 PIL: nu har je' så bare ikk' nogen madpakke me' {men ø:h 
now have.PRS i.1SG then just not any packed_lunch.SG.INDF with but uhm 
now i just happen not to have brought any lunch  
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31                                             {((SVD looks at PIL)) 

32  (0.7) 

33 PIL: så må vi jo lige løbe på {tanken 
then must.PRS we.1PL PRT just run.INF on service_station.SG.DEF 
then we’ll just have to drop by the service station 

34                            {((SVD looks down again)) 

35  (2.3) 

36 PIL: det overlever vi nok 
that survive.PRS we.PL probably 
i’m sure we’ll manage 

  
Frame #3: Pil pauses to take a sip of water, and she 
carefully monitors Svend’s response during the pause. 

Frame #4: Instead of responding verbally to Pil’s 
explanation, Svend appears to look to the side. 

 

 

Frame #5: Svend looks down at his hands and begins to 
fidget with something. 

 

After she has completed her turn, Pil pauses to have a sip of water (l. 18-20), and during the pause 

she carefully monitors Svend’s response (Frame #3). However, instead of responding verbally, 

Svend appears to look to the side (Frame #4). She extends her turn in ll. 23-24 by providing 

additional details on her and her husband’s planning. Svend responds with an “okay” and a 

hearable exhalation in l. 25, but instead of shifting his gaze back at Pil, he looks down at his hands 

and begins to fidget with something (Frame #5). Hence, by providing a delayed response and by 
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adopting a distracted pose, he exhibits disinterest in her personal obligations, and thereby he 

questions once more the topical relevance of the telephone call. Pil extends the topicalization of the 

telephone call with several turns in ll. 27-36, but she gets no additional uptake despite a downward 

shift in pitch toward the end of the turn in l. 28 (which projects the completion of the current turn) 

and noticable pauses in ll. 27, 30, and 33. Svend glances at her during her extended turn (l. 31), but 

quickly looks back at the documents in front of him (l. 34). 

The morality of answering a call which is recognizably personal differs from the 

morality of answering a call which is recognizably work-relevant. Firstly, just like the work-relevant 

call, Pil attends to the timing and duration of the call as potentially socially problematic (e.g. by 

withdrawing from the physical workspace and by skipping the sequential slot for social talk in the 

telephone conversation). However, unlike the work-relevant call, she attends to the potential 

problematicity of the call as having to do with its legitimacy, not its inconvenience. The call-induced 

category may afford answering the call, but not necessarily. Secondly, she justifies her answering the 

call by making the call-induced category (‘wife’) relevant for the activity-induced category 

(‘participant in a work session’). However, the justification draws on categorial affordances that are 

not expectedly known-in-common, and it must be done with relatively high granularity. Thirdly, the 

participants project the normatively expected duration of the call continually through verbal and non-

verbal cues. Finally, the participants’ displays of the legitimacy of answering the call shift from 

aligned to disaligned. Pil displays initially that answering the call is likely to be socially problematic, 

but as the call develops, she displays that it is relevant for the present activity and therefore 

legitimate. However, her co-participants appear to challenge her display of legitimacy.  

11.2.3 The personal cal l :  The boat agent  

The final case that I will show is also recognizably a personal call. Svend is the recipient of the call, 

however, and the way in which the morality of the call is accomplished differs significantly from the 

way in which it is accomplished in the preceding call. The interaction was recorded on the 3rd of 

June at 9:35.  

1 SVD: ja↓ å så hva er så det anden entreprenør  
yes and then what be.PRS then it_be.PRS other contractor.SG.INDF 
yes and then what is then it’s other contractor 

2  (0.6) 

3 SVD: ska vi skrive fra (.) tp 21 
shall.PRS we.1PL write.INF from tp 21 
should we write from tp 21 
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4 PIL: ja= 
yes 
yes 

5 TEL: =♩♩♩♩♩♩♩⌈♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩⌉= 

6 SVD:         ⌊er det ikk' det nem⌈me⌉ste⌋ 
         be.PRS that not the easy.SUP 
         isn’t that the easiest 

7 PIL:                             ⌊ja⌋ 

8  ((SVD reaches for his right-hand pocket)) 

9 TEL: =♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩⌈♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩⌉♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩♩ 

10 SVD:          ⌊vi behøver ikk' nævne navnet vel⌋ 
          we.1PL need.PRS not mention.INF name.SG.DEF PRT 
          we don’t have to mention the name do we 

11  ((Frame #1)) 

12  (0.5) 

13 PIL: nej 
no 
no 

14  (0.8) 

15  ((Frame #2)) 

16  (1.0) 

  
Frame #1: Svend answers the call by unfolding the 
telephone. 

Frame #2: Svend stops to check the display as he is 
moving the telephone towards his head. 

The participants are working on the document in the usual setup. Pil is sitting by the laptop and is 

making the revisions to the document. Svend’s telephone starts ringing in l. 5. It is an older 

telephone, and the ringing sound is rather insistent. He reaches for the telephone in his right-hand 

pocket (l. 8), and after completing his turn in l. 10, he answers the call by unfolding the telephone 

(Frame #1). He has not yet checked the display on the telephone, and he only stops to do so as he is 

moving the unfolded telephone towards his head (Frame #2). Thus, his answering the call is 
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observable as ‘answering a call from an unknown caller’ which in turn is observable as having moral 

implications. It displays for anybody who is present that his right the answer the call is not afforded 

by his membership of the call-induced category, but rather his membership of the current activity-

induced category.  

*17 SVD: goddag gunnar 
hello gunnar 
hello gunnar 

18  (0.6) 

19  ((Frame #3)) 

20  (1.4) 

21  ((PIL puts the office telephone aside)) 

22  (2.1) 

  
Frame #3a: Pil checks the display on her office telephone 
(entire shot). 

Frame #3b: Pil checks the display on her office telephone 
(cropped). 

Svend skips the slot for introducing himself (Hopper, 1989) and answers the call with a greeting and 

the caller’s first name (l. 17). The answer format displays that he knows the caller personally, but 

probably somewhat superficially since the use of “goddag”/“hello” is relatively formal. Pil looks 

down to check the display of her office telephone during the opening of the telephone conversation 

(Frame #3). By checking her telephone instead of working on the computer, she appears to be 

aligning with her co-participant’s suspension of the shared work activity. However, she only looks at 

the display for a short while, and then she puts the telephone aside (l. 21). 

*23 SVD: {jeg har tid altid 
i.1SG have.PRS time.SG.INDF always 
i have time always 

24  {((PIL starts unfolding the cover on her private telephone while it is on the table)) 

25  (2.4) 

26  ((PIL picks up her private telephone)) 
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27  (1.5) 

28  ((Frame #4)) 

*29 SVD: ja 
yes 
yes 

30  (1.8) 

*31 SVD: °ja° 
yes 
yes 

  
Frame #4a: Pil is holding her private telephone with both 
hands and is interacting with the screen (entire shot). 

Frame #4b: Pil is holding her private telephone with both 
hands and is interacting with the screen (cropped). 

Svend proceeds in l. 23 by asserting that he always has time. Only his side of the conversation can 

be heard on the recording, but the most likely FPP to his SPP is a question regarding the timing of 

the telephone call. By asking whether it is a good time to call, Gunnar displays that the call can wait, 

and he provides a social safe spot to reject the summons. Svend could have rejected the summons 

(“Now is not a good time”) or accepted it conditionally (“I have a few minutes”), but instead he 

accepts it unconditionally by asserting that he always has time to talk. This displays publically that 

the timing of the call is fine, and that it is not interrupting anything. Pil proceeds in l. 24 by opening 

the cover of her private telephone. At first, she keeps the telephone on the desk, but then she picks it 

up with one hand and interacts with the screen with the other (Frame #4). It is impossible to say 

whether her picking up her telephone is triggered by a message on the display of her telephone or by 

the projected trajectory of her co-participant’s conversation. However, by picking up the telephone 

and bringing it closer to her face, she displays a shift from a ‘passing’ mode of interaction to an 

‘engrossed’ mode of interaction which, in turn, is aligned with the suspension of the shared work 

activity. 

The telephone conversation lasts for about 3 and a half minutes. Pil interacts with her 

telephone during the majority of the call. Near the end of the call she ALT-TABs to another work 
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document on the laptop, but she keeps the telephone in front of her and appears to shift her gaze 

between the telephone and the document. The transcription begins as Svend is moving into 

potential closing of the telephone conversation. 

*1 
(133) 

SVD: jo jo 
yes yes 
yes yes 

2  (0.3) 

*3 SVD: jeg prøver. 
i.1SG try.PRS 
i’ll try 

4  (0.3) 

*5 SVD: .h det godt 
that_be.PRS good 
that’s fine 

6  (1.1) 

*7 SVD: ja det godt 
yes that_be.PRS good 
yes that fine 

8  (1.4) 

9  ((Pil changes her gaze from the laptop to her telephone)) 

10  (1.5) 

11  ((PIL starts interacting with the display on the telephone)) 

12  (0.4) 

Pil is sitting with her private telephone in front of her, and she is alternating her gaze between it and 

the computer screen. The screen does not show the document that they were working on before the 

call, but another document that she opened during the telephone call. However, she puts her 

telephone aside before the telephone conversation ends, and the trajectory of her putting the 

telephone aside motion is carefully aligned with the trajectory of the telephone conversation. The 

preceding turns in the telephone conversation have yielded a recapitulation (l. 3) and two possible 

pre-closings (ll. 5-7), and neither Svend nor Gunnar appear to have introduced new topic talk.13 

Gunnar’s turns are generally not hearable on the recording, but his turn between the two potential 

                                                
13 Pre-closings are open-ended by design. On the one hand, they indicate that the speaker is ready to terminate the conversation, but 
on the other hand, they maintain the possibility for introducing new topic talk. Examples of utterances that can function as pre-
closings in English are ‘well’, ‘okay’, and ‘so’. The function of such utterances are not exhausted by pre-closing, however, but depends 
rather on the sequential position of the utterances. Specifically, if such an utterance is produced in a position that is analyzable as the 
end of a topic, then it can operate as pre-closing. Other examples are utterances that are designed to summarize the conversation. 
Schegloff and Sacks (1973) give as examples proverbial and aphoristic formulations, but any kind of “recapitulation” (Coronel-
Molina, 1998, p. 59) of the conversation can be deployed to do possible pre-closing.  
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pre-closings in ll. 5 and 7 is hearable on the recording and, presumably, to Pil. Pil changes her gaze 

from the laptop to her telephone (l. 9) and starts interacting with it (l. 11), but she does not appear to 

engage in a new activity. Rather, her interaction with the display as the beginning of a single putting 

the telephone aside motion which continues in the subsequent turns.  

*13 SVD: >har du det< det var godt 
have.PRS you.2SG that that be.PST good 
have you done that that’s great 

14  (3.8) ((Pil starts folding the cover on her private telephone)) 

*15 SVD: ja det godt heh heh 
yes that.be.PRS good 
yes that’s fine 

*16 SVD: okay  
okay 
okay 

17  ((SVD leans forward)) ((PIL starts putting the telephone aside)) 

*18 SVD: tak ska' du ha {gunnar 
thank shall.PRS you.2SG have.INF 
thank you gunnar 

19                 {((Frame #1)) 

20  (1.0) 

*21 SVD: ja 
yes 
yes 

*22 SVD: .hh {ja  
yes 
yes 

23      {((Frame #2)) 

  
Frame #1a: Pil puts her private telephone aside as Svend 
is moving towards the conclusion of the call (entire shot). 

Frame #1b: Pil puts her private telephone aside as Svend 
is moving towards the conclusion of the call (cropped). 
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Frame #2a: Pil finds the window with the shared 
document (entire shot). 

Frame #2b: Pil finds the window with the shared 
document (cropped). 

Pil continues the putting the telephone aside motion by folding the cover on her telephone after the 

possible pre-closing in l. 13. Svend’s response in l. 15 and the preceding ‘pause’ in l. 14 indicate that 

Gunnar may be moving into new topic talk, but Svend responds with another possible pre-closing in 

l. 16 and does not appear to invite a new topic. Pil’s motions are slow at first, but she increases the 

pace in l. 16, and she is done putting her telephone aside just as the call develops into a position of likely 

conclusion (Frame #1). Specifically, she increases the pace of her motions after Svend’s “okay” in l. 16 

and his forward leaning motion in l. 17 which project the closing of the call. In fact, the call does not 

stop at that particular position, but even if the call does not happen to stop there, it is a position of 

likely conclusion, namely a position where the closing of the conversation can happen 

unproblematically. After she has put the telephone aside, Pil finds the window with the document 

that they were working on before the call (Frame #2). 

24  (0.8) ((SVD leans back)) 

*25 SVD: ja det godt 
yes that_be.PRS good 
yes that’s fine 

26  (0.5) 

*27 SVD: °>jamen fin<° 
yes_but fine 
yes but fine 

28  (0.7) 

*29 SVD: ja↗ det gør du oss 
yes that do.PRS you.2SG also 
yes you do so as well 

30  (0.7) 

*31 SVD: ja lige måde 
yes just way 
same to you 
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*32 SVD: hej 
hi 
bye 

33  (2.6) 

34 SVD: uha 
oh_dear 
oh dear 

35  (0.9) ((PIL gazes at SVD)) 

36 SVD: det min bådagent= 
that_be.PRS my boat_agent.SG.INDF 
it’s my boat agent 

37 PIL: =£ja det ku' jeg godt høre£ 
yes that can.PST i.1SG good hear.INF 
yes i could hear that 

The telephone conversation lasts for another few turns, but is recognizably moving towards its 

conclusion with two pre-closings (ll. 25-27) and closing greetings (ll. 29-32). Svend proceeds by 

producing an exclamation in l. 34 which displays that the conversation was somehow problematic. 

However, although it serves to recapitulate the conversation, its meaning is rather equivocal. It can 

relate to the content of the conversation, or it can relate to its form (e.g. the fact that it hearably took 

a while to close the conversation). Pil responds to the exclamation by redirecting her gaze (l. 35), 

and after her display of recipiency, Svend proceeds by explaining who the caller was (l. 36). By 

invoking the membership category ‘boat agent’ from the device ‘parties to a boat transaction’, he 

ascribes to the membership category ‘somebody who is buying or selling a boat’. The use of the 

category ‘somebody who is buying or selling a boat’ affords a possible elaboration of the 

exclamation in l. 34. Specifically, it is hearable as referring to the hassle of buying or selling boats. 

Moreover, the use of the category ‘somebody who is buying or selling a boat’ casts the telephone 

call as private, and it casts the likely motivation for the call as casual and, by implication, unlikely to 

be urgent. Pil responds in l. 37 that she was able to hear who the caller was, and she delivers the 

turn with a slight smile. Thereby, she attends to the displayed common knowledge of the 

conversation as somehow peculiar, but not as sufficient grounds for the exclamation in l. 34. That is, 

no matter if the turn in l. 34 is designed to display ‘actual’ emotion, or whether it is designed to 

display ‘mock’ emotion, an affiliative response would typically warrant a stronger reaction than a 

slight smile. Instead, her turn appears to anticipate further elaboration of the exclamation in l. 34. 

38 SVD: det bekkas far 
it_be.PRS bekka’s father.SG.INDF 
it’s bekka’s father 
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39 PIL: .hh ((PIL makes face as she inhales)) 

40 SVD: heh heh 

41  (2.5) 

42 SVD: nej nej nej nej nej nej↘= 
no no no no no no 
no no no no no no 

43 SVD: =nå 
well 
well 

44  (0.9) 

45 PIL: ja det var den der s- de der punkter vi havde sat ind 
yes it be.PST that there those there bullet.PL.INDF we.1PL have.AUX put.PST.PTCP in 
yes it was that those bullets we had added 

Svend proceeds in l. 38 by telling that the caller is Bekka’s father. Rebekka is one of the project 

managers at NN RAILS, and she is supervising the infrastructure project. The relationship between 

Gunnar and Rebekka is not expectedly known to anybody who has been co-present to the call, and his 

turn is hearable as providing the projected elaboration of the exclamation in l. 34. Specifically, 

instead of referring to the hassle of buying or selling a boat, the exclamation is hearable as referring 

to the sensitive nature of the constellation (i.e. ‘what everybody knows are the pitfalls of having 

financial transactions with the family member of a colleague’) or the caller’s personality (i.e. ‘what 

everybody knows is the personality of somebody who is likely to be like Rebekka’). Pil responds in l. 

39 by producing an inhalation, retracting her face and raising her eyebrows. Unfortunately, her 

facial expression is difficult to characterize in words, and it is difficult to capture on an anonymized 

image. However, her expression in l. 39 is upgraded compared to her expression in l. 37, and it 

displays affiliation with the exclamation in l. 34. The upgraded display of emotion attends to the 

provided elaboration as sufficient grounds for producing an “uha”. Moreover, it attends to the 

displayed problems as the kind of problems that one can laugh at, not the kind of problems that 

dictate a serious response. Svend proceeds in l. 40 by producing two laughter particles, and he 

extends his turn in l. 42 by producing several negative response particles. His display of disbelief 

underscores once more the peculiar nature of the situation. 

The way in which Svend and Pil attend to the call differs significantly from the call in 

sections 11.2.1 and 11.2.2. Firstly, he attends to neither the timing nor the duration of the call as 

socially problematic. In fact, he rejects what is most likely a question regarding the timing of the call 

unconditionally. Secondly, he does not justify his answering the call on the grounds of the call-
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induced category. Rather, by answering the call ‘blind’, he attends to the right to answer any 

telephone call as given by default by the activity-induced category. Finally, the participants’ displays 

of the legitimacy of answering the call are aligned throughout the telephone conversation. Pil 

appears to monitor the conversation as it progresses, and her transitions from one activity to 

another are carefully aligned with the projected trajectory of the conversation. Thus, both she and 

Svend display a stronger ownership of time on his part than in the other cases.  

Table 19 shows an overview of the entire collection of incoming telephone calls.  

Table 19: An overview of answered telephone calls 

Location Participants Type Mitigation Recapitulation Legitimacy 

02.06.14 
@10:15 

Pil*, Svend, 
Jonas 

personal  
(“husband”) timing and duration high  

granularity disaligned 

03.06.14 
@09:36 Pil, Svend* personal 

(“boat agent”) none high  
granularity aligned 

03.06.14 
@11:17 *Pil, Svend work-related duration low  

granularity aligned 

04.06.14 
@10:19 Pil*, Svend work-related duration low  

granularity disaligned 

10.06.14 
@13:16 

Pil*, Svend, 
Peter work-related none none aligned 

10.06.14 
@14:16 Pil*, Svend personal 

(“husband”) 
timing and  
duration 

low  
granularity disaligned 

10.06.16 
@15:26 

Pil, Svend*, 
Peter, Karl 

personal 
(“boat agent”) 

timing and  
duration 

high  
granularity 

aligned or  
nonaligned 

19.06.14 
@14:59 

Svend, Jesper, 
Pil, Rebekka 

probably  
personal none none aligned 

The findings in the present section can be summarized as follows. Firstly, the telephone calls are 

recognizable as certain sorts of calls for anybody who is co-present to the call. The recipient of the call 

is recognizably dealing with matters of a certain kind and is recognizably ‘making casual 

conversation’ or ‘working towards the conclusion of the call’. Secondly, answering a telephone call 

during collective work activities is morally implicative. The recipient of the call displays a right to 

answer the call irrespective of its position in the sequential progression of the shared work activity. 

The displayed right can rely on the call-induced category, or it can be rely on the activity-induced 

category. Thirdly, recapitulations figure prominently in the participants’ justification work. The 

recapitulation of a call that is observably private must be done with relatively high granularity, and 

the recapitulation of a call that is observably and reportedly work-related can be done with 

relatively low granularity. They can function to establish relevance (in the case of private calls), or 

they can work to establish urgency (in the case of work-relevant calls). Finally, the participants’ 
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construction of the legitimacy of answering the call indicate differences in the perceived ownership 

of time. 

11.3 Summary  
The analyses in the present chapter have yielded a number of findings. Firstly, the external 

delimitation of the participants’ work time is primarily accomplished as task time. The time of the 

clock can be invoked, but the time of the task is central for constructing something as ‘leaving early’ 

or ‘arriving late’. Secondly, the interface between activity spheres is morally contested. The 

members of the work team may have the formal right to deal with individual responsibilities (e.g. by 

leaving work or by answering a call), but they must also accomplish the moral right to do so. Finally, 

the members of the team accomplish the interface between activity spheres through category work. 

The moral affordances of categorial incumbencies are not given in advance, but must be established 

in interaction. This involves balancing the relative moral weight of category-bound entitlements and 

obligations. However, some categories can be invoked with low granularity while others must be 

invoked with high granularity which indicate shared notions of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ reasons for missing 

work.  
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CHAPTER 12  

Accomplishing a timeline 

As described in Chapter 3, postindustrial work organizations are characterized by a horizontal 

distribution of decision-making responsibilities. The individual members of the organization are 

expected to make decisions independently of central management. Moreover, the relationship 

between activities and processes in postindustrial work organizations is characterized by a higher 

degree of reciprocal interdependence (J. D. Thompson, 1967). Thus, the members of postindustrial 

work organizations must operate in complex temporal settings where a lot of things are happening 

at once. They must synchronize multiple activities and processes. However, there is a potential 

tension between the horizontal distribution of decision-making responsibilities and the reciprocal 

relationship between activities and processes. The individual members of the organization may not 

necessarily have complete information of the situation, and any decision they do make may call for 

legitimation work.   

The analysis in the present chapter shows how the members of the work team 

accomplish a morally justified timeline for the infrastructure project. It is a single case analysis of a 

long stretch of interaction. The chapter is divided into two sections. The first section serves to 

provide an extended case description. It builds on the case description in Chapter 7, but adds more 

information to provide the necessary context for the analysis in the present chapter. It is centered on 

two temporal problems for the members of the work team: the temporal organization of the ‘global’ 

infrastructure project and the temporal organization of the ‘local’ work task. The second section 

presents the empirical analysis. It describes the participants’ legitimation work to deal with the 

temporal complexities that were described in the preceding section.  

12.1 Extended case description  
The present section extends the overall introduction to the case organization which was presented 

in Chapter 7. The extended case description is necessary to understand the contextual background 

for the single case analysis in the present chapter.  
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12.1.1 The temporal organization of  the projec t :  The shared construct ion si te  

The first problem that I will look at in the present chapter involved the temporal organization of the 

‘global’ infrastructure project. The special work description specified the geotechnical conditions for 

the construction of TP20. The conditions at the site depended on the progression of another 

project, TP21, since the work site for TP20 (“Earth”) overlapped with the work site for TP21 

(“Bridges”). The construction site was divided into several several areas (typically referred to as 

stationing) which specified the relevant section of the map. The numbering of the tender packages is 

not chronological. A tender package with a lower number does not necessarily precede a tender 

package with a higher number.  

Exhibit 1: The shared construction site for TP20 and TP21 

 
TP21 involved the construction of several bridges in the area, and TP20 involved the earthwork in 

the same general area. The bridges were necessary to secure the entry to the construction site once 

the construction of TP20 began. The construction of TP20 involved heavy machinery, and the 

TP20 contractor would only be allowed to use larger roads in the area. However, according to the 

original timeline for the project, the construction phase of TP21 was scheduled to be done by the 

last quarter of 2014, and the construction phase of TP20 was scheduled to begin after the first 

quarter of 2014. The development of TP20 was slightly behind schedule according to the original 

timeline, and the public contractor had pushed the completion of the tender phase to the second 
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quarter of 2014. However, even with the extended tender phase for TP20, the construction stages 

for TP20 and TP21 overlapped.  

Exhibit 2: The original timeline for the Northern section of the project 

TENDER PACKAGE 
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

No. Content 
NORTH SECTION 

TP21 Bridges        
TP10 Bridges + Earth       
TP30 Bridges + Earth        

TP20 Earth        
         

 Tender phase  Design and build  Design and build   Build 

The shared construction site for TP20 and TP21 presented a considerable problem for the 

participants. On the one hand, the special work description projected a fixed future where the 

relevant conditions for the construction of TP20 were specified. Indeed, in the case of legal disputes 

between a contractor and a subcontractor, the relevant conditions are defined by the inclusion in the 

special work description. The subcontractors who make a bid during a public tender must have 

precise information to make a useful estimate of the costs. On the other hand, the special work 

description was produced in a contingent present where the relevant conditions were provisional at 

best. The participants could not suspend the production of the special work description until the 

relevant stages of TP21 were done since the delivery of the tender package for TP20 was pending, 

nor could they circumvent the problem by using relative temporal specifications (e.g. ‘when the 

work on activity a is done, the work on activity b can begin’) since only absolute temporal 

specifications (e.g. ‘activity a will be done on date x, and activity b can begin on date y’) were 

considered to be inscribable in the document. Indeed, from what I gathered during my 

ethnographic observations, the use of imprecise descriptions was likely to be socially sanctionable in 

the context of producing a special work description. Hence, the participants had to explicate in 

fungible clock time which areas of the construction site the TP21 contractor was working in, when 

the TP21 contractor was leaving the specified areas, and whether the TP20 contractor was able to 

work in the specified areas in the intervening period. This rested on an absolute specification of the 

timing and duration of the individual areas of TP20 and TP21. 

12.1.2 The temporal organization of  the task:  Spending enough t ime on the problem  

The second problem that I will look at in the present chapter involved the temporal organization of 

the ‘local’ work task. The participants went through the special work description from paragraph to 
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paragraph and decided whether to keep, revise, or delete the work that had been done in advance. 

The decision to keep the current version was seldom the subject of explicit deliberation, but was 

decided by skipping past the paragraph in question. However, the decision to revise or delete 

something demanded explicit deliberation among the participants. Most of the changes to the 

document were conclusive, but some were marked as provisional with yellow highlighting in the 

document. Yellow highlighting signified that something in the marked section was unresolved, and 

that it had to be revisited in the future. This was the case if the participants did not manage to find a 

solution, or if they managed to find a workable, but somewhat questionable solution. However, the 

possibility of suspending difficult questions by marking them with yellow created another problem 

for the participants, namely how long they should spend on difficult sections before moving on to 

the next section of the document. That is, before the participants could mark a section with yellow, 

they had to make sure that they had spent ‘enough’ time on the problem and exhausted possible 

solutions. However, they also had to make sure that the did not spend ‘too much’ time on a problem 

that was impossible to resolve right now.  

12.2 Legitimizing the worst case  
The participants decided to operate on the basis of the “worst case” scenario and establish a 

conservative timeline for the two projects. This involved 1) setting the latest possible transition date 

and 2) restricting the TP20 contractor from working in any areas of the construction site until after 

the date in question. Operating on the basis of the “worst case” scenario was problematic, however, 

since it was likely to hinder the progression of TP20, extend the construction period for the entire 

project, and ultimately lead to increased costs. Setting a conservative timeline was a workable 

solution, but not an ideal solution, and the participants marked the section with yellow once the 

revisions were done, and they were included in the document. 

The analysis in the present section describes how the participants legitimize the decision 

to operate on the basis of the “worst case”. It looks at the participants’ interactional work in relation 

to the temporal organization of the ‘global’ infrastructure project (i.e. the construction of a 

conservative timeline) as well as the ‘local’ organization of the work task (i.e. the construction of the 

right time to move on to the next task). The central organizing principle for the analysis is the 

participants’ epistemic stances regarding the possibility of knowing the progression of TP21. 

Building on Scollon and Scollon (2000), I distinguish between an oracular, probabilistic, and 

agnostic stance. Interlocutors adopting an oracular stance represent the future as predictable, and 
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interlocutors adopting an agnostic stance represent the future as inherently unpredictable. The 

probabilistic stance is placed somewhere between the oracular stance and the agnostic stance, and it 

represents the future with different degrees of predictability. The stances are not existential, but 

practical or strategic. Hence, an interlocutor can adopt an agnostic stance concerning one 

dimension of the future and an oracular stance concerning another (e.g. ‘I don’t know if I will be 

able to find a job when I graduate, but I will never leave Copenhagen’).  

The discussion of the timeline spans almost 10 minutes. The analysis is organized 

chronologically, but it only looks at shorter sequences in first and last parts of the discussion. I have 

not numbered the transcripts consecutively. but rather begun from 1 in the beginning of each 

subsection. However, to indicate the relative position of the interaction in the entire discussion, I 

have also marked the consecutive number in parenthesis in the first line of each subsection.  

12.2.1 The oracular s tance :  Lacking information  

The beginning of the dicussion was recorded on June 3rd at 15:35. The participants are discussing 

whether to add to the document a section concerning the areas of the construction site that the 

TP21 contractor will need to be able to use after the beginning of the construction phase of TP20. 

Pil is sitting by the laptop, and Svend is sitting opposite her. 

1 
(1) 

PIL: .h anden entreprenør ska' derfor ha adgang 
second contractor must.PRS therefore have.INF access.SG.INDF  
another contractor must therefore have access 

2  ska' der stå det 
shall.PRS there stand.INF that 
should it say that 

3  (1.2) 

4 SVD: æ:::h ja det ⌈ska' han⌉ ti' et 
uhm yes that must.PRS he.3SG to one 
yes he must have to one 

5 PIL:              ⌊frem til⌋ 
              until 
              until 

6 SVD: det ska' han ti' et areal  
that must.PRS he.3SG to one area.SG.INDF 
he needs access to one area  

7  (0.7) 

8  men ska' han ti' mere 
but must.PRS he.3SG to more 
but does he need access to more 
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Pil proposes a possible addition to the document with a polar interrogative (ll. 1-2), and Svend 

responds with a type-conforming confirmation particle (l. 4). He constructs his response as 

‘uncertain’ or ‘provisional’ by prefacing it with a hearable pause (l. 3) and an epistemic marker (l. 4). 

Pil proceeds by adding a prepositional phrase to the suggested sentence (l. 5) which displays that his 

confirmation is a sufficient answer, and that it is relevant to move on to the logical next question, 

namely how long the TP21 contractor must be allowed onto the construction site. However, instead 

of answering her question regarding the timeline, Svend extends his turn by adding that it involves 

one area of the construction site, but not necessarily more (l. 6) which displays that the initial 

question is not answerable within the projected binary format, but calls for further consideration. 

His question gets no uptake, and after a short pause, he adds a polar interrogative explicating the 

problem (l. 8).  

9 PIL: ja⌈men {det ved jeg   ⌉ ikk' 
yes_but that know.PRS i.1SG not 
yes well i don’t know 

10         {((Frame #1)) 

11 SVD:   ⌊det jo det vi ikk'⌋ 
   that_be.PRS PRT what we.1PL not 
   that’s exactly what we can’t 

12 SVD: nej {de:t jo det vi ikk' ka' blive klar over (0.2) hva han afleverer 
no that_be:PRS PRT what we.1PL not can.PRS become.INF clear about what he.3SG deliver.PRS 
no that’s exactly what we can’t get to know what he delivers 

13      {((Frame #2)) 

14  å hvordan han afleverer det 
and how he.3SG deliver.PRS it 
and how he delivers it 

  
Frame #1a: Pil raises her hands and eyebrows during the 
production of the demonstrative pronoun (entire shot). 

Frame #1b: Pil raises her hands and eyebrows during 
the production of the demonstrative pronoun (cropped). 
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Frame #2: Svend leans back in his seat and raises his 
hands in the air during the delivery of his turn. 

 

Pil responds in l. 9 by remarking that she does not know whether the TP21 contractor needs access 

to more areas. Moreover, she displays that she cannot be expected to know by prefiguring the 

answer with a complex ‘yes but’ construction (Steensig & Asmuß, 2005) and by stressing the 

demonstrative pronoun “det”/“that” prosodically (l. 9) and gesturally (Frame #1). Her response is 

produced in overlap with Svend’s extended turn in l. 11 which attends to his own question. He 

abandons the turn in l. 11, but repeats it in l. 12 in response to Pil’s turn in l. 9. His turns exhibit 

that he was not asking a question, but rather raising a problem for the present section of the 

document, namely that they need information concerning the progression of TP21, but are having 

difficulties obtaining it from the TP21 contractor. The construction of his turn as ‘raising a problem’ 

instead of ‘asking a question’ is aligned with Pil’s rejection of epistemic responsibility regarding the 

progression of TP21. However, during the delivery of his turn in l. 12, he leans back in his seat and 

raises his hands in the air (Frame #2) which indicate that neither of them can be faulted for not 

knowing. Moreover, he designs his turn with the personal pronoun “vi”/“we” which constructs the 

problem of not knowing as something that is relevant for him and Pil.  

15  (7.9) ((SVD taps his fingers on the bottom of the table. PIL works on the laptop.)) 

16 SVD: fordi han afleverer jo ikk' sin hovedarbejdsplads 
because he.3SG deliver.PRS PRT not his main_worksite.SG.INDF 
because he doesn’t deliver his main worksite 

17 PIL: nej 
no 
no 

18  (0.6) 

19 SVD: de:t søndre ringvej ikk' 
that_be.PRS southern ringway.SG.INDF not 
that’s southern ringway right 
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20 SVD: å han arbej- afleverer ikke .h øh østre kærvej 
and he.3SG deliver.PRS not uhm østre kærvej 
and he doesn’t deliver uhm østre kærvej 

21  (0.4) 

22 PIL: nej 
no 
no 

23  (4.4) 

Svend proceeds in l. 16 by listing one of the areas that the TP21 contractor will not deliver before 

the construction of TP20. He prefaces his turn with the conjunction “fordi”/“because” which 

latches it to the preceding discussion, and he adds the modal particle “jo” which constructs it as 

common knowledge. Pil responds in l. 17 with a negative confirmation particle. Svend proceeds in l. 

19 by listing another area that the TP21 contractor will not deliver, and Pil responds in l. 22 with 

another negative confirmation particle. The exchange is indicative of an oracular stance regarding 

the progression of TP21. Specifically, by listing the things that they do know, they attend to the 

progression of the project as something that is knowable in principle, but currently only partially 

known due to a lack of information from the TP21 contractor.  

12.2.2 The probabil is t ic  s tance  1 :  Reading the s i te  

The next part of the interaction begins right after the previous part. However, the participants’ 

epistemic stances regarding the possibility of knowing the progression of TP21 changes from an 

oracular stance (where its progression is knowable in principle) to a probabilistic stance (where its 

likely progression is knowable). Moreover, the basis for assessing the progression of the project 

changes from the information from the TP21 contractor to the conditions at the construction site. 

1 
(24) 

PIL: .h (0.7) ⌈tp ⌉ enogtyve entreprenøren h 
          tp twenty-one contractor.SG.DEF 
          the tp twenty-one contractor 

2 SVD:          ⌊å å⌋ 
          and and 
          and and 

3  (0.7) ((Frame #1)) 

4 SVD: °ja° 
yes 
yes 

5  (0.7) 
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6 PIL: står der vel så 
stand.PRS there PRT then 
i guess it says 

7  (0.4) ((SVD looks at PIL)) 

8 SVD: å det å det ska' vi ha defineret jo (0.3)  
and that and that must.PRS we.1PL have.INF define.PST.PTCP PRT  
and and we need to define that 

9  ø:h .h {station (0.3) ti' station 
uhm station.SG.INDF to station.INDF 
uhm station to station 

10         {((Frame #2)) 

11  (1.7) 

12 PIL: vil (1.7) eller skal have an- skal ha⌈ve⌉ adgang 
will.PRS or must.PRS have.INF must.PRS have.INF access.SG.INDF 
will or must have must have access 

13 SVD:                                      ⌊ja⌋ 
                                      yes 
                                      yes 

14  (0.4) 

15 SVD: ja 
yes 
yes 

16  (0.6) 

17 PIL: .h have adgang h (1.6) til (3.6) xxx og xxx frem til xxx. 
   have.INF access.SG.INDF to xxx and xxx forward to xxx 
   have access to xxx and xxx until xxx 

18 SVD: °ja° .h 
yes 
yes 

  
Frame #1: Pil starts editing the document with one hand. Frame #2: Pil places both hands on the keyboard. 

Pil proposes the beginning of a new sentence concerning the TP21 contractor in l. 1. She proceeds 

in l. 2 by beginning to revise the document which displays strong modality regarding the inclusion 
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of the sentence (Frame #2). Svend accepts the proposal by producing a positive response particle in 

l. 4, and Pil closes the sequence in l. 6 by producing a sequence-closing third. She proceeds by 

placing both hands on the keyboard (Frame #2) and suggesting the last part of the sentence which 

specifies that the TP21 contractor must have permission to work in a yet to be specified area (“xxx”) 

for a yet to be specified period (“xxx”) (ll. 12-17). Svend accepts the proposal by producing several 

minimal responses during the delivery of her turn (ll. 13, 15, and 18).  

19  (2.2) ((SVD leans forward in his seat)) 

20 SVD: der er bare den hage ved det hele at det at vi skriver det .h 
there be.PRS just the snag.SG.INDF about it all that that that we.1PL write.INF that 
there’s just the snag about all of this that us writing that  

21  det giver ikk' os: automatisk ret til at vi (0.2) har lov til å køre ind 
that give.PRS not us automatic right to that we.1PL have.PRS permission to to go.INF in 
that doesn’t automatically give us permission to go 

22  over (0.2) østre kærvej (1.5) broen der (0.5) å de:t det  
over østre kærvej bridge.SG:DEF there and that_be.PRS that  
over østre kærvej the bridge there and that’s  

23  de:r noget rigtig hø i det hele 
what_be.PRS something real hay.SG.INDF in the whole 
what sucks about the whole thing 

24 PIL: men hvis han enogtyveren har afleveret den 
but if he.3SG twenty-one.SG.DEF have.AUX deliver.PST.PTCP it 
but if he the tp 21 contractor has deliveret it 

25 SVD: men det har han ikk' 
but that have.PRS he.3SG not 
but he hasn’t 

26  (0.8) 

27 SVD: det ved vi han ikk' har 
that know.PRS we.1PL he.3SG not have.PRS 
we know that he hasn’t 

28  (0.8) 

29 PIL: �#å:::h#� de::t dovn læs 

oh that lazy load.SG.INDF 
oh what a slacker 

Svend proceeds by leaning forward in his seat (l. 19) and remarking that the suggested wording will 

not allow the TP20 contractor to use the bridge at Østre Kærvej (ll. 20-23). Pil responds in l. 24 by 

noting that if the TP21 contractor has delivered the bridge, then the TP20 contractor will not need 

permission to use it. She does not challenge the premise for his objection explicitly, but she produces 

the conditional with rising intonation, and she projects a turn that questions the preceding turn by 
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prefiguring the conditional with the sequential conjunction ‘but’.14 Svend responds in l. 25 by 

asserting that the TP21 contractor (“han”/“he”) has not delivered the bridge. He extends his turn in 

l. 27 by explicating that it is something they know. His use of the personal pronoun “vi”/“we” is 

equivocal, and it may include his co-participant in the collective who did (or should have) know. Pil 

responds after a short pause with a change-of-state marker (l. 29) (Heritage, 1984a). The change-of-

state marker is prolonged, and it is delivered with a high-pitched, creaky voice. By delivering her 

turn in a suffering manner, she displays that not only did she not know, she also should not be 

expected to know. Pil extends her turn with a negative categorization of the TP21 contractor (l. 29). 

The word ‘slacker’ is a fitting description of an individual who tends to be late, but not of a 

company that tends to fall behind schedule since it describes a moral deficit of a personal sort. Using 

the predicate ‘slacker’ changes ‘he’ from a shorthand for the company behind the construction of 

TP21 to a specific individual responsible for the construction of TP21. By personalizing the 

description of the TP21 contractor, she displays that she is familiar with the contractor-as-person, 

and that the project’s falling behind schedule is not the product unforseen (and perhaps justifiable) 

circumstances, but rather a moral deficit on his part.  

30  (0.6) 

31 SVD: ⌈(ska)⌉ 
must.PRS 
must.PRS 

32 PIL: ⌊sku' ⌋ han ikk' ha været færdig for læng’ siden mand 
have_to.PST he.3SG not have.AUX be.PST.PTCP done for long since man 
shouldn’t he have been done a long time ago man 

33 SVD: jo 
yes 
yes 

34  (0.4) 

35 SVD: men det ved vi han ikk' har fordi han har heh £han har vel 
but that know.PRS we.3PL he.3SG not have.PRS because he.3SG have.AUX PRT 
but we know that he hasn’t i guess because he has 

36  knapt støbt den ene side nu£ 
barely mold.PST.PTCP the one side.SG.INDF now 
barely molded one side yet 

37  (4.3) 

                                                
14 Mazeland and Huiskes (2001) distinguish between instances where the conjunction is deployed to link clauses or phrases within the 
same turn and instances where it is deployed to indicate the current turn’s relation to the preceding turn(s). When the latter is the 
case, Mazeland and Huiskes use the term ‘sequential conjunction’. 
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Pil extends her turn in l. 32 by asking Svend if the bridge was not supposed to be done a long time 

ago. Since there is no uptake to her turn in l. 29 apart from Svend’s overlapping turn-beginning in l. 

31, her question is probably designed to provide additional justification for the question in l. 24. 

That is, if the contractor was supposed to deliver the bridge a long time ago, it is excusable to 

presuppose that he has, in fact, done so. She adds the particle “mand”/“man” at the end the turn, 

and she produces the turn with a low, disgruntled voice which displays dissatisfaction. Thereby, she 

preserves the moral register of the preceding turn that has yet to induce a response. Svend responds 

with a confirmation particle (l. 33), and after a short pause, he asserts once more that the TP21 

contractor has not delivered the bridge (ll. 35-36). He underscores the verb “ved”/“know” 

prosodically (l. 35), and in addition he justifies his assertion by adding that the contractor has barely 

molded one side of the construction yet (ll. 35-36). The epistemic markers in his turn warrant 

further consideration since the emphasis on knowing exhibits strong modality (l. 35) whereas the 

modal particles “vel” (l. 35) and “knapt”/“barely” (l. 36) exhibit weak modality. However, the 

laughter particle in l. 35 and the smiling delivery of the rest of the turn indicate that the turn is not 

designed to show precisely how far behind schedule the construction of the bridge is, but rather that 

the construction is significantly behind schedule, and that the contractor’s falling significantly 

behind is unsurprising. Thereby, he ratifies his co-participant’s moral devaluation of the TP21 

contractor in the preceding turns. 

12.2.3 The probabil is t ic  s tance 2 :  Reading the person  

The next part of the analysis happens a short time after the preceding part of the analysis. Svend 

has told that NN RAILS is discussing new conditions for the construction of TP21 with the TP21 

contractor (on the background of the delay), but the discussions are not done yet. The participants 

maintain a probabilistic stance regarding the possibility of knowing the progression of TP21, but the 

basis for projecting the development of the project changes from the material conditions at the site 

(whether the molding is done) to the personal dispositions of the TP21 contractor (whether he is 

likely to do some sort of teasing). As such it builds on the moral devaluation of the TP21 contractor 

from the preceding part of the interaction. 

1 
(78) 

PIL:  ⌈mm de hvorfor er⌉ 
  mm they.3PL why be.PRS 
  mm they why are 

2 SVD: {⌊fordi hva fanden⌋ hva fanden gør vi 
  because what devil.SG.DEF what devil.SG.DEF do.PRS we.1PL 
  because that the hell what the hell do we do 
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3  {((SVD starts leaning back in his seat and raising his hand to his head)) 

4  (0.4) ((Frame #1)) 

5 SVD: hvad gør vi (.) øh 
what do.PRS we.1PL uhm 
what do we do uhm 

6  (s)ka vi ikk' bare her skrive .h at alle arbejder (0.7) ø:hm 
shall.PRS we.1PL not just here write.INF that all work.PL.INDF uhm 
should we not just write here that any work uhm 

 

 

Frame #1: Svend places his hand in a ‘thinking pose’.  

Svend proposes the first part of the addition to the document in l. 6. His turn is prefaced with a 

causal conjunction and two interrogative sentences with strong language (ll. 2 and 5) which display 

that the situation is somehow difficult. His first “hva fanden”/“what the hell” overlaps with Pil’s 

abandoned turn in l. 1, and the fact that he includes the exclamation in his restart underscores its 

significance.15 Moreover, during the delivery of his turn in l. 2, he leans back in his seat and raises 

his hand to his face in a pose indicative of out-louds (Schegloff, 1988, p. 117, 2007b, p. 143). Thus, 

the two interrogatives in the beginning of his turn only equivocally project an answer as the relevant 

next. The turn is not designed to elicit a definitive answer, but rather to display the difficulty of the 

situation and invite discussion. Svend continues in l. 6 by producing a polar interrogative with a 

negative particle and the first part of the proposal (“alle arbejder”/“any work”). The interrogative 

format projects a confirmation as the preferred next, and the reversed polarity enhances the 

structural preference for a confirming answer. On a side note, the projected response in Danish is 

‘jo’, not ‘ja’, although both are typically translated into English with ‘yes’. However, whereas the 

question format projects a confirmation as the preferred next action, the modal particle 

“bare”/“just” (l. 6) and the epistemic marker “øhm”/“uhm” (l. 6) display that the proposed addition 

(and hence the projected confirmation) are merely provisional.  

                                                
15 According to Schegloff (1996), the use of repeated words can display that some (attempted) saying is the same as a prior (attempted) 
saying. 
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7 PIL: i de om⌈råder⌉ 
in those area.PL.INDF 
in those areas 

8 SVD:        ⌊hvor=⌋ 
        where 
        where 
 

9 SVD: {=øh ja 
uhm yes 
uhm yes 

10  {((SVD gestures with his left hand)) 

Svend pauses before finishing the proposal, and Pil proceeds in li. 7 by providing a candidate 

continuation. The pause and the “uhm” in li. 6 indicate that Svend is searching for the next words, 

and it is possible that he is inviting his co-participant to proceed. The last part of her 

“områder”/“areas” in l. 7 overlaps with his “hvor”/“where” in l. 8, and instead of restarting his 

own continuation, he accepts the one put forward by his co-participant by producing a minimal 

response particle (l. 9) and a waving gesture with his left hand (l. 10).  

11 PIL: er utilgængelige 
be.PRS inaccessible 
is inaccessible 

12 SVD: {ja 
 yes 
 yes 

13  {((SVD extends both both arms outwards)) 

14  (0.6) 

15 SVD: indti' (0.4) første i tredje (0.3) {næste år. 
until first in third next year.SG.INDF 
until the first of march next year 

16                                     {((SVD nods)) 

Pil proceeds by adding another candidate continuation (l. 11), and Svend accepts by producing a 

minimal response particle (l. 12) and extending both arms outwards (l. 13). Then, after a short 

pause, he proposes to set the cut-off date for the TP21 contractor at March 1st 2015 (l. 15). He 

closes his turn with downwards intonation and a slight nod with the head (l. 16) which projects 

acceptance or rejection of not only the last addition but the entire sentence as the relevant next.  

17  (2.4) 

18 PIL: £ka' vi så håbe på de: færdige der£ 
can.PRS we.1PL then hope.INF on they.3PL_be.PRS done there 
can we then hope that they are done then 
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19  (0.8) 

20 SVD: ja: medmindre han driller 
yes unless he.3SG tease.PRS 
yes unless he is teasing 

However, instead of closing the sequence by confirming the proposal, Pil suspends the decision by 

asking whether the TP21 contractor is likely to be done at the date in question (l. 18). However, 

whereas the question format projects a confirmation as the preferred next action, she projects a 

dispreferred answer as the likely next action by delivering the question with a smiling expression and 

by using the modal verb “kan”/“can” (l. 18). She phrases the question as a matter of hoping that the 

contractor will be done, not knowing or expecting that it will be done, which displays a probalistic 

stance regarding the progression of TP21. No matter what the answer is, the wording of her 

question presupposes that it is impossible to know for sure whether the timeline will hold. Svend 

responds with a confirmation in l. 20, but he hedges his answer by stretching the confirmation 

particle and invoking the TP21 contractor’s inclination to keep the date in question (l. 20). This 

constructs the possibility of knowing whether the timeline will hold as the possibility of assessing the 

contractor’s dispositions which is aligned with his co-participant’s probabilistic stance. 

12.2.4 The agnost ic  s tance :  Not think ing but knowing  

The last section of the analysis shows the construction of the final proposal for the wording of the 

section in the document. The proposal is more or less identical with the proposal in the preceding 

section. However, unlike the preceding sections, the participants adopt an agnostic stance regarding 

the progression of TP21. As the numbers in the transcript indicate, the interaction happens some 

time after the interaction in the preceding section. The construction site for TP20 and TP21 is 

divided into several areas, and the participants have been discussing the individual areas to 

determine whether the TP20 contractor will be able to begin in some of them earlier. Pil has been 

pushing the “worst case” solution (i.e. excluding the TP20 contractor from any work until after the 

date in question), and Svend has insisted in finding exceptions (i.e. allowing the TP20 to begin in 

some areas).  However, he has not been able to find any areas where the TP21 contractor will 

definitely, or even likely, be done when the construction of TP20 is scheduled to begin.  

1 
(182) 

PIL: .hh så står der >så hvis vi så skriver< a- a- tp enogtyve entreprenøren 
then say.PRS there then if we.1PL then write.PRS tp twenty-one contractor.SG.DEF 
then is says so if we then write the tp twenty-one contractor 
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2  ska' ha adgang ti' de {ovenstående bygværker frem til første i 
must.PRS have.INF access.SG.INDF the above construction.PL.INDF until first in 
must have access to the above constructions until the first of 

3                        {((PIL places her hands on the keyboard)) 

4  tredje totusind og femten 
third two-thousand and fifteen 
march two-thousand and fifteen 

5  ((Frame #1)) 

6  (2.1) 

7  ((Frame #2)) 

8  (0.7) 

  
Frame #1: Pil places her hands on the keyboard and 
shifts her gaze to Svend. 

Frame #2: Pil keeps her gaze on Svend and raises her 
eyebrows assertively. 

Pil proposes another wording of the section with the time (ll. 1-4). She constructs the proposal as the 

outcome of the preceding discussion by prefiguring it with the conjunction “så”/“so”. Indeed, she 

phrases it initially as if the revision has already been made (“så står der”/“then it says”), but then she 

self-corrects by inserting the conjunction “så”/“so” and the conditional subclause “hvis vi så 

skriver”/“if we then write” (l. 1). During the delivery of the turn, she adopts a waiting pose by 

placing her hands on the keyboard and shifting her gaze to Svend, and she keeps the pose for the 

rest of the turn (Frame #1). By exhibiting that she is poised to make the addition, she projects the 

acceptance of the proposal as the expected next turn. However, despite the fact that she has 

indicated that she is waiting for Svend’s acceptance, she gets no uptake at first. The lack of projects 

a dispreferred next turn (Heritage, 1984b) which in turn projects additional deliberation of the 

suggested timeline. However, instead of anticipating the projected objection, she stresses the lack of 

response by raising her eyebrows assertively (Frame #2), and by skipping the sequential slot for 

adjusting the initial proposal (Heritage, 1984b, p. 274), she exhibits that the projected obligation is 

unwarranted, and that further deliberation of the timeline is unnecessary.  
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9 SVD: jamen ⌈jamen ⌉ det gør jo ikk' at han har adgang ti' dem (.) osse= 
yes but yes but that do.PRS PRT not that he.3SG have.PRS access.SG.INDF to them also 
yes but yes but that doesn’t mean that he has access to them as well 

10 PIL:       ⌊.hh hh⌋ 

11  ((Frame #3)) 

12 SVD: =det er det 
that be.PRS that 
that’s the thing 

13 PIL: >nej å det så skriver vi< (0.9) og ø- (0.5) tyve har ikke i den i 
no and it then write.PRS we.1PL and twenty have.PRS not in the in 
no and it then we’ll write and twenty doesn’t have 

14  den mellemværende periode ingen ⌈adgang (.) adgang i området  ⌉ 
the intervening period.SG.INDF no access.SG.INDF access.SG.INDF in area.SG.DEF 
access to the area in the intervening period 

15 SVD:                                 ⌊ikke ingen adgang til arbejds⌋ 
                                 not no access.SG.INDF to work 
                                 not no access to the work 

16  området fra station det til station {det 
area.SG.DEF from station.SG.INDF that to station.SG.INDF 
area from that station to that station 

17                                      {((Frame #4)) 

18 PIL: ja 
yes 
yes 

19 SVD: det {det der skal stå 
that_be.PRS what there have_to.PRS say.INF 
that’s what it has to say 

20      {((SVD nods)) 

  
Frame #3: Pil keeps her hands on the keyboard in a 
writing pose. 

Frame #4: Svend slams his left hand down as he finishes 
the turn. 

Svend responds with a disaligning turn in li. 9 by objecting that the suggested wording only specifies 

the conditions for the TP21 contractor, not the TP20 contractor. He prefigures the objection with a 

simple ‘yes but’ construction (Steensig & Asmuß, 2005) and adds the modal particle “jo” (l. 9) and 
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the clause “det er det”/“that’s the thing” (l. 12) which constructs the problem as shared knowledge, 

that is, as something that has been covered in the preceding discussion. During the delivery of his 

objection, Pil keeps her hands on the keyboard in a writing pose (Frame #3), and thereby she 

exhibits that she is unwilling to accept the objection just yet. She responds verbally in ll. 13-14 with 

a specification of the conditions for the TP20 contractor. She prefigures the specification with the 

exclamation “nej”/“no” and the clause “å det så skriver vi”/“and then we’ll write” with a 

somewhat rushed delivery. The use of ‘no’ projects an aligning turn, but she is not aligning with 

Svend’s objection, but rather with his display of shared knowledge. That is, she constructs the 

subsequent specification of the conditions for the TP20 contractor as something that follows from 

the preceding discussion and hence as something that was already resolved. She proposes the actual 

wording of the projected specification after a short pause (ll. 13-14), and during the production of 

the proposal, Svend jumps in with a partially overlapping candidate formulation (ll. 15-16). He 

exhibits strong modality by stressing the last word prosodically (l. 16) and gesturally (l. 17) which 

aligns with the preceding construction of the question as resolved (Frame #4). Pil accepts the 

formulation with a minimal response in li. 18, and Svend provides the final confirmation by adding 

the clause “det er det der skal stå”/“that’s what it has to say” in l. 14 and a nod with the head in l. 

20. 

21  (2.3) ((SVD raises his left hand and points his finger in the air)) 

22 SVD: å der er {h jeg jeg ka' ikk' engang {sige de:r en undtagelse 
and there be.PRS i.1SG i.1SG can.PRS not even say.INF there_be.PRS an exception.SG.INDF 
and there is i can’t even say there is an exception 

23           {((SVD drops his hand again)) 

24                                      {(( PIL removes her hands from the keyboard)) 

25  fordi vi ved ikk' det der med møllevej .h øh hvis han blir 
because we.1PL know.PRS not that there with møllevej uhm if he.3SG become.PRS done with 
because we don’t know about møllevej uhm if he finishes 

26  møllevej til tiden .h så ku' han jo godt ⌈begynde⌉ 
møllevej to time then can.PST he.3SG PRT good start.INF 
møllevej on time then he could just as well start 

27 PIL:                                          ⌊så sku'⌋ det da være 
                                          then should.PST it PRT be.INF 
                                          then it would be  

28  første gang i en entreprise han blir færdig til tiden=  
first time.SG.INDF in a contract.SG.INDF he.3SG become.PRS done to time.SG.DEF 
the first time in a contract in which i finishes on time 
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However, after completing the proposal sequence, Svend proceeds in l. 22 by opening the possibility 

that the TP20 contractor will be able to work in some of the areas before the 1st of March 2015. 

Initially, he appears to be about to say that there is an exception to the exclusion of the TP20 

contractor, but then he says that he cannot find an exception. The way in which his turn is designed 

displays that he would have preferred to find an exception which in turn displays that the current 

solution is questionable. It may be workable, but it is not ideal. He adds in ll. 25-26 that if the TP21 

contractor finishes the bridge at Møllevej on schedule, then the TP20 contractor will be able to 

work in some areas of the construction site before the TP21 contractor has left. This may indicate a 

probabilistic stance regarding the development of TP21 since it projects a line of questioning 

regarding the possibility that the bridge will be done in time. However, before he has completed his 

turn, Pil responds in ll. 27-28 by rejecting that possibility. She displays strong modality by designing 

her turn with an extreme case formulation (Pomerantz, 1986), namely that the TP21 contractor has 

never finished anything on time. Moreover, she adopts an agnostic stance regarding the possibility 

of predicting the progression of TP21 by constructing the TP21 contractor as somebody who is 

systematically behind schedule.  

29 SVD: =ja men så ku' han godt begynde å lave .h altså (mos) arbejde= 
yes but then can.PST he.3SG good start.INF to make.INF well (mos) work.SG.INDF 
yes but then he could just as well start to make i mean (mos) work  

30 PIL: =ja 
yes 
yes 

31  (0.9) 

32 SVD: kunne han godt begynde å lave 
can.PST he.3SG good start.INF to make.INF 
he could just as well start to make 

33 PIL: .h men hvad siger adgangsforholdene der til møllevej kan de ikk' 
but what say.PRS access_conditions there to møllevej can.PRS they.3PL not 
but what do the access conditions at møllevej say can’t they 

34  komme til den anden vej fra 
come.INF to the other way.SG.INDF from 
enter from the other side 

Svend responds in l. 29 by asserting once more that the TP20 contractor could begin working in 

some areas if the bridge was finished. His turn is prefaced with a complex ‘yes but’ construction 

which is typical of socially problematic disaligning turns (Steensig & Asmuß, 2005). Pil responds in l. 

30 with a minimal confirmation token, and she proceeds in l. 33 by asking for the accessibility to the 

construction site and finding a satellite map of the area on the monitor. This line of questioning is 
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aligned with Svend’s construction of the current solution as problematic. However, it is not aligned 

with his probabilistic stance since it is concerned with alternative roads onto the construction site. 

Finding an alternative road would render the completion of the bridge at Møllevej irrelevant for the 

possibility of beginning the construction of TP20 before the construction of TP21 is done.  

** 26 lines omitted from the transcript ** 

61 PIL: men hvis den øh den bro ikk' er færdig svend 
but if that uhm bridge.SG.INDF not be.PRS done svend 
but if that uhm bridge isn’t done svend 

62  (0.3) ((SVD gestures with hands)) 

63 SVD: jamen det ved jeg godt heh men altså det blir {den 
yes_but that know.PRS i.1SG good heh but well that become.FUT it 
yes but i do know that but it will be done you know 

64                                                {((Frame #1)) 

65  (2.5) ((PIL smiles)) 

66  ((Frame #2)) 

67  (0.5) 

68 SVD: de ø::h tror nok at de støber den= 
they.3PL uhm think.PRS PRT that they.3PL mold.FUT it 
they uhm think that they may mold it 

69 PIL: =de ska' ikke tro hh 
they.3PL shall.PRS not think.INF 
they are not supposed to think 

70 SVD: jamen det er det jo hos de⌈m ⌉ 
yes_but that be.PRS it PRT at them 
yes but that’s how it is with them 

71 PIL:                           ⌊°s⌋ka' ik⌈ke tro°⌉ 
                           shall.PRS not think.INF 
                           not supposed to think 

72 SVD:                                     ⌊jeg jeg⌋ jeg tror nok at at at 
                                     i.1SG i.1SG think.PRS PRT that that that 
                                     i i think that that that 

73  de regner med å {støbe .hh <deromkring h den seksogtyvende> i denne måned 
they.3PL calculate.PRS with to mold.INF around the twenty-sixth in this month.SG.INDF 
they may plan to mold around the twenty-sixth of this month 

74                  {((PIL starts writing on the laptop)) 

75  (12.2) ((PIL continues writing on the laptop)) 
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Frame #1: Svend underscores his remark with a gesture. Frame #2: Svend changes his gesture in response to Pil’s 

smile. 

They spend several turns discussing alternative roads onto the construction site, but finally decide 

that the only way for construction machinery to enter the site is through Møllevej via the bridge in 

question. Pil proceeds in l. 61 by remarking that the bridge may not be done. She prefaces her turn 

with the conjunction “men”/“but” which latches her turn to the preceding discussion of the bridge. 

Svend responds in l. 63 by asserting that he is aware of the problem, and that the bridge will be 

done. He underscores “bliver”/“will” prosodically (l. 63) and gesturally (l. 64) which displays an 

oracular stance regarding the completion of the bridge (Frame #1). However, in response to Pil’s 

smile in l. 65, he changes his gesture from an ‘assertive’ to a ‘defensive’ gesture which may indicate 

that he will not take responsibility for the completion of the bridge. He proceeds in l. 68 by 

beginning to tell when the TP21 contractor is planning to make the mold, but he displays weak 

modality with the use of the modal markers “tror”/“think” and “nok”/“may” which is closer to a 

probabilistic stance. Before he can finish his turn, Pil responds that they are not supposed to think (l. 

69). Her remark is the beginning of a common Danish proverb, and the last part is ‘they are 

supposed to know’. By emphasizing ‘knowing’ instead of ‘thinking’, she dismisses the TP21 

contractor’s ‘intentions’ or ‘aspirations’ regarding the bridge as sufficient basis for revising the 

conservative timeline. Moreover, she constructs the predicate ‘knowing’ as bound to the 

membership category ‘engineers’ which in turn establishes a distinction between themselves as 

morally competent engineers and the TP21 contractor as morally incompetent. Engineers should 

know, or expect to know, not think or hope. It is relevant here that she changes the proverb’s 

generic pronoun “man”/“you” into the the personal pronoun “de”/“they” which may indicate that 

it is of particular relevance for the TP21 contractor as engineers. Svend responds in l. 70 by 

remarking that the TP21 contractor only thinks. His turn is aligned with the construction of the 

TP21 contractor as morally incompetent which in turn is aligned with Pil’s agnostic stance 
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regarding the progression of TP21 and the completion of the bridge. He extends his turn in l. 72 by 

telling specifically when they plan to make the mold, but once more with several modal markers. Pil 

adds the section to the document during the pause in l. 74 (without any exceptions regarding the 

restricted areas of the construction site), and they complete the entire sequence by marking it with 

yellow.   

The analysis can be summarized as follows. Firstly, the participants manage the 

temporal organization of the ‘global’ infrastructure project through moral and epistemic work. The 

participants move from an oracular stance where the progression of TP21 is constructed as 

knowable in principle, but currently unknown as certain areas of the timeline are under negotiation 

(section 12.2.1) into a probabilistic stance where the progression of TP21 is constructed as knowable 

with some level of probability (sections 12.2.2 and 12.2.3) and finally an agnostic stance where the 

progression of TP21 is constructed as inherently unknowable irrespective of current or future plans 

(section 12.2.4). Secondly, the participants’ collaborative construction of the progression of TP21 as 

inherently unknowable serves to legitimize the use of a conservative timeline for the construction 

phase of TP20. That is, if any timeline involving the TP21 contractor is unlikely to hold, then it is 

morally justified to operate on the basis of the “worst case” scenario. Thirdly, the collaborative 

construction of a negative ‘other’ image of the TP21 contractor (as somebody who only thinks) 

affords a positive ‘self-image’ of the participants (as somebody who knows). Finally, the participants 

manage the temporal organization of the ‘local’ work task through verbal and non-verbal displays. 

The construction of the proposals as ‘iterative’ (i.e. as subject for further discussion) or ‘conclusive’ 

(i.e. as closed for further discussion) displays whether the participants should spend more time on 

the present section of the document, or whether they should move on to the next one. 

12.3 Summary  
The analysis in the present chapter has yielded a number of findings. Firstly, the analysis has shown 

that questions concerning knowledge are morally contested in postindustrial work organizations. 

The members of the organization must deal with questions like ‘who knows what’ and ‘who should 

know what’ due to the complex temporal relationship between activities and processes. Secondly, 

the analysis has shown that the members of postindustrial work organizations deal with the tension 

between individual autonomy and organizational complexity through extensive legitimation work. 
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PART V:  
RETURNING TO THE SCENE  
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Part 4 presented empirical analyses of WTNs in postindustrial workplace settings. The first chapter described how the 

members of the work team accomplished a schedule for the team’s activities. It centered on the tensions between different 

rhythms in the organization of work. The second chapter explored how the members of the work team accomplished the 

interface between activity spheres. It showed that boundary work is overwhelmingly done as category work. The 

members of the work team managed the interface between activity spheres by balancing the moral affordances of 

different categorial incumbencies. The third chapter described how the members of the work team accomplished a 

morally justified timeline for the infrastructure project. It centered on the need for legitimation work in organizational 

settings that are characterized by flat hierarchies and complex work processes.  

Part 5 takes a step back from the minute empirical analyses in the preceding part. It dicusses how the 

project can contribute to the specific field of studies of work time and the general field of studies of management and 

organization.  

Part 5 is divided into two chapters. The first chapter discusses the theoretical and methodological 

implications of the project. The second chapter presents the conclusion of the study, and it sketches possible directions for 

future research.  
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CHAPTER 13  

Discussion 

The present chapter discusses the theoretical and methodological implications of the project. It 

identifies implications for the narrow study of work time as well as the broader study of 

management and organization. 

13.1 Theoretical implications  
The present section dicusses the theoretical implications of the project. The first subsection revisits 

the distinction between clock time and task time. It finds support for the view that task time is 

central for the organization of work, and that task time is embedded in a commodified view of time. 

However, it also discusses some methodological limitations of the project. The second subsection 

places the findings from the project within the context of the discussion of work and life. It finds 

support for view that the interface between activity spheres is problematic, but it also questions 

whether the studies are comparable. The third subsection revists the notion of temporal complexity. 

It suggests that the findings from the study contribute with a novel perspective by showing how the 

participants manage (the moral aspects of) temporal complexity. 

 

13.1.1 The primacy of  task t ime  

A recurrent theme in studies of work time is the relationship between fungible clock time and 

epochal task time. As described in Chapter 3, the historical development in the organization of work 

time is typically conceptualized as the development from one mode of time to another (Glennie & 

Thrift, 1996; Hassard, 1999; Purser, 2002; Rubin, 2007b; Thrift, 1990; Zerubavel, 1982). Some 

scholars hold that the dominant mode of time in postindustrial work organizations is characterized 

by elements from clock time as well as task time (e.g. Glennie & Thrift, 1996; Purser, 2002; Rubin, 

2007b). The central organizing principle is the work task, but it is embedded in an instrumental 
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understanding of time (Rubin, 2007a). There is an intrinsic pressure to do more in less time as time 

is seen as something that can be traded, expended, and wasted (Adam, 2004).  

The findings from my study support the notion of a new work time. The analyses in 

Chapter 10 show that the work task is the dominant zeitgeber in the internal delimitation of the 

team’s work. The participants do not simply have lunch at 12, but motivate the time for lunch in 

relation to the progression of the task at hand (cf. section 10.1.1). The timing of lunch as task time 

can be resisted, but it tends to be done as epochal body time instead of fungible clock time, and it 

calls for rather extensive interactional work (cf. section 10.1.2). Neither the time of the clock nor the 

time of the body are sufficient justification for having lunch. Likewise, the participants motivate the 

time to use the bathroom in relation the physical needs of the body or the progression of the work 

task, but they display a normative preference for the latter. Moreover, they construct bathroom time 

as unproductive time, and they mitigate the unproductive use of time by embedding it within 

another break (cf. section 10.2.1) or by reducing the duration of the break (cf. section 10.2.2). The 

analyses in Chapter 11 show that the work task is the dominant zeitgeber in the external delimitation 

of the team’s work. The participants construct the normatively expected time to be at work on the 

basis of the work task. The construction of somebody as ‘leaving too soon’ (cf. section 11.1.2) or 

‘arriving too late’ (cf. 11.1.3) is not primarily a question of the time of the clock, and references to 

clock time can be resisted with references to task time. 

However, the analyses also show that the participants tend to have lunch at around 12, 

and that they tend to work from around 8 to around 16. The members of the work team accomplish 

a schedule for the team’s activities on the spot from the materials at hand, but it is a relatively 

‘normal’ schedule which follows familiar rhythms of work and rest, and which differs somewhat 

from the description of the new work time. This may have something to do with the criteria for 

selecting the case organization. The distinction between industrial and postindustrial work 

organizations which has informed the present project is purposefully broad as it is concerned with 

the ‘tectonic’ movements in the organization of work time. I did not distinguish between specific 

models of organization, nor did I distinguish between different businesses or professions, but such 

criteria are significant for the relative degree of rigidity in the temporal organization of work. A small 

IT startup is likely to be closer to the ‘pure’ image of the new work time than a large public office. 

The relatively ‘normal’ schedule may also have something to do with the criteria for observing the 

participants’ work. I only observed the work that was done at the office during ‘regular’ work hours, 

not the work that was done at home during ‘irregular’ work hours. The participants did indicate 
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that they worked at night (e.g. by promising to ‘read something through’ or ‘have something done’ 

when they were planning the activities for the next day), but I did not record such work 

systematically. Extensive use of shadowing at home and at work may have yielded insights into the 

ways in which work was distributed spatially and temporally in the case organization. However, if 

the practical significance of the new work time regime is limited in the present case, its normative 

significance is not. For example, the difference between the ‘right’ and the ‘wrong’ time for having 

lunch as it is accomplished by the participants may be only a few minutes, but it should not be seen 

as the difference between having lunch at 12.00 and at 12.10, but rather as the difference ‘having 

lunch before the present problem is resolved’ and ‘having lunch when the present problem is 

resolved’. Likewise, the difference between the ‘right’ and the ‘wrong’ time for leaving work should 

not be seen as the difference between leaving work at 15.45 and 16.00, but rather as the difference 

between ‘leaving before everybody is done’ and ‘leaving when everybody is done’. The participants 

construct numerically insignificant differences as normatively significant.  

Overall, the project questions the notion that flexible working schemes will lead to 

flexible working conditions. One of the objections to the “iron cage” (Weber, 2005, p. 123) of 

industrial models of organization is that the ‘organic’ rhythms of social life are repressed by the 

‘artificial’ rhythms of the production machinery (Mukerjee, 1990). However, similar processes of 

repression can be seen in postindustrial work organizations. The multiple rhythms of social life are 

adapted to the singular rhythm of the work task through collective processes of normative (Kunda, 

1992) and concertive (Barker, 1993) control. This is surely a new kind of cage, but it is a cage 

nonetheless. This in turn questions the conditions for resistance in postindustrial work organizations. 

Workplace resistance is typically seen as individual and collective assertions of autonomy from 

managerial power (May, 1999; Mumby, Thomas, Martí, & Seidl, 2017). It is shaped by iconic 

imagery which orchestrate resistance as antithetical to power: German and British soldiers ignoring 

senior officers by celebrating Christmas together in the no man’s land of World War 1, Rosa Parks 

refusing to give up her seat in the ‘colored section’ to a passenger who could not find a seat in the 

‘white section’, an unidentified man stopping a procession of tanks on Tiananmen Square after the 

crackdown of the student protests in 1989. However, as described in Chapter 3, a defining feature 

of the new work time is that struggles for worker autonomy have been integrated in the exercise of 

managerial power (Bauman, 2000; Boltanski & Chiapello, 2005; Hardt & Negri, 2000; Kunda, 

1992; Lazzarato, 1996; Marazzi, 2008). The antithetical image of resistance is relevant in industrial 

work organizations, but it cannot capture the expressions and possibilities of resistance in 
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organizations that are designed to utilize workers’ autonomy. Insisting on temporal rigidity and 

regularity may be a manifestation of managerial power in one setting and a manifestation of 

resistance in another. Karl, who just goes to lunch at 12, may not be the hero we want, but perhaps 

he is the hero we need (cf. section 10.1.2). 

13.1.2 The morali ty of  boundary  work  

As described in Chapter 4, a prominent theme in studies of work time is the relationship between 

activity spheres, typically ‘work’ and ‘life’. It is widely recognized that the increased flexibility and 

permeability of activity spheres in postindustrial work organizations have increased the individual’s 

need to manage the interface between ‘work’ and ‘life’ though boundary work (Nippert-Eng, 1996; 

Perlow, 1998). Some studies have described the intrusion of ‘work’ into ‘life’, and other studies have 

described the intrusion of ‘life’ into ‘work’, but the findings are not consistent in the existing 

literature. Some scholars find that the blurring boundaries between ‘work’ and ‘life’ have resulted in 

increased work pressure. Individuals find that they are expected be able to work outside of regular 

office hours. Failing to meet such expectations is seen as detrimental to one’s career (e.g. Anderson-

Gough et al., 2001; Perlow, 1998; Prasopoulou et al., 2006). Other scholars find that the blurring 

boundaries between ‘work’ and ‘life’ have empowered workers. Individuals find that the ability to 

organize work to specific needs has helped them find extra time and lead to decreased work 

pressure (e.g. Mazmanian et al., 2013). 

The findings from my study indicate that the relationship between activity spheres is, 

indeed, a moral matter. The analyses in Chapter 11 show that the boundaries between activity 

spheres are accomplished by balancing categorial incumbencies. The participants invoke categorial 

obligations and entitlements to justify deviations from the normatively expected time. However, 

neither the range of categories which can be made relevant nor the relative moral force of categories 

which are made relevant can be defined in advance. The level of explication which is necessary may 

differ from category to category, but there is not a fixed hierarchy of categorial obligations and 

entitlements. It is not the case that the moral affordances of one category always dominate the 

affordances of another. The members of postindustrial work organizations must manage in situ the 

relative moral affordances of the categories in question, e.g. whether the obligation to help a friend 

overshadows the obligation to be able to work, or whether the right to answer a personal call 

overshadows the obligation to participate actively in the current activity. The relative ordering of 

categorial obligations and entitlements is not done once and for all, but subject to change as the 
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interaction unfolds. It may be morally justified to take a short personal call, but not a longer one. 

Thus, the relationship between activity spheres should not be conceptualized in terms of predefined 

identities (e.g. ‘father’ and ‘worker’), but rather be sensitive to the categorial incumbencies that are 

made relevant by the participants themselves. Moreover, the analyses in chapter Chapter 11 

indicate that the interface between activity spheres is socially sensitive. This is suggested by the 

frequent occurrence of disaligned responses in sequences concerning the interface between activity 

spheres. Only in few cases is the participants’ boundary work resisted directly, but it is resisted 

indirectly through verbal as well as non-verbal actions. One example is the ways in which Jonas’ co-

participants resist his indirect displays of having something else to do (11.1.2). Another example is 

the ways in which Pil’s co-participants resist her ‘good news report’ which is designed to make the 

personal call relevant for work (11.2.2). It is also suggested by the apparent difficulty with which the 

participant engage in boundary work. The question is not simply whether the justification holds in 

that particular case, but also how the justification can be delivered in the first place. This holds in 

particular for personal obligations which tend to trigger more extensive interactional work. Even in 

cases where the justification is strong by most standards, and indeed is accomplished as such by the 

co-participants, it may take some work to deliver it. This can be seen in the ‘having to go to the 

nursery’ case in section 11.1.2 as well as the ‘having to help a friend’ case in section 11.1.3. 

However, although my findings support one side of the existing debate, they should be 

interpreted with caution in relation to that particular debate. Unlike most of the existing studies, my 

findings are not derived from people’s reported experiences of the interface between activity 

spheres, but rather from the way in which the interface is accomplished in naturally occurring 

interaction. As such the findings provide insights into a phenomenon which is seldom covered in the 

existing debate, but they are not directly comparable with the findings from other studies. I am not 

claiming that the participants in my study experience the relationship between activity spheres as 

socially problematic. Indeed, it is quite likely that they would have described it as unproblematic if 

they were asked in an interview setting. I am simply claiming that they attend to the interface between 

activity spheres as socially problematic. 

13.1.3 Dealing with temporal complexi ty  

A recurrent theme in studies of work time is the notion of temporal complexity. As described in 

Chapter 4, studies of work time have linked temporal complexity with individuals’ temporal 

preferences. Individuals are ascribed different temporal preferences (e.g. organizing tasks 
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sequentially or concurrently), and these preferences are seen as factors individuals’ experience of 

and performance in different kinds of temporal settings (e.g. Conte and Gintoft (2005) who 

established a positive link between polychronic preferences and performance in service work and Li 

et al. (2011) who linked temporal preferences with the experience of IM-induced interruptions at 

work). 

The present project differs from functionalist studies of monochronicity and 

polychronicity. However, its findings can contribute with a new perspective on temporal 

complexity. Firstly, the findings have shown what polychronicity actually looks like in authentic 

workplace interaction. The members of the work team must synchronize multiple activities and 

processes to deal with the task at hand. This can be seen in the analysis of the construction of the 

timeline for the infrastructure project in Chapter 12. The participants’ must synchronize the 

progression of multiple subprojects to produce a workable timeline for one of the subprojects. 

Moreover, they must synchronize the temporal needs of the ‘global’ project (i.e. finding the best 

solution) and the temporal needs of the ‘local’ work tasks (i.e. finishing the revisions). Finally, they 

must deal with the inherent tension between the contingent present in which the timeline is 

developed and the fixed future which is inscribed in the timeline. Secondly, the findings have shown 

that the synchronization of activities and processes in polychronic settings is fundamentally moral 

work. An example can be seen in the analysis of the timeline in Chapter 12. The participants’ 

construction of morally legitimate ‘selves’ and morally illegitimate ‘others’ served to reduce the 

complexity of the temporal setting and legitimize a conservative timeline. The progression of TP21 

was basically made irrelevant for the timeline for TP20 through the construction of the TP21 

contractor as inherently unlikely to keep a deadline.  

13.2 Methodological implications  
The present section discusses the methodological implications of the project. It identifies the 

affordances of EMCA’s situational program for the investigation of organizational practice, in 

relation to work time generally and WTNs specifically, and it discusses some of its major 

shortcomings.  

13.2.1 Describing moral ordering  

The study has made a case for describing WTNs in real time (Llewellyn & Hindmarsh, 2010a). It 

has identified two fundamental models of action in studies of WTNs: a retrospective model of action 
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which sees action as determined by context, and a processual model of action which sees action and 

context as reflexively accomplished (Garfinkel, 1967; Heritage, 1984b). The retrospective model of 

action is severely flawed, but it continues to dominate the major strands in studies of WTNs within 

management and organization, namely the functionalist strand and the communication-centered 

strand. As described in chapter Chapter 6, one of the major shortcomings of the retrospective model 

of action is that social actor’s use of practical sociological knowledge as it unfolds action by action is 

seen as epiphenomenal to its root causes (Garfinkel, 1967). The explanation of social order is 

secured, but the social actor is reduced to a cultural “dope” (Garfinkel, 1967, p. 68). Another major 

shortcoming is that the retrospective model of action presupposes a shared system of symbols and 

meanings (Wilson, 1970). Only if social actors have been socialized into a shared system of symbols 

and meanings are they able to come to the same definition of the setting. However, the need for 

such a system renders the retrospective model of action unable to deal with the contingent character 

of social life. The world of the cultural dope is a world which needs infinite specification (Heritage, 

1984b).  

The processual model of action can provide for the ordered character of social life 

without reducing the social actor to a cultural dope. The model has informed two minor strands in 

studies of WTNs within management and organization, namely the interpretivist strand and the 

language-centered strand. As described in Chapter 6, one of the implications of the processual 

model of action is that WTNs must be described in real time, but most studies in the two strands are 

grounded in post hoc materials (Llewellyn & Hindmarsh, 2010a). However, only real time 

descriptions of authentic workplace interaction can show how WTNs are displayed, accepted, and 

resisted in the turn by turn organization of social affairs.  

The dissertation has presented two methods for exploring WTNs in real time: one 

which is centered on the sequential aspects of the morality in interaction (e.g. the social organization 

of preference), and one which is centered on the categorial aspects of the morality in interaction (e.g. 

the social organization of obligations and entitlements). The combination of sequential and 

categorial analysis is sensitive to the cultural complexity of moral ordering as well as the distinct 

formal qualities of members’ methods, and it wards the investigation of WTNs from the Scylla of 

methodological impressionism and the Charybdis methodological formalism (P. Atkinson, 2005). 

However, the analyses that have been presented here should not be seen as exhaustive descriptions 

of the participants’ moral work. A wide range of interactional methods can be deployed to do moral 

work (e.g. narrative), and some have been excluded from the methodological framework due to 
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space restrictions (e.g. narrative analysis). However, such methods can (and perhaps even should) be 

embedded in sequential and categorial analysis (e.g. the telling of a story proceeds sequentially, and 

it is organized into categories of culturally known persons and actions), and the framework which 

has been presented here can be seen as the basic template for describing moral ordering.  

13.2.2 Describing  t emporal complexi ty  

A prominent theme in studies of work time is the complexity of time. Time is not simply the abstract 

numbers of the mechanical clock, but a multidimensional phenomenon which is embedded in 

sociomaterial practice (Orlikowski & Yates, 2002). Scholars of management and organization are 

calling for a perspective on time that can capture the intersecting temporalities of organizational life 

(e.g. Thrift’s (2004) call for thick descriptions of time and Sabelis’ (2008) call for a sensivitity to time 

in studies of management and organization). However, developing a sensitivity to time is not simply 

a question of extending the list of its relevant dimensions, but also of showing how specific 

dimensions of time intersect in social practice. Recognizing that time is not just x but also y says 

little of the ways in which x and y interact. 

My study has presented a framework for describing the complexity of organizational 

time. It has done so by combining two analytical frameworks: one which is concerned with the 

temporal organization of social affairs (Zerubavel, 1981), and one which is concerned with the 

sequential and categorial organization of social affairs. The dimensions that I have included are not 

exhaustive, but my argument is not that the framework can capture every dimension of 

organizational time, but rather that it is sensitive to the delicate interplay between different 

dimensions of time. This can be seen in Chapter 10 in the analyses of the relative significance of 

different zeitgebers (e.g. the ways in which the rhythm of the body is embedded in the rhythm of the 

task). It can also be seen in Chapter 12 in the analysis of the collaborative construction of a timeline 

for the infrastructure project (e.g. the ways in which the likely duration of the construction of one of 

the bridges is projected from the current stage in the sequencing of activities in the construction of 

the bridge).  

However, some have questioned the sensitivity to time within EMCA. According to 

Smith (2005, p. 67), the view of time within EMCA is restricted to the “internal temporality” of 

locally organized sequences. The present turn must deal with context that was projected by the 

preceding turn(s), and it projects the context for the next turn(s) (Sacks et al., 1974). However, the 

context which is indexed in the interaction is surely not its only context. One of the problems is 
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EMCA’s insistence on providing real time descriptions of social organization. Such a perspective 

can show how different aspects of time intersect right here and right now, but it is blind to the 

aspects of time which are not observable at that particular juncture. Another problem is EMCA’s 

insistence on providing strictly local descriptions of social organization. According to Nicolini (2012), 

a possible solution is to adopt a nomadic EMCA by tracking the connections that are involved in a 

particular practice. A nomadic perspective is not locked to a fixed locale, but looks at spatially and 

temporally distributed configurations of people, objects, and symbols. This pushes EMCA from a 

situational towards a configurational program for exploring organizational practice (Nicolini & 

Monteiro, 2017).  

I think that the question of time poses some problems for EMCA, and I am sympathetic 

to the notion of a configurational EMCA. However, I also think that some of the temporal blind 

spots within EMCA can be resolved within a situational perspective if the problem is respecified from 

an analysts’ problem to a members’ problem. So, instead of asking how a situational EMCA can 

capture the distributed character of temporal ordering, EMCA scholars should ask how the 

distributed character of temporal ordering is a problem for the members of particular settings. Such 

an example can be seen in the analysis of the construction of the timeline in Chapter 12. The 

central problem for the participants is the tension between the present in which the special work 

description is written and the future in which it will be read. The document is written in an open 

present, but it projects a fixed future, and the participants must anticipate how it will be read, and 

what will happen if they use deadline instead of another for the construction of TP21.  

13.2.3 Describing sociomater ial  entanglements  

The dissertation has shown how the social and material aspects of temporal ordering can be 

described empirically. As described in Chapter 4, studies of work time tend to emphasize either the 

social or the material side of temporal ordering (e.g. the symbolic meanings that are ascribed to 

digital communication, or the flexible work schemes that are afforded by digital communication). 

However, as described in Chapter 5, the practice lens dismisses the separation of the social and the 

material (Nicolini, 2012), and it insists that the temporal ordering of work should be seen as 

sociomaterial configurations (Suchman, 2007) or entanglements (Orlikowski, 2007). However, it is 

one thing to recognize conceptually that the social and the material are intertwined, it is quite 

another to capture it analytically. EMCA affords a perspective on temporal ordering which can 

‘unpack’ how the social and the material are interlocked in practice. One example can be seen in 
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the analyses of telephone calls in Chapter 11. The mere occurrence of a telephone call does not lead 

to a reconfiguration of the existing activity framework. Rather, the participants’ embodied displays 

are instrumental for showing whether the telephone should be bracketed from the work activity (as 

in the case of the analysis in section 11.2.2), or whether it is a natural (if somewhat inconvenient) 

part of the work activity (as in the case of the analysis in section 11.2.1). It has categorial 

implications which in turn have implications for the legitimacy of answering the call. Another 

example can be seen in the analysis of the construction of the timeline in Chapter 12. The 

embodied delivery of the proposals for the transition date displays whether the proposal is 

provisional (leaning back in the seat and adopting a ‘thinking pose’) or definitive (placing hands on 

keyboard and adopting a ‘writing pose’). Moreover, the “mobile and “immutable” (Latour, 1990, p. 

26) character of the written artifact is central for the temporal tension between the open present and 

the fixed future which is involved in the construction of the special work description.  

A sociomaterial perspective affords a closer dialogue between social theories of time and 

empirical studies of time. Social theories of time have to potential to challenge habitual thinking, 

and they can push empirical studies of time in new directions. However, they tend to emphasize the 

implications for ‘macro’ phenomena (e.g. financial markets, politics, and patterns of consumption), 

and the connection to ordinary practice can be rather speculative. They can be difficult to 

distinguish from “science fiction” as Wajcman (2008, p. 59) as suggested. It may be the case that 

spatiotemporal compression is making “time sequence, and thus time, disappear” (Castells, 2009, p. 

464), or that “[the teletechnologies of real time] are killing ‘present’ time by isolating it from its here 

and now” (Virilio, 1997, p. 10) , but the implications for ordinary practice are not entirely clear. 

The analyses of telephone calls in Chapter 11 show that telephone conversation is not suspended in 

a “communicative elsewhere” (Virilio, 1997, p. 10), but unfolds in a co-present here and now. 

Indeed, the physical co-presence of the participants is two-sided. It renders telephone calls 

recognizable as certain kinds of calls (e.g. a personal call), and it renders the recipient’s actions 

recognizable as certain kinds of actions (e.g. making casual conversation). This has implications for 

the social problematicity of answering the call. However, it also affords embodied displays which 

can mitigate the potential problematicity of the call (e.g. speaking in a rushed manner or skipping 

the sequential slot for small-talk).  

However, as discussed in Chapter 5, the practice tradition can be divided into a 

humanist position which insists on the primacy of human agency (e.g. Schatzki, 2002), and a 

posthumanist position which seeks to decenter human agency (e.g. Orlikowski, 2007). The central 
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question for EMCA is what a setting is for its members. It foregrounds human action and 

backgrounds nonhuman action. Proponents of a posthumanist position may question whether 

EMCA is able to capture sociomaterial entanglements, or whether it relapses into a conventional 

anthropocentric position, but in line with Schatzki (2002) I find it difficult to dispense altogether 

with the primacy of human agency in the analysis of the social practice. A sociomaterial perspective 

extends the range of potential actors almost infinitely, and it leads necessarily to a question of 

relevance (Hindmarsh & Llewellyn, 2016). Why is some aspect of the sociomaterial world 

considered to be relevant for the analysis of a given practice? Proponents of a humanist position can 

insist on the procedural relevance for the members of the setting (Peräkylä, 2011), but proponents of 

a posthumanist position cannot since it dismisses the primacy of human agency. Indeed, its central 

premise is the decentralization of human agency.  
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CHAPTER 14  

Conclusion 

A while ago, something like the following exchange took place between two conference participants. 

The presenter had just finished his talk when he was chastised by a member of the audience: “You 

haven’t told us how this addresses discourses of power in late modernity. All we’ve seen is banal, 

everyday genetic counseling.” The presenter responded stone-faced: “Where I come from, that’s a 

compliment.” In the present PhD project I hope to have accomplished a little bit of both. I have 

insisted that studies of WTNs should begin with processual analyses of naturally occurring 

interaction, but I have embedded the analyses in a broader discussion of work time in Western 

societies.  

I began working on the project in the Fall of 2013. I did not begin with a set of explicit 

research questions, but rather with the broad purpose of exploring the social construction of time in 

contemporary work organizations. However, as the project developed from its initial stages, the 

fundamentally moral character of work time began to arise from my preliminary analyses as well as 

my readings of the existing literature. I decided on the following research question: 

In what ways is the moral ordering of work time accomplished? 

I identified a number of trends in the moral ordering of work time in the organization that I studied. 

Firstly, the dominant mode of time was task time, and resisting task time was morally problematic. 

Secondly, the relationship between activity spheres was accomplished through embodied category 

work. The members of the organization invoked category-incumbent entitlements and obligations 

to manage the flexible and permeable boundaries between activity spheres. The members’ category 

work was done with different levels of explication which was indicative of shared notions of ‘good’ 

and ‘bad’ reasons for missing work. Finally, the members of the organization performed extensive 

legitimation work to manage the tensions between individual autonomy and organizational 

complexity in the temporal ordering of the infrastructure project. This involved collaborative 

constructions of ‘what you can know’ and ‘what you should know’ regarding the developments in 

the organizational setting.    
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The work that I have presented here has suggested a number of possibilities for future 

work. One of the possibilities for future work is to develop the affordances of a sociomaterial 

perspective for studies of work time. I have suggested that the real time methods of EMCA can 

show how social time is assembled right here and right now from the materials at hand. This affords 

a closer dialogue between social theories of time and empirical studies of time. I have also suggested, 

however, that the situational program of EMCA may be limiting for the investigation of work time. 

The organization of work time in contemporary workplaces is spatially and temporally dispersed. 

EMCA can mitigate some of its temporal blind spots by respecifying them as members’ problems, 

but it will probably not be able to overcome them altogether. One of the questions for future work 

is, then, whether EMCA should pursue a situational or a configurational program to investigate the 

organization of work time in complex workplace settings.  

Another possibility for future work is to pursue the affordances of a critical EMCA for 

studies of work time. I have suggested that the increased significance of normative and concertive 

control in postindustrial work organizations has challenged the conventional antithetical view of 

resistance. However, if the line between power and resistance is difficult to demarcate in 

postindustrial work organizations, the questions ‘how do we understand resistance’ and ‘how can we 

investigate resistance’ necessarily arise. Ethnographic methods afford inquiries into the expressions 

and possibilities of resistance without imposing predefined scripts for the ‘protagonists’ and 

‘antagonists’ in the organization (Mumby et al., 2017). A critical EMCA opens a space for political 

action by explicating the mundane work through which the social world is produced:  

[T]here are landscapes of space, time and experience that have been ceded too readily to 

powerful naturalizing forces which erase the prospect of political action even before it starts by 

producing backgrounds, latent worlds that, by virtue of their routinized, ‘unrememberable but 

unforgettable’ (Gerhardt 2004) natures, make certain aspects of the events we constantly come 

across not so much hard to question as hard to even think of as containing questions at all. 

(Thrift, 2008, p. 19)  
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ENGLISH SUMMARY  

The organization of work time is widely considered to have changed with the sociomaterial 

transformations of the postindustrial age. A prominent feature of postindustrial work organizations 

is the increased significance of work time norms (WTNs) for the organization of work activities and 

processes. Temporal ordering is moral ordering. However, while there is a long tradition for 

exploring the cultural and symbolic aspects of work time, there are relatively few studies of the 

cultural and symbolic aspects of work time in postindustrial work organizations. Moreover, most 

studies of the organization of work time presuppose a retrospective model of action, and the 

organization of work time is seldom described as it happens from the perspective of a processual 

model of action. What is missing from the description is the actual moral ordering of work time. 

The present project describes the moral ordering of work time in postindustrial work 

organizations. It is placed within the practice turn in studies of managemant and organization, 

specifically ethnomethodology and conversation analysis (EMCA). The study is designed as a single 

case study of a typical postindustrial organization. The case organization is a project office devoted 

to a large infrastructure project in a metropolitan area. The primary empirical data for the study are 

video recordings of the members of a work team who are finalizing some of the written tender 

material for the infrastructure project.  

The dissertation is divided into five major parts. Part 1 serves to provide a conceptual 

and historical context for the dissertation. The first chapter delimits the notion of work time. It 

identifies two contrasting views of time which have informed studies of work time (epochal and 

fungible time), and it grounds the central themes in studies of work time in the classical writings of 

Marx, Weber, and Durkheim. Moreover, it presents a framework for describing the temporal 

structure of organizations. The second chapter describes the emergence of a new work time which is 

characterized by elements from fungible as well as epochal time. It sketches the technological, 

economic, and demographic changes that have been connected with the new work time, and it 

describes the implications for the temporal structure of organizations. A central implication for the 

present study is the transition from primarily structural and technical to primarily normative and 

concertive forms of control. The third chapter presents an overview of empirical studies of WTNs in 

postindustrial work organizations. It identifies four major strands of empirical work on WTNs, and 

it identifies a number of shortcomings in the four strands. 
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Part 2 develops a praxiological perspective on WTNs. The first chapter presents the 

practice turn in studies of organization, and it presents a specific program for exploring 

organizational practice, namely ethnomethodology and conversation analysis (EMCA). EMCA 

represents a situational program, and it affords a strong perspective on practice. The second chapter 

develops a praxiological perspective on WTNs. It distinguishes between a retrospective and a 

processual model of action, and it identifies some of the major shortcomings in studies of WTNs on 

the basis of a discussion the two models. Moreover, the chapter presents a conceptual framework for 

understanding WTNs from the perspective of the processual model of action. 

Part 3 develops a methodological framework for studying WTNs from a processual 

perspective. It builds on the principles and procedures of EMCA, but it draws on elements from 

organizational ethnography to recognize the complexity of contemporary organizations. The first 

chapter presents the methods for assembling the empirical material. The second chapter presents 

the methods for analyzing the empirical material. It draws on multimodal conversation analysis and 

membership categorization analysis, and it presents the sequential and categorial aspects of the 

morality in interaction. The third chapter discusses the quality of the methodological framework in 

relation to the conventional criteria for social research. 

Part 4 presents empirical analyses of WTNs in a postindustrial work organization. The 

first chapter explores the ‘internal’ organization of work time at the ‘local’ level of the team’s 

activities. The first section looks at the ways in which the participants accomplish collective lunch 

breaks. The second section looks at the ways in which they accomplish individual bathroom breaks. 

A central finding is that both kinds of breaks are typically accomplished as epochal task time. The 

second chapter also explores the organization of work time at the ‘local’ level of the team’s activities, 

but it is concerned with the interface between activity spheres (e.g. work and life). The first section 

describes how the participants manage the increased flexibility of activity spheres. The analyses are 

centered on the moral affordances of different categorial incumbencies in the interactional 

construction of ‘the need to be somewhere else’. The second section describes how participants 

manage the increased permeability of activity spheres. It focuses on the moral affordances of 

different categorial incumbencies when answering incoming telephone calls. A central finding is that 

the participants must balance the moral affordances of different categorial incumbencies in situ. The 

third chapter explores the ‘external’ organization of work time at the ‘global’ level of the 

infrastructure project. It is a single case analysis of the ways in which the members of the work team 
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accomplish a morally justified timeline for one of the subprojects in the entire project. It shows that 

decisions in temporally complex settings calls for extensive legitimation work.  

Part 5 discusses the implications of the project for studies of work time. A central 

contribution is to show how normative constraint on individuals’ work time is (re)produced through 

interaction. This in turn opens new questions with regards to the possibilities of resistance to the 

dominant WTNs. Another central contribution of the study is to develop a theoretical and 

methodological framework which is sensitive to the temporal aspects of organization. It can capture 

temporal and sociomaterial complexity.  
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DANSK RESUMÉ  

Det er en hyppig forestilling at organiseringen af arbejdstid har skiftet karakter med de 

sociomaterielle transformationer i den postindustrielle æra. Et centralt aspekt ved postindustrielle 

organisationer er den større betydning af arbejdstidsnormer for organiseringen af arbejdstid. Tidslig 

organisering af moralsk organisering. Men hvor der er en lang tradition for at undersøge de 

kulturelle og symbolske aspekter af organiseringen af arbejdstid, så er der relativt få empiriske 

studier af de kulturelle og symbolske aspekter af organiseringen af arbejdstid i postindustrielle 

organisationer. Endvidere forudsætter de fleste studier af organiseringen af arbejdstid en 

retrospektiv model for social handlen, og organiseringen af arbejdstid bliver sjældent beskrevet som 

den sker lige nu fra et processuelt perspektiv. Det der udebliver fra beskrivelsen, er således selve 

organiseringen af arbejdstidsnormer.  

Projektet beskriver den moralske organisering af arbejdstid i postindustrielle 

organisationer. Det indplacerer sig i praksisdrejningen i studiet af ledelse og organisation, specifikt 

den del af praksisfeltet som kaldes etnometodologisk konsersationsanalyse (EMCA). Undersøgelsen 

er designet som et single case studie af en typisk postindustriel organisation. Caseorganisationen er 

et projektkontor som blev oprettet i forbindelse med et større infrastrukturprojekt i et byområde. 

Undersøgelsens primære empiriske data er videooptagelser af en arbejdsgruppe som er ved at 

færdiggøre det skriftlige udbudsmateriale til en del af infrastrukturprojektet.  

Afhandlingen af inddelt i fem overordnede dele. Del 1 etablerer en begrebslig og 

historisk kontekst for projektet. Første kapitel afgrænser begrebet arbejdstid. Det identificerer to 

modstridende perspektiver på tid som har karakteriseret studiet af arbejdstid (klokketid og 

aktivitetstid), og det funderer de dominerende temaer i studiet af arbejdstid i de klassiske tekster fra 

Marx, Weber og Durkheim. Derudover præsenterer det en ramme for at beskrive den tidslige 

struktur i organisationer. Andet kapitel beskriver udviklingen af en ny form for 

arbejdstidsorganisering som rummer elementer fra såvel klokketid som aktivitetstid. Det skitserer de 

teknologiske, økonomiske og demografiske ændringer som er blevet forbundet med den ny 

arbejdstid, og det beskriver konsekvenserne for den tidslige struktur i organisationer. En central 

konsekvens er overgangen fra primært strukturelle og teknologiske kontrolformer til primært 

normative og kollektive kontrolformer. Tredje kapitel præsenterer et systematisk overblik over 

empiriske studier af arbejdstidsnormer i postindustrielle organisationer. Det identificerer fire 
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overordnede strømninger i studiet af arbejdstidsnormer, og det identificerer en række generelle 

temaer som går på tværs af de fire strømninger.  

Del 2 udvikler et praksisbaseret perspektiv på arbejdstidsnormer. Første kapitel 

introducerer praksisdrejningen i organisations- og ledelsesforskning, og det præsenterer en specifik 

tilgang til at undersøge praksis i organisationer, nemlig etnometodologisk konversationsanalyse 

(EMCA). EMCA repræsenterer en situationel tilgang inden for praksisforskningen, og den muliggør 

et stærkt perspektiv på praksis. Andet kapitel udvikler et praksisbaseret perspektiv på arbejdstids-

normer. Det skelner mellem en retrospektiv og en processuel model for social handlen, og det 

identiferer en række svagheder i studier af arbejdstidsnormer på baggrund af en diskussion af de to 

modeller. Derudover præsenterer kapitlet en begrebslig ramme for at forstå arbejdstidsnormer fra et 

processuelt perspektiv.  

Del 3 præsenterer en metodologisk ramme for at undersøge arbejdstidsnormer fra et 

processuelt perspektiv. Den er baseret på principper og procedurer fra EMCA, men inddrager 

elementer fra organisationsetnografi for at imødekomme kompleksiteten i moderne organisationer. 

Det første kapitel præsenterer projektets dataindsamlingsmetoder. Det skelner mellem 

interaktionelle data (videooptagelser af faktisk forekommende interaktion) som fungerer som 

primære data, og etnografiske data (feltnoter, interview, dokumenter) som fungerer som sekundære 

data, og det diskuterer forholdet mellem de to datasæt. Det andet kapitel præsenterer projektets 

analysemetoder. De omfatter multimodal konversationsanalyse og medlemsskabskategoriserings-

analyse. Det tredje kapitel diskuterer kvaliteten af den metodiske ramme med udgangspunkt i 

standardkriterier for social- og samfundsvidenskab.  

Del 4 præsenterer empiriske analyser af arbejdstidsnormer i en postindustriel 

organisation. Det første kapitel undersøger den ‘interne’ organisering af arbejdstid på det ‘lokale’ 

niveau for arbejdsgruppens aktiviteter. Det ser dels på hvordan deltagerne organiserer kollektive 

frokostpauser, dels hvordan de organiserer individuelle tissepauser. Kapitlet finder at begge slags 

pauser konstrueres som aktivitetstid. Det andet kapitel undersøger ligeledes organiseringen af 

arbejdstid på de ‘lokale’ niveau for arbejdsgruppens aktiviteter, men det fokuserer på forholdet 

mellem aktivitetssfærer (fx hjemme og arbejde). Kapitlets første del undersøger hvordan deltagerne 

håndterer den større grad af fleksibilitet i forholdet mellem aktivitetetssfærer. Det fokuserer på 

forhandlingen af kategoribundne rettigheder og forpligtelser i den interaktionelle konstruktion af 

‘behovet for at være et andet sted’. Kapitlets anden del undersøger hvordan deltagerne håndterer 

den større grad af permeabilitet i forholdet mellem aktivitetssfærer. Det fokuserer på forhandlingen 
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af kategoribundne rettigheder og forpligtelser i forbindelse med besvarelsen af et telefonopkald midt 

i arbejdet. Kapitlet viser at deltagerne må balancere de rettigheder og forpligtelser som knytter sig 

til forskellige medlemsskabskategorier. Det tredje kapitel undersøger den ‘eksterne’ organisering af 

arbejdstid på det ‘globale’ niveau for infrastrukturprojektet. Det viser hvordan medlemmerne af 

arbejdsgruppen konstruerer en moralsk forsvarlig tidslinje for ét af underprojekterne i det 

overordnede infrastrukturprojekt. Kapitlet viser at beslutninger i tidsligt komplekse kontekster 

fordrer omfattende legitimeringsarbejde. 

Del 5 diskuterer de teoretiske og metodologiske implikationer af projektet. Et centralt 

bidrag er at vise hvordan normative begrænsninger for individers arbejdstid (re)produceres igennem 

interaktion. Det åbner nye spørgsmål til muligheden for modstand mod de dominerende 

arbejdstidsnormer. Et andet centralt bidrag er at udvikle en teoretisk og metodologisk ramme som 

er følsom over for de tidslige aspekter af organisation. Den kan fange tidslig og sociomateriel 

kompleksitet. 
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TRANSCRIPT CONVENTIONS  

Symbol Description 

⌈  ⌉ Overlapping talk (top line) 

⌊  ⌋ Overlapping talk (bottom line) 

= Latched talk 

(  ) Uncertain hearings 

((  )) Descriptions of physical conduct 

>  < Compressed or rushed talk 

°  ° Soft or quiet talk 

£  £ Smiling voice 

# # Creaky voice 

Underlining Stressed words or syllables 

CAPITALS Increased volume 

: Prolonged or stretched sound 

↘ Falling intonation 

↗ Rising intonation 

↑ Shift to high pitch 

↓ Shift to low pitch 

h Hearable out-breath 

.h Hearable in-breath 

PRT Untranslatable modal particle 
 
I have only included symbols that are actually used in the present document. See Hepburn and 

Bolden (2013) for an exhaustive overview of the transcription symbols. 
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